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ABSTRACT
STUDY CIRCLES:

PROMOTING CARING LEARNING

ENVIRONMENTS FOR LATINO WOMEN
MAY 1992

CARLA CLAS0N-H50K, B.A. STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
M.A. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ed.D. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by Professor David R. Evans

The Swedish study circle is a type of popular, non-

formal adult education which was adapted in Sweden from an
idea which originated in the Chautauqua Literary Circles of

the late 1800s.

Study circles became instrumental not only

in providing educational opportunities to adults but in

promoting non-violent social change in Sweden.

These are

still the most popular form of adult education in Scandi-

navia

.

The conditions which led early Swedish educators to

adopt the study circle as an educational alternative were

similar to those which led

a

group of Latino educators in

the United States to use an adapted model of the original

version of study circles with three groups of Latinas in

community-based agency.

a

Current study circles in Sweden

have evolved far away from the original model and the inten-

tion of this project was to use the original concepts.
This study reviews the history and variety of adaptavii

I

i

I

tions of study circles in different settings and explores
the extent to which this model could be adapted and used
for

empowerment education, and how gender and differences of
race, ethnicity,

language, culture and class influence

personal and collective development.
The study uses a gualitative research methodology

grounded in feminist principles.

The author took a leader-

ship role and participated in an action-oriented process

which led this group of Latinas to begin

a

journey of re-

claiming their integrity and heritage.
The results of this study revealed that study circles
as adapted can be a powerful strategy for Latinas to break

silence about their particular experiences of oppression.
The study circles promoted a safe and caring environment

which allowed the women to begin

a

process of discovering

their power and ability to name, to reflect upon, analyze
and value their experiences.

From this experience

a

different set of conditions

emerged which were essential for the success of study
circles.

Some of these include having

organization with

a

a

foundation in an

commitment to promote people-centered

education within a process of consciousness-raising.

Vlll
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CHAPTER
STUDY CIRCLES:

1

AN OLD IDEA COMES HOME

The study circle experience which is the
object of this
study, IS an idea which originates in the
fundamental need
of people to come together to share interests,
to reach

common understandings, to become cognizant of the
forces
which govern their lives, to make decisions and to feel
in

control of their lives.
People have always worked and learned together informally, in settings which could be described as 'study

circles'.

This type of activity goes back to the origins of

this country^ and are still evident in present day New

England town meetings.

However, the original idea which

promoted the development of modern study circles came from
the Chautauqua Literary Circles which evolved from the Lake

Chautauqua Assembly founded by Bishop John Vincent in New
York State in 1874.

This popular program based on home-

study circles was suited to adults with little formal education, especially for women who were denied access to higher

education.

By 1915, there were over "seven hundred thousand

correspondence enrollees and fifteen thousand study circles"

Leonard Oliver (1987) points out that Town meetings
began in the 1600s, in the early 1700s Ben Franklin organized
weekly meetings in Philadelphia to discuss major social
issues, and Committees of Correspondence were organized by
Samuel Adams which "drew authority from the people" (p.90)
which eventually led to the American Revolution.
^

(Oliver, 1987:1).

Through these circles, women's study

groups spread all over the United States and
according to
Theodora Penny Martin (Cited in Johnson, 1989:15)
"in these
circles.
(women) developed - along with the stirrings
of

intellectual independence

- an

awareness and confidence in

themselves and their sex which they had not been able to

accomplish alone."
the late 1800s, Swedish educators who were searching
for educational alternatives to meet the needs of a vast

majority of adults who were excluded from participating in
traditional, formal education institutions, found what they
were looking for in the Chautauqua study circles.

modern study circle is the result of over

a

The

century of

experience which was initiated by these Swedish educators
who were deeply concerned of the effects of social injustice

which they understood was perpetuated and maintained through
the existing formal education system.

educators were convinced that

a

These early popular

different kind of education

based on egalitarian principles and participatory methodologies could promote the development of the potential intellectual and personal growth of their people and contribute
to social transformation.

These similar concerns and understandings have led

a

small group of Latino educators to consider readapting an
old idea, which developed its full potential in Sweden, to
the reality and needs of Latino people in this country who

2

are prevented by the traditional, dominant society
controlled education system from developing their full
potential

and contributing fully to this society.

This concern is voiced by other educators who are

seeking different types of alternatives as well.

For exam-

ple, within the formal education system, there are educators

who are reconsidering the value of cooperative approaches to
education.

Adult educators are questioning traditional

practices and considering nonformal and popular education
strategies.

And, within the feminist movement, women are

seeking educational alternatives which are more in tune with

feminine values.

Cooperative Education

Although cooperation is essential to human survival,
the formal education system is characterized by individual-

ism and competitiveness.

"Among the most prominent institu-

tions in society, the schools are least characterized by

cooperative activity"

(Slavin, 1085:5).

An over-emphasis

on individualistic approaches in the formal system of educa-

tion has resulted in growing numbers of children, teenagers
and adults who feel isolated, unable to maintain connections

with others, lacking a sense of purpose and direction,
having inadequate levels of social responsibility; and

although there is a tendency in Western society towards
excessive self-centeredness, many people lack a distinct
3

impression of who they are.

Increasingly complex and prob-

lematic social conditions have brought about a renewed

interest and need for cooperative approaches to education.

Cooperative approaches in education are instructional techniques which are appropriate for any grade level, in which
leadership, ability to communicate with others and to manage

conflict creatively and constructively are directly taught.
Educators within the formal school system who have conducted

research in this area are convinced that cooperative learning is a way to promote a deeper sense of responsibility

among individuals in society.^

Traditional Adult Education
Some of the same problems which are found in the formal

schools exist in the adult education system as well.

The

vast majority of traditional education programs for adults
(Adult Basic Education, literacy instruction, English as

Second Language, and other programs for adults who have not

benefited from formal education) are based on individualistic approaches to education.

In adult education programs

this is often carried to the extreme of offering students

one-to-one instruction.

^
For a more extensive discussion on the need for
cooperative education see David Johnson et al., 1984; Solomon
et al., 1985; David and Roger Johnson, Edythe Johnson Holubeck
and Patricia Roy, 1984; Robert Slavin, 1985 and Spencer Kagan,

1985.

4

Traditional, individually oriented models of adult

education seem to attract and meet the needs of adults
who

understand and feel comfortable with American middle-class
values; those who seek anonymity; who have been able to

detach themselves from their communities of origin; and who
are able to take advantage of the opportunities offered by

these programs.

These are individuals "who are most similar

to the middle-class adults who operate and teach in most of

the programs" (Fingeret, 1984:19).
A function of many of these programs is that of main-

streaming individuals into middle-class society (Mazirow,

Darkenwald and Knox, 1975 cited in Fingeret 1984) assuming
that middle-class culture is the standard of established

norm for everyone in society.

A 'deficit perspective'

(Fingeret, 1984) in which other cultures, social classes and

other disadvantaged people are believed to "have personal

deficiencies and suffer almost as an illness from a variety
of ills such as poverty,

low educational standing, bad

housing, unemployment ...( Bernard and Gayfer, 1982:38) are
judged against characteristics of society which are considered the norm.

For this reason, some of the goals of more

traditional programs have been to teach disadvantaged adults
the 'correct' cultural attitudes, values and behaviors.
Thus, this type of education may not meet the needs of

adults who have been socialized by different ethnic, cultural and class related values which may actually be more in

5

.

tun© with coop©iT3tiv© inod©s of l©airning with a focus on

collective action for social transformation.

Community oriented programs are more likely to develop
integrated adult education programs based on participatory,

collaborative or cooperative models of education which
advocate social transformation.

However, in this country,

"we have failed, for a variety of reasons to develop and

propagate.

.

.community-oriented programs.

.

.

(Kazemek,

1988:475)
The concern for the increasing numbers of illiterate,

semi-literate and under-educated adults in this country is
substantiated by increased efforts on the part of institutions providing
adults.

a

variety of educational programs for

Traditional adult education programs have attempted

to meet these needs but are not able to reach more than

a

small percentage of potential participants (Fingeret, 1984;

Laubach Literacy International, 1989) and often those who do

participate end up dropping out.
(1987:4) this is due to an

"

According to Berthoff

'end' methodology approach that

fails to inspire adults... and usually results in massive

drop out rates...".

Some community-based education programs

that address the broad needs of adults have been able to

attract adults from different economically and socially

disadvantaged groups who are not served by the more traditional adult basic education programs.

However, their

programs are limited by financial and other constraints and
6

thus are not able to meet the needs of the great number
of

adults who seek their services.

A Male Model Education

More than half of the participants in adult education

programs are women.

(Kazemek, 1988)

Although adult educa-

tion and other types of programs which are categorized as

non-formal education (out of formal school) have been con-

sidered by educators in both the Third World and in the

industrialized countries to be a significant strategy for

addressing the needs of poor, illiterate and under-educated
women, many feminist educators^ consider that traditional

approaches to learning which are based fundamentally on a
male model of education are counter productive to women's
development.

Traditional adult education programs charac-

terized by individual achievement, competitiveness, hierarchy, separation, objectification and loss of relation

(Noddings, 1984) do not value and respect differences which

arise from socialization patterns, ways of knowing and

understanding the world which may be specific to women.
These programs may actually be in direct opposition to

women's ways of knowing and defining themselves and others
which is accomplished in terms of caring, connection, inclusion of others, concern for others, on-going attachments,

Feminist educators such as Nel Noddings (1984),
Kazemek
Francis
(1988), Mary Belenky, Blythe Clinchy, Nancy
Tarule (1986).
Jill
and
Goldberger
^

7

and their response to others.

(Belenky et al. 1986)

Educa-

tional programs based on "a perspective that (holds) a
limited definition of women as social actors"
1988:6) do not benefit women.

(Stromquist,

Ignoring issues related to

the "triple oppression" of women (Weiler, 1988) with respect
to race, class and gender is detrimental to women from

different ethnic/cultural, linguistic and socio-economic
backgrounds who participate in such programs.

A Feminine Perspective

A feminine perspective of education requires changes in

the very structure of schooling:

increasing the spirit of

caring and considering seriously women's ways of knowing in
the development and implementation of non-formal adult

education programs.

Some feminist educators suggest that

women learn best in small groups which foster cooperation,

collaboration and which build on women's ways of understanding themselves and others and for that reason small learning

circles could be a way to shift from individualistic to

cooperative modes of learning, a way to build on women's
ways of knowing and a method which could promote what

Noddings (1984) has called 'an ethic of caring'.

However,

"little attention has been given to modes of learning,

knowing and valuing that may be specific to, or at least,
common in women"

(Belenky et al., 1986:6), and even less

attention has been given to ways of knowing that may be
8

specific to women from different class and cultural
backgrounds. A question which has arisen from the study
of

women's ways of knowing has been understanding diversity
of
ways of knowing that comes from women's cultural, linguis^^cial

,

ethnic and class backgrounds and experiences.

Bringing the Study Circle Home
Small learning circles have been the foundation of the

Swedish study circle model.

In Sweden this has been the

most popular form of adult education for nearly a century.
The Swedish study circle is a type of cooperative, non-

traditional, self-directed learning arrangement which has
been considered a tool for empowerment education promoting

personal as well as social transformation.
The Swedish study circle model might be an effective
way to provide non-formal education to women.

This model

might be flexible enough to be adapted to meed the needs of
women whose ways of knowing emerge out of specific experiences related to their ethnic, cultural and linguistic

backgrounds and their socio-economic status.

This model

might be an effective educational strategy for Latino women
because this approach reinforces traditional values of

cooperation which exist in the Latino community in general,
validates positive aspects of Latino women's attitudes and

behavior and builds upon connection with others within their
own culture.
9

Although this inod©l is

a

simple and uncomplicated

approach to adult education in Sweden; adapting this model
to the realities of the Latino community may be a challenge.

Background to the Study

My own experience as a teacher of children and adults
in the formal and non-formal education systems both in

industrialized countries of the West as well as in several
countries in the Third World has convinced me of the value
of cooperative, collaborative approaches to education.

I

was introduced to learning circles (cultural circles) in

literacy practices which were based on the philosophy and

method of instruction developed by Paulo Freire.
I

lived in Sweden for period of thirteen years and

participated in study circles both as

during this time

I

learner and as

study circle leader.

a

the value of this experience until

I

I

a

had not realized

returned to the United

States in 1988 and had time to reflect upon my work with

study circles.

The idea of seriously considering the Swed-

ish study circle model as a tool for empowerment education

became apparent to me after reading Leonard Oliver's book
Study Circles:
Social Change

,

Coming Together for Personal Growth and
and several articles on adult education and

literacy which focused on the education of women.
10

My belief in this approach to
education has been
further strengthened by findings from
research conducted by
feminist educators who support the notion
that women become
empowered by learning in environments which
build upon

women's ways of understanding themselves and
others and
their needs to connect with others.
I am especially indebted to the Nancy Goldberger and her colleagues
who wrote

^omen's

Ways of Knowing;

The Development of Self. Voi cp and

Mind, to Francis Kazemek who has considered the
implications
of a feminine perspective applied to adult
education and

literacy instruction for women, and to Arlene Fingeret whose

research on social networks led me to consider study circles
as an alternative to the traditional,

individualistic and

male-centered practices in adult education.
This study is thus grounded upon

a

feminine perspective

which recognizes that empowerment is important to all women,
and especially to women who are further limited on account
of their race,

ethnicity, language, culture and class.

The Purpose of the Study

This study explores the extent to which small, collabo-

rative learning circles based on the principles of the

Swedish study circle model, can be a tool for promoting

11

.

caring learning environments for the empowerment of
Latino
women
The small group format, a fundamental characteristic
of

study circles

is according to Swedish educators and study

,

,

one of the main aspects which has contribut-

ed to the success of this educational strategy.

However,

this alone is not sufficient to ensure success.

What seems

to be most important is that study circles be sponsored by

organizations having strong roots in the community and
ideological commitments which are publicly known.
1982)

(Kurland,

The relationship between the sponsoring organization

and the members of study circles should be one of mutual

support and strength:

the circle members become empowered

by the support offered them by the sponsoring organization

and the organization is enhanced my new membership who

understands and promotes its objectives.

(Blid,

1990)

The organizatinal base of the Swedish study circle

model was provided by

a

Latino community-based agency, known

as "La Casa" which is directed and managed by Latino women

and which basically provides health education services to

women in the Latino community.

This agency was fully com-

mitted to sponsoring study circles as

a

tool to promote

empowerment education of Latino women and backing the activities the members of the study circles decided to carry out.

This study seeks to understand how this model is per-

ceived as a tool for empowerment education by the Latino
12

women who have chosen to adapt and implement the
Swedish
study circle model within the agency they direct and

manage,

and by a group of socio-economically disadvantaged
women"
who are participants of the programs in this agency.
This study also explores how differences of race and

ethnicity, language, culture and class influence personal
and collective development as well as ways of learning which

might be more appropriate for some women.

The main objec-

tive of this research has been to understand from the per-

spective of the

women themselves how they as Latino women

have benefitted from their participation in this form of
small, collaborative learning environments, and how the

organization itself has benefitted from the study circle
project.

I

have addressed the following questions which

have served as a guide in my research.

Primary Question
How, under what conditions and with what results is the

Swedish study circle model appropriate as a tool for empowerment for Latino women in settings in the United States?

Implementing Questions
1.

What is the Swedish study circle model and how does
this particular educational approach lead to empowerment?

Most of the women, but not all, are from the Puerto
Rican Community.
"
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2.

What is the historical and social context of the Latino
community which is promoting an interest in educational
alternatives such as the Swedish study circle model?

3.

Why would Latino women benefit from this approach to
education?

4.

Under what conditions and for what reasons does this
approach to education lead to personal growth and how
is this translated into action for social change?

5.

In what ways does the community-based agency benefit
from sponsoring study circles?

6.

What factors facilitated the process, or stood in the
way of the Swedish study circle model to operate as a
tool of empowerment education for Latino women?

Significance of the Study

Although the Swedish study circle model has been in
existence for over ninety years, there has not been much
systematic documentation and research conducted about this

particular form of cooperative learning.
The Swedish study circle model has been adapted for

educational programs in Portugal, Tanzania and Nicaragua for
literacy instruction, to overcome the effects of under

education and to develop political awareness in the populations of these countries.

However, in these countries the

decision to introduce this particular educational strategy
has come from central authorities who are in control of the

development, implementation and results of study circles
programs.

In countries where a central authority
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does not

tolerate "collective change efforts from below"
(Paulston,
1980:265), the contributions of the Swedish study circle

model as an agent of change both at the personal and
collec-

tive levels cannot be fully appreciated nor studied.

United States

,

the Swedish study circle model

was the inspiration for the Ohio Farm Bureau Federation's

educational programs and the Kettering Foundation's National
Issues Forums to promote citizen involvement in public
policy.

In both the United States and Canada, this model

was the foundation of a program developed by the Interna-

tional Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftsmen to inform
and promote active participation of union members.

In these

cases study circles have been successfully adapted and used
by members of the more educated middle class.

According to Paul Aicher, the founder and president of
the Study Circle Resource Center in Pomfret, Connecticut,
the study circle concept needs to be brought to diverse

settings in local communities where people of different
social class backgrounds can benefit from the potential of
this educational strategy.
I

"It is in local communities that

find the potential for study circles most exciting, and

I

believe that it is important to keep them from becoming
solely an adult education tool for the middle class"
(Grassek, 1990:1).

It is in response to this need that this

study may be significant.

Study circles need to be adapted

to the reality, the local environment, cultural and behav15

ioral patterns and language of people from diverse
cultural

and socio-economic backgrounds.

This particular study may be the first to document the

effects of the Swedish study circle model as it was adapted
and implemented within a Latino community-based agency to

meet both the agency's needs and commitment to empower
Latino women, and the particular needs of

a

diverse group of

Latino women.
This research might provide a more systematic look at the

possibilities of adapting the Swedish study circle model for

empowerment education in different situations and for diverse groups.

This research might provide insights into the

positive as well as the negative outcomes of this type of

cooperative learning in the education of women from different ethnic, racial, linguistic, cultural and socio-economic

backgrounds as well as contribute to a better understanding
of differences of women's ways of knowing, valuing them-

selves and others that arises out of these differences.
This research may be of interest to practitioners and

educators who are concerned with social justice and the
effects of individualistic and competitive tendencies in

education which are limiting not only to women and members
of diverse 'minority' groups, but to men who are prevented

from reaching their full potential as well.

This study may

provide some understanding of how collaborative, self-di-

rected learning environments promote the development of a
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positive self image and self-confidence among women which
may contribute to their involvement in collective, social

change activities.

Clarification and Definition of terms:

Minority is used in this study for lack of
term and refers to

a

a

better

large number of people, who for reasons

of ethnicity, cultural,

linguistic, racial and class back-

grounds, are not considered to be part of the dominant
class.

This term refers to a majority of people who find

themselves outside the sphere of political and economic
dominance.

(Freire, 1987)

Latino is used in this study instead of the term
'Hispanic' which has acquired a derogatory connotation and
is linked to the oppression of people from Latin America,

Mexico and the Caribbean who have been denied respect for
their origins and grouped together into
the 'Hispanic minority'

.

what is known as

The term LAtino recognizes the

origins and nationalities of people who are permanent residents of the United States, and who have cultural and lin-

guistic links to different countries and different ethnic
groups in Latin America.

Feminism is the belief that all women suffer from some
form of oppression; however, the form it takes and how it is

experienced varies according to nationality, race, class and
ethnic backgrounds of women all over the world.
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E mpowerment is a process

through which individuals and

groups gain control over their lives and become
individuals
and members of social groups who are responsible
(able and

willing to respond).

it is also a process of social action

that promotes participation of individuals, groups,
organi-

zations and communities in gaining power, not to dominate
others but to act together to effect social transformation.

Empowerment is a subjective experience.
Coopera tive approaches to education are instructional

techniques which can be used at any grade level and with any
subject matter, in which leadership, ability to communicate

with others, to trust one another and to manage conflict

creatively and constructively are directly taught.
Study circles in this study refers to the study circle
model which evolved in Sweden from an idea which may have

originated in the Chautauqua Literary Circles.
cles have provided a kind of non-traditional

,

Study cir-

self-directed

learning arrangement especially suited to provide educational opportunities to adults who have not benefited from the

traditional education systems.

The Swedish study circle

model is based on the principles of emancipatory education
and stresses personal growth as well as social transforma-

tion through collective action.

Community-oriented programs for the purpose of this
study is

a

term used to refer to those agencies which are

committed to the education process as a means of empowerment
18

.

and social transformation and whose services
are directed

primarily to disadvantaged and 'minority' groups.

Methodology

This study is based on

a

case study of one agency which

used the study circle approach.

The research methodology of

the study relies on a qualitative research methodology which

seeks to understand from the experiences and perspectives of
the members of the study circle program how the Swedish

study circle model was
(1981:130

)

a

tool for empowerment.

Kieffer

argues that as empowerment is "an interactive

and highly subjective relationship of individuals and their

environment" it requires "innovation in qualitative/ethnographic (sic) methodology" as well as

a

"special strategy to

capture the intense experience of human struggle and transformation".

Since

a

major aspect of this research is about

the relationships between people and making connections, a

series of open-ended, in-depth interviews

modeled on

Kieffer's approach of "dialogic introspection" (Kieffer,
1984) were used.

The primary aim of this research is to

understand the experiences, perceptions and meaning

a

group

of diverse Latino women construct around the process of

personal and collective empowerment gained through their

participation in the pilot study circle project at the
agency
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This case study was based on a process which is subjective and inductive in nature, emerging from the relation-

ships developed and discovered during the course of gathering, sharing information and participating with the women

who were interviewed.

My aim has not been to produce objec-

tive data for broader generalizations.

Although many re-

searchers argue that objectivity and distance allow for
critical perspective and reduce personal bias,

I

a

support

the counter argument "that distance blurs vision; that

detachment encourages insensitivity; and that together
distance and detachment can lead to the distortion of

people's experiences in the service of the ends of the
researcher"
press)

.

(Kreisberg, original manuscript, p. 371 in

The issue of generalization is necessarily a matter

of judgement.

(Kennedy, 1979)

In this case, this judgment

should be made by individuals who wish to apply the findings
to their own situation.

This research is exploratory in

nature since little is known about the use of small, collab-

orative learning circles and diversity in ways of learning,

knowing and personal development that arise out of cultural,
racial and class differences in the experiences of women.
To my knowledge, the use of the Swedish study circle model
to promote empowerment education among disadvantaged Latino

women in this country has not been documented.

Although the primary objective of this research is to
gain an understanding of other women's perspectives with
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regard to the use of the Swedish study circle
model as a
tool for empowerment, a secondary goal has been
to involve
the participants in a critical reflection and
interpretation
of their personal and collective experiences.

Site and Sample Selection
The original idea of adapting and implementing the

Swedish study circle model began to emerge in January, 1990
when

I

approached the directors of two Latino community-

based agencies and shared with them the idea of using study

circles as a tool for empowerment education at community
level.

We all shared a similar concern for the present

situation of the Latino communities characterized by lack of
leadership, lack of self-esteem and self-confidence;

people's overwhelming sense of powerlessness as they face
severe problems of substance abuse, youth problems, violence, the break up of families and communities; their sense
of isolation due to linguistic,

cultural, educational and

emotional barriers and the notion that they have nothing to

contribute to society.

At this time the idea of collaborat-

ing became a reality through a partnership between the two

agencies and since this time the two agency directors, two
other women and myself began to meet on

a

regular basis to

adapt, develop and implement study circles as a tool for

empowerment education within the organizational structure
and existing programs within these two agencies.
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The site selected for this
study is La Casa,^ a Latino
cominunity-based agency located in
a city of Western Massachusetts.
This agency is a grassroots
organization which
was established in 1968 as a
result of a concerted efforts
on the part of a small group
of residents who were alarmed
about the deteriorating conditions
of the Latino community.
During many years, this agency provided
a wide variety of
services to the community. At the present
time La Casa is
focusing on public health issues and
provides the Latino
community with several health education
and disease prevention programs that are culturally appropriate
and relevant
to the socio-economic reality of the
Latino community.
The source of the material for this study
comes from a
study circle which was organized thorugh the
partnership

between the two community-based agencies, which was
described above, and two study circles organized at La Casa.
These study circles are known as the Partnership Circle,
the

Circulo de Salud and the Staff Circle:

1.

The Partnership Circle was composed of five members: the

two executive directors of the two agencies involved in the

partnership, a program coordinator at La Casa,

a

member of

the board of directors of the other agency, and myself.

This was the initial study circle and functioned as a guide

^
For the purposes of this study
La Casa.
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I

am calling the agency

to the process of adapting and organizing
other study circles in the community-based agencies.

The Circulo de Salud was a study circle
organized at La
Casa for a group of Latino elderly who had
previously par2.

ticipated in a program offered at this agency.

The main

focus of this circle was the health and well-being of
Latino
elderly.

This circle started off with a core group of six

elders and during the year increased to over twenty members.

3.

The Staff Circle was a study circle organized for all of

the staff at La Casa.

agency

,

the secretary

Staff included the director of the
,

two Case Managers

,

two program coor-

dinators, and a member from an outside agency which was

housed at La Casa.

The purpose of this study circle was to

provide in-service training on study circles in order to
prepare the agency staff to organize study circles within
their programs.
The women selected for the in-depth interviews were not

selected at random.

I

made

the interviewees because

I

a

conscious choice in choosing

wanted to make sure there was

diversity among the Latino women with respect to age, socioeconomic status and racial background.

I

also wanted to

include women who had experienced different problems with

regard to language abilities (monolingual versus bilingual).
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Eight women from the three circles
were selected to
participate in three in-depth interviews
conducted during a
period of one year. Three of them were
members of the
partnership Circle, two were lederly women from
the Circulo
de Salud and three from the Staff Circle.
All the members
of the study circles participated in two
focus group interviews conducted with each study circle. The first
foocus

group interview occurred towards the beginning of the
program and the last one toward the end of the first year
of

the program.

P^ta Sources and Collection Strategies

Data collection strategies took place in three different stages.

During the first and second stages

I

concen-

trated on participants' life histories and during the third
and last stage of data collection my main concern was to

understand the experiences of the women as members of different study circles.

Stage

1

During the initial phase of the research

I

conducted

open-ended, in-depth interviews which focused on the life

experiences of selected Latino women who participated in the
project as circle members, leaders and organizers.

The

purpose of these interviews was to place any future personal
and collective change among the individual women and the
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members of the study circles which were
organized in the
community-based agency in a historical
context.
l interviewed eight women whose ages, experiences,
levels of awareness, social class, racial background,
and place of origin
provided an intricate tapestry for backgrounds
which were
similar in terms of language, ethnicity and
the experience
of being 'minority women' in the United
States.

also conducted three group interviews with members
of
the each of the three study circles which were
organized
I

through the partnership and at La Casa which in this
study
are known as the Partnership circle, the Circulo de
Salud

(well-being circle) and the Staff circle.

In the group

interviews the voices of all the members, including the male
members, were recorded.

However, the vast amount of infor-

mation gathered during this study comes mainly from the
female participants.

In only some limited occasions have

I

included affirmation provided by the male members, and this
only when the information was pertinent to women's issues.
The partnership circle was made up of five members of

which one is a man and the other is myself.
circle three women were interviewed.

From this

The Circulo de Salud

was made up of a core group of about ten Latino elderly, and

about ten to fifteen other members who participated irregularly.

Although the majority of the members are older (ages

47-55) and elderly women (ages 56 and up), there were about

five elderly male participants.
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In this circle two elderly

women were interviewed.

The staff circle was made up of the

entire staff at the agency (seven women including
myself and
two members of the Partnership circle)
From this circle
three women were interviewed.
.

During this first stage worked closely with the director of the agency as well as other members of the
staff

designing, implementing and evaluating the process of initi-

ating the study circle experience in the agency.

l

orga-

nized and facilitated the first circle which was the Circulo
de Salud (Circle of Well-Being) with the core group of

Latino elders and older adults.

This circle has up to the

present time met thirty seven times (once

continue into it's second year.

a week)

and will

During this period of time,

the facilitation of this group has been shared with several

members of the group and with

a

group of trained women we

have called "Promotoras de Salud" (health promoters).

Stage

2

After

I

recorded the first interviews,

I

transcribed

each interview and shared the transcripts with the inter-

viewees in order to provide opportunity for critical selfreflection, comments and follow-up.

At this time

I

was able

to develop the questions for the following set of in depth

interviews which focused on the women's experiences of being
The questions

Latinas in the United States.

I

asked were

related to the first interviews and different for each
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.

woman

In each specific case,

I

focused on any information

which was provided during the first interview
which had any
relevance to their experience as women in their
culture,

experiences related to social class and economic
issues, and
experiences related to their sense of ethnicity, and
cul-

ture, to issues of language and racial background.

This

provided me with more information about the women's perception of themselves in

a

wider social context as well as an

opportunity for further reflection, correction, clarification and extension of our conversations together.

This

process also contributed to redefining or validating my
initial interpretations of the information received up to
this time.

Stage

3

The final interviews (group and individuals) took place

towards the end of the first year of the study circle project. The focus of these interviews was to explore the

experience and reflections of the Latino women on the value
of the study circle as a tool for empowerment.

The questions which guided this set of interviews were the
same for everyone and are the following:
1.

What has participating in the study circle meant to
you? Do you think you have changed in any way? If so
how? If not, why?

2.

Do you think the study circle experience has affected
the agency, and if so how?
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.

3.

Do you think participating in study circles
contributes
to social change?
If so, how?
And if not, why? Could
you define what you think social change is?

4.

What kinds of collective action has there been in your
study circle? Do you think this has contributed to social change? How?

5.

Do you think participating in the study circle has been
empowering to you and the members of your circle? Can
you give some examples?

6.

What does empowerment mean to you?

7.

What are some frustrations you have felt with regard to
this program?

8

Do you have any recommendations to improve the study

.

circle program?

Process
The interviews occurred in a circular manner due to the

circumstances of the work load at the agency.
doing second interviews with some women,

I

ducting initial interviews with others.

While

While

I

was

was still conI

was finish-

ing the last interviews with certain women,

I

completed second interviews with others.

completed most

I

still had not

of the interviews exactly one year after the study circle

program began, and two of the interviews several months
later

Analysis and Reporting of the Data
The data analysis strategies which are the foundation
of this study were based primarily on "elaboration of mean-

ing through joint inquiry"

(Von Eckartsberg,
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1971:77)

This

was a process of sharing the information
the interpretations
of the interviewees.

I

had gathered and

I

was giving the information with each
This process was a way to safeguard

against my own interpretations of the information
received
which may be false or based on lack of understanding.

According to Von Eckartsberg (1971:77) "a researcher
can
never assume that he (she) understands what was said or
t)ut

has to obtain a clarification from the person

studied himself (herself)".

Through informal conversations

with the participants of this study which
journal,

I

I

recorded in

a

was able to reflect upon our experiences in order

to deepen and broaden my understandings of the concept of

personal as well as collective empowerment.

These conversa-

tions helped me and each participant understand the influences of race, ethnicity, culture, language, class and

gender on our experiences and in the ways we learn, know,
and understand ourselves and others.

introspection (Kieffer, 1981) was used

A process of dialogic
as a way to explore

the connections between our experiences and reflections upon
them.

This process facilitates clarification, extension and

correction of initial conversations.

Another aspect of the analysis was the process of
integrating the three interviews in order to create

prehensive portrait of each

a

com-

participant of this study.

This process allowed me to identify common and divergent
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themes emerging from our conversations
and to link these
themes to the research questions.
Thus, after each interview was recorded,

I

transcribed

copied it and shared it with each of the
women, or the
study circle group.
l then began to code each
interview
with respect to emerging themes.
Once I had listed
It,

the

themes from each interview,

more general categories.
themes were:

I

began to classify them into

For instance some of the emerging

poverty, women's roles, education, work,

language, ethnicity, migration.

Later, categories such as

poverty, economic situations, migration, etc. were placed
in
a

more general category such as class

(poor people migrate,

poor women work in factories, economic situations are relatto people's class standing in society)

view was coded,

I

.

As each inter~

began to look for common themes:

all the

women talked about poverty, all of them had stories of

migrating to this country, all of them were affected by
language issues, discrimination.
gent themes:

Then

only one of the women

I

I

searched for diver-

interviewed is of

African origin, so she dealt with racial issues related
being perceived as African American and not Puerto Rican.
Most of the women were very religious; three of them were
not, but spoke of spiritual development instead.

After the last set of interviews, my analysis focused
on the women's experience with respect to the value of study

circles as a tool for personal and collective empowerment.
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At this time

concentrated on the research questions which
are the foundation of this study.
Personal empowerment
I

was

looked at in terms of changes occurring at
the individual
level - any kind of changes in the way each
person was

analyzing problems, looking at causes.

In the circles we

concentrated much of our work in looking at root causes
of
problems, going beyond victim-blaming, blaming ourselves

and

falling prey to internalized as well as externalized oppression.

Collective changes were considered in terms of what

the members of the study circles had decided to do.

I

was

interested in looking at the circle's action plans and

understanding why this type of collective action was chosen,
and how the group had come to this process.

The last

phase of this process took place over

a

year

after initiating the study circle project at the agency.
This involved final analysis and interpretation of the

information gathered.

Participants and other informants

were active in discussing, revising, validating or helping
me understand the information gathered from the group and

individual interviews, extensive field notes, journal and

reports to funding agents.
The final analysis was accomplished by making use of

the framework of the Native American Medicine Wheel and the

Wheel of Oppression.
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A Personal View of the Research Process

entered the research process from the triple
perspective of having been the initiator of this
study circle
I

project, of participating actively in all the
stages of the
development and implementation of the project as well
as

facilitating a study circle, and of being

a

researcher.

I

also entered this research with the belief that at all
times
I

have been a participant in a learning and social transfor-

mation process.

I

did not develop any pre-conceived ques-

tions for the two in-depth life history interviews with the

selected participants believing that these would emerge from
the conversations and relationships between myself and each

participant.

believed that this process would encourage

I

Participants to express their own self-understandings,
develop critical reflection as well as well as facilitate

a

process of joint re-interpretation of their/our experiences
of empowerment.

I

did develop specific questions for the

last interview because

I

was interested in specific

expereinces related to the study circle process.
My role in this research has been one of participant

and observer.

I

have been

a

participant in the sense that

I

was and continue to be actively involved in the study circles at the agency.

I

of this organization.

er in the sense that

have been
However,

I

a
I

member of the community
also have been an observ-

am not a Puerto Rican woman and
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cannot live or experience the limiting
conditions of these
socially and economically disadvantaged
women.

For a limit-

ed amount of time,

was able to step into their lives in

I

order to listen to their voices and try to
understand from
their perspectives how study circles have,
or have not,

facilitated an empowerment process, what this
process meant
to the women and how it has been manifested
outwardly.

Organization
This study is organized into seven chapters.
is the introduction to the study.

Chapter

2

Chapter

1

describes three

major trends in the field of education which provide the

background for the use of study circles for empowerment
education.

Chapter

3

provides the historical background of

the development of study circles, and includes a detailed

description of different aspects of the Swedish study circle
model.

This chapter includes information from Swedish

educators and study circle experts about specific conditions

which should be present in order to adapt and implement this
model elsewhere, group of Latino women.

Chapter

4

provides

the social context of the Latino community where this study

takes place and also places the study within the context of

feminist research.

Chapter

5

is an account of the experi-

ences of the of the Latino women study circle participants
of the initial process of naming and consciousness-raising

which are the initial stages of empowerment.
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Chapter

6

is

an account of the second stage of
empowerment which is
related to discovering and analyzing root
causes.
This

process is essential in healing which is
another fundamental
aspect of empowerment. Chapter 7 analyzes
and summarizes
the process of adapting and implementing
the Study Circle
Model with respect to a new set of conditions
which emerged
during this process.
in this chapter key issues which

emerged during the first year of the pilot study
circle

program which facilitated or impeded the success
of this
project are considered.
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CHAPTER

2

THE CONTEXT OF STUDY CIRCLES

There are three trends within the field of education

which have provided the background to support the notion
of
adapting the Swedish Study circle model in the Latino

Community-Based Agency where this study took place.
f

The

comes from educators within the formal school system

who have been promoting cooperative learning as an alternative to current practices in schools which promote competi-

tion and individualism.

Educators

who have researched the

effects of these practices suggest that competition and

individualism reinforce

a

negative interdepedence reward

system fostering the notion that for some to be successful
others must fail.

Students are thus taught to believe that

to succeed they must operate independently and compete over

limited resources and rewards.

(Slavin, 1983)

educators in this field agree that

a

Although

certain degree of

competition and individualism is not detrimental, the vast
majority of our schools are not teaching cooperative practices which could produce positive changes in the kinds of
social behavior that are increasingly needed in our complex

society
The second influence comes from the field of adult

education, especially the area of non-formal education.

Non-formal education emerged as an educational alternative

in developing countries where formal
education was consid-

ered as inefficient, ineffective and irrelevant
in meeting
the needs of vast numbers of people.
Some educators were

attracted to this type of out-of-school education
believing
that it could be a way of reaching underprivileged
sectors
of the population and help to bring about social change.

Some educators argue that some non— formal education

strategies function as replacements for formal education
practices which maintain the status guo and promote
impression of change.

a false

In response to this criticism, some

adult educators have engaged in

a

type of non-formal educa-

tion based on principles of consciousness-raising and

emancipatory education.
The third source of influence comes from the contribu-

tions of feminist educators who have provided much research
and documentation as to the effects of sexism in education.

The traditional educational system, founded upon patriarchal
ideals, has prevented women from developing their full

potential.

In both the formal education system and non-

formal education programs, women have been rewarded for

their docility and their complicity in adjusting to oppressive conditions.
A feminist approach to education is needed to bring about

major changes in the structure, process and content of the
present educational system.
a

There are different models for

feminist pedagogy; however, the model which is described
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in this particular study integrates aspects of female
iden-

tity that come from women's roles as mothers and nurturers

with

a

process of gender-consciousness raising.

it is a

model which rejects all the fundamental premises of

a com-

petitive and individualistic male model of education.

Cooperative Learning Approaches in Education

Cooperative learning techniques and methods are alternatives to traditional competitive and individualistic

practices in schools.

This approach to education is ground-

ed on a basic principle that considers collective experience

within

a

group a most essential characteristic.

David and

Frank Johnson define a group as "a collection of persons in

face-to-face interaction, each aware of his (her) own membership, each aware of the membership of others and each

getting some satisfaction from participating in the activities taking place" (1975:2).

Being part of a group is extremely important in the
life of every one.

In fact,

a

person's physical and psycho-

logical health "depends almost entirely on the quality of
(his/her) relationships with other people" (Johnson, 1986:3)

and the quality of his/her life depends to a large degree

upon the effectiveness of the group to which that individual
belongs.

Anthropological studies suggest that social units
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function well as long as "its members
have

a

sense of being

an entity and identify with it...
One of the signs that a
society is breaking down is that its
members cease to iden-

tify with (their social unit) and seek
other reference
groups" (Graves, 1985:415).
The effectiveness

of the group

depends upon the interaction of the individuals
who are the
members of the group. The main objective of
any group is to
join together to achieve certain goals, and
this is best

accomplished through cooperation.

Frank and David Johnson

(1975) suggest that a successful group depends upon the

interaction of group members in three basic activities:

1)

The members of a group must clearly understand group goals.
The goals must be relevant to each member, stimulate cooper-

ation and

high level of commitment;

a

2)

members of

a

group

^ust be able to communicate ideas and feelings effectively;
and

3)

participation and leadership must be distributed

among all the members of the group.

This kind of interac-

tion is not intrinsic to human beings, but must be learned.

Background

Cooperative approaches to teaching and learning are
nothing new.

For many traditional societies the proper

functioning of all the members of
survival.

a

group has been vital to

In traditional societies cooperative learning has

been considered the natural way to teach and pass on commu-

nity knowledge from one generation to the next.
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Cooperative learning is not
States either.

a

new idea in the United

In the past, cooperative approaches in

education "had strong advocates and (were) widely used to

promote the educational goals of the time.

(Cooperative

learning) dominated American education through the turn of

the century" (Johnson et al., 1984:13, 14).

In the 1930's

John Dewey promoted the use of cooperative learning groups.
At the present time there are educators in different coun-

tries engaged in the study and implementation of cooperative

learning processes in the schools.
One of the main functions of education in general is to

socialize children to assume adult roles.

Cooperation is

considered an essential part of adult life (Johnson and
Johnson, 1975; Slavin, 1983, 1985; Kagan 1985), yet at the

present time, the schools which are one of the most prominent institutions of society "are least characterized by

cooperative activity" (Slavin, 1985:5).

The vast majority

"of the nation's classrooms are primarily competitively or

individualistically oriented" (Eccles et al., 1984 cited in
Bempechat, 1989:6).

Although a certain degree of competi-

tion in learning situations is desirable and individual work
is essential, the emphasis has been on creating competitive

situations where students learn to compete over limited
rewards and on fostering individualism which encourage

students to be concerned only with their own achievement

regardless of what happens to their companions.
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"Research-

rm

ers have established that interpersonal
competition, in
fostering ego-involvement, orients students towards
displaying their superiority over others"
(Nichols, 1989:158,

cited in Bempechat, 1989:10).

This situation promotes and

sustains vast inequalities in society.

The absence of a systematic program within the
schools to promote cooperation, prosocial development amounts to a de facto (sic) decision to institute a socialization program that fosters competitiveness and individualistic, antisocial, and asocial development (Kagan, 1985:368).
Social changes which have taken place during the past

several decades have brought people of different class,
racial and ethnic backgrounds closer together.

This situa-

tion has brought about a need to deal effectively with

"interpersonal, intergroup and intersocietal tensions and

conflicts" (Schmuck, 1985:1).

However, many individuals are

not prepared to handle problems in an effective manner.

Individuals often feel at

a

loss when confronted by the

tensions and conflicts of daily living.

This is often

reflected by an increasing sense of personal and social
isolation, a lack of concern for other's welfare, inadequate
levels of social responsibility and increasing rates of

school drop outs, delinquency and crime.
1984; Salomon et al.,

(Johnson et al.,

1985)

Concern for these situations has brought about renewed
interest for the need to "increase social concern and re-

sponsibility and to decrease selfishness and aggression"
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(Solomon, et al

.

,

1985:371) by implementing cooperative

instructional approaches in the schools.

Cooperation is a critical concern to educators.
The increasing complexity of social conditions
locally and world-wide has brought to the forefront
the importance of learning to cooperate. Recent
educational thought and research have shown the
power of cooperating to learn (Schmuck, 1985:1).

Circles of Learning

Cooperative approaches to learning are based on the use
of small learning groups, sometimes known as circles of

learning.

(Johnson et al.,1984)

"Cooperative learning

methods are structured, systematic, instructional strategies
capable of being used at any grade level and in most subjects" (Slavin, 1985:6).

In a classroom students cannot be

expected to develop communication and cooperation skills if
they are expected to work alone without interacting with
each other; for this reason the cooperative learning envi-

ronment must be structured.

Interpersonal and group skills

are not inborn qualities in human beings, thus cooperation

and communication skills must be taught directly.
et al.

Johnson

(1984) suggest that the basic skills are 1) forming

the cooperative learning group;

activities;

3)

2)

managing the group's

developing group learning skills; and

developing critical thinking skills. *

Although

a

4)

teacher

^ For a more detailed description of cooperative learning
skills defined as forming, functioning, formulating and
fermenting please see Johnson et al., 1984:45-53.
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IS responsible for structuring
cooperative learning environ-

ments and defining the collaborative
skills which are
learned by the group, it is the
group members themselves who
finally determine whether a
cooperative learning environment
develops and that the skills are
practiced and internali^ed.
When a learning situation is
structured to stimulate peer
support for cooperative work, there
needs to be guidance in
order to ensure equal participation
for all members.
Traditional schooling has made use of small
groups, but

there is a difference between small group
instruction and
cooperative learning in small groups. There
are five basic
elements which must be present for small groups
activities
to be cooperative (Johnson et al. 1984:9):
1.

In order for a learning situation to be
cooperative
students must perceive that they are positively interdependent with other members of their leaning group.

2.

A cooperative learning environment is created when
there is face-t o-f ace interaction active participation
and verbal communication among students.
:

3

.

4.

There must be individual accountability for mastering
assigned tasks.

There must be an appropriate use of interpersonal and
small group skills
shared leadership, trust, conflict
resolution skills, communication skills, shared responsibility for each other's learning.
:

5.

The instructor observes, analyzes group process and
intervenes
Special time is set aside to discuss group
process
.

Cooperative learning is based on the small group composed of four to six members who should represent different

academic levels, gender and ethnic/racial backgrounds so
42

;

;

that "each group is
al.,

1984:6).

microcosm of the class" (Johnson et
Although these small learning circles may
a

employ different cooperative learning methods
such as student team learning (Slavin, 1980), jigsaw
technigues
(Aronson, 1978), learning together (Johnson and
Johnson,
1976) and group investigation

(

Sharan and Sharan, 1976),

they are all based on the following fundamental
principles:

Cooperative behavior
Working with helping each other
and developing positive interdependence among group
members
;

2*

3

•

^opera tive incentive structure:

Although there is
individual accountability within the group, the group
is rewarded on the performance of all its members;

Cooperative ta sk structure: A group works together
even they may or may not receive rewards for group
performance
Coo perative motives:
When there is a predisposition to
act cooperatively in all situations that allow a choice
between cooperative instead of competitive or individualistic behavior.
Social skills such as leadership,
ability to communicate with each other, to trust one
another and to manage conflict constructively are
directly taught.

A Brief Assessment

Research on cooperative approaches to education has
been conducted since the 1920 's.

During this past decade

research has been conducted in the U.S. by David and Roger
Johnson, Robert Slavin and Spencer Kagan; in Israel by

Shlomo Sharan and Rachel Lazarowitz; in Canada by Gayle

Hughes and in Norway by Egil Hjertaker.

The effects of

cooperative learning have been studied in two principal
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areas:

Student achievement and social relationships.

Evidence from these studies support the
conclusion that
cooperative learning:
l) Enhances student achievement,
especially for low achieving and minority
students;'' 2)

improves inter-cultural, cross-ethnic relations
among
students; 3) encourages respect for cultural
differences and
facilitates the maintenance of diverse cultural
values; 4
)

promotes positive social relations and prosocial
development;

5)

increases self-esteem, respect for others,

develops positive attitudes towards others, as well as
toward school and learning.

(Kagan,

1985)

In addition,

David and Roger Johnson claim that cooperative learning

promotes the development of "higher reasoning strategies and

greater critical thinking competencies than do competitive
and individualistic learning strategies" (1984:16).

Cooperative learning approaches focus on the development of interpersonal and intergroup skills which can con-

tribute to changing attitudes among people, improving social

responsibility and concern for others, and hopefully lessening destructive tendencies in present day society.

In spite

of the fact that cooperative learning approaches are posi-

Although some educators have argued that heterogeneous
cooperative learning groups penalize high achieving students,
results from studies conducted by David Johnson suggest that
high achieving students develop a higher quality of reasoning
strategies and gain higher retention rates.
For a more
detailed discussion of this subject refer to Johnson et al,
1984; Johnson and Johnson, 1985 and Slavin, 1988.
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tive tendencies within the formal education
system, educators who are concerned with understanding the
root causes of

society's problems in order to bring about lasting
solutions
argue that innovative approaches within institutionalized
education, such as cooperative learning, cannot address the
root causes of domination, alienation, and oppressive conditions.

Institutionalized education is controlled by domi-

nant sectors of society who defend their interests and

protect their own privileges.
Reed,

(Freire,

1970; Lerner, 1986;

1981)

Through their control of society's institutional
and ideological development, the dominant sectors
protect their own privilege while repressing social
groups from whose labor social privilege is derived.
Such has been the legacy of repression of
working people in our country, particularly Blacks,
Latins, Native Americans and women, whose differential treatment, stretching over many decades, has
resulted in their unequal economic and social development (Reed, 1981:6).
Within the formal education system there are also vast

disparities within schools.

For instance, quality education

and innovations such as cooperative approaches to education,
are commonly instituted in schools where there is sufficient

funding to afford small group instruction.

This is not

possible in school districts in poor neighborhoods where

dwindling property taxes cannot support quality education.
(Kozol,

1991)

Quality education has become a commodity available
only to those who will serve the dominant sectors
Thus the task we are faced with is
of our society.
education that will prepare
liberating
to develop a
structures of the
oppressive
us for eliminating the
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old society while helping us develop
tools and
caients to forge a new society (Reed,
1981:3).

Alternatives in Nonformal Education

Non-formal education has been considered

a

significant

strategy for addressing the educational needs of
adults who
have not benefited from formal schooling. Non-formal
education has been defined by Coombs and Ahmed as "any
organized,

systematic educational activity carried out outside the
framework of the formal system to provide selected types of
learning to particular subgroups in the population..."
(cited in La Belle, 1976:21).

Because non-formal education

occurs outside of formal school settings, educators have
more freedom to be innovative in developing different kinds
of alternative programs, methods and strategies in their

efforts to make education available to adults who have never

attended or not completed basic education.

education has been developed and used to

a

This type of

great extent in

Third World nations in programs ranging from literacy instruction, work-oriented education to basic education.

There are adult education programs in industrialized countries which fall under this category as well.

Although

there is an assumption that the majority of adult education

programs do not easily fit into the formal education model.
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there are institutions of adult
education which are dominated by
;great

tradition' of our
cultura?^h»^®i°"
^ heritage, principally
Euro-centered and
as training
teenth century concept of 'useful within th^n^nt
knowledge'.
education works to mainain the status quo and assumes
tain^^the
that
not rise above their alloted station people should
iriile
(Hughes and Kennedy, 1985:48).
•

In the United States, the vast
majority of adult educa-

tion programs such as ABE (Adult Basic
Education), GED
(programs to obtain high school diplomas)
and literacy
instruction are variations of formal school
programs in outof-school settings. Although adult education
is different
from formal education, practices still largely
rely
"in the

concept of teacher-taught, expert-novice,
master-apprentice
and the handing down of good practices ... from
the bank of
cultural knowledge" (Hughes and Kennedy, 1985:164).

These

programs are also based on individualistic and competitive

approaches to education given the fact that "the bottom line
is employment"

(Fingeret, 1984:17).

in the United States

adult education is seen as not a right or end in
itself, but as a means for training adults to get
and keep jobs... and become more productive citizens... Most American programs are individually
oriented, corresponding to the legislative emphasis
on improving individual's circumstances.
This may
be understood in terms of American's historical
focus on individual achievement... (Fingeret,
1984:20)

Although this is the case for most adult education
programs, many community oriented organizations who base

their work on

a

different set of assumptions, values and
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Rosenman (cited in Fingeret, 1984) explains
that because
community-oriented organizations are usually staffed
by

individuals who are "economically poor", there
tends to be
more understanding of the issues affecting people
who are

underprivileged.

Individuals who work in community-based

agencies

understand that things will never get appreciably
better as long as they and their neighbors try to
make it out of poverty one at a time, scrambling
the backs of one another for the few opportunities available to the most competitive among them
(Rosenman, n.d., p. 6 cited in Fingeret, 1984:21)
Increasing numbers of individuals who work in

community-oriented organizations are being influenced by
critical education theory, and especially by the work and

publications of Brazilian educator, Paulo Freire.

This

influence, combined with personal experience and empathy on
the part of many community workers may be a reason why so

many community-oriented organizations are beginning to

approach adult education as a group process focusing on

collective rather than individual action for community
development.

These organizations are also more likely to be

committed to empowerment education considered in terms of
increasing the ability of individuals and groups to take
control of their lives and to advocate for social change.
(Fingeret, 1984)

This observation was confirmed by statements made by
several members of the staff in the Latino community-based
This will be
organization where this study took place.
discussed in detail in following chapters.
®
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Education—for C ritical

ConsciouKnp;.g:g;

Paulo Freire's work on critical awareness
is one of the
major influences in the field of education
during the past

twenty years. Since 1970 with the publication
of Pedagogy nf
the Oppressed Freire's work has provided insights
into the

,

process of education for the development of critical
consciousness.
Freire has stressed the need of education
to

empower adults through practices that prepare learners
to
uncover, understand, analyze and transform oppressive
struc-

tures which limit them in their daily lives.

Education is

not neutral, it is an instrument which promotes either
"the

practice of freedom (or)... the practice of domination"
(Freire,

1973:69).

Traditional education, defined by Freire

as 'banking education'

"treats students as objects of assis-

tance... Banking education inhibits creativity and domesti-

cates... (It) emphasizes permanence and becomes reactionary"
(Freire, 1973:71, 72).
An alternative to banking education is 'problem-posing'

education where participants in the learning process become
critical thinkers.

Problem-posing education bases itself on creativity
and stimulates true reflection and action upon
reality, thereby responding to the vocation of men
(and women) as beings who are authentic only when
engaged in inquiry and creative transformation...
Problem-posing education affirms men (and women) as
beings in the process of becoming ... Problem-posing
education, as a humanist and liberating praxis,
posits as fundamental that men (and women) subjected to domination must fight for their emancipation.
To that end, it enables teachers and students to
become Subjects of the educational process by over49

coming authoritarianism and an alienating
intellectualism (Freire, 1973:71,71,74).®
In a

'problem-posing' education setting participants

work together as teachers and learners in small
groups known
as 'culture circles' where they are encouraged
to create
their own curriculum in a learning environment which

promotes equality.

in this type of small group setting

are able to focus on common problems and find

possible solutions through

a

process of dialogue, reflection

and action.

Men (and women) are not built in silence, but in
word, in work, in action-reflection... To exist
humanly, is to name the world, to change it...
Dialogue is an encounter among men (and women) who
name the world ... Without dialogue there is no
communication, and without communication there can
be no true education (Freire, 1973:76, 77, 81).

Through this process of sharing experience and listening to each other learners are able to validate their

knowledge, to move beyond the transmission of knowledge to
the creation of new knowledge and to understand the

situation which has given rise to the social, economic and
political injustices they experience.

Critical thinking

develops through the process of unveiling "the world of
oppression" for which the natural outcome is action for
Paulo Freire has used the term 'man/ men' extensively.
Whenever this occurs, I have added 'woman/women'. In Freire's
writings there is a tendency to consider emancipation form a
male perspective, excluding women as an important and separate
"In discussions
group.
This was addressed by Bell Hooks.
with Freire on this issue, he supported wholeheartedly this
criticism of his work and urged me to share it with readers"
(Hooks, 1984:166)
®

.
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ormation of
Ui.
thp
one
1973:40)

/^-p
reality of
oppression" (Freire,

.

Empowerment education is

a

process which "involves

people in group efforts to identify
their problems, to
critically assess social and
historical roots of problems,
to envision a healthier society,
and to develop strategies
to overcome obstacles in
achieving their goals"
(Wallerstein and Bernstein, 1988:380).

From Cultural Circles to P opular Educatinn

Freire's ideas of education as

a tool

for the develop-

ment of critical consciousness have
had significant impact
in the field of education all over
the world.
This is

especially true for adult education programs
in the Third
World where Freire's ideas influenced the
development of
"alternative educational approaches directed toward
the

promotion of social change" (ICAE document, 1981.
Marshall et al.

Background document

2,

In

n.d.:3).

Some educators believe that Freire's ideas were instru-

mental in the development of innovative approaches to nonformal education such as ^popular education^ in Latin

America.

However, experts and practitioners of popular

education argue that this type of grassroots education

movement can be traced to "the historical struggle of the

oppressed and the disenfranchised" (La Belle, 1987:206)
which precludes Freire's work.
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Some popular educators have

.

even rejected Freire's approach
to education as unsuccessful
claiming that consciousness-raising
has been instrumental in
helping people understand the causes
of oppression but
"there is nothing in Freire's theory
or method that links up
the knowledge that something is
wrong with an action that
would do something about it" (La Belle,
1987:206). Although
Freire's approach to education and popular
education draw
upon many of the same ideological and
philosophical principles, popular educators consider the
emphasis on the action
that transforms the oppressive situation
as the major difference between the two approaches

Popular education is part of a broader process of
transformation of social structures in favor of the
oppressed.
This process takes place within a
complex of activities carried out by the people
during the course of every day life in order to
survive and meet their needs. The task of popular
education is to contribute to the development of
people's consciousness concerning the real causes
of the problems they encounter, in order to increase
their capacity to mobilize themselves by participating in organizations and supporting them (Vio
Grossi 1984 307
,

:

)

.

The Expansion of Popular Education

The term popular education,

coined in

'education popular' was

Latin America where "it has emerged, anchored in

the experiences of the poor" (Vio Grossi, 1987:1).

This

alternative educational approach is now practiced among the
many rural and urban poor in Third World countries and is
slowly spreading to industrialized countries.
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Popular education strategies are spreading
through a
network of people, community groups and
organizations in
different parts of the world seeking social
justice.

in

Canada and the United States, this approach
is taking root
in community based agencies which
offer alternative programs
in response to the growing needs of the
poor, ethnic

minorities and others who are caught in

a

struggle to

satisfy the most basic needs for shelter, clothing,
food,
and health care.
There is

a

growing awareness among social service

providers that the conditions of the poor in Western,

industrialized countries are similar to those often

described in the Third World.

Freire, in many of his

writings, has discussed the notion that the industrialized
First World exists within the framework of the Third World,
and that the poverty, marginality and oppression so often

described as the reality of the Third World is very much
part of the reality of the industrialized countries of the
West.

In the United States, Jonathan Kozol has helped

create an awareness among Americans of the existence of
...one of the largest and most bitterly oppressed
Third World societies of all: namely, the
oppressed, impoverished, and illiterate who live
here, concealed within the borders of the seemingly
benign and prosperous United States... 50 million
children and adults within this bastion of the
First World live in virtually the same despair or
degradation as those residents in the Third World.
The agony of the Third World exists within the
context of the First (Kozol, 1982:55,56).
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In the United States many individuals
and organizations

involved with minority and immigrant rights, the
peace
movement, environmental action groups, the women's
movement
and other solidarity groups are adapting popular
education

techniques as

a

commitment to bring about social change.

Agencies which are community oriented are often "geared to
the needs of specific ethnic and cultural groups...

(They)

claim that their broad, collaborative approach contributes
to their ability to work with those persons who do not

participate in traditional (adult education) programs"
(Fingeret, 1984:20, 26).

Characteristics of Popular Education
Popular education forms part of a current in adult
education which has been described as 'an option
for the poor'... Most of the methodology and
techniques of popular education are also those of
adult education.
But while many adult education
programs are designed to maintain social systems,
even when unjust and oppressive, popular education's intent is to build an alternative educational approach that is more consistent with social
justice (Arnold and Burke, 1983:7).
Popular education is an educational approach linked to
the conviction that the root of our present unjust economic
and political structures is not only due to inequalities in

the distribution of resources, but "also an exclusion of the

vast majority of people from any meaningful decision-making

power over their own lives" (Gattfly, 1983:8).

It is an

educational approach which challenges disempowerment
for that reason it is education which "uses people's
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,

and

.

.

knowledge and disseminates it.

It recognizes the value of

people's daily life experiences and opens up spaces for real
participation.
(Vio Grossi,

It promotes solidarity and cooperation..."

1987:1)

through learning.

it is a way of empowering people

The philosophical foundation of popular

education is based on two premises:

The first is that

"education must empower all people to act for change" and
the second is that "education must be based on a democratic

practice (where the conditions are created for) full and
equal participation in discussion, debate and decision-

making" (Arnold et al., 1991:1).

According to David Reed (1981:7-11) there are four
basic principles which characterizes education which seeks
to empower people and bring about social change through the

development of critical consciousness:
1

.

The social experiences of the learners constitutes the
basic content of the learning process. Using the
experience of the participants ia a validating and
empowering process; learning acquires a sense of being
real, immediate and purposeful.

2

3

The learner's values and social interests are used to
determine the purpose, character and direction of the
learning process. This principle is extremely
important, although not easy to implement because
participants have deeply internalized the values of the
dominant society.
"It is not easy to distinguish
imparted values from those that reflect our own
interests" (Ibid. p.8).

.

The learners engage in a learning process which seeks
to understand root causes and identifies economic,
political and cultural forces which create social
The aim of this process is to reveal how
conditions
social conditions affecting learners' have evolved.
.
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4

.

Draws upon kn owledge and experience from other sources.
linking local experiences to historical and global
processes

Popular education, as mentioned earlier, incorporates

principles of adult education theory as developed by
educators such as Malcolm Knowles.

However, education that

serves the interests of exploited sectors of society,

involves people in critically analyzing their social

situation and helps them organize to collectively bring
about social change has certain characteristics.

The

following is a summary which has been taken from different
sources.

(Arnold et al., 1991; Arnold and Burke, 1983;

Barndt and Freire, 1989; Gattfly, 1983; Reed, 1982)
1.

The starting point of any activity is the concrete
There is joint creation of
experience of the learner
knowledge in the process of validating the experience
of the learners while adding new information;
.

2.

3.

4.

Everyone teaches and everyone learns; There is no
expert, but an acceptance of the knowledge and
experience all participants bring to the learning
Greater learning takes place when the
situation.
learner is treated and respected as an equal. A
coordinator or facilitator helps develop ideas and
Although the facilitator is a participant in
skills.
the process, she or he must encourage learning and the
development of leadership in the group. There is
recognition that the facilitator is not a neutral
member of the group.
There is a high level of active participation in the
learning process. Recognizing that people learn in
different ways requires that learning be enhanced by
appealing to as many senses as possible. Learning is
also enhanced when participants see the importance of
what they learn in their own lives.

Learning is considered a collective process, focusing
on the group rather than on the individual.
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5

.

Learning focuses on the
crea+-i<~,r,
rather than the
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time,
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^ nave not chosen
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n
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initial
grievance around which thev^are^str^^^f
oppression. "We must accept the
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Lde^ ^0 ? !^
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ThCta

•

recognltiSforthe road
w:^mu"sf;ra"vel\\"?-^
avel to liberate ourselves"
(Reed, 1981:202).

Feminist Contributions in the Field
of Education

Feminism in general is

a

belief that all women suffer

from some form of oppression.

Some feminists argue that

there are universal elements of
oppression that link women
all over the world (Bernard and
Gayfer, 1982; Damian, 1987)
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While others suggest that
this notion has a tendency
to
negate the wide variation
of women's diverse
experiences and
concerns (Sen and Grown,
1987; Lorde, 1984; Hooks,
1984

,

Weller, 1988)

Gita Sen and Carol Grown
(1987) maintain that
there is a danger in generalizing
and simplifying women's
experiences of subordination,
inequality and oppression and
in the process losing some
of the value which is to be
found
in the uniqueness of women's
different experiences
of

oppression
Feminist educators have been
researching and documenting gender discrimination and
oppression in education.
This work has been extremely
important in documenting sexism
which underlies approaches and
practices in education.
(Weiler,

1988)

The feminist movement has also
promoted

a

strong education component which has
focused on understanding and explaining the circumstances
"in which discrimination on the basis of gender is... the
most socially
acceptable form of oppression"
(Thompson,
1983:16).

Learning about and exposing women's experiences
of oppression has been a powerful event often expressed

in terms

of exposing lies, telling secrets, and breaking
the silence.

"One of the most powerful social and political
catalysts...

has been the speaking of women with other women,
the telling
of our secrets,

of words"

(Rich,

the comparing of our wounds and the sharing

1979:260).
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The powerful experience
of exposing lies, telling
secrets and breaking silence
has not been shared by
all
women.
Although feminism has gained
a new perspective
from
the voices of women from
different countries in the Third
world, the movement has had
little appeal to Third World
women and women of color in
this country. These women have
felt left out of a movement
which up to the present has
been
considered to be a white, liberal,
middle class women's
movement (Weiler, 1988; Hooks,
1984; Lorde, 1984, Moraga and
Castillo, 1988) in which "there is
a pretense to a homogeneity of experience by the word
'sisterhood' that does not
in fact exist"
(Lorde 1984 111
According to Moraga and
Castillo (1988), the feminist movement
has not developed any
plans which could include women whose
cultural, linguistic,
racial or ethnic differences have meant
exclusion.
For
'Third World' women and women of color,
their own particular
experience of culture, language, ethnicity, race
and class
,

)

.

is an integral part of how they know gender
oppression.

This experience is the foundation of their
struggle for

liberation from oppression.

Nosotras las mujeres de color somos veteranas de
una guerrade clase y de color que aun esta
Ih© term Third World women refers to minority and
women
of
color
in
the
United
States
and
in
other
industrialized countries.
Moraga and Castillo use the term
'women of color' and 'Third World' women in Esta Puente mi
Espalda
1988.
All of these terms are inadequate, but are
used for lack of better terminology.
,
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aumentando en el movimiento feminista.
Baio el
nombre de feminismo, las mujeres
blancas de
priyilegio economico han usado este
privileaio al

The struggle of Third World and women
of color in the
United States against racism, classism
and gender oppression
IS taking place at the most basic
level in their communities

where culture and language are not limitations.

However,

this situation does not promote solidarity
among women.

According to Bell Hooks, women benefit from uniting,
but
unity cannot be achieved by "using the model of
Sisterhood
created by Bourgeois women liberationists
f or
.

.

.

(

whom) the

basis of bonding is shared victimization" (Hooks,
1984:45).
Poor women. Third World women and women of color who
are

exploited and oppressed daily "cannot afford to see

themselves solely as victims because their survival depends
on continued exercise of whatever personal powers they

possess" (Hooks, 1984:45).

The great number of women in

this society who are rejected, excluded, who constantly face

racial or ethnic distortions and stereotyping find support
in bonding with other women in their own communities on the

basis of shared strengths and resources.

(Hooks,

1984;

Moraga and Castillo, 1988; Lorde, 1984)

(translation): We women of color are veterans of a
class and color war which is still increasing in the feminist
movement.
In the name of feminism, economically privileged
white women have used their privilege at the expense of Third
World women.
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The experiences ot Third
World women and women of
color
bear witness to the pain of
discrimination and oppression
they constantly face as
non-dominant peoples and as women
confronting the 'triple oppression'
(Amos and Parmar, 1981
cited in Weiler, 1988) of class,
race and gender in this
society.
,

The Education of
To have an education has usually
been considered a
positive thing, and the general feeling
is that "the more
one gets, the better off one will
be" (Spender, 1982:1).
However, the nature, quality of, and
purpose of education is

seriously questioned by feminists educators.
Kennedy, 1985; Thompson, 1983; Spender,
1985)

(Hughes and
In 1938

Virginia Wolf concluded that "there was no
place (in the
educational system) for women, and they would be
better
served by remaining outsiders"
(cited in Spender,

1982:1).

At the present time more feminists are joining
the

educational debate and questioning the double standards
of
education.

Among these feminist educators there are some

who would agree with Virginia Wolf.

Feminists are among those who are seriously
questioning this assumption (that education is a
good thing) and who are beginning to assert that
all educational institutions embody a particular
way of viewing the world, that all institutions
require their students to adapt this worldview,
and that it is a limited, distorted and destructive
framework for making sense of the world. Education,
many feminists are arguing, is not at all a 'good
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,

thing' in its present form, and
therefore perhaps
we would be better off without it
Spender
1982 1 )
(

:

.

Devaki Jain, in a paper presented at
Mount Holyoke
College in the fall of 1988 expressed
the same concern with
regard to the education of poor women in
the Third World:
Thus, passive and stagnant as it may sound,
the
education of the uneducated better remain in
cold
storage until we have the curriculum, the
books
the thoughts that education reguires.
i
suggest that without rethinking and specifying
the
philosophy, the vision, and thgspecific vocabularies including the syllabus of education, it
is
not useful to draw women into education. The
stance that poor women are forced to adopt today is
one of resistance and struggle (Jain, 1988:17).
.

.

This position is not shared by other feminists who

argue that education is important.

Women need to claim the

right and privilege to develop personally and intellectually
if they are to live under their own self control.

1982; Weiner,

1985; Hughes and Kennedy,

(Gilligan,

1985, Hooks,

1984)

Without education women are limited in their personal and
intellectual growth; without it, emancipation from an
oppressive, patriarchal system remains an elusive idea.
(Stromquist, 1986, 1987, 1989)

Most women are deprived of modes of thought that
promote the kind of critical and analytical understanding necessary for liberation struggle...
Encouraging women to strive for education to
develop their intellects, should be a primary goal
of a feminist movement (Hooks, 1984:113-114).

Traditional approaches to learning are based on
model of education (Spender, 1985; Thompson 1983
,

)

.

a

male

"The

root of the problem lies in the fact that white, middle and
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upper class men devised and fashioned
an education system
which historically and contemporarily
suited their purposes
and reflected their values"
(Thompson, 1983:31).
Such a
system makes women invisible (Spender,
1982), ignores the
learning needs of women and considers unimportant

differences which may be due to socialization
patterns and
values which may be specific to women.
The overwhelming feeling of women in a society
dominatedby men is that of being silenced...
The feeling of being in a space not one's own
is familiar to women in a society marked fundamentally by patriarchy... Women are politically
disempowered, economically disadvantaged, and
socially delegitimated not as individuals
(although it is as individuals that the effects
are felt most often and most brutally) but as a
group (Lewis and Simon, 1986:459, 461,463).
,

Non-Formal Education for Women

Non-formal education has been considered

a

significant

strategy for addressing the educational needs of

disadvantaged women. (Stromquist, 1987; ISIS, 1984, Bernard
and Gayfer, 1982)

Potentially, it is an approach which

could promote the empowerment and emancipation of women

through consciousness-raising activities which could lead to
For a more detailed discussion on feminine and
masculine socialization patterns see Surplus Powerlessness
Michael Lerner,
1986.
According to Lerner,
feminine
characteristics such as nurturance and relational skills are
among the few privileges that women get out of largely
degrading sexist arrangements.
On the other hand men are
limited to developing an orientation toward power and control
while
underdeveloping
relational
and
nurturing
characteristics.
There is nothing inherent in these traits,
they are learned through socialization practices.
,
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the development of
self-confidence and a positive
self-image
among women. (Arand,
1984)
This is especially true when
women have the opportunity
of working in small groups
around
common issues such as health,
family concerns, income

generation, legal information,
literacy and basic education.
(Bhasin, 1987)
However, one of the main criticisms
of nonforraal education programs
for women, is "their failure...
to
take women seriously into account
as full participants...
There is little commitment to
increasing the influence of
women as a group and as citizens"
(Bernard and Gayfer,
1982:10).
Nelly Stromquist in a report on
non-formal
education programs for women has stated
that

Regarding the case of women, the State exceot in
thecase of Socialist governments - manifests
a lack
of desire to develop projects
sensitive to women's
problems and needs... The State was often
identified
as a major obstacle to the development
of women's
projects for funding... A basic reason is that
State IS perhaps one of the most male-dominatedthe
institutions in society (Stromquist, 1987:8).

Although the numbers of women involved in both
the
formal and non-formal education systems have
increased in

recent years, many women are still limited today in
gaining
an adequate education.

In adult education programs,

although women constitute the majority of the participants
as well as the instructors,

(Kazemek, 1988) "the practices

and ideologies that combine to make adult education what it
is do not make this apparent"

(Thompson, 1983:64).

Evidence

from feminist research in education suggests that the

practices and ideology of the traditional educational system
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have combined to reinforce
traditional assumptions which are
counterproductive to women's personal
development and
progress towards equality. Traditional
educational
practices in both the formal and
non-formal systems are
founded upon models of education which
discriminate against
women and perpetuate sexist, classist
and racist attitudes
and behaviors.
(Kazemek, 1988; Spender, 1982; Highet,
1986;
Cummings, 1986; Moraga and Castillo,
1988)
Such education
is based on "hierarchy, specialty,
objectification and the
loss of relation"
(Noddings, 1986:200) which are limiting
and detrimental to women's emotional and
intellectual

development
The education which is offered in no way provides
the stimulus and conditions for the real
development of the inherent capabilities of women,
enabling the growth of mature and independent
individuals capable of contributing to social
development, to the creation of a more balanced and
just society (Charnes et al., 1984:160).

Gender Consciousness-Raising
Many feminists have criticized Freire's emancipatory

education theories for "ignoring women as oppressed in

particular and specific way" (Maher, 1987:97).

a

Emancipatory

education emerged from a male perspective (Hooks, 1984)
which is 'gender-blind' and has not dealt with the issues of

"gender-based exploitation, nor sought to enhance feminist

consciousness"

(Goldsmith and Wright, 1989:2).
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However, as Freire and others have
pointed out, the
oppressed must be the actors of their
own emancipation, and
for this reason it is important for
women to challenge their
oppressed state by focusing on the initial
grievance of
gender oppression.
Feminist, educators have promoted the
use of

consciousness-raising groups which have focused on
gender
issues in order to promote a feminist pedagogy
for social

change.

(

Bricker-Jenkins and Hooyman, 1985)

The principles

of feminist pedagogy are similar to those
described in the

previous section on education for the development of
consciousness, but adapted to suit the needs of

women

Working in small groups has been considered essential
for women to understand the issues of gender oppression.

The small group has been the basic unit of "action for

social transformation (where) interpersonal and social

relations are part of the same network of relations which

constitute the framework of ...( women
Jenkins and Hooyman, 1985:39).

'

s

)

lives..." (Bricker-

Essential to these small

groups has been the process of gender consciousness raising
"a healing process which begins with renaming reality

according to.

..

(women's) experience..." (Bricker-Jenkins and

Hooyman, 1985:39) and which leads the participants to

reshaping their reality through action.
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The principles of

feminist pedagogy stressing
social
change which has been the
foundation of the gender
consciousness-raising groups have
been described by Mary
Bricker-Jenkins and Nancy Hooyman
(1985:39-40) and Gaby
Weiner (1985:10). What
follows is a brief
a

sugary:

1

.

2

.

Social transformation involves
the immersion nf
ebinine consciousness and values
into societal values.

sociL traLformation°“^"^^^'’"^^^^"^
3

essential to

.

reaU^raccordIng1S\h:?r":wn^
^

couL°?lve°^ro°cls1°o“rt\^^ns?^?S
5.

transformation begins with ourselves.
ransforming ourselves, our relationships
and our
environment will also change.

in

action for social transformation is
the
connection between personal and
social change can be strengthened.
Social transformation is an on-going
process.

Circles of Heal ng
i

Traditional and Liberation models of teaching
have both
ignoredthe "emotional and personal side of knowing"
(Maher,

1987:96).

A feminist model of education founded upon

"connected knowing ... with an emphasis on the subjective
roots of our thinking processes, on the relation of
personal

experiences, emotions, and values to what we know" is

important and valuable because "this line of

thought ... points ... to the need for education of and for the
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emotional and intuitive side
of our nature" (Maher
1987 96
:

)

According to Belenky et al.
(1986); Gilligan (1987);
Lyons (1983); Noddings
(1984); Kazemek (1988); Miller
(1976)
and other feminist researchers
and educators, wo.en tend
to
define themselves in terms of
connections and relationships
to others and learn best
in environments which promote
trust, cooperation, collaboration,
and the ethic of caring
among themselves and others.
However, the formal education
system based on hierarchy, competition
and individualism

and

traditional non-formal educational
programs which continue
to limit women's development are
"based on a male model
of... education... (which) may be
antagonistic to women's ways
of knowing and defining themselves"
(Kazemek, 1988
[a]: 94

Clinchy et al. have described

education as

a

a

).

feminine approach to

process of 'connected teaching' and

'connected knowing' facilitated by

a

'midwife-teacher' who

"assists students in giving birth to their own
ideas, in
making their own tacit knowledge explicit and
elaborating
it"

(1985:41).
We believe that most women want and need an education in which connection is emphasized over separaLion, understanding and acceptance over judgement
and assessment, and collaboration over debate.
They need acurriculum which accords respect to and
allows time for the knowledge that emerges from
first hand experience( Clincy et al., 1985:44).

Kazemek (1988) and Ravindran (1989) suggest that this kind
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of environment could
be best provided in
small learning

circles
Small learning circles would
not onlv hniiH
themseLes and
Otters^ bu^w°^
caring among all members,
Lth Lmale and

borative circle (Kazeraek, 1988
[a]:94).

^

Learning in Small Groups

Educators promoting cooperative
learning approaches
within the formal school system,
adult educators within the
non-formal education system and
feminist educators share a
deep dissatisfaction with current
trends and practices in
education.
Although the initial grievances may
be
different, the alternatives which are
proposed by educators
representing diverse areas within the
field of education
seem to have certain characteristics
in common.
There seems to be agreement that educational
practices
which promote competitive and individualistic
behaviors
without developing prosocial and cooperative
behaviors are

detrimental to all human beings.

Some researchers have

pointed out that these practices also help foster
the belief
that some groups of people are superior over others,
a
notion which does not contribute to bridging social and

economic gaps among different groups of people in society.
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However, feminists point out that
because women are
socialized differently, these practices
may actually be
counterproductive to most women's emotional
and intellectual
development and prevent them from reaching
their
full

potential
The alternatives proposed by different
educators seem
to have an important characteristic
in common which is the
fundamental aspect of learning in small groups.
Cooperative

educators base their premises on the notion that
the group
is an essential aspect of an individual's
identity and

through group processes individuals learn to
cooperate to
achieve their goals. Adult educators who base their
work on
the principles and philosophy of emancipatory
education
consider small groups as conductive to dialogue which is
central to the development of critical consciousness.

Feminist educators feel that most women learn best in small
groups where an atmosphere of trust, cooperation, and caring
is more conductive to the development of women's full

potential
The next chapter explores the Swedish study circle
model, a type of cooperative learning arrangement which is

especially suited to adults.

This particular approach to

adult education is rooted in a popular movement which took
place in Sweden at the turn of the century and which today
is the foundation of Sweden's adult education programs.

This particular approach is interesting because it can
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easily be adapted to different situations
and settings and
may be an appropriate tool of empowerment
education for
Third World women of color. The Swedish
study circle model
may provide a safe environment through
which Third World
women of color might be able to break their
silence, share
their stories and begin a process of healing.
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CHAPTER

3

THE SWEDISH STUDY CIRCLE MODEL

The study circle is a simple,
powerful model for
engaging individuals in deliberate
democracy
The
promise of study circles is inspired
h^lt Lasl
assumptions about
concerns the relationship between democracy: one
power, the other the relationship knowledge and
pation and power (Corson, 1991:6). between particiIn Sweden,

small, collaborative learning circles
known

as "study circles" are the most
popular form of adult educa
tion.
Study circles were adapted in Sweden in
1902 from an
idea which originated in the Chautaugua
Literacy Circles^^
of the late 1800's in New York State.

Most Swedes believe

that this form of collective learning is
instrumental in
promoting personal growth and development and
that study

circles are effective, non-traditional learning
tools especially suited for adults.
In the past, study circles were

effective in raising the literacy and basic education
standards in Sweden and bringing about social change though

collective action.
The Swedish study circle model is an example of

a

popular, non— formal education strategy which is rooted in

There is some controversy as to the origins of the
study circle in Sweden. According to Henry Blid in Education
by the Peo ple-Study Circles. (1990:11-15) some argue that the
idea originated in the Chautauqua literary Circles in New York
State; others argue that the idea came from bible study
groups, or cooperative guilds in England; and others strongly
feel that the study circle is a Swedish idea and that Oscar
Olsson should be given credit for the creation of the study
circle

the Scandinavian folk movements of the
late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. According to
Paulston, 1980:260)
in Denmark, Norway and Sweden a largely
disfranchised majority of farmers and workers "sought to build
democratic

egalitarian societies where none would starve or be
forced
to emigrate for lack of opportunity or human dignity
..

.This

majority created within the folk sector its own folk institutions..." which educated and mobilized people and contributed to social change.

In Sweden, this was partly accom-

plished through study circles.
Henry Blid, an authority on study circles, considers
that much of the success of study circles in Sweden is due
to their popular base in society and to the small group

format which is founded on cooperative principles of education

.

Cooperative learning and popular education approaches were

discussed in the previous chapter.
tion may

This background informa-

provide a deeper understanding of the study circle

process which is the focus of this chapter.

Although the

Swedish study circle model has been in existence for over

ninety years, there has not been much systematic documentation and research conducted about this particular approach
to adult education (Blid, 1990).

As the study circle model

becomes more established in the American context, studies on
this model may provide

a

deeper understanding of the nature

of study circles.
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The

Swedish study circle model has
been adapted in
different countries in the Third
World as well

as in indus-

trialized societies such as the United
States.
The experiences of the organizations and
programs which have adapted
this model will also provide valuable
insights regarding the
process of adapting the Swedish study
circle model in different environments.

This chapter focuses on the Swedish study
circle model
in an effort to understand how study
circles have developed
and contributed to personal and social
transformation processes in the different settings where they have
been used.

Historical Background of the Swedish Study Circle
Movement

Sweden is to a fundamental degree a study circle
democracy. It is through study circles that generations have trained them selves in critical analysis
so as to be able to reach reasoned decisions in
working with one another without abandoning their
ideals in the process.
It is often in study circles that proposals for change in society have been
first considered (Olof Palme, former Prime Minister
of Sweden, cited in Oliver, 1987:144).

Origins
The origins of the Swedish study circle is a controversial subject.

According to many Swedish educators, Sweden

is the birthplace of the modern study circle movement (Oli-

ver, 1987).

However, the study circle idea "is by no means

confined to Sweden.

We find it under different names, using
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political and social life began to einerge.

These movements

sought and developed alternative ways to educate
and mobilize the people.
The Scandinavian folk movement offers the most
telling examples of alternative nonformal education
programs created by folk/farmer/working-class movements.
Many of these so-called popular education
programs did much to make possible the folk movements' eventual rise to political dominance in the
1930s and their sweeping programs of Welfare State
reconstruction after World War II (Paulston
1980:17).
In Sweden,

some of these movements such as the temper-

ance movement, blue collar workers trade unions, consumer

cooperatives, the Free (non-conformist) Church of Sweden and
the emerging Social Democratic Party were dedicated to

improving social and economic conditions in Sweden.

There

was general agreement among members of popular organizations

that "...the knowledge required in order to bring about the

transformation of society could not be acquired from the
educational institutions which then existed
1980:5).

"

(Bystrom,

For this reason, these organizations were search-

ing for a convenient, non-threatening and participatory form
of education for adults who had limited access to the formal

education system.

The study circle seemed to be an appro-

priate method to provide educational opportunities to illiterate and disadvantaged adults as well as

a

way for the

popular movements to advance their causes and to teach
people about their organizations.
From their inception in 1902, study circles
offered Sweden's underdeveloped adult popu77

.

the Swedish study circle inovement.
(

Unqa Tankar

(Bystrom, 1980)

Olsson

1906, cited in Blid, 1990:11) was convinced

,

that although the methods of the Chautauqua
Movement were
imitated, the
"study movement in our country is Swedish
from beginning to
end, grown and adapted to Swedish conditions".
In the late nineteenth

underdeveloped country.

century, Sweden was a poor,

A majority of the population lived

under conditions of extreme hardship, poverty and
ignorance

which were further aggravated by the rigorous climatic

conditions in Sweden.

It was a nation burdened with social

and economic inequalities, rural poverty, high mortality
rates, malnutrition, and high rates of illiteracy.

(Bystrom, 1980; Oliver, 1987; Emigh, 1991)

people resorted to alcohol as

a

Large groups of

way to escape poverty,

hunger and the harsh conditions of the long winters.

This

practice was supported by employers who often paid their

workers their wages in spirits.

(Bystrom, 1980)

to escape these oppressive conditions

people left the country.

a

In order

vast number of

Between 1840 and 1920 one

third of Sweden's population emigrated mainly to the U.S.
(

Oliver

,

1987

:

2

)

This situation was not limited to Sweden alone.

Social

unrest was growing all over Scandinavia where the majority
of disfranchised farmers and workers began to demand social

change.

New popular movements which were outside mainstream
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slightly different forms in different countries"
(Blid,
1990:11).
Some educators agree that the idea originated
in
the United States in the Lake Chautauqua Literacy
and Scientific Circle (CLSC). The CLSC evolved from the Lake

Chautauqua Assembly founded by Bishop John

H.

Vincent in

1874 in New York State and sponsored what was known
as home

study circles.

The program was based on a four year corre-

spondence course for adults who did not have educational

background beyond high school.

Many adults, especially

women, who were denied access to higher education took

advantage of the home study circles.

"By 1915, the CLSC

claimed seven hundred thousand enrollees and fifteen thousand study circles, using Chautauqua texts ...( Oliver
1987:1)

Information about the Lake Chautauqua study circle

program reached Sweden when Edvard Wavrinsky, an ardent

temperance advocate visited Lake Chautauqua in 1893 and
wrote about the study circle program.

In 1902, Oscar

Olsson, a leader in Sweden's temperance movement read about

the CLSC study circles.

This type of adult education seemed

an appropriate way for this popular, grass roots movement to

reach and inform disadvantaged adults who did not have the

opportunity to take part in the traditional adult education
programs offered by private groups in Sweden.

Olsson orga-

nized a series of study circles within the temperance move-

ment (Oliver, 1987) and is recognized today as the father of
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lation an opportunity for insights,
underanding, and skills that were not
available
through the formal school system ^^-Lxver,
(Oliver
1987:5).
s

The temperance movement was the first to
organize study
circles.
In 1902, Oscar Olsson promoted study
circles among
the members of the International Order of
Good Templars as a

way to promote social change.

Certainly great education work can be carried out
with the set up as proposed here (study circles).
That the work has its foundations in the workingclass itself further guarantees its success:
it is
hardly worth while to deny it any longer, that if
anything substantial shall be done for (Sic) this
class, this must be done by (Sic) it ...( Olsson
cited in Blid, 1990:8).
The content of the study circles developed within this

organization included the temperance movement's objectives
of sobriety and discipline,

as well as basic education.

This content was enhanced by the participatory, democratic

process promoted by the study circles.

This process, which

was a new experience for the study circle members, carried

over to other activities in their communities or in the

sponsoring organization and new local leadership from among
the study circle members emerged.

"What was learned in

study circles was subsequently carried over into political
life as most of the popular movements eventually became

active in political affairs"

(Oliver, 1987:5).

Oscar Olsson 's ideas were further developed by Rickard

Sandler who was an educator and a politician who later
became Prime Minister and founder of the Swedish Workers'
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Educational Association (ABF) in 1912.

(Blid, 1990)

in 1929

at the World Conference on Adult
Education, Sandler promoted
the study circle movement as the
foundation of worker's
education.
His ideas were based on the concept
that education was not a neutral process."^ Sandler
believed that
the educational process through study
circles should be

self-directed and controlled by workers themselves.

The

acquisition of cultural knowledge was considered
an important aspect of study circles in preparing the
working

class

to become actively involved in the social
structures and

influence the development of society.
The object of worker's education is to turn the
workers into active citizens in the living cultural
society ... The study circles supply the demand for
self activity, as they build in their Northern
shape on perfect liberty in the free choice of
courses of study. .Study work, built on voluntary
participation and an open choice of study spheres,
must be founded upon the conviction that ... liberty
is a better guide than enlightened despotism
(Sandler cited in Blid, 1990:9).
.

Study circles flourished and were adopted as the primary form of education for the members of different popular

movements.

The blue collar labor unions and the Social

Democratic Party organized study circles which focused on
class struggle, as well as organizational and social change.

From the extensive quotes of Rickard Sandler in Blid
(1990:9), although Sandler promoted social change, he felt
that workers needed to prepare themselves to be part of
society in order to participate in changing it.
"They must
therefore be concerned in cultural inheritance, and by the
acquisition of this culture they will be competent to enter
society as joint heirs and take part in the development".
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The intention of these study circles
as also to develop
local and national leadership.
For these groups education
was considered "... ammunition for the
trade unions and the
political movement, a means of class struggle
and social
transformation. .. (Study circles) aimed at improving
educational standards with a view to the long-term
transformation
of society"

(Bystrom, 1980:8).

The Free Church of Sweden

adapted study circles promoting a more natural relationship
to God, teaching family values and the values of
discipline

and hard work.

By 1920, all of these organizations "had

recruited over one million members"

(Oliver, 1987:3)

Characteristics of Early Study Circles
When study circles were first organized, they were

considered

means to offer Sweden's under-educated adults

a

"an opportunity for insights, understanding and skills that

were not available through the formal school system"
ver,

1987:5).

(Oli-

Most Swedes had participated to some degree

in formal education programs and had at least four years of

primary education.

This was due to the primary school

reform instituted in Sweden in 1842.

Many were also famil-

iar with unconventional education methods which were in-

spired by the Danish Folk School movement promoted by Bishop
Grundtvig.

However, the rigid traditional social structure

which existed in Sweden during the 19th century, prevented
the majority of people from continuing in other educational
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programs beyond four basic years of primary
schooling.
Study circles took root among people hungry
for knowledge
relating to "real life" experiences. (Oliver,
1987; Blid,

1990)

Originally, people met in small groups in homes,
churches, meeting halls and wherever they could
get together.

There were no materials.

The content emerged from the

conditions and daily life experience of the participants.
The study circle members had no academic background,
they

relied on their own experience.

They learned to discuss, to

show respect for others and consideration for differing

points of view.
solidarity.

They developed a sense of community and

What they learned was directly related to

P^®t)lems or practical issues of daily living.

"They began

studying at their own level, and their studies were directed
by their own needs"

(Bystrom, 1980:8).

Most of the study

circles had no teachers (the temperance movement did recruit

teachers initially).

A member with no special qualifica-

tions would be selected to act as leader with a role of

organ! zer/administrator

.

Although different sponsoring

organizations promoted their cause through their study
circles, all study circles were based on the same fundamental principles of self-directed learning and active partici-

pation of all the members in a small group.

This was an

acceptable way of learning as it was related to traditional
Swedish culture and patterns of communication which existed
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in farming communities and small
towns.

(Oliver, 1987)

Study circles also provided people
who were isolated and
lonely during the long dark winters a
positive way

to so-

cialize while they were learning valuable
skills.
As worker study circles expanded, the
need for quality

materials and guidance for study circle leaders
developed.
In 1919,

Brevskolan (Correspondence School) was founded
out
of the need of the cooperative movement
for qualified members.

Brevskolan provided correspondence courses and developed materials which were disseminated to study
circles
through the leaders.

"Brevskolan gave study circle partici-

pants access for the first time to quality materials
geared
to their level of education and interests" (Oliver,
1987:4).

The Evolution of the Swedish Study Circle Model

This particular approach to adult education continued
to expand to other organizations and by the end of World War
II,

study circles became officially recognized as the most

important form of adult education in Sweden.

The practice

was formalized in 1947 by the Swedish government, and the

present organizational structure was fully recognized.
Study circles were organized and sponsored by ten national

education associations^^ linked with the labor unions.

For a detailed description of the ten national
associations that sponsor study circles see Oliver, 1987.
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political parties, the temperance movement
and the churches.
This is still the organizational structure
to this day.
The
Swedish government introduced a program of
government grants
to subsidize the costs for leader salaries
and materials.
At the present time, these subsidies
account for 80% to 90%
of the cost of running study circles.
The rest is supplied
by national, municipal and county sources and
by small

participation fees charged to members.

(Oliver, 1987:4, 16)

Even though the Swedish government awards grants
to the

sponsoring organizations, there is no attempt on the part
of
the government to influence the content and process of
study

circles.

The basic philosophy of self-directed learning and

participant determination of the content is highly respected

.

Basic P hilosophy and Principles of Swedish Study Circles
The study circle is a form of education which is
capable of inducing people who are under-educated
or unaccustomed to studying to take part in adult
education in a manner quite unparalleled by other
forms of voluntary education in Sweden (Bystrom,
1980:15)

Swedish study circles have changed in response to

changing conditions and demands of Swedish society as well
as to advancements in the field of education.

According to

Bystrom (1980:11) Swedes "have inherited a form of education
which has retained its essential characteristics, and above
all,

its name,

from the very first study circles ... Popular

educators have tried to safeguard (this) over the years".
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The philosophy of the study
circles is based on certain
fundamental principles which are
recognized and respected by

Swedish society.

The notion that people have an

desire to learn and that educational
efforts do not demand
any rewards such as money, merits
or promotion is a concept
which is widely accepted. The
"experience of the growth of
one's knowledge and one's improving
ability to understand
and interact with the surrounding world
is a reward"
(Bystrom, 1980:13).

This belief can be verified by the fact

that study circles are by far the most
popular form of adult
education.
Leonard Oliver (1987:1,18) noted that in 1985

there were about 325,000 officially recognized
study circles
with 2.9 million Swedes participating annually
studying

everything from civic affairs, ceramics, foreign
languages,
to Swedish language and literacy for immigrants.

This

figure does not take into account the number of study circles which do not get officially recorded.

Another fundamental belief is that life and learning
b elong together

.

New knowledge is important as long as it

proves to be applicable and practical in improving and

enriching daily life.

For this reason, the content of the

study circles is determined by the participants of the
circle.

This aspect of study circles is fundamental.

Although sponsoring associations organize special courses
and provide materials for the courses, the members of the

study circle themselves can decide whether they want to use
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those materials or not, and can change the
plans to suit
their needs.
For instance, in late 1979 there was a major

question regarding nuclear power in Sweden.

The national

education associations promoted study circles and
produced
special materials to deal with this subject and to
prepare

people with sufficient information in order to vote on the

question of the future of nuclear power in Sweden.

In the

study circles there was total freedom for the members to
adapt the content to their own needs and use any materials

they wanted.
However, there is

a

tendency in Sweden for people to

chose study circles which are pre-arranged by the sponsoring

associations and which focus on areas related to cultural
and aesthetic subjects such as languages, art, furniture-

making, pottery-making, music, travel.

There seems to be an

increased desire for a type of adult education which is nonthreatening.

According to Paulston (1980:262) this situa-

tion is not uncommon because "as folk movements have largely

realized their dreams for societies directed toward human
welfare, or welfare states, folk movement (education programs) become part of the new... status quo.

As this occurs,

their pedagogical activities become ever more rational-

pragmatic in orientation ... and increasingly become part of
the formal educational system"

Another aspect which has influenced the characteristics
of present day study circles is related to government fund-
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ing.

Government grant subsidies which are
administered
through the Adult Education Division of the
Ministry
of

Education and Cultural Affairs have established
certain
regulations for study circles. These regulations

are not

supposed to infringe upon or counteract the basic
philosophy
of study circles nor on the participatory
nature of content
selection.

In 1981 the rules were changed resulting in

tightened eligibility requirements for subsidies.

And

although these new rules were supposed to give greater

flexibility to study circles, they have created

a

competi-

tive environment among the ten sponsoring associations which

have affected study circles.

All of the associations re-

ceive a basic grant; however, extra funding is awarded on
the basis of the total study circle hours of each sponsoring

association.

This, has promoted an intense competition

among the ten national associations to secure participants
and increase study circle hours in order to receive extra

subsidies
This makes for lively competition for participants,
and the study circle organizers recruit by selling
the attractiveness of their respective circles the sponsor, the subject matter, the circle leader,
the quality or point of view of the materials, the
reputation of the particular organizer, a circle's
longevity, and, not to be overlooked, the effectiveness of the association's publicity campaign
(Oliver, 1987:17-18).
The intention of the government's regulations for study

circles was to hold the associations accountable for the
public funding they receive and to set limits regarding the
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number of participants and the
minimum number of hours or
weeks required to ensure the
effectiveness of study circles.
However, regulations on the part
of a central authority such
as a government institution
does place certain limits and
could be considered a control
mechanism as well.
This certainly was not one of the
founding principles of
Study circles.

Another fundamental principle is the
belief in the
co llective nature of learning
Knowledge develops in the
interaction between the members, the leader
of the circle
and the materials.
"m dialogue with others we are
.

con-

stantly appraising our knowledge, comparing
experiences and
ideas, helping each other to achieve new
insights
and find

new knowledge"

(Bystrom, 1980:13).

However, the collective

nature of learning makes certain demands on the
members of
the study circle, including the leader.
For instance,

everyone should share equally in the responsibility
of

ensuring that the studies are meaningful, that the learning
process is acceptable to everyone, that every member actively participates and contributes to the circle, that

everyone's opinions and views are heard and respected and
that the materials selected are meaningful and provide a

foundation upon which all the circle members can base their
activities during (between and after) meetings.
Henry Blid, professor of Adult Education at Brunnsvik

College and an authority on Swedish Study Circles has out87
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lined eight pedagogical principles
which provide the founda
tion Of study circles. What follows
is a brief summary of
these principles (Blid, 1990:16-27):
1

.

Iguality and democracy amon g study circle
Both participants and stud circle
leader 30 3 ^ 103 ^^y
ers and teachers in a learning
environment based on
^'^'^.''°2^e^sation.
study circle
ine a topic in depth through discussions members examand in the
process provide practical experience in
group
cooperation, creating a democratic atmosphere
which encourages
collective experience of group learning.

^

2

.

3

.

^

•

^

Li beration of members in herent capabilities
and innr^f,:.
This allows members of a study circle to be
empowered to act, to influence social reality and
to be
influenced by that reality.

— Sources

C ooperation and companionship.
Members work together
towards agreed upon common goals, finding common
ground
for their relationships.
Adults who chose to become
members of a study circle, regardless of sponsor, site
or subject matter, share common understandings about
the theory and practice of study circles and popular
forms of education.

Study and f reedom of the study circle and its riahi- tn
dgfine its objectives. The study circle promotes selfdirected learning and self-determination of studies
based on the needs, circumstances and interests of the
members taking into account the objectives of the sponsoring organization.
Study circles are free and voluntary.
There is no study credit, no prereguisites and
no teachers or specialists.
A specialist in the subject can be called on if needed.
The leader should
have some knowledge of the subject.
Study circles can
be held anywhere
in homes, factories, community centers, libraries, union halls, churches - wherever
adults with similar interests can gather.
:

5.

Continuity and planning. The planning of the study
circle is carried out by the members of the circle.
They are able to change and adapt their plans as the
need to do so arises.
Continuity is ensured by creating a network among the members which can continue
after the study circle ends.

6

Active member participation. People learn best when
they are active, thus the study circle depends upon
cooperation, joint responsibility and conversation.

.
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without these elements, there is no study circle. The
circle should be formed of no less than 5 members because too few limit the possibilities of conversation
which is a basic element of study circles. There
should be no more than 20, as a large group inhibits
conversation and participation by all. The suggested
number of members for an effective study circle is 10.
^

*

8.

Use—of—printed—study material. To supplement experience and knowledge which the members bring, printed
materials of any kind should be used. This includes
newspaper articles, pamphlets, material provided by the
sponsoring educational association- anything which
relates to the topic and which helps to develop new
knowledge

Study circles flourish when members
Cha nge and action.
gain something in exchange for their efforts. This
does not occur when learning is considered an end in
itself. Learning is meaningful and profitable when
circles strive for change and action. For individuals
this means personal growth, for the community changes
in the environment, and for the sponsoring organization
this means unity and strength through their members.

Different Approaches Within Study Circles
In present day society,

regarded.

formal education is highly

Often, the value of formal knowledge is overesti-

mated and the value of knowledge which is gained from practical experience over a long period of time is underestimated.

Many adults who lack formal education feel inferior and

underrate their ability to learn.

Some have negative expe-

riences associated with learning while others may simply be
out of practice with formal learning processes.

These

issues have been seriously considered in the methodology and

approaches utilized in study circles.

Study circles base

their approaches on training circle members to work on
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problems together.

It is in this process that the circle

members develop and acquire knowledge.
Learning is an active process.
Information will
only contribute a little to learning but working
with It... will definitely result in knowledge.
This learning can be further improved by using
a
learning process where cooperative efforts aim at
combining the individual resources of those involved in the learning situation (Blid, 1990:37).
Study circles can easily be adapted to different subjects and circle participants' interests.

For this reason

not all study circles function in the same way.

There has

been discussion in Sweden regarding the nature of the study

circle and whether this is an appropriate technique for all

subject areas.

Some adult educators agree that not all

study circles are study circles in the real sense of the
term.

This argument goes back to Nils Flyg who in 1921

claimed that the new kinds of study circles that were flourishing every where had little in common with the original

concept
...these circles anew (sic) seat the workers at
school.
By so doing, they completely cut off what
in my mind is most beautiful and most valuable in
the entire study circle movement, namely its capacity to arouse awareness, that one should and can
press forward and develop using one's own energy
(Flyg, cited in Blid, 1990:19).
Thus, what Flyg called the 'school circle' was consid-

ered a type of evening class for subject areas such

eign language instruction.

However, Henry Blid, suggests

that even a foreign language group can function as
circle.

a for-

a

study

There are different approaches which are suitable
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to specific types of study circles.

it is not the subject

itself which determines whether a group is
a study circle,
but the process.
"it is not the subject matter which sets
the limits for the study circles. They can study
anything"
(Blid,

1990:28).

The most common approaches used for different kinds
of

study circles have been described in detail by Blid
(1990).
What follows is

a

brief description of each type of study

circle approach.

Thematic Circle Approach
These are study circles
which center around a theme which has been selected by
the study circle members.
This approach is most suitable to people who are new to study circles. Through
this particular approach members increase their awareness of a topic, gain new insights and an interest to
continue to study a particular topic. Members develop
communication skills and leadership skills through
their interaction in this type of circle. The study
circles on nuclear power are an example of this approach
:

.

2*

Course Circle Approach
These are study circles most
suited to individuals who want to learn a particular
subject, develop specific knowledge, or skills. This
type of circle depends upon a plan of study which has
either been developed by the sponsoring organization or
is developed by the circle members themselves.
The
circle usually depends upon invited guests who may be
knowledgeable in the subject area and who are guided by
the study circle leader who is in charge of that meeting.
This type of circle depends upon preparation of
members between meetings as well as continuous evaluation of the plan of study, the objectives and the process.
Under certain circumstances (depending on process), a study circle for foreign language instruction
may be an example of this study circle approach.

3.

Debate Circle Approach
This study circle is based on
group discussion of a particular theme. Usually the
group is divided into supporters and opponents. Participants need to prepare themselves beforehand for the
Information for the discussion are usualdiscussions.
ly collected from pamphlets, newspapers, magazines and

:

:
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unemployment, social welfare, taxes, the environment
etc

'

.

Research Circle Approach
The starting point for this
type of study circle is a problem experienced by the
members of the circle. The main objective is to acquire valid knowledge about the problem and the process
usually extends to solving or acting on the problem.
The most important aspect of this circle is that action
emanates from the group and not from an individual. In
this type of circle members learn to cooperate, how to
carry out small scale research, how to inform others
and in the process enrich their own knowledge.
There
are several stages involved in the process: 1) exploration of the problem; 2) narrowing the problem to
something the group can work with; 3) developing a plan
for collecting and recording information and distributing those tasks among all the members of the group; 4)
gathering information and ensuring validity and reliability; 5) making the information available to others
(the public, an organization, politicians); and 6)
evaluating the content and the process as well as planning future activities.
This is similar to what is
known among popular as participatory action research.
:

The differences between study circles and formal class-

room learning in schools have been discussed by various

study circle educators.

However, Henry Blid in his documen-

tation of study circles (1990:40-41) has made

a

detailed

comparison which may be helpful in understanding the differences.

What is included here is a summary of the main

points
Study Circles

Formal education

There is a leader who is
member of the circle.
Equality among members is
a key principle.

There is a teacher who is
considered superior.
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Members decide upon the
plan of studies. "The
members have supreme
power

.

Students are presented
with a program of study
which must be accepted.

Circle is made up of 5-i2
members

There are usually more
than 20 students.

Members are seated in a
circle so they can see
each other.

In most cases students
are seated in rows.
The
objective is to see the
teacher and not each
other

Members come to know each
other well.

Relationship among
students usually on
superficial and impersonal level.

There is active participation

Few students participate
actively.
The teacher
speaks most of the time.

People work together in a
cooperative environment to
reach mutual goals.

Students work independently, often compete
with each other and
strive for individual
achievement

The main objective is to
collectively solve problems
based on real life situations,
to try to find solutions and
develop self-reliance.

Students are often given
solutions to problems and
develop dependence on
authority.

.

a

The Issue of Leadership:

Study circle leaders are usually appointed by the

sponsoring organization.

However, "any group of five or

more individuals may submit a study plan, list of materials,
and name of a leader to one of the organizations for approval and subsidy"

(Kurland, 1982:25).

The study circle leader

is a member of the study circle with certain duties which

fall under the categories of administrative and social.
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administrative duties are to organize, manage
the study
circle, submit plans and attendance lists
to the sponsoring
organization, and attend training sessions which
are offered
for circle leaders.
This is an outline of the leader's
basic administrative duties:
1.

To draft the study plan and materials agreed upon
by
all the members.

2.

To prepare an estimate of costs

3.

To arrange for the time and place for meetings, prepare
a calendar, and ensure that the meeting place
is ready
for each meeting.

4

To keep in touch with members and with sponsoring organization with regard to matters concerning the study
circle

.

5.

of the study circle.

To keep attendance records which are required by the

sponsoring organization.

6.

To arranges for purchase and distribution of materials.

7.

To arrange for visiting guests if this has been agreed
upon

8.

To attend in-service training sessions which are offered by the sponsoring organization.

The social duties include:
1.

Being a good listener, knowing each member well and
being sensitive to their particular needs.

2.

Expressing feelings in the circle using the term "we"
instead of "I" to promote group solidarity and unity.

3.

Encouraging a positive atmosphere among the group,
group decision-making, and group support for all the
members

4.

Ensuring that the subject is relevant and meaningful to
all of the members.
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The differences between a classroom
teacher and a study
circle leader became apparent to Norman
Kurland"^ who has

worked with school teachers from formal
educational settings
where attempts have been made to introduce
study circles as
a learning approach.
According to Kurland, one of the main
difficulties for teachers has been changing
their role from
'teacher' to facilitator.
Another difficulty was experienced with issues of power and control and the
transfer
of

real responsibility to the students.

trol is hard for

teachers to give up.

It appears that con-

Henry Blid (1990:68)

makes these issues clear in another comparison which
clarifies the difference between a study circle leader
and a

teacher
Study Circle Leader

Teacher

Is a member of the group.

Is imposed upon from
the outside.

Guides a group who has joined of
free will.

Teaches pupils who
usually are involuntary participants

Works according to agreements
made by all members of circle

Works according to
instructions provided
by authorities

Cannot act in an authoritarian
manner

Often uses authoritarian methods

Creates a social climate where
a feeling of solidarity and
unity prevails

Needs to instill
order and discipline
in a classroom

I

This information comes from a telephone conversation
had with Norman Kurland on October 19, 1991.
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Encourages cooperation among
circle members

Usually favors
competition and regards cooperation as
cheating

Is a resource person, not an
expert in the subject or topic

Is a resource person
considered an expert
who provides information the authorities consider appropriate

Ev aluation of the Study Circle Mndc^i

Although adult educators have tried to safeguard
the
basic philosophy and characteristics of the original

study

circles, Swedish society has changed and so have study
circles.

The changes are noticeable in the process and

content of study circles.

There has been some difficulty in

keeping the original premises of the study circle movement
which were based on social justice and which were necessary
when Sweden was

today is

a

a poor,

underdeveloped society.

Sweden

highly developed, technological society with

very high standard of living.

a

With these changes in society

"Swedes are now growing uneasy with their adult education

system as they search for ways to rekindle the founding
spirit of civic consciousness to overcome ... increasing

materialism, rampant individualism, misspent leisure time
and lack of involvement in public life"

(Oliver,

1987;71).

The original ideas of study circles took root within

popular movements which were founded on radical notions of
"adult education for liberation ,... for preparing partici-

pants for citizenship, and for providing the basis for
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more socially just and equal society"
(Oliver, 1987:71).
These Ideas have reappeared in recent
years through the work
of Paulo Freire, the Brazilian
educator who is today highly
acclaimed.
For study circle educators, Freire 's
ideas are
not new.
(Oliver, 1987; Blid, 1990)
in Sweden, the dilemma
IS not one of introducing these ideas
into adult education,
but that of reviving an old concept. Many
are questioning

whether study circles are promoting empowerment
or accommodation to the Swedish system.
Bengt Goransson, the Swedish Minister of Education
since 1982 (cited in Oliver, 1987), believes there is
tension between those who want study circles to be part of
popular, grassroots movements promoting empowerment education, and those who feel that the old concept of study

circles is no longer practical and want policies for study

circles defined and administered by the State.
Jan Bystrom has found that in many cases the study

circle deviates from the ideals of cooperative study, personal growth, self-directed learning and the study circle

leader as guide.

The following seem to be some of the most

common problems of study circles:
1.

The study circle becomes a school class with passive
members and an instructing teacher. This problem is
basically due to unprepared leaders and new tendencies
towards teacher-led programs exemplified by the language circles. When the leader is a content expert
there is greater member insecurity and they tend to
depend upon the 'expert'. Pre-packaged programs, standardized materials as well as over-regulation on the
part of sponsoring associations contribute to limiting
the members input into the planning process.
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.

3

.

4

.

5.

.

The study circle becomes a 'coffee
party' and an environment of camaraderie takes over.
The study circle becomes a therapeutic
group in which
individual members' problems dominate.

Many members drop out of the study circle.
reason for this is lack of time, fear of new The main
experiences and fear of being ridiculed by other
members, including the leader in the group.
The study circle does not automatically promote
a democratic process. This depends on the leader's
style
and
^
preparation.

Recent evaluations conducted by various sponsoring

organizations suggest that the study circle leader seems
to
be a most important element in the ideal functioning
of a

study circle.

The original idea that any one can be a study

circle leader still holds true to some extent; however,
there is consensus that study circle leadership training in

matters such as group dynamics and study circle principles
and methodology is an extremely important element which is

often missing.

A study of seven trade union study circle

leaders (cited in Oliver, 1987) provides the following

recommendations for improving the work of study circle
leaders
1.

Both the leaders and the members of the study circles
should have some experience on the subject matter on
which the study circle is based.

2.

There should be some linkage with the members work
places

3.

Study circle members are motivated by the anticipation
of making practical use of knowledge acquired in the
circle and of transforming their conditions.
Study
circle leaders need more training in this aspect.
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There

seen, to be

several critical factors
which influence the success of study
circles:
The first one is the
importance of the study circle
leaders and their preparation
for their tasks.
The second is that the
members and the
leader need to share common
objectives. The third is that
there should be a link between
the knowledge and skills
acquired in the study circle
and their application to
member's lives. A fourth is
the need for study circle
leader to attend training sessions,
to meet periodically
with other leaders, and to be
recognized and supported by
the sponsoring associations in
order to prevent feelings of
isolation and neglect.
In order to improve the quality
of study circles and to

rekindle the founding spirit, the
following recommendations
have been suggested by Bystrom
(1980) and Blid
(1989).

-

^tudy circle

2.

There should be better leader preparation
in the use of
study circle materials provided by the
sponsoring
^
associations.

3

Study circle leaders need to learn how to
and
sustain a democratic, positive environment promote
in their
study circles.
They should have knowledge and skills
in the area of group dynamics.

.

4.

Study circle leaders should know their subject
matter
and should have the ability to clearly pass
on knowledge to the members without resorting to a
'teacher
Study circle leaders need to be trained as
discussion leaders and guides.
•

5.

Study circles should be organized in work places and
in
neighborhoods
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Conditions for Success for Modern Study
Circles

In Sweden the study circle has
been the most popular
form of adult education for over
ninety

years.

The tensions

which are presently being discussed with
regard to the
purpose of study circles and their role
in promoting empowerment rather than accommodation is a sign
of health.

"The

Swedish study circle phenomenon is alive,
healthy and the
envy of practicing adult and civic educators
in many other
countries"

(Oliver, 1987:74).

The reasons for this perva-

siveness and stability is partly due to public
acceptance of
this form of adult education as a way of life.
However,
there are specific reasons why this form of adult education
has been so successful and there are certain conditions

which are essential for the success of the study circle in
Sweden, and which need to be present for the success of this

model elsewhere.
The key to the success

of the Swedish study circle

model is not simply that it is based on a small group format.

What seems to be most important is that the small

groups be supported and be part of

a

larger organization

such as the original temperance or labor union movements

when the study circles began in Sweden, or today's national

education associations.

According to Henry Blid, this is

extremely important because "small groups cannot exist over
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a long period of time without a
central organization through

which to work"

(Blid,

1990:4).

Another important aspect of the link between
small
groups and organizations has to do with the
original liberating philosophy that study circles "can
contribute to move
us toward a more just society, to relate
ideas to action"
(Oliver, 1987:145).

A group has much more possibility to

act in a collective fashion, and this action
is more meaningful if supported by a large organization.
Thus, small

groups benefit from an organizational base, and the
organization itself benefits in that its mission becomes well

known and its objectives fulfilled by the members of study
circles.

According to Kurland (1982), Blid (1989), Bystrom

(1980) and others, this requires that sponsoring organiza-

tions provide the public with clear statements which make

known the philosophical basis and principles of their organization.

This is an extremely important and sensitive

issue because conflicting values, principles and goals

between participants in

a

program and the sponsoring organi-

zation could result in serious problems.

In Sweden,

the

philosophy of the different sponsoring associations is quite
clear and most often people who agree with the principles
and philosophy of a sponsoring association participate in

those programs.

For example, working class people would

tend to participate in associations linked to the Social

Democratic Party.
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In order for ideas to be translated
into action, spon-

soring organizations must also respond
to the needs of
potential members and the members must be
aware as to the
kind of actions which can be carried out
through their study
circle within the sponsoring organization.
Actions linked
to study circles are not neutral and for
this reason can be
a source of conflict as well.
To minimize conflicting
situations, communication needs to be maintained
between the
sponsoring organization and the members of the study
circle.

This process is also facilitated through an initial
assess-

ment of the problems or needs of individuals or their
environment; an analysis of the causes, roots and consequences
of these problems or needs; the actual possibilities
for

some kind of action to solve these problems or parts of
them; and an ongoing evaluation of the solutions.

However,

to accomplish this through study circles, there are several

conditions which are essential (Oliver, 1987; Blid, 1990:
Bystrom, 1980; Kurland, 1982)

!•

A popular organizational base in society.
The Swedish
study circles are rooted in popular movements. They
need to have an organizational base, be perceived by
that organization as integral to their education program and considered useful in furthering the organization's mission
For this reason the program content
of study circles cannot be isolated from the organization's goals and objectives.
In this way both the organization and the members profit from the study circles.
The members become empowered by belonging to an organization which supports them, the organization is enhanced by new membership who understands and promotes
its objectives.
The sponsoring organization must provide a social-philosophical context for study circles
.
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members need to be fully aware of
the mission
in control
contrororthei°'"^^"^r''^°"'
of their circle and the activities
thev want
to be aware of the poLibilities
^ being manipulated by an
organization.
oiii^ ^
sponsoring
organization needs to set up some limits The
with regard to study circle activities
in oraer
order to
protect Itself as well.
2

.

small group f ormat for learning
circle IS based on a simple, democratic
and
VO?, t^^^ form of
voluntary
education which encourages self-direason, it is a
ening form of education for adults who may non-threatnot
comfortable in formal education settings. The feel
sponsoring organization and study circle leaders
need to be
responsive to adults' need to participate, to
exercise
some degree of control over their lives, to
overcome
feelings of powerlessness, insecurity and inadequacy
due to lack of education or information and to
provide
activities which develop problem-solving capabilities.
The process of discussion and collective work
should
promote a sense of self-determination and have an orientation toward action.

National g overnment support. The study circles are
supported through sponsoring organizations which are
recognized and/or supported by ministries of education
or other government institutions.
In Sweden this is
done though government grants to the National Education
Associations which sponsor the study circles.
^

•

Flexibility—and adaptability to changing conditions.
There should be possibilities for adapting the study
circles to changing conditions in society. For instance In Sweden, Study circles began as an educational
opportunity for the working class, poor and under-educated population at the turn of the century. At the
present time they are more appropriate to the needs of
an affluent population.
Study circles are still being
used for their original purpose by newly arrived immigrant groups who are adapting them to meet their

Although on-going and stable financial support is
enviable, financial support also sets limits and can be a
mechanism to control study circles.
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Adapting the Swedish Study Circle to other
Settings

The Swedish study circle model has been
adapted in

different countries of the Third World as well
as in industrialized countries.
in order to understand how
this model

was successfully adapted to different settings,
an analysis
of several programs which have adapted the Swedish
study

circle model will be undertaken.
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The framework for this

analysis will be the factors which are considered
essential
for success by Swedish educators in this field.

The basic factors discussed above are related to the

importance of having organizational support for

a

study

circle program; the development of participant-centered and
small group format which is fundamental to study circles;
the need for stable financial support as well as promotion
for the study circle idea; the importance of adapting study

circles to the needs of particular organizations and changing conditions in society; and ensuring that study circles

are linked to

cern

issues of personal as well as national con-

.

The Swedish Study Circle Model in

a

Third World Setting

Swedes have enthusiastically supported the export
of their study circle model, especially in Third
World countries for use in issue discussion and
literacy programs
(Oliver, 1987:60).

The Swedish study circle model has been adapted to

different settings and in different countries of the Third
World.

Study circles have been adapted for literacy and

basic education programs in Swaziland, Tanzania and Nicaragua.

However, in considering the adaptation of the Swedish

study circle model in Third World settings, certain differ-

ences need to be noted.

First of all, these programs do not

emerge out of grass-roots needs.

The

decisions to insti-

tute such an educational program come from national govern105

ments and the needs of modernization efforts
which demand
higher educational levels among the population in
order to

increase production.

Paulston (1980:265) suggests that "in

most developing countries, central authority will rarely

tolerate even reformist social and ethnic movements..."
Thus,

in these cases, study circles are used to impart an

education which has been pre-determined by central authorities.

The comparison with the original Swedish study cir-

cles can only be on a superficial basis.

Tanzania is an example of an effort on the part of the
Swedish Development Agency (SIDA) to provide support for
literacy instruction and literacy maintenance through the

development of rural libraries and study circles.

In the

late 1960 's, Tanzania expressed interest in adapting the

Swedish study circle model; however there was no supportive

structure for such

a

model of adult education.

The Swedish

International Development Agency (SIDA) helped design

program and provided administrative assistance.

materials and
was developed.

a

a

Appropriate

training program for study circle leaders
A National Coordinating Committee made up of

representatives from various government ministries, labor
unions, political party leaders and the National Institute
for Adult Education along with the Swedish educators worked

together for eighteen months, trained 75,000 study circle
leaders and organized 75,000 study circles in villages and
towns.

Bud Hall from the International Council of Adult
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Education (cited in Oliver,
1987), estimated that about two
illion adults participated in
the study circles.
Materials
were developed for different
campaigns dealing with issues
such as health, citizen voting
and literacy.
"m
1981

Tanzania could claim a literacy rate
of 80% much of it
attributable to the issue campaigns and
the study circle
movement"
(Oliver, 1987:61).
In Tanzania,

literacy was seen by the newly established

revolutionary government as an integral
part of people's
liberation from oppression.
study circles were considered
way to promote people's participation
in certain kinds of

a

problem-solving and decision-making activities in
the process of social change based on the principles
established
under the leadership of Julius Nyerere. This
particular
model was chosen because although it was innovative
it "fit
in well with an important characteristic of
the Tanzanian

people, namely that of discussing together their common

problems and then proceeding communally to seek solutions"
(Simoni,

1978:6).

From

a

study conducted by Simoni Mayia of

the Institute of Adult Education in Tanzania, it is apparent

that the model was successful not only in reinforcing literacy but in bringing about other changes.

Study circles, while re-enforcing literacy, appear
to have served a number of other functions.
One
was that while adults had been used to learning in
the presence of a literacy teacher .. .the role of
the teacher became less clearly defined (and)... the
study circle leader became a logical substitute ... Secondly study circles became a forum in
which newly literate adults ... were able to learn
,
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In the process of introducing
the study circle model,

initially certain characteristics
appeared to be present,
while other conditions had to be
created.
in the case of
Tanzania, the organizational base
needed to be created by
the National Coordinating Committee.
study circles were not
a part of a popular,
grass-roots movement, but emerged out
of the policies established by
president Nyerere. This
model may have been more acceptable
than others due to
certain similarities between the basic
principles of study
circles and the collective experience
which is part of
traditional life in Tanzania. Nonetheless,
the nature of
the political system in the country and
President Julius
Nyerere's political and educational policies
were motivating
forces supporting the study circles for basic
adult education.

There was

a

strong political will and commitment on

the part of the country's leadership.

Another positive aspect was that the study circles
were
developed as part of widely supported national goals
through
public issue campaigns providing an important link with the

country's needs such as improving health, citizen voting and

attaining literacy skills.
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The study circle model applied
in Tanzania appears to
have fulfilled the necessary
conditions of having l) the
organizational base which was created
specifically for the
study circles, 2) the philosophical
base to support a participant-centered, small group learning
format for adult
education based on the principles set
forth by President
Nyerere, 3) national government support,
4) links with

public issues which were important to the
nation, and 5)
flexibility in adapting the study circle to
fit the conditions of the society by focusing on the
need to provide
basic education to the majority of the people
in order to
advance the goals of the newly independent country.

T he Swedish St udy Circle Model in the United
States

The idea of study circles is not new in the United
States.

Activities which are similar to study circles but

have not been known by this name have been sponsored by

different organizations since the founding of this country.
One of the oldest form of something similar to the study

circle is the New England town meetings which was and still
is used as a way for the public to discuss and solve public

issues.

Another example is the farmer-based discussion

series sponsored by the U.S. Department of Agriculture's

cooperative Extension Service.

This program inspired the

Farm Bureau Federation to create Ohio Advisory Councils in
1936.

This became

a

way to bring farm families together in
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heir homes for a series of discussions
on economic and
political matters which were important
to them.
These
advisory councils are a type of study
circle which are still
a major force of social change.
At the present time there
are "over seventeen hundred councils
and thirty four thousand individuals meeting monthly in small
group discussion"
(Oliver, 1987:94).
However, study circles in the United States
have not
taken root as they have in Sweden and other
countries of

Scandinavia.

Norman Kurland (1982:27), former Chairman of

the Committee on Adult Learning Services in the
New York

State Department of Education, indicated that

study circles, and study-circle like activities
abound in this country ... However ... in the United
States, the concept of the study circle has not
been elevated to the level of consciousness as an
educational method as has been done in Scandinavia.
The result is that we may well be missing advantages of the method because we are not doing all we
should to understand, use, and spread the idea - an
idea that may help solve some of our current problems
.

Until recently there had been no organized efforts in

this country to promote the study circle concept.

Norman

Kurland, guided by the conviction that the time had come "to

extend the study circle concept in the United States"
(Kurland, 1982:27), founded the Study Circle Consortium in
1982 with support from the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, the

New York State Education Department and the State University
of New York (SUNY) at Albany.

The consortium which was made
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up Of eight private and
public institutions of higher
learning in New York state was
running "400 study circle
programs
across the state in community
agencies, hospitals, businesses, health centers, churches,
libraries and homes" (Kurland,
1982:30).
The Study Circle Consortium
gradually faded out
due to difficulties of convincing
funders that study circles
are an idea to support on a long
term basis."® However, the
study circle idea has not faded and
is the foundation of a

program sponsored by the Department
of Home Economics and
Future Homemakers of America known as
Action Education where
study circles are used to build student
leadership.
The study circle idea has slowly been
gaining recognition in the United States.
This in part is due to efforts
of individuals and organizations to
promote the
idea of

study circles.

One important example of such efforts is
the

Study Circle Resource Center (SCRC) in Pomfret,
Connecticut
founded in 1988 by Paul Aicher, president of the
Topsfield

Foundation.

Inspired by the work of the National Issues

Forums, Paul Aicher was able to connect with the
Kettering

Foundation and with Leonard Oliver who in the United States
"qualifies as the leading spokesperson for the study circle
method" (Grasek, 1990:4).

These connections were important

in linking the SCRC into a large network in the United

States facilitating the center's role in popularizing and

This information was obtained during a telephone
conversation with Norman Kurland on October 19, 1991.
Ill

.

.

legitimizing the concept of study
circles throughout the
country
The goal of the Study Circle
Resource Center is -f-n
democracy and improve the qualitv^nf^n
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The SCRC functions as a
clearinghouse on study circle
courses and materials available
throughout the country.
Among clearinghouse topics are
issues of American government
and society, economics, global
security, health, social
problems in the U.S., information about
other cultures and
countries, etc.
The SCRC provides assistance with
study
circle course development, training
materials and guides
which focus on all aspects of organizing
and leading study
circles.
SCRC also publishes a quarterly newsletter
Focus
on. Study Circles
According to Paul Aicher, the center has
also "begun to play an important supportive
role in connecting people with shared roles and interests"
(Grasek,
.

1990:5)

Phyllis Emigh, the editor of the SCRC newsletter,

commented in the Spring 1991 issue of Focus on Study Circles
that "study circles are enjoying
country.

a

warm reception across the

Every day we hear from people who want to know

more about study circles.

Some have used study circles for

but had other names for them".

Some organizations

have actually adapted the Swedish study circle model.
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In

many ways, what may have
originated in Chautauqua and inspired the Swedes, may be coming
back with renewed strength
In this section two particular
organizations which have
developed programs inspired by
the Swedish study circle
model will be examined.

.

The Domestic Policy Association's
National Issues Forums
The National Issues Forums (NIF)
sponsored by the

Kettering Foundation is the newest
program developed by the
Domestic Policy Association in Ohio.
This program was
designed to educate people and help them
become aware of the
ways in which they as citizens can
actively take part in
policy making processes. The educational
program is based
on the belief that informed citizens
can affect the way
the

public considers and acts on issues which
affect their lives
and their communities.
(Oliver, 1987:107)
In 1985, the NIF
created a grass-roots, community-based movement
and introduced pilot study circles in an effort to find an
alternative to the use of large forums for discussion of
issues.

The study circle seemed appropriate and was incorporated
into the existing structure of the program.

Each year the

NIF develops three issues for a discussion series which are

carried out through "both large, single-session forums and
smaller, multiple-session study circles in which partici-

pants grapple with difficult national policy issues" (Emigh,
1991:1).

The result of introducing study circles as part of
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the forums was positive
in that "the study circle
... enabled conveners to reach
out to neighborhood
audiences - to
people unaccustomed to large
citywide forums, especially
minority groups - and to bring
them into policy making
processes (Oliver, 1987:118).
The program has now been
going on for about six years
and in cooperation with the
Public Agenda Foundation has
produced issue books, abridged
editions of these books written
at a fifth grade reading
level, Spanish language issue
books, as well as videotapes
and audio-cassettes which
summarize the issues discussed.
NIF produces guides for discussion
moderators and offers
training through its Summer Public
Policy Institutes. The
Institutes are considered "the nation's
largest annual

gatherings of citizens interested in
applying the idea that
the public has a critical role in
making policy"
(Emigh,

1991:1).

Through these training sessions
participants learn
how to lead discussions and develop
programs they can conduct in their own homes.
The introduction of the study circle
format has become
an effective tool for public discussion
and involvement due
to the fact that study circles are an
inexpensive form of

education.

Discussion leaders have had no difficulties in

finding meeting places partly due to the flexibility
and

adaptability of study circles to different settings and
circumstances.

This model also allows face-to-face discus-

sion in working through difficult issues.
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Reports from the

NIF suggest that .-study
circles are instrumental
in providing in-depth judgments
on the issues, which can
then be
shared with policy makers"
(Oliver, 1987 119 ).
The successful introduction
of the Swedish study
circle
^odel as an educational tool
for the National Issues
Forums
fulfilled most Of the conditions
considered essential
:

for

success outlined previously.

m

the first place, the pro-

gram was introduced into an
already existing structure which
had carried out "extensive
and impressive work over the
last
ten years" (Grasek, 1990 4
).
The Kettering Foundation was
extremely supportive of using study
circles to reach more
people in their communities. The
fundamental belief
:

in the

capabilities of citizens to participate
actively in
decision-making processes affecting public
policy further
strengthened the incorporation of study
circles into the
program.
The small-group, participant centered
aspect of
study circles promoted in-depth discussions
of serious
issues affecting citizens in their
communities. Another
important aspect which contributed to success
was linking
issues of personal concern in the area of
policy making to
those of national concern. The central theme
promoted by
the Kettering Foundation through the National
Issues Forums
is that citizens involved in politics,

a

notion "broadly

understood as the activities that help create the kind of
communities, the kind of country and the kind of world order
we want"

(Emigh, 1991

:

1

)

will actually bring about the
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Changes necessary to fulfill
those objectives.
People have
able to see that they can
prepare themselves and act
to
influence policy makers.
Due to the nature of
decentralized government in the
United States, gaining national
government support and
financial backing for study
circles as there is in Sweden,
does not appear to be feasible.
Securing on-going and long
term funding for any kind of
project is a continuous struggle for many organizations.
According to Norman Kurland,
this is one of the most difficult
challenges to overcome in
the efforts to bring the study
circle concept to the level
of consciousness which exists
in Scandinavia.

However, in
the case of the National Issues
Forums, the Kettering Foundation has provided long term support
demonstrated by the
six years the program has been in
effect.

The International Union of Bricklayers
and Allied Craftsmen

The International Union of Bricklayers and
Allied

Craftsmen (BAC) is
years old.

a

construction trade union which is 120

in 1986 the International Union was searching

for ways to bring its members into a discussion
regarding

the future of the union and the masonry industry.

Inspired

by the fact that in Sweden Trade Unions had used
study

circles for over ninety years to educate and inform their
members, the International Union leadership thought it

appropriate to adapt the Swedish study circle model to
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accomplish the same thing
with its membership.
This however, was a new experience
because -the BAC, like most
of the
onstruction trade unions, did
not have a history of
strong
member education programs(BAC Report, 1986:2).
Planning
for a study circle pilot
project began in 1985 with the

assistance of Leonard Oliver.

The International Union

"started planning for the 1896
summer study circle pilot
series, realizing that it would
be the first international
union in North America to adopt
the Swedish model for...
trade union education programs(BAC Report, 1986:3).
The study circle was defined as
a voluntary, participatory and democratic process.
Each circle was to be composed
of between five and twenty
members who would meet on a
weekly basis for a period of five
weeks and for two and one
half hour sessions each time.
study circle organizers were
responsible for recruiting participants,
arranging place,
materials and reporting results. study
circle leaders were
chosen from the membership of each circle.
After participating in a training program, they lead
the study circle
sessions.
(BAC report, 1986)
The BAC conducted twenty seven pilot study
circles led
by the International Union's field staff.
The study circles

attracted about 270 local union officers in fourteen
states
in the United States and two Canadian provinces.
(Oliver,

1987)

The program which was free to union members and

their families, was held in different places both in small
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towns and large cities, and
covered topics dealing with
challenges to jobs and the union,
the masonry industry,
analysis of forces affecting the
trade union movement, and
action to build a stronger union.
The program was received
well because it gave members of
the union an opportunity to
voice their opinions and needs as
well as share their ideas
about the future of the union.
Members of the union had
felt that they were powerless to
affect change, the study
circle provided an opportunity to change
this situation. As
a result union members became
active in decision-making
processes which affected their work a well
as their lives.
"Overcoming this sense of detachment and
powerlessness, in

addition to examining issues in depth may
be one of the most
important outcomes of the study circle program"
(Oliver,

1987:137)

.

The pilot study circle program was a success.
"The BAG

study circle program now includes hundreds of trained
study

circle leaders and thousands of members who have
participated (in study circles )... In

a

world where freeways mediate

interaction, study circles provide (union members) with the

brotherhood and sisterhood which is the glue of union solidarity"

(

Cohen-Rosenthal

,

1990:3).

Before this program, union meetings were held in large
halls which were not conductive to member participation, and

most union members were not active.

In fact, these meetings

seemed to cause division among union members.
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Study circles

provided

„ore inviting format for
(^e^ber) participation. .. (allowing) study
circle participants (to)
have the
opportunity to seek common
ground... study circle participants who previously were
Uh-involved have in fact become
more involved in union affairs
after attending the study
circle" (Cohen-Rosenthal,1990:3).
The BAC study circle
participants themselves felt that
the program was successful
because study circles provided
a way for union members
to
know that their voices were heard
and that their ideas were
meaningful. Members felt recognized
and important for the
first time (BAC Report, 1986).
'a

The study circle program in this
organization seems to
fulfill most of the conditions which
appear to be necessary
for success:
1) The BAC is a well established
trade union
which supported the notion of using
study circles to inform,
educate and promote leadership among their
members. Although
the structure for study circles did not
exist, it was developed with full support from the BAC leadership.
The circles
served both to extend the organization's
objectives and to

provide support to small groups to accomplish those
objectives.

There were opportunities to translate Ideas into

action. 2)

Participant-centered and small group learning

format was adapted to the BAC's conditions and needs.

Circle leaders who were trained in organizational skills as
well as content areas organized the sessions in accessible

places to members.

Materials which were relevant to study
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sessions were provided.

3)

m

this case, financial
security

was .ade available through
the International Union's
own
internal financial sources.
The BAC developed an educa4)
tional program which linked
individual concerns of overcoming a sense of powerlessness
to the organization's
concerns
of promoting active
participation in the union and
recognition of the importance of
trade unions.

Study Circles for the Latino
Community

The Swedish study circle model
traces part of its
origins to an idea which originated
in the Chautaugua literary circles which were popular in
New York State in the
1800's.
Study circles rooted themselves in
popular movements which considered the education of
the working class to
be an essential component for the
transformation
of an

unjust and limiting social system.

Study circles, with an

emphasis on active participation, equality among
its members,

joint responsibilities, collective problem-solving

processes and the ideals of cooperative learning
have been
instrumental in bringing about major changes in Swedish
society.

The study circle has been in existence for over

ninety years and is still one of the most popular forms
of
adult education in Sweden.
The development and evolution of the study circle model
in Sweden as well as the experiences of adapting this model
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in other countries have
provided some valuable information

with regard to the potential of this
model as well as the
challenges encountered during its
implementation. These
experiences as well as the recommendations
which the Swedes
suggest are necessary to ensure the
success of the Swedish
study circle model will provide the
background for
the

following chapters.
The following chapters focus on the
experiences of
adapting the Swedish study circle model in
a Latino communi
ty-based agency in a city in Western Massachusetts.
The
same concern which led Oscar Olsson to search
for alterna-

tives to educate and empower disadvantaged
adults in Sweden
at the turn of the century has led this particular
organiza
tion to choose study circles as

a

tool for empowerment

education for the Latino community where it is based.
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CHAPTER

4

THE CONTEXT OF THE STUDY CIRCLE PROJECT

As

I

explained previously in Chapter

1990 as a researcher,

I

1,

in January of

approached the directors of two

Latino cominunity-based agencies located in two neighboring
cities in Western Massachusetts with the idea of adapting
the Swedish study circle inodel within the prograns of their

agencies.

This initial contact evolved into a partnership

between the two directors of the agencies, two other women
and myself.

During this time we made

a

commitment to work

together to adapt and implement the Swedish study circle
model into the existing programs of the two agencies.
The five members of the partnership organized

circle as part of our work together.

experiencing

a

foundation for

a

study

We believed that

study circle ourselves was the best
a

study circle program within the agencies.

This study circle is known as the Partnership Circle and has

now been in effect for over two years.

Through this experi-

ence, the five members of this circle have developed a

process for naming, studying, and understanding the existing

situation which is affecting Latinos, and for analyzing

underlying root causes of this situation.

Our goal was to

encourage personal growth and collective, transformative
action.

We have called this process empowerment education.

.

This process has influenced our lives and
all of our work,
inside and outside of the two participating
agencies.

After about

a

year of working together, study circles

were organized in both of the community-based
agencies.
This study documents the Partnership Study Circle
and two

study circles which were organized at one of the
agencies

which for purposes of this study

I

am calling La Casa.

Figure 4.1 describes the relationship between the two

agencies and the study circles which are the focus of this
study

Partnership Between Agencies
Figure 4.1
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Although the members of the
partnership had come
together to uncover and analyze
issues of oppression affecting Latinos in general, the
focus of this study
is on the

empowerment process as experienced
by the Latino women who
participated in the Partnership
Circle and the two study
circles organized at La Casa.
This chapter and the ones that
follow are an account of
the study circle experience from
the perspective of the
women involved in the process of
empowerment education,
including myself.
This chapter has two main sections.

provides

The first section

general background of the social conditions
of
the Latino community in which this study
took place
a

as well

as a brief description of La Casa, the
Latino community-

based agency which sponsored two study circles:

the Circulo

de Salud for Latino elderly and the Staff
Circle for the

agency staff.
The second part of this chapter examines how
this study
was conducted within the framework of

methodology

a

feminist research

and "'feminist consciousness'

in the concrete,

(which is) rooted

practical and everyday experiences of

being, and being treated as, a woman" (Stanley and Wise,
1983a. 18).

This process was subjective and personal, based

on connections and reciprocal relationships between the

researcher and the Latino women, who through their participation in the study circles, made this knowledge visible.
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It was also a process which
cannot be replicated and from

which generalizations cannot be
made but which contributes
to women's emancipation.

The Social Context of the Study

According to 1985 figures from the U.S.
Bureau of the
Census, there are approximately
16,940,000 Latinos residing
in the United States.
Mexican Americans comprise
60% of

this group, Puerto Ricans 15.1%, Cubans
6.1% and other
Latinos 18.2%. (DATANOTE on the Puerto Rican
Community,
1986)

Although Puerto Ricans are

a

relatively small group,

they are concentrated in large numbers in the
urban areas of
New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Illinois,
California and

Massachusetts.

(Gonzalez et al., 1989)

In the state of

Massachusetts, Puerto Ricans are the largest Latino ethnic
group.

This study took place in an urban community in Western

Massachusetts where there is a large concentration of Puerto
Ricans.

Although other Latinos from Central America, South

America, the Caribbean and Mexico live in this community as
well, the majority are Puerto Ricans.
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A Por trait of the Cominnnii-y

Almost 38% of Puerto Rican families live
in
poverty.
Forty four percent of Puerto Rican
families are headed by women, who, in turn
experience a poverty level of 65%. The median
income
for
Puerto Ricans is less than half that of
non-Latinos.
It IS also the lowest among Latino
groups.
Our unemployment is more than double that
of the
general working age population, while our health
housing and educational status approaches that
of
underdeveloped or developing countries (Gonzalez
et
al., 1989:1).

Entering the Latino community which is located at
the
north end of the city, the first thing that catches

the eye

are the amount of empty, boarded up houses and
buildings and

the numbers of men standing around the street corners.

There is much unemployment and poverty in this community.
The economic recession which has affected everyone in the

State of Massachusetts, has had a devastating effect in the

Latino community.

Low-skilled jobs in the manufacturing industries and
agriculture which have been traditionally held by Puerto
Ricans and other minority groups have slowly disappeared and

Latinos are not able to compete for the jobs which are

available due to limited education, difficulties with the
language, lack of job related skills, lack of substantial

work experience, health problems and family responsibilities.

There are also other factors which influence Latinos'

difficulties in obtaining work such as discriminatory practices in hiring and promotion.
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In some cases the women are able
to find work in "occu-

pations in the sector reserved for women
(which) do not pay
enough to permit a family to subsist beyond
the poverty
line" (Sawhill, 1980, cited in Scott,
1984:24).
For this
reason, most of the women end up going on
welfare.
However,
due to the way welfare regulations are set
up, to become
eligible to receive welfare benefits, families
are forced to
split up.
The assumptions behind eligibility for welfare

benefits rests on

a

widely held belief that "there is noth-

ing wrong with women that an employed husband
could not

cure" (Scott, 1984:viii)

Since most able-bodied Latino men

are unable to find jobs, they are forced to leave their

wives so they can become eligible to receive welfare benefits.

According to the 1980 U.S. Census 38.2% of Puerto Rican
families are headed by women,

(

Rivera-Martinez

,

1985:202)

and in the state of Massachusetts over two thirds of Latino

households are headed by women (HOPE document, n.d.:3)
adding more numbers to the ever increasing phenomenon known
as the feminization of poverty.

Poverty is becoming more visible ... because it
is more widespread, and women are becoming a more
visible part of the poor because in fact a process
of 'feminization of poverty' is taking place.
While women have kept the increasing number of twoearner families from falling into poverty they have
also become the sole earner in an increasing number
of families with dependent children ... Families
(supported by women) are leading candidates for
poverty and hardship (Scott, 1984:3, 21).
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When the 'welfare mother' finally
gets these benefits, she
and her family enter a vicious
cycle which is difficult to
break out of.
When women go on welfare
they are
budgetary problem. .At the same time declared a
required to work at low-paid public they may be
jobs in order
to qualify for relief benefits.
If they try to get
they are again disadvantaged ...( due
to)
the built-in disincentives to work
in the welfare
program.
If she takes a job, the welfare
mother
faces a cut in benefits equal to every
dollar
earned, as well as loss to entitlement
to
medical care and reductions in child-care free
expense
credits and in food stamps (Scott, 1984:24).
.

One of the reasons given for this state
of affairs is
the low educational levels of Latinos in
general, and the
high drop out rates from high school. According
to the HOPE
draft document, "poverty is higher among those
who did not

complete high school...

(in the state of Massachusetts)

Hispanic poverty rates among families headed by
school drop out was 71%" (n.d.:3).

a

high

According to the 1985

U.S. Census, only 53.8% of Puerto Ricans 25 years or older

has four years of high school, compared to 75.6% for the

general population.

(Gonzalez et al., 1989:10)

In the state

of Massachusetts, the "acknowledged school dropout rate

among Hispanic students
n d
.

.

:

3

)

... is

over 55%" (HOPE draft document,

.

Alex Rodriguez, the Massachusetts Commissioner Against

Discrimination, said on April 19, 1991 in his keynote address at the Latino Males at Risk Symposium, that Latino

youth do not drop out of school
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;

rather they are pushed out

.

by an educational system which is
culturally biased, insensitive and discriminatory.

Today, after more than four decades of
community
struggle and numerous studies demonstrating
the
persistence of discrimination, the educational
system remains a fundamentally hostile institution
for Puerto Rican youth. .All across the
United
States, Puerto Rican students are still confronting
the same problems: the lack of second language
practices and personnel to assist the Spanishspeaking child's adaptation to a linguistically
different school setting; the use of class and
culturally biased instruments for measuring their
intellectual capabilities ...
insensitivity, paternalism and discriminatory attitudes and practices
among school personnel; under representation of
Puerto Rican professionals.
and the unequal
distribution of existing resources between suburban
iriner— city schools, where the majority of our
children are located (Gonzalez et al., 1989:10).
.

;

.

.

;

Support for bilingual education programs has been

declining reflecting

a

conservative trend to eliminate the

usage of other languages in the United States and to promote

English as the only official language of the nation.

English-only movement is
English speaking peoples.

The

considered an attack against non"The English Only movement

is... an overt attempt to contain the process of political

empowerment of non-white groups, especially Latinos" (Gonzalez et al

.

,

1989 11
:

)

.

The preservation of language and cultural identity is
for Mexican Americans a symbol of loyalty to 'la Raza'

(Heller, 1971) and for Puerto Ricans it is a form of resis-

no cit
UK.

tance to cultural and linguistic domination.

Puerto Ricans have shown a proclivity not to abandon their culture, language and identity.
In Puerto Rico, despite 88 years of American rule and
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Lda

clear, ongoing Americanization
of the culture
Spanish and ti use
Lavish
language of instruction (Rodriguez,
1989 :f 7 )!

Language retention is a major
characteristic of the
Latino community. Many people in the
community are monolingual, especially adults who are over
40 years old.
Although
increasing numbers of younger Latinos
speak English,

nn

at

I'n

ti'b.

a

majority are still Spanish language dominant.
cited in Martinez, 1985)

(Duran, 1983,

This situation, of course, makes

it difficult for Latinos to fully function
in an English

speaking society which places little value on
bilingualism.
Language and culture are an intrinsic part of identity
and most Latinos are not willing to give up their
identity.
However, in the community many adults try to enter
programs

which teach English as a second language (ESL) but find
that
there are not enough ESL programs to meet the growing need

among non-English speakers.

People in the community do not

have the money to attend private classes.
The problems which exist in the Latino community are

often explained by non-Latinos in

a

manner which focuses on

personal deficiencies and a "blaming-the-victim" mentality.
This is the result of prevalent beliefs in mainstream soci-

ety that individual opportunity and freedom are the birth-

right of all Americans.

However, poverty and all its conse-

quences are symptoms of the American 'culture of inequality'
which is based on an "interpretation of unequal outcomes
given the assumption of equal chances"
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(Lewis, 1978:8).

4U'.

Disadvantage (poverty, unemployment,
and ill health
can be understood in a number
of diffe^en^ wayl
It can be interpreted as
the result of hard
interpreted as an inherited destinyl^ckas
in thoc^^
extensive pov'

structural inequalities Ind the
propensitv
economically strong to exploit tL
economically weak ...( Lewis 1978:6).
,

Racist ideologies which brand certain
people as inferi
or due to their skin color,
ethnicity or national origins
and subsequent cultural and linguistic
differences are -a
natural and necessary feature of a
multi-racial society in
which there is domination of the many
by a powerful elite"
(Gonzalez et al., 1989:6).
These ideologies
feed into the

VICIOUS cycle of unemployment and poverty,
and their consequences which are noticeable in increased
violence, drug
addiction, AIDS and other health related problems
in the
Latino and other 'minority' communities.

There have been many attempts to improve this situation.

Concerned Latinos have organized efforts in their

communities to bring about change.

Church-based agencies

and community organizers have been building grass-roots

advocacy organizations which have been challenging local
political leaders to examine the root causes of "poverty

amidst unparalleled wealth, desire for material luxuries,
lack of hope, education, opportunity and purpose" (Gonzalez
et al., 1989:17) in the Latino communities.

organizations, mostly headed by women,

Community-based

(Gonzales et al.,

1989) have responded to the health, education and economic
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crisis in the Latino communities in
spite of the fact that
funding for the programs these agencies
sponsor has been
severely cut during the past few years.
In the community where this study
took place, such

efforts have been carried out by La Casa.

The following

section describes this agency and the
programs which have
been developed to respond to the needs
of the Latino commu
nity

A Portrait of th e Latino Community-Based Agency
La Casa was founded in 1968 by a small group
of resi-

dents from the Latino community who were concerned
about the
deteriorating environmental conditions, and the economic
and
social decline of the predominantly Puerto Rican
neighborhood.

This community organizing campaign established La

Casa in order to respond to the particular needs of Latinos
and other low-income residents of the area. The services

which this agency provided included publishing

a

local

newspaper in Spanish, summer youth employment projects and
basic assistance services such as translation, interpretation, information and referral to other service agencies,

the provision of food, and income-tax, legal and health

clinics.

Recently with new leadership. La Casa began

a

new

direction concentrating on developing health education and
disease prevention programs that are culturally appropriate
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.

and relevant to the socio-economc
reality of the Latino
cominunity

La Casa is a community agency
which is led by women.

An international study conducted
by Nelly Stromquist (1987)
on women run non-governmental
organizations (NGO) suggests
that such agencies provide
positive and comprehensive approaches to education and other
services. Women run organizations have provided women with skills,
critical knowledge
regarding their conditions, and often
include consciousness
raising activities.

often the case that women NGOs run
programs
that combine skills with awareness.
They also tend
to provide simultaneously organization
and mobilization skills by making women active
participants
in the activities (Stromguist, 1987:6).

Many women run organizations are successful,
but their
success cannot be measured in economic terms.
Most of these

organizations function on limited funds. (Stromquist,
1987)
This is certainly the case of La Casa.
Funding has
been

a

most serious problem, especially since funding for
social
services have been cut by the State of Massachusetts and
these cuts have affected programs and staff at La Casa

severely

Although funds are extremely limited, the problems in
the community are unlimited and the agency is deeply committed to respond to

a

community in crisis.

La Casa has con-

tinued to exist without adequate and sufficient funding and
staff mainly due to the compassion, commitment and sacrific133

.

es on the part of the
director and the women who work
at the

agency.

However, although this is an
admirable trait,
Margaret Adams, (1971) suggests
that this occurs because
women fall into the 'compassion
trap'.
Many educated women
seek employment in the helping
professions, which according
to pervasive beliefs in society
are congenial to women's
nature as nurturers, care givers and
problem-solvers.

mainspring from which the woman's
famnv’^cenJ°‘^^5^^
staying power
equally
eauail7no^ent
potent influence upon the course and has an
character of women's activities outside
the home
(Women) remain the salt of the earth
adding savor
and essential strength to the lives
of others
(Adams, 1971:402, 406).
These nurturing capabilities of women are
exploited by
society. The field of social work and other
helping professions have been devalued, defunded, ceded
to women
and

defined as their legitimate domain.

Most of the women at La

Casa feel a deep frustration from knowing that
we are ad-

dressing problems which "are only amenable to temporary

alleviation because of the social pathology from which
they
spring" (Adams, 1971:407).

withdraw from such work.

A possible solution might be to

However, most of the women who

devote themselves to this type of work do not seem to be
able to simply leave and allow for the continuation of

suffering which they feel might be prevented.
The compassion trap, with its underpinning philosophy and social systems, is one of the strongest
forces in today's world that subverts and distorts
the individual identities and social roles of women
(Adams 1971 407
,

:

)
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The empowerment education program
which was initiated
through the partnership and which includes
the two study

circles organized at La Casa was an attempt
to educate
ourselves about the work we do; to reach
out and educate
others about the problems in the Latino
community and their
root causes; and to advocate for our people
who have been
rendered voiceless by a system which has
marginalized and

blamed them for the inherent inadequacies of the
'culture of
inequality'
The following section provides the background for
the

study of the empowerment education program which took
place

through the Partnership Circle, the Circulo de Salud and the
Staff Circle.

The Feminist Research Context of the Study

In science as in society, the power of naming is at
least two fold;
naming defines the quality and
value of that which is named - and it also denies
reality and value to that which is never named...
This has been the situation of women in our world.
And this silence, this invisibility, has been confirmed and perpetuated by the ways in which social
science has looked at - and not seen women (Du
Bois, 1983:108).

The resurgence of the feminist movement in the 1960 's
led many feminist scholars to challenge androcentric and

sexist elements in traditional, mainstream research.

"For

most male scholars, an androcentric world view appears to be
an unquestioned given.

If it is not presented as the only
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y of

seeing the world, it is certainly
presented as the
superior way" (McGuire, 1987:93).
Emerging from an androcentric world view, the experiences
of men have provided the
foundation for understanding human
experience.
(Roberts,

1981; Du Bois, 1983; Smith,
1987)

This process has exclud-

ed,

suppressed and silenced women and denied
validity to
women's ways of knowing and experiencing
reality.

Feminist research has emerged as an
alternative to
androcentric research.
"Feminism insists that women should
define and interpret our experiences, and
that women need to
re-define and re-name what other people experts, men have previously defined for us" (Stanley and
Wise,

1983:114).

However, engaging in feminist research is not

a

simple matter because the foundation of the way we
see,

understand and interpret experience is deeply rooted in
the
"conceptual and perceptual lenses of patriarchy (through
which) we have all been taught to look..." (Du Bois,

1983:110).

Feminist research requires certain "methods of

inquiry that open up our seeing and our thinking, our conceptual frameworks, to new perceptions that actually derive
from women's experience" (Du Bois, 1983:110).

Other Ways of Knowing

Feminist research legitimizes other ways of knowing and
other things to know about.

(McGuire, 1987)

Other ways of

knowing challenge the premises upon which androcentric.
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dominant social science rests.

in this study, other ways
of

knowing have emerged out of the
concrete experience of a
group of Latino women. Although we
are Latinas and have
much in common in terms of language
and some aspects of
culture; we have experienced our lives
through the prism of
particular cultural settings specific to our
diverse ethnic
backgrounds, our class, race and nationality
as well
as

educational levels and opportunities we have or
have not
had.
We therefore know different things in
different ways.
Our ways of knowing have been doubly invalidated:
culturally specific ways of knowing are invalidated
by the dominant,

mainstream, Euro-centric culture which imposes the
'correct'
ways upon culturally different people; and as women
our ways
of knowing have been devalued by the 'male stream'

Klein,

1983 cited in McGuire,

(Duelli

1987) culture.

Feminist research starts with women's own personal and

subjective experience.

"The personal is political ... This

theme emphasizes the importance of the subjective, and

rejects the traditional insistence that the objective and
the structural are fundamentally different from this" (Stanley and Wise,

1983a:56).

Objectivity is "the cornerstone of

dominant social science and educational research" (McGuire,
1987:105).

It is an attribute which is used to describe the

intellectual qualities of men who are seen as logical and

non-emotional

.

Subjectivity is linked to women who are

described as emotional and illogical.
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Feminists challenge

.

male objectivity claiming that
this
their own subjectivity.
(Rich,

a

1979

;

term men have given to
Spender, 1981)

Women have come to realize that
knowledge men constructed about women... was frequently
'obiective' while the knowledge women rated as
began ll confrequently ratel as"°sSb°“^hrr
je^tive"
hypothesis arose that legitimacy
K associated
might be
with gender rather than with
the adequacy of explanation
(Spender,
’

1981a: 5).

Feminist research recognizes that the
process of inquiry is a subjective experience where
emotions, feelings and
assumptions affect the way information is
gathered, interpreted and documented. "Our consciousness
is always the
medium through which research occurs; there
is no method or
technique of doing research other than through
the medium of
the researcher" (Stanley and Wise, 1983a:157).

Linked to objectivity is the notion that the
researcher
as subject can and should be detached from that
which is

being researched, the object.

To be objective, the resear-

cher must separate knowing from feeling and doing, and

theory from practice.

(Mcguire, 1987)

suggest that this type of
structed logic,

a

"

Stanley and Wise

'hygienic research' is

a

recon-

mythology which presents an over simplis-

tic account of research" (1983a: 162).

Feminist research

departs from the tenets of dominant research by questioning
the notions that research can be impersonal, objective and

neutral
The challenge for feminist science will be to see,
name, describe and explain without recreating these
dichotomies, without falling into the old pattern
of objectifying experience, processual reality, by
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and ourselves to a position
of

assu“eutraUtv^

in,
animated by and expressive of "of
by community is paLionate
^ necessary
heresy (Du Bois, 1983:112). schf^arsh pf'nef^K^ff"'"

Stanley and Wise (1983a:165)
suggest that feminist
research begins with the
"recognition that the 'personal',
direct experience" is the
foundation of the research process and therefore the presence
of the researcher's self,
the relationship that develops
between the researcher and
the researched, and the way the
researcher has come to know
and understand what was researched
should be a major part of
the documentation of the research
process.

M ckqround,

Introductions

a nd

Evolving Re

1

i

i

po

Ricardo and Cecilia, the directors of two
Latino community based agencies in two neighboring cities
and myself
began meeting on a weekly basis to discuss the
possibility
of adapting the Swedish study circle model
in their agen-

cies.

After

a

period of six months,

the two agencies was formalized.

other women joined the group.

a

partnership between

During this time, two

Yarabi is coordinator of

health education programs at La Casa, and Lidia is an independent member of the partnership.

partnership has five members:

At the present time the

the directors of the two

agencies, Ricardo and Cecilia; and three other women,
Yarabi, Lidia and myself.
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Part of the work of the
partnership was to adapt and
implement the Swedish study circle
model into existing
programs within the two agencies
and an important part of
this process was the decision to
organize ourselves
in a

study circle.

Thus, in the fall of 1990

,

the Partnership

Study circle was established.

During this period of intense
discussions and negotiations working relationships developed
into friendships.
The
relationship between the five members of
the group provided
the foundation for the trust and caring
which was essential
for the work we took on as part of our
own study circle.
This circle became the parent circle and
influenced the

agencies, and all of the other study circles which
have

developed since then.
During this time

I

spoke with the group about my inter-

est in studying the study circle model as a tool for
empow-

erment education for Latino women.

For this reason

I

chose

to document the study circle process at La Casa since it
is
an agency managed and operated by a group of Latinas.

were two study circles organized at La Casa:

There

the Circulo de

Salud for a group of Latino elderly and the Staff Circle for
the staff at the agency.

In this study

I

also included the

Partnership study circle because four of its members (including myself) are Latinas and because this study circle
influenced what happened in the other study circles.
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The sections which follow introduce
each of the three
study circles which are part of
this study.

The Partnership Circle
The five members of the partnership
between the two

community-based agencies are also the members
of the Partnership Circle.
Before the first meeting of the group as
a
study circle, a program of study for the
Partnership Circle
was agreed upon.
The following outline was the proposed one
year training program:
1.

Introduction and context of study circles:
and philosophy.

2.

Social context:
Social, cultural and historical background of Latinos in the United States, understanding
ourselves within this context.

3.

Oppression theory.

4.

The Circle of Well-Being

5.

Psycho-Spiritual Development

6.

Theoretical Background:

7

Study Circle Methodology

.

Overview

(Looking at root causes)

Adult Learning Theory

The women from this circle who participated in the in-

depth interviews for this study are Cecilia, the director of
La Casa; Yarabi the coordinator of a health education pro-

gram in La Casa; and Lidia who was an independent member of
the partnership.
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The Circulo de Salud
In the fall of 1990, La Casa
received some funding

through the Campaign for Human
Development.

This allowed me

to come in to the agency to
work on a part-time basis to
run
a program for Latino elderly.
This was the beginning of the
'Circulo de Salud' (the Circle of
Well-Being) which I orga-

nized with

a

group of Latino elderly.

I v^as called to La Casa today to
be
group which was to receive the small part of the
grant from the
Campaign for Human Development
When I got there
we drove around to pick up a group of
elders and
Cathedral to formally accept a grant of
^6,000 to continue a program for elderly at
the
agency.
When we returned to the agency I was officially introduced to the group of elders as
the
person who would be working with them. So,
it's
different now. My relationship with Cecilia
has
changed, I now work for her and she's my boss.
know she does not want this kind of relationship.I
But it is different now that I'm an insider.
(Journal
.

I

ber.

began working as circle facilitator in late SeptemAt that time

a

relationship began to develop with

a

core group of Latino elderly which has become very
meaningful to me.

Although the group has grown and now includes

older Latinos who are not elderly, the core group are "los

abuelitos"
agency.

who are greatly loved by everyone at the

This group is composed of both men and women,

although the majority are women.

The size of the group

varied throughout the year with the coming and going of
members.

We began as a group of seven members composed of

Los abuelitos is an
grandmothers and grandfathers.
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endearing

term

which

means

.

two men and five women, and
grew to include over twenty
members of which four were men.

spent time getting to know the
members of this group.
I learned about their
lives, their experiences, their
needs.
I began to transport
several elders back and forth from
meetings since walking was difficult
for them.
l accompanied elders to medical appointments
and acted as interpreter, made and canceled appointments
and helped them secure
services which they could not do since they
do not speak
English.
I found adeguate housing for
some of the elders
who were living in substandard conditions,
and often helped
different ones do their shopping. When an elder
got sick or
was hospitalized, they called me and the entire
group would
visit them at the hospital or in their homes. Several
I

elders helped me out when

I

needed their help as well, for

instance they participated in special agency events where
their presence was needed and they supported the agency in

countless ways.

In this way our relationships developed

into what we called "la cadena de amistad" (the friendship

network

)

Developing relationships was not always an easy process, for

I

expected the members to make

circle and attend sessions faithfully.

a

commitment to the

They in turn expect-

ed me to help them meet their basic needs.

I

came to learn

that survival is a full time occupation and that

expect to have

a

I

could not

stable group when the lives of those form143

ing the group are unstable
and unpredictable.
My own feelings fluctuated from one extreme
to another. At one point
I

would write in my journal:
I

feel good with this group.

i

feel elatP^H

ovr-i-t-

possibilities" Therfis^sf fuih^ctt^
ing and affection.
ft"and\ff"
I feel good working in an
engenuine caring and commitment are
an essential part of our work.
un
Several weeks later

I

would write:

I feel frustrated.
Members of the group
coming each week. This makes it difficultare not
to plan
activities.
When they do come, l think it's
ecause they don't want to disappoint me.
think they come because what we are learningi don't
and
doing IS meaningful.
l think they come here because they need help with housing, medical
ments, services, translation, phone calls, appointbills.
I wish they could understand
how important they as
a group are, the impact they can
have by preparinq
themselves to act together. The meaning this
could
have in their lives.

From this circle

I

be part of this study.

asked dona^° Lita and dona Flor to
Dona Flor is in her late 60's and

has been active as a community organizer for seventeen
years.

She began working as

a

tobacco picker in the farms

around this area, and then due to health problems and diffi-

culties with her youngest son, started off as
a

a

program run by this agency for troubled youth.

volunteer in
When this

program ended, she continued working for many years in
for"

the Latino elderly.

a

Dona Lita is in her early

60 's and told me that she had never done anything in all
her

life, nor done anything for anyone.

I

chose these two women

dona and don are titles of respect.
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because their experiences were
so different.
i thought they
would each contribute valuable
insights to this study.
The Staff Circle
At about the same time

circle with the elderly,

I

began working with the study

was officially introduced to the

i

staff at the La Casa. The members
of the staff included
Rosa, the secretary; Kristal and
Ita, two case workers with
the Pregnant and Parenting Teen
program; Claudia from an
outside program which was housed at the
agency; Yarabi the
health education coordinator; Cecilia,
the executive
,

director; and myself with the elderly program.
At a staff meeting

a

few weeks later, Cecilia intro-

duced the topic of study circles and proposed
that

a

circle be organized as part of staff development.

This

study circle which

I

call the

study

Staff Circle was to take

place once a month when the weekly staff meeting was
scheduled.

However, this was the most difficult circle to

organize because of the nature of the work at the agency
and
the work load of the staff.

would be scheduled on

a

For example, a study circle

given date and canceled due to

emergencies and crises in the community.

From this circle,

Ita, Kristal and Claudia participated in the interviews for

this study representing women from the staff circle.

Relationships among us developed through working
together.

Lunch became

a

special time for sharing food, our
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stories, worries and advice,

months at the agency

After working for several

wrote the following comments in
my

l

journal

unity not only because we're
Latinas
but because we're women and have
so much in commoA
language.
it has to be
becaSse^II really don't understand
because
Puerto Rico
^
the Puerto Rican
through my own understanding and
experience
and am always surprised to learn
that it's dit^
ferent.
At this same time

I

began documenting the study circle

process which was taking place in the
three study circles.
What follows is an account of this
process.

Tte—Process of Creating Knowledge

Most of us get a nasty shock when we come to
do
research ourselves. However, the point at which
we
begin to realize that this 'hygienic research'
in
which no problems occur, no emotions are involved,
IS 'research as it is described' and not
'research
as it is experienced', is frequently a crucial
one
(Stanley and Wise, 1983a:153).

Gathering Information
I

had written

a

detailed account as to how this

research was going to take place before

I

had any experience

with the agency and the women who would be part of the

research experience.

On paper, the stages

I

described as

the process and strategies for collecting and analyzing

information flow within a structured framework marked by
time limits, specific numbers and deliberate ways of doing
things.

After

I

was at the agency for about a month,
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I

tried to fit the place and the women
into this detailed plan
of action.
My plans were to conduct three interviews
with
each woman, and two group interviews with
each study
circle.

started off trying to schedule all first phase
interviews
with Cecilia, Lidia, Yarabi, Claudia, Ita,
Kristal, dona
Lita and dona Flor.
After struggling with schedules
I

and

possible lunch hour interviews, plans would fall
apart

because some emergency or crisis, or sudden working
lunch

meeting would interfere.
I

put the plans away and began to interview women at

random, when they were available.

This meant that

I

sometimes had already completed the first two interviews
with one woman and had not been able to complete the first

interview with others.

Our interviews would constantly be

interrupted by phones, or tasks that had to be done.

My own

work schedule interfered and months would pass with no
interviews.

The one-year time limit which

data collection process passed and
to complete two interviews.

I

I

set for the

still had not been able

One of the elderly women was

hospitalized for several months and then moved to Puerto
Rico, so

I

was never able to get a final interview about her

experience with the study circle process.
Claudia's program was cut, and

I

only managed to get one

interview before she left the agency.

extremely frustrating.
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The funding for

All of this was

Besides interviews,
in a journal which

I

had been writing extensive notes

I

had organized in sections which

included basic information and observations, comments,

feelings and analysis.

Then

I

also took notes at each

staff meeting, and each study circle session.
The series of group interviews posed a different type
of problem.

For example,

I

would schedule

a

group interview

date with the Circulo de Salud and hardly anyone would come.
I

would reschedule.

When

I

finally had the group of elderly

together, the tape recorder would not function.

The follow-

ing is an entry from my journal:

The elders got all worked up for the interview.
Don V reminded me of a rooster rustling up its
feathers as he prepared himself to speak. The
others got all excited too. Then the recorder
didn't work.
So much depends on technology!

When we finally recorded the interview, people talked
at the same time and

different ones said.

I

had great difficulty deciphering what
A similar situation occurred with the

Staff Circle which was canceled so many times.
a

group interview became

To schedule

competitive matter between the

a

need to work on what we had planned to study and the needs

I

had to interview the group.
The members of the Partnership Circle readily accepted

setting time aside for group interviews as long as these fit
in with evaluations.

So,

our group interviews functioned as

periodic evaluations of our process.
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A problem arose for me as to
how to tell the elders

that

I

was conducting this study.

didn't want them to think that

I

i

was reluctant because

I

was there for that purpose

and not for them.

This problem did not arise with
the other
participants because the agency staff and
the members of the
Partnership knew from the beginning that
I was interested
in

documenting the study circle process.
knew me in a different way.

established and

a

However, the elders

When our relationship was more

trusting atmosphere developed,

with them the information about this study.
been together for

a

and that

I

I

shared

After we had

period of about three months

members of the circle that

I

I

told the

was a student at the university

would like to include their experiences in the

Circulo de Salud as part of my studies.
When I shared with the elders about wanting to
include their experience in my study, I think they
thought the whole thing was strange. What could be
so interesting about what they were saying or
doing? But if that's what I wanted, of course they
would help me.
Such a simple thing!
They agreed
to help me in anything I needed. (Journal)
The reactions of the elders seemed remarkable to me

because of the assumptions

I

had made in my own mind which

probably reflected my own struggle regarding loyalty to the
group and commitment to my work versus my own personal needs

connected to finishing my dissertation.

The Interview Process
The woman who remembers and recalls must have
sufficient self-esteem and a feeling of self-worth
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to wish her own individual life
equally important, the recording recorded and
partner 'must share
this sense of importance and
respect ^i^ai^son
(Watson and
Watson-Franke, 1985 163 ).
:

I

bought

a

miniature tape recorder and finally
figured

out how to make it work.

This marked the beginning of the

interviewing process which was to take me
more than a full
year.
The interviews were organized the
following way:
The first interview focused on the
women's life stories and
the second focused on particular issues
which emerged from
these stories.
These interviews were conducted as unstructured conversations in both Spanish and English.
Sometimes
we began speaking Spanish, but if the woman
was bilingual,
the interview usually began in one language and
ended up in
another.

Sometimes language changed within one sentence.

The interviews with Yarabi dona Lita and dona Flor
took

place in Spanish only and had to be translated into English
for purposes of this study.

The third interview focused

on the study circle experience and since

I

was interested in

finding out the same information from each participant,

questionnaire was prepared beforehand.
were focus interviews which began with

about the study circle experience.
a

a

The group interviews
a

general question

These interviews took on

life of their own as different people talked and

had to find ways to get back on the subject.

I

Later,

often
I

found

I have included some of the original interviews in
Spanish in the appendix.
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that the information which
emerged when the conversations
got off track was often very
valuable.
in general, the first
interview was easy to conduct.
Most of the women I interviewed
had no problems talking

about their lives.

However, in the beginning dona
Lita and
dona Flor, the two elderly women,
could not imagine why i
Should be interested in their life
stories.
They actually
believed that their lives were
common place and of no
interest to anyone. They had
internalized the commonly held
notion that "a woman can have no real
life of her own.
She
IS expected to see her life in
reference to others,
as a

resource and servant, and to deny that
she, too, is a self"
(Watson and Watson-Franke 1985:163).
i think they agreed
to let me interview them because of
the relationship which
had developed between us:
l had helped them, now they
were
going to help me do what I needed. However,
this relation,

ship, described by Gadamer (cited in Watson
and Watson-

Franke, 1985:175) as a process of "dialectical
experience"

became the foundation for
selves

a

change in how they saw them-

.

What is involved here is a process of learning.
This process (is called) the 'dialectical expe-*’
rience', an activity in which a former position is
changed, new knowledge is won. .This process becomes possible, though, only if the person keeps an
openness toward having (new) experiences (Watson
and Watson-Franke, 1985:175).
.

The second interview was more difficult since

I

asked

each woman to elaborate on certain parts of their stories.
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was interested in finding out about
their experiences
relating to specific issues of culture,
language, race,
I

ethnicity and gender, therefore

I

focused on any information

which appeared in the first interview
and asked the women to
elaborate on the subject.
For some women this was a difficult process because often it meant recalling
painful
memories, or touching upon wounds which do
not heal.

spite of the fact that

I

in

did not insist on having this

information, some of the women found the courage
to share
this and wanted it to be included in this study.
The third interview was the easiest.

I

had prepared

a

series of questions regarding the study circle experience.
These were particular questions which

wanted to answer in

I

this study, and are outlined in chapter
I

1.

began the interview series with Yarabi and managed to

conduct all three interviews at the agency amidst telephones
ringing, during lunch hours or after work.

schedule the last interview became

a

major challenge.

finally took place in November of 1991
the first interview.

Trying to

-

almost

a

This

year after

Claudia, Kristal and Ita were also

interviewed at the agency under similar conditions.
I

interviewed Lidia, Cecilia, dona Flor and dona Lita

in their homes.

I

was not able to conduct the last

interview with dona Lita since she returned to Puerto Rico.
I

spent many hours with each participant since our

working relationships made this possible.
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However, with the

,

elderly women whom
meetings,

I

I

only saw once a week during circle

had to make other arrangements.

i

spent many

hours in the company of the two
elderly women in their
homes, especially after I found housing
for both of them in
the same building.
This entry from my journal is from one
of those occasions:
I went to dona Flor's house today.
The buildinq is
run down and all sorts of drug trafficking
place in the stairway. she is so frightenedtakes
that
she keeps her windows boarded up with cardboard
so
that no one can look in.
She also has a huge bolt
on her door.
The apartment is dark since all the
windows are covered up this way. The old wall
paper, where you can see it, is dark and darker
still from the fumes of the gas heater she has in
one corner
Otherwise the walls are covered with
all sorts of saints.
I recognize Saint Anthony and
the Holy Virgin, but there are many more.
She also
has statues of the Virgin Mary and the Christ
Ohild , El Nino Dios'
We started our interview
and were accompanied by the cooing sounds of her
' palomita'
a white dove.
I will try to find suit,
able housing for dona Flor. This is not a place
where she should be living.
.

.

Data Analysis

The Life history is an extraordinarily sensitive
source of inf ormation ...( However
women's attempts
to make sense of the world, apart from simply
recreating their lives as wives and mothers, are
not taken seriously by traditions and preunderstandings that view the male experience as the
exemplary model (Watson and Watson-Franke
1985:139, 162).
)

After each interview was recorded,

I

,

began the long

process of transforming spoken dialogue into

a

written text.

According to Ricoer (cited in Watson and Watson-Franke,
1985:47-48) the trans- formation of discourse into text

involves the fixation of meaning which leads to the
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disassociation of the text from the
mental intentions of the
author.
I was not sure whether
the author in this
case was

the researcher or the original
speaker.

in any case, my

experience with the process of fixating
words into written
form has meant a disassociation for
both myself and the
speaker of the text because the process
itself has created
distance for both of us from the experience
of sharing

a

a

life history.

While words were flowing between us,

was

I

engaged in selective listening and created
meaning through
the filter of my own mind.
I was not really hearing what
was being said.
This became apparent when I transcribed
the texts and was engaged in coding the material

Another aspect of fixating words to text occurred when
I

had to translate the texts

I

had selected for inclusion in

this study from Spanish into English.

Translating words

from one language into another involved transferring them
from one cultural context into another

~

into a foreign

context where the experience lost its real meaning.

I

felt

totally frustrated by the loss of meaning which could not be

helped since translation was necessary.

At this point,

I

also realized that even translating the experience from the

mind of the speaker to the mind of the listener involved
loss of meaning as well.

experience was since

I

I

simply could not know what the

did not know the context from which

those experiences emerged.

segments

I

a

In the act of translating the

have included in this study,
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I

have tried to be

as faithful as possible to the
original meaning as

I

understood it.
When

returned for the second interview to
ask for elaboration of certain subjects, the author
of the words did not
fully realize that she had said what
she had.
Words flow
and seem to be forgotten.
Fixing them into text form and
returning them to the speaker allowed us
to look
I

at

experience, and even the way we talk,
differently.

Converting discourse into text also allowed
us to place
a greater value on our experience as
women.
All the women
who were interviewed placed their lives within
the context
of the family, as daughters, then as wives,
mothers
and

workers.

Although the experience of sharing our lives

through the interview process and during the circle

experience validated our experience for ourselves as women,
I

am not sure that this has extended to the larger world.

At times when some of the women in the Circulo de Salud

spoke about themselves, bringing explicit experiences which
had been touched upon during individual or group interviews
out in the open,
I

I

noticed that the men stopped listening.

also think women have deeply internalized the fact that

women's experience is always compared to men's and given
less value, so that even if we learn to value our experience

through this process, there is still
'real' value.
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a

doubt about the

The process of analysis
began with coding the texts.
When I finished 1 had over
fifty different categories
such
as:
language, poverty, cultural
traditions, religion,
niigration, employment, family,
women's roles, etc. At one
point I despaired and thought
I had not learned
what
I

needed to through the interviews.

i

had hundreds of pages

with margins marked with a
series of confusing codes which
seemed to make little sense and
which had nothing to do with
What my research was supposed
to be about.
A breakthrough occurred for me
when

process

I

began connect the

was experiencing in the Partnership
study circle
with the other circles and with women's
individual stories.
At this point I was able to place
many of the coded
categories into emerging themes.
I discovered that the
themes we were naming and analyzing in the
Partnership
I

circle through looking at issues of oppressions^
were being
named in the other circles in a different way,
and each

interviewee had made reference to these themes as
well.
this point,

I

realized that

a

At

series of codes began to fit

into themes of oppression such as classism, colonialism.

Euro-centrism, and sexism.
In the process of trying to understand root causes
of

oppression, we were introduced to the Native American
ss

Issues of oppression were studied by using the Wheel
of Oppression, an education tool used by the Eguity Institute.
Two members of the Partnership study circle had completed a
training course at this institute. This material was adapted
to understand issues of oppression affecting Latinos.
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Medicine Wheel of Well-Being by
Lenore Steffarm fron the
Four Worlds Development
project.
This offered us a way to
analyze root causes from an
individual and collective
perspective considering physical,
mental, emotional and
spiritual forces that affect people
within the social
context of culture, society, politics
and economics.
Both
the Wheel of Oppression and the
Medicine Wheel of Well-Being
were adapted by the Partnership
circle and have become a
tool for understanding, analyzing
and carrying out the plan
of action which emerged out of this
study circle.
This has

also become the foundation for the
process of organizing,
interpreting and evaluating the information
gathered in this
study

The Outcome

Feminist research provides an opportunity for women
to
reclaim the power to name our own reality, thus the
research
process is grounded on women's everyday experiences.

Recog-

nizing the uniqueness of these experiences and the uniqueness of a research process founded upon subjective, personal

experiences and relationships creates difficulties in reproducing the same results and generalizing from the data.
The kind of research we are proposing ... would not
permit us to say anything about the experiences of
people unlike us... it would not permit generalizations from the person carrying it out to the people
who form the 'research situation'.
It would apply
to the researcher and the researcher only.
And a
further and associated problem is that this kind of
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198 3^^^69*)?''^^

replicated (Stanley and Wise,

This particular study took place
during a period of
intense transition for the women
involved in the study

circles as well as for the agency.

The information which

was gathered is meaningful only within
the context of this
study and is intrinsically linked to a
specific moment in
time and particular experiences lived by
the women who have
shared their lives and who have been part of
the initial
process of introducing study circles in the
agency.
During
a year s time, we all have changed.
We would never be able
to replicate this particular experience again.
Study

circles can be replicated, but the process, the content
and
the outcomes will always be different.
The following chapters are an account of the study

circle experience of

a

group of Latinas of different ages

and different backgrounds who participated in the empower-

ment education process.
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CHAPTER

5

BREAKING SILENCE

Without hope are
Wh^n the conception of change mysteriously quiet.
When
is beyond the limits
of the possible, there are no
words to articulate
discontent soit is sometimes held not to
exist.
This mistaken belief arises because
we can only
grasp silence the moment in which it is
breaking.
of silence breaking makes us
understand
what we could not hear before (Rowbotham,
1973:29\J j

m

This chapter is about a process of naming,
a process of
breaking silence which provided the opportunity
for a group
of diverse Latina women to understand what
we had not been

able to hear before.

other's experiences in

Sharing and expanding upon each
a

nurturing environment provided

a

space to re-discover our identity and to become visible in

a

world where Latina women, like other 'minority' and women of
'color', have been excluded from the process of codifying

knowledge about women.

The voices of women from different

ethnic and racial groups, and especially the voices of women
who do not speak the dominant language have not been heard.
Until the experience and reality of women of color
is an integral part of feminist reality ...[ e very
criticism that has so far been levelled at the
restrictive and oppressive meanings generated by
men as a result of their monopoly and in the interest of preserving their power, applies with
equal force to white women's knowledge.
It is
accurate to state that white women have stolen the
power of naming from their sisters of colour and
reduced them to non data (Spender, 1985:164,163).
]
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This chapter is an account of the
initial stages of a
group of Latinas in the process of reclaiming
our power and
ability to name and to contribute to the
"new codified
knowledge" (Spender, 1985) of all women.

According to Paulo Freire, "to exist, humanly,
is to
name the world, to change it.
Once named, the world

in its

turn reappears to the namers as a problem and
requires of
them a new naming" (1973:76).
For the Latinas who partici-

pated in the Partnership, the Circulo de Salud and
the Staff
study circles, the process of naming was a process of
bringing out into the open what we had experienced and
known, but

what had been so painful that we tried to deny its existence
and keep it a secret not only from others but from ourselves
as well.

The women who are the members of the three circles are

very different in terms of their socio-economic and educational backgrounds.

Although all the women are Latinas,

they represent different ethnic and racial backgrounds.

For

all the women, the process of naming has involved breaking

silence about pain and oppression which is linked to specific experiences of gender,

race, ethnicity and class; disen-

tangling the different forms of oppression; understanding
the processes of internalized and externalized oppression;

and recognizing these forces in their lives.

Each story is the same, but different. There are
common threads... Our experience as women and the
changes we go through which are painful, shameful
warm and loving, unites us... Silence has been
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imposed on us, but not all of us accept
it.
some
of US revolt... Then within the world
of silencT
there have been women who have helped
Uttering a word. (From a conversation us, without
between
women from two circles)
The naming process was initiated by
the participants of
the different circles through sharing
their life experiences.
These experiences were validated by looking
for

similarities, differences and patterns, and
expanded upon
through added information from other sources
which were

relevant and appropriate for each circle.

The members of

the Partnership and Staff circles focused on
printed materials,

invited guest speakers, and participated in different

training sessions and retreats.

The members of the Circulo

de Salud focused on audio-visual materials, and participated
in several action— oriented activities.

The purpose of any

new information was to help the participants of the different circles expand upon their knowledge and understand their

experiences within

a

wider context.

The process of naming has been part of consciousnessraising.

For the members of the different circles, the

process began with respecting every one's experience and
level of consciousness and learning how to value different

views, trying to understand that "...different states of

consciousness lead us into constructing different social
worlds" (Stanley and Wise, 1983a:151).
In the rest of this chapter,

I

will explore the naming

process that occurred in the Partnership Circle, the Circulo
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de salud and the Staff circle
and the thet,es which emerged
during this process.
each case I will quote each of
the
women who participated in the
in-depth interviews, and
include material from the focus group
inter- views as well
as from notes I took during this
process.
the different
circles new information was added to the
information provided by the participants in an effort
to gain a deeper understanding.
I have documented this
information in the elaboration of the themes which emerged.

m

m

The Partnership Circle

The Partnership circle is made up of five members
who
are highly educated and who exercise positions of
leadership
in different organizations and in society at large.

the members are women, including myself, and one is
In this part of the study

I

Four of
a man.

am only including the experienc-

es of the three women from the Partnership Circle - Cecilia,

Yarabi and Lidia, who agreed to participate in the study and

who took part in the three in-depth interviews conducted

during the year.

However, the entire group took part in the

group interviews and

I

would like to acknowledge Ricardo's

valuable contributions to the study circle.
At the first meeting of the Partnership Circle in the

early fall of 1990, ground rules for how the circle was to

function were established.

The members of the circle felt
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that these rules were important
to ensure that the objectives of the circle would be
met.
The circle's ground rules
evolved to include the following;

Whatever was discussed in the circle
confidential. Permission was granted would be kent
by all
members to include certain informationof\he
in
conditions of anonymity which would this
protect
a
members of this circle as well as the
other circles.
The ideas and opinions of each member
of the circle
issueriot on
people^""^"^
3

.

4

.

5

.

6

.

7

.

We acknowledged that mistakes are
possible.
certain subjects may have evoked a negative Although
response
from some of us, we were constantly
reminded that this
provided an opportunity to exchange ideas and
tried not
to respond by attacking each other.
We personalized knowledge and applied what
was shared
and learned to ourselves.
We tried not to generalize
recognizing that what we know and say is related to
our
own experience and what we have learned.
We valued risk-taking while recognizing that taking
risks would improve as we developed trust among
ourselves.
We valued and encouraged the expression of emotions.

^^iimgualism and biculturalism was promoted and accepted within the group.
This meant that we spoke the
language we felt most comfortable speaking, and we
respected the cultural backgrounds of the members of
the circle.
Two of the members of the Partnership Circle partici-

pated in a training program on oppression which was offered
by the Equity Institute.

They became the facilitators for

the section on oppression theory and through their guidance
our study circle began to understand different aspects about

oppression and the connections between the various manifestations of oppression.

During this process we adopted the
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following assumptions and definitions
about oppression which
are based on the materials
from the Equity Institute:

Oppression is the systematic
subjugation of a
social group by another group
who has
and contro^r^?\?o°“^Lc^?^^fLr^°l?=^L^Ln^?if?r“d^
tional, military and other resources.
2

.

Social power together with prejudice a set of negative beliefs
generalized about a whole group of
peoole
produces
^
oppression.
,

Understanding oppression was an essential
component of
the naming process for the members of
this circle.

Naming

Our personal history reflects the history
of Latin
America, of our countries of origin and of the
Latino people in this country (Partnership Study
^
Circle).
The members of the Partnership circle began

a

deeper

level of understanding ourselves and our experiences
by

sharing our personal family histories and backgrounds.

The

following summaries of each story serve not only to introduce the women of the Partnership circle, but the themes

which emerged and which were further elaborated on in the
other circles.

These themes provide the foundation for this

study

Cecilia
Cecilia is

a

Mexican-American woman,

New Mexico who is in her late thirties.
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Chicana, from

My family is from New Mexico.
We are Mexican
Chicanos.
i remember when I was growinq
ud that
we i.ved a simple life. Now
as an\Zer\erson i
know we were poor, but as a child
I do not rememer feeling poor or being poor.
i remember thinas
being very simple, which as an
adult I look back
tremendously... sut it LTn^
Tlwlfs \Tkl%hlT^
Like most Mexican Americans, Cecilia
comes from a
large, close-knit family where a
complex web of family
relationships and family-centered
responsibilities and roles
are the norm.
I had a very wonderful family.
We were
dren and there was a lot of love and I five chilalways
secure in my home. My father and mother were felt
two
very caring people and my grandparents on
both
,
sides, were very big in my life.
There was a lot
of closeness in our family, we are a close
knot
family.
j remember things being very simple.
There was the rhythm of working very hard to surMy mother was always doing something: either cooking , sewing, making time for prayer at
night, all those things which were very family
^
connected
.

In Cecilia's family Spanish was spoken at home.
er,

Howev-

Cecilia was introduced to English when she went to

school and she remembers knowing both languages because her

father insisted that every one know English as well.

To

make ensure that English was learned Cecilia's parents began
to speak more English at home.

In school it was forbidden

to speak Spanish and in time Cecilia internalized negative

values with regard to Spanish and forgot this language.
I could speak both languages , but I remember my

father being adamant about us learning English
well.
He knew that language could be a barrier.
This was reinforced somewhat in the family and my
parents spoke a lot of English. I had such a
difficult time. Then, at school, we weren't al165

.

.

.

.

spamsh. j remember one incident
when I was in elementary school,
I was with mv
cousi/7 who did not speak
English and so we were
‘Spa/ij.sh.
A teacher came up, yelled at
us and sent us to the principal's
office^for
speaking Spanish. l remember feeling
ashamed.
For Cecilia, like many other Spanish
speaking children,
using the English language within
the family marked the end
of a special family identity and
closeness, and introduced
her to negative school experiences related
to her native
language
There was a lot of grief and anguish going
through
the process of becoming fully functional
in a
second language , and a lot of things didn't
make
sense.
That's the language my parents and grandparents talked. I was immersed in that environment as a young child.
Language was very much
tied to my identity and had to be repressed

Cecilia learned to be ashamed of her Mexican background
because she had learned that there was something wrong
with
being Mexican, there was something wrong with speaking
Spanish, with her beliefs and culture, with the color of her

skin
I always felt
that I struggled a lot with identity and I think part of what I always felt was I

knew that we were different
There was something
wrong with being Mexican. .As I got older I felt
anguish inside of me for who I was because of my
experiences and the kinds of name calling that
went on.
I really did not want to be that
way... (In gym class) I was too embarrassed to
shower when all the other girls showered .. .1 just
felt too embarrassed about my body, about being
brown .. .There were many years of not accepting, of
not feeling the different layers of oppression in
myself
.

.

When Cecilia invited anyone who was not Mexican home,
she called her mother ahead of time so she would make some166
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thing like cupcakes instead
of Mexican food,
This was
something which was particularly
difficult for her, something she was embarrassed
about.
Cecilia recounted a most
painful incident which occurred
one particular time when

she

had invited several Anglo
friends home.
I walked home from school
with two friends and we
were standing there and couldn't
even see Ihe
inside of my house. My grandmother
house and the whole house was full was at the
of
Mv
parents were going through a hard time incense
and she wal
spirits in the
had brought a woman who had a big pot house. she
and inside
the pot were bones and cow heart and
all kinds of
things. .She was walking around from
room to room
chanting.
it was horrifying...And the woman
was
so ugly.
She had the biggest green eyes, she
didn't look real.
l think she was a witch
remember being very frightened of her...l and I
getting so upset (at my grandmother and remember
yelling
)
absolutely appalled. I could think
^
otf what was going through my friends'
minds these people are very superstitious they
call it
,
voodoo.
I just dropped my books and ran.
l don't
know what happened to my friends...And my mother
and grandmother were horrified that I had been
so
disrespectful to my grandmother
I had to apologize for the whole incident ... But they had embarrassed me so much that I didn't go to school for a
couple of days.
.

.

For Cecilia the major goal was to fully integrate

herself into Anglo society by denying her origins and adopting mainstream American behavior which she learned about

from her friend's families and from school.
I tried to adopt their (Anglo) ways of doing

things like only speaking English, being a good
student , on the Honor Society, being things that
were more main stream. My sisters would say that
I wanted to be just like them (the Anglos) and my
grandmother called me 'la mosca en leche' (the fly
in the milk).
It was a struggle wanting to be
accepted by my Anglo friends and knowing that I
really never was going to be accepted
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Cecilia was never fully accepted.

She could get rid of

her language and her cultural traditions,
but she could not
get rid of her features nor the color
of her skin.
I had this beautiful white doll.
she was
bigger than I was. She was blond and bad almost
blue
didn't let any one touch her and I would
spend hours just looking at her and wanting
to be
like her
Once I even tried to bleach my skin and
hair with clorox, so I could look like her.
I'm beginning to realize that we're a product Now
our environment and that there are many factorsof'
which affect us. For instance, the customs and
traditions and value systems within your own family
In my own family it was being Catholic being
,
Mexican , having Mexican music, all those pieces
that identify you with your culture while at the
same time there is this other mainstream culture
that is impacting to shape who you are and the way
you need to be
•

Then, of course being female was another area of limi-

tation for Cecilia.

In her culture she was expected to fit

into the mold of what was expected of her as

a

woman.

This

was another aspect of being Mexican she did not like.

There were many things about being Mexican that I
didn't like... that I definitely didn't want to be
a part of.
There was so much expected of us in
terms of being subservient
I didn't like that
women stayed home, being child bearers , having
lots of children, had to do all the cleaning and
had to accept the hard life they had. That was
the role model I had.
My mother, my grandmothers
lots of aunts, they just didn't have a lot of
freedom as women and it seemed that their role as
women had already been predetermined even if they
had other dreams. There weren't any other
possibilities
.

In the end,

and left home.

Cecilia rebelled against this upbringing
This event was the source of a major upheav-

al which according to Cecilia's family brought shame and

embarrassment upon them.
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I said to them that I was
going to ao and
that's what I wanted to do. ^My

K^orid,

er...was extremely upset ... First
,

frandloth"

shJ f%it

that
that
women
Tidn'l c?o that. That was not an
appropriate thina
hr^ ^
^ Jo°se women would do a thing like
r’i
that.
Clearly
I had lost my sense
was going to bring a lot of shame of values and I
to the
bus, my grandmother .. .was ranting and raving thinking
l might
cha/jge my mind at the very end.
she kept insisting to my parents, especially my
father, that
authority to bring me back home
and to stop me from bringing shame on
the familv
^
name
.

Yarabi^^

Yarabi is in her late thirties and is form
from

a

rural, agricultural area in the central part
of Puerto Rico.
In the country side,

the traditional preference for large

families which was part of agrarian society has not
disappeared, and Yarabi 's family is no exception.

She is one of

ten children.
f am the fifth child of a family of ten children
My father was a peasant farmer and we lived from
what he harvested. When I entered secondary
school , I realized we were poor.
I dressed differently, had a limited vocabulary
In reality I
was one of the poorest children in this group,
because the others were children of professionals
I was placed in a special group, and I knew that I
was different
.

Yarabi was also brought up differently because she was
female.

The girls in her family were under strict surveil-

lance and were not permitted much freedom.

19

All the information provided by Yarabi was translated from
Spanish into English.
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We women have to stay in our places
and
decently, otherwise we are bad. There behave
are
many more expectations for women to behave many
a certain way.
I feel that I have always been asked
to
give and to do, and even if you think you
can't
you find ways to do it - to give.
But how much do
we need to sacrifice? How much are we
expected
give? There are no limits, we are expected to to
give and give and give. it never ends. Men
are
not asked so much.

According to Yarabi, these limitations inhibit development and cause all kinds of problems and conflicts
which
women have for the rest of their lives.
i fool that machismo , the notion of women always
being in their place and the strict ways of bringing up girls .. .causes a lot of insecurity. Not
permitting women to be themselves, limiting what
they can and cannot do causes a lot of problems
and internal conflicts which we have for the rest
of our lives.
It is extremely difficult to liberate ourselves from these problems.
I think it's a
burden we carry this for the rest of our lives
because it's difficult to become totally free from
the values and restrictions we have been taught.
Simply understanding what this oppression has done
to us is not enough.
I think we have to confront
this and deal with these issues all of the time,
all of our lives.

Although

Yarabi 's family was poor and experienced many

economic limitations, she remembers the feeling of knowing
that the land which sustained the family belonged to them.
I knew that we lived on my father's farm.
I knew
that the land was ours and I think that's important.
When I'm sad, I only have to close my eyes
and I see that beautiful picture of my father's
farm.
It makes me feel free, it takes me away

from my worries... That's what's so different
here.
Our children here, the poor children , don't
own anything
Like many Puerto Ricans, Yarabi and her husband came to
the United States mainland in search of work.
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First of all, our decision
to come

bere^

Confronting the reality of the
United States was a
major shock for Yarabi
Puerto Rico, people idealize
the
United States. People tend to
believe that Americans are
wonderful, a kind and considerate
people who have done so
much to help them.
.

m

While we are in Puerto Rico, the
figure of the
Americans is extremely idealized:
Americans are
tremeTidous human beings who want to
isla/id
The Americans
are gods, they are deified.
.

.

.

When Puerto Ricans arrive in the United
States they
expect American society to live up to the
image which they
bring with them, to be treated with dignity
and respect, to
find good work, a decent place to live and
opportunities for

their children.

Like many other immigrants before them,

they expect to fulfill their dreams of

a

better life.

Instead, in an extremely race conscious environment,
they

confront racial and ethnic discrimination.

Yarabi encoun-

tered this reality six years ago when she came to the United
States.

This is still

tinues to confront on

a
a

painful experience which she con-

daily basis.

When you come here and encounter the reality you
realize they are nothing more than racist monsters
who don't want you around. It's sad to begin to
learn how this culture perceives us, what they
think about our community .It's very degrading
.
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Racial discrimination on the basis
of skin color Is not
Yarabl's main grievance in this country,
mostly because she
herself does not experience discrimination
due to skin color
and also because discrimination due
to the color of one's
skin is not new to her.
In Puerto Rico, the majority of the
families have
all the three colors.
And you can be sure that
the dark child is the one who suffers
the most
oppression within the family. j have experienced
racism within my own family. My mother has
dark
skin.
She was the only one who had dark skin and
black hair
So in her home she was always treated
badly, like a servant.
She had to do all the work
and they left her out.
I think that affected her
in the way she related to others... she still
has
^
time, at her age, to get close to people
even to touch us.
I think she feels that because
of the color of her skin she will harm us if she
touches us. Her upbringing was so severe, she was
so isolated from the rest of the family that she
thought she would harm some one if she touched
them
.

The major grievance for Yarabi is that Puerto Ricans
are clas- sified as 'people of color' so that they can be

considered inferior.

She feels that this is done in order

to perpetuate and justify the colonization of Puerto Rico.

Yarabi considers herself a woman of color because she recog-

nizes from her experience in this country that 'white' is

a

social color referring to people from the dominant culture.

I feel that here we are not white, we are all
people of color. Maybe in Puerto Rico I would
consider myself ' white ^ but here I feel I am a

person of color.
Yarabi feels that in order to colonize

a

people, they

must be made to feel that they not only are not white, but
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that they as a people suffer
from all sorts of other problems and inherent deficiencies.
When people are confronted
at all times with this image
of them- selves, they have
little choice other than to believe
and comply with the
image
hi te people, the people in power
think we are
inferior so that
will believe we are inferior.
We begin to believe we are worthless,
we think we
can t work. What we experience and
hear day after
day from everything that surrounds us
like
media, etc., is propaganda for the system the
which
constantly devalues us... This system
blames
Puerto Ricans , and we believe everything they
say.
It s the way the capitalist system works,
it's the
power of the money of those who invest and have
t e power to control.
It's part of the oppression
against those who are subjugated

This process of internalization of negative
values, the

denigration of a people, is sustained by
identity and history.

a

people's loss of

Yarabi feels that this loss is very

painful for Puerto Ricans.
We have not had the opportunity to write our history.
Our history has been written by the North
Americans and you can be sure that it is not the
best version nor is it the truth. They have their
version and v/e are suffering the consequences
Our history has been practically stolen from us
and it is only now that we are just beginning to
write it.

According to Yarabi, Puerto Ricans in the United
States are always reminded of the fact that other immigrant

groups were able to integrate themselves into mainstream

society and in a relatively short period of time to better
their situation.

Puerto Ricans have been in this country

for quite a while, and a vast majority have not disappeared
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into the American melting pot.

.

They are made to believe

that their inability to assimilate
like other groups is
another proof of their inferiority.

people don't better themselves because they don't want to. it's
the blame-thementality, always blaming the people.
And
we even hear our own people
blaming themsystem devalues Puerto Ricans and
hen they come here they continue
to blame them.
'I made it, why can't they'.
They say
J}^y
all those things and don't consider
the barriers
people have. They continue to say it's
a question
of the individual.
But that's all prepared to
continue to maintain the system, to maintain
what
IS happening , to keep people subjugated
Lidia
Lidia is in her mid forties, and is
Rican.

a

black Puerto

She was born in the Bronx and grew up in
Brooklyn

until she and her family returned to Puerto
Rico.

Lidia's

parents had come to the United States in the late 1940
's
during one of the major migrations from Puerto Rico.

When

she was about to start school, her family moved to
Brooklyn.

Trying to find
a

a

new place to live was not an easy task for

black Puerto Rican family.

Lidia remembers that her

mother, who had lighter skin color and a French maiden name

which served to camouflage her accent, was the one to finally find a place to live.

Moving to their new neighborhood,

which was predominantly Jewish, caused

a

great commotion.

I will always remember that when we arrived with
our things, people were looking out of their windows to see who were the strange people moving in
since we were the first Puerto Ricans in that
neighborhood
And obviously , because of the color
of our skin, they could tell we weren't Jewish.
They probably thought we were African Americans
.
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In the new school, unlike the
situation of most Puerto

Rican students, Lidia was placed in
an advanced group.
This
had a positive effect in that she
grew up in an academic
environment which had high expectations of
all the
students.

Although attending school was

a

major challenge for Lidia

who had become a favorite target for
racist incidents and
constant name calling such as "Spic, go back
to the jungle
you came from!" or "Brillo hair"; leaving
school was never
an option in her family which placed a high
value on education.

However, this situation led Lidia to get involved
in

what the school defined as unsuitable behavior
in her at-

tempts to defend herself.

She remembers that her parents

were called into the school to discuss disciplinary measures.

Lidia's mother, unlike many Puerto Rican parents who

are intimidated by the school system and further limited
by

language limitations, was prepared to defend her child:
But do you know what happened? Do you know why
she fights? Children should not fight, but if she
is a victim of racism, if they are discriminating
against her and she is attacked, she has to defend
herself.
We have taught her to defend herself and
if the price is lower grades, then lower her
grades.
If you don't want her to fight, then you
should be more active in your classroom dealing
adequately with racial problems.

Lidia learned at home to be proud of her heritage.

She

grew up fully bilingual, participating in different school
activities, knowledgeable about Puerto Rican culture,

theater and dance.

These activities were highly promoted by

her grandmother who was a social activist as well as
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professional actress who ran

a

theater school for Spanish

speaking children in the Bronx.
My relationship with my grandmother was
important
She was a strong woman. She is still alive
and is
now ninety years old. she had been a
professional
actress in New York and appeared on Broadway,
on
American television. she was in a series which
v^as called 'East Side West Side'.
She was active
in politics , and gave political speeches
in Puerto
Rico with Luis Munoz Marin, the first elected
governor of Puerto Rico, and with dona Feliza
Rincon who was the mayor of San Juan, and with
other well known people. She influenced me very
^
much.

Lidia's home was the center of social and cultural

activity for the entire family.

This was a time not only

for family closeness, but to sing traditional songs, tell

stories about family members who were still in the island,
to talk about culture, literature, politics and the situa-

tion for Puerto Ricans in the United States.

Every Saturday everyone came to our house, and
then people talked about politics, about the
things that were happening and why. They talked
about the problems of racial discrimination in the
U.S. at a time when the Civil Rights movement had
not even started.
When Lidia finished primary education, her family found

that conditions in the secondary schools were appalling.
Her parents felt "that the environment which existed for

Puerto Ricans was not the best".
lence, drugs,

There were gangs, vio-

lack of concern for the needs of Puerto Rican

and other minority students, lack of quality education and

deteriorating physical conditions of the buildings themselves.

These were things Lidia's parents did not want for
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their children, and most of all they
did not want them to
lose their love of learning.
At this point, the family
decided to return to Puerto Rico in
order to provide their
Children with a better environment to
grow up in.
However, in spite of the fact that her
family had
always stressed the values of independence
and self-sufficiency, and placed great value on education,
Lidia encountered the double standards which are reserved
for women when
she was denied permission to study in the
United States

after finishing high school.
^^11/ niy father would not let me go because I was
only seventeen years old. And his little girl was
going to stay home until the day she got married
^^d left the family home with the wedding crown
and veil
But my brother was able to go with my
father s blessing. He could go^ but under no
conditions could I go. My sister always stayed
home too. She had to stay home because that's
what good girls do.
.

Lidia ended up studying in

a

university near her home.

But even at twenty four after she had graduated from the

university, independent living was not an option available
to her

.

The prospect of leaving home to go away to work and

living alone in the capital city of San Juan was not some-

thing

a

decent a woman could do.

Therefore her mother made

arrangements for her to live with her grandmother and later
to move to a boarding house for women.
So, I graduated and went to San Juan to live at my
grandmother's. I could not live alone as a
woman. .Even when I was twenty four and I moved to
a boarding house ^ my mother went with me and said
to the landlady :
'I am leaving you my daughter
.
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the Ja/2dJady;
'l am leaving you my daughter.
You
will be like a mother to her and I hope
you will
correct her if you have to because she
has to
behave well'.

Lidia felt that her family had been
successful both in
the United States and in Puerto Rico because
they enjoyed
certain advantages and resources. The family's
social and
economic background in Puerto Rico was enhanced by
traditions which stressed the value of education,
self-sufficiency and independence.

There was

a

lot of support given to

family members who were actively involved in political
and
social life.
My family on both sides had resources , not necessarily economic resources but a knowledge as to
where resources can be found, how to communicate
their needs and obtain what they needed. They had
connections
Thus, although her parents were aware of the injustices

which Puerto Ricans dealt with on

a

daily basis, they partly

blamed Puerto Ricans themselves for the situation they found

themselves in.

Although they were aware of oppression and injustice, they did not fully understand exactly how
oppression works... My parents knew that it was
partly due to the racism and prejudice they saw in
New York, but they also felt it was the fault of
Puerto Ricans who complied with the limitations
the system placed on them like living on Welfare,
which for my parents was the greatest shame.
But Lidia has understood the situation in
way.

a

different

She feels that Puerto Ricans have been taught to be

dependent and that most poor people lack the resources, the
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knowledge and the ability to become
self-sufficient and
independent
This is what most poor people lack.
They suffer
the limi- tations of a vicious cycle
of always
having been poor and not having the
knowledge
as
to how to get out it.
They don't know what their
rights are. It has to do with a colonial
mental!ty in which they have come to believe
they are
worthless on their own, they are worthless
as
Puerto Ricans.

Lidia feels that the colonial mentality
produces dependency because people come to believe they aren't
able
to

take care of them-selves.

In Puerto Rico people have never

been free and they are convinced they are lazy,
irresponsible, underdeveloped and cannot survive without the
United

States
The colonial mentality is believing that there is
some one who will take care of us and give us all
we need.
In our case, it's the Americans.
It's a
mentality created to maintain people dependent and
colonized.
In Puerto Rico you hear people say:
well, we Puerto Ricans are lazy, if it weren't for
the Americans .. .This mentality is taught in the
schools , it is in all the books. Even our history
books explain that Puerto Rico is a land with
scarce natural resources where the people are poor
and thanks to the United States we are not starving to death.

Emerging Themes
The personal stories which were the staring point for

our discussions provided us with the opportunities to name
the issues which most affected us.

The themes which emerged

for us were related to issues of Euro-centrism, racism,

class, colonialism and sexism.
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We found that although it

was necessary to separate each of the
themes in order to
gain a deeper understanding of oppression,
that each specific form of oppression is linked to the
others and reinforce
each other.
l chose to introduce the basic
themes which

emerged for all of us through the experiences of
each one of
the three women whose stories were told in the
previous
section.

I

have included other material as support for the

emerging themes because this was part of our study
process
in the circle.

Euro-centrism and Ethnicity
Cecilia felt that although her experiences are related
to issues of racial oppression, they are more closely related to the invalidation of cultural values, language, beliefs

and behaviors which are the foundation of her ethnic group's

sense of identity and belonging.

In the United States, the

cultural values and traditions of particular ethnic groups
are interpreted by the dominant culture as inferior and

backward.

According to Popkewitz (1988), the positive or

negative value given to particular cultural traditions are
based on issues of power and dominance.
What we define as 'our', and what is seen as culturally different, are based on distinctions and
categorical hierarchies that constitute power
relations ... Issues of culture and diversity ... are
struggles to gain control and technologies to
produce control. The idea of culture is itself
only a hundred years old, an invention of Europe
to help control the processes of colonization in a
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way not previously practiced .. .At the (present)
time, dominant groups seek to interpret cultural
differences in a way that preserves existing inequality (Popkewitz, 1988:78, 80).
The dominant culture in the United States derived
from

norms and standards which originate in Western Europe.
(

Western European cultural traditions and values are not
)

respected or accepted as part of the norm.
a

Non-

Euro-centrism is

term which Cecilia has used to explain her particular

experience of oppression.
Cecilia's people are

a

product of the "mestizaje re-

sulting from the crossing of Spaniards and various indigenous peoples of Mexico" (Heller, 1971:55).

Her own family

background is linked to Mexico and a Native American tribal
group who lived in what today is New Mexico long before the
arrival of the Pilgrims and the founding of the thirteen

British colonies.

In 1848, the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo

ended the Mexican war and drew the boundaries between Mexico
and the United States.

At this time Mexico was forced to

give up "all the territory north of the Rio Grande (which)
was then transferred to the United States"
1988:90).

(

Acosta-Belen

This land is today the states of California,

Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Kansas, Nevada, Oklahoma,

Utah and Wyoming.

That is how Cecilia's family became part

of the Hispanic population of the United States.

The Hispanos, people of Hispanic descent who remained in the new U.S. Southwest, became through
the years a segregated minority with the increasAlthough the peace
ing influx of Anglo citizens.
States stipuUnited
treaty between Mexico and the
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lated that the Hispanic population of the Southwest would have the right to continue its cultural
traditions and use of Spanish, the second-class
treatment of this population became common-place
(Acosta-Belen, 1988:90).

Cecilia felt that part of being treated as second class

citizens comes from the fact that the traditional behavior
patterns, culture and language of Mexican Americans, sus-

tained by the family structure, are constantly under attack
by mainstream culture.

"The Mexican-American family dis-

plays an unusual persistence of traditional forms.

It

continues to be an extended type of family with strong ties
spread through

a

number of generations in

a

large web of

kinship" (Heller, 1971:59) and the Spanish language which
has been spoken by these people since the sixteenth century
is their symbol of unity.

(Ramirez, 1988)

According to the theory of assimilation, the "adoption of language, norms and values of the host society
(cultural assimilation) is a necessary prerequisite to

acceptance as an equal by the members of that society"
(Safa,

1988:138)

For Cecilia this process meant giving up

parts of herself which she now is trying to recover because
she feels that when any part of one's identity is lost what

remains is an empty place.

According to Seda-Bonilla

(1972:173) "when the ethnic (cultural) identity of racially

different minorities gives in to the pressures of acculturation which North American society imposes,
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(people) fall

"

.

into an empty social space, into marginality

.

.

For

Cecilia, and for many others like her "cultural
assimilation

did not guarantee structural assimilation.

No matter how

fervently they adopted the language, values, and behaviors
of American society, they were still excluded ... on racial

grounds"

(Safa,

1988:138).

Colonialism and Colonial Racism
Yarabi felt that her own experience is directly linked
to colonialism and colonial racism.

Puerto Rico has always

been a colony ever since Cristobal Colon supposedly 'discovered' the island five hundred years ago.

Puerto Rico for

a

Spain occupied

period of four hundred years during which

time the indigenous population was nearly extinguished.

The

island was then repopulated by Spaniards who imposed their
beliefs, traditions and language and imported African
slaves.

When other colonies of the Spanish empire began to

gain independence from Spain, Puerto Rico was militarily

occupied by the United States and has been
since.

a

colony ever

Thus, Puerto Rico, unlike other Latin American

countries, has never been an independent nation free from

direct foreign intervention.

Original text: "Cuando la identidad etnica (cultural)
de las minorias racialmente dif erenciadas cede ante la presion
aculturativa que le impone la sociedad norteamericana han
caido en un espacio social vacio, en una marginalidad
,

.
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Puerto Rico, along with Cuba, Guam, Hawaii
and the
Philippines became possessions of the United
States at the
end of the Spanish American War in 1898.
In 1917 Puerto
Ricans were granted United States citizenship,
allowing them
to travel without restrictions from the
island to the U.S.
mainland" Acosta-Belen 1986:93).
(

,

The economy of Puerto Rico was based on a plantation
system, but in the 1950's a rapid process of industrializa-

tion introduced an industrial and technological mode
of

production which had
agrarian society.

a

great impact on this traditionally

(Acosta-Belen, 1986)

Changes from an

^9^i*^^ltural to an industrial economy "displaced men from

agricultural employment, but did not offer them

a

suitable

alternative in factory employment" (Safa, 1986:89).
Yarabi's family is an example of the few families who were
able to subsist on their land and who remained.

Most fami-

lies gave up trying to cultivate their land and migrated to

the larger cities in Puerto Rico.

However, growing unem-

ployment and dependence on inadequate public assistance
programs has encouraged large migrations of Puerto Ricans to
the United States mainland in search of a better life.

For

example, Yarabi's husband who had returned to Puerto Rico,
was unable to find any work there and was forced to return
to the United States where he would have
ty of finding a job.
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a

better opportuni-

Puerto Rico has often been
described by foreigners
as a
wonderful land where racial
differences are hardly noted,
but varabi knows that
this is not true. The
-nyth of racial
democracy- (seda Bonilla.
1972) in Puerto Rico was
fostered
by different American
researchers who have claimed
that when
discrimination occurs, it is on
the basis of social class.
However, in Puerto Rico
"racism reaches such proportions
that it is absurd to try to
deny it..." (seda Bonilla,
1972:130).“ Yarabi pointed out
that Puerto Ricans have
diverse racial backgrounds which
are evident within their
own families and described
how racial discrimination in
her
own family had limited her
mother's potential and affected
the members of her family.

The problems encountered today by
many Puerto Ricans
are related to the fact that the
issue of racial identity
has acquired a new dimension in
Puerto Rico ever since
"Puerto Ricans began to internalize a
concept of race based
on the North American criterion"
(Renzo Sereno, cited in
Seda Bonilla, 1972:136) and Yarabi feels
that racial discrimination is a tool of colonialism. Her
position is supported by Eduardo Seda Bonilla who suggests that
looking

only at social class differences and promoting
the myth of
racial equality in Puerto Rico has functioned as
a cover up

Original text: "El racismo puertoriqueno alcanza
proporciones de tal magnitud, que simplemente nos resulta
absurdo el que se le trate de negar 'tapando el cielo con la
mano "
_

'

.
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for those who continue to
justify and perpetuate colonial
domination of Puerto Ricans on racial
grounds.

Yarabi feels that colonialism is
justified through a
process which depersonalizes, objectifies
and dehumanizes an
entire group of people. Those who are
colonized are seen as
inferior, backward and wicked and thus
it is no wonder that
Puerto Ricans have been stigmatized as
violent and dishonest, irresponsible, irrational, immature
and incapable of

holding

a

serious job or of adequately providing for
them-

selves or their families.

Puerto Ricans have internalized

these negative images of themselves and their
culture and

idealized the positive qualities of Americans and
American
culture.

They are convinced that they can benefit by adopt-

ing American ways and assimilating into the American
cul-

ture

.

Albert Memmi and Paulo Freire have discussed how the

oppressed and colonized internalize the image imposed on
them from the people in power, and how they in turn aspire
to acquire the characteristics of their oppressors.

common knowledge that the ideology of

a

"It is

governing class is

adopted in large measure by the governed classes... By agreeing to this ideology, the dominated classes practically

confirm the role assigned to them" (Memmi, 1965:88).
However, when Puerto Ricans come to the United States

believing in the advantages of assimilation into the American melting pot,

just like other immigrant groups have done,
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they are shocked when they, like Yarabi,
discover that they
are discriminated against and categorized
as non-whites.
Perhaps the most explosive dimension of this
problem comes
from a condition imposed upon Puerto Ricans
by... racism when
they are included in the category of people 'of
color'
(non-

whites)"

(Seda Bonilla, 1972,203).

of the price the

Most people are unaware

'melting pot' ideology has required of all

the people who 'melted' and the fact that not everyone
is

meltable.

Seda Bonilla explains that "when non-European

9 ^oups got rid of their cultural traditions and adopted

^o^th American culture with the objective of becoming Americans, the silent or socially invisible majority

of the

American people rejected their credentials" (1972:11).

The

reason for this is that although racially different minority
groups have tried to give up their cultural and linguistic
traits, they have found it impossible to get rid of the most

distinguishing traits of them all:

the color of their skin

and the particular features of their race.

As Yarabi

learned, the terms 'white' and 'Puerto Rican' are mutually

exclusive, serving to legitimize internal and external

colonization

Racist ideologies are adopted by Americans who are
limited economically and socially "because of ingrained
cultural prejudicial attitudes and because they often benefit
from such a system of racial domination" (Gonzalez, 1989:6)
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Race, Social Class and Dependency

Lidia added a different dimension to the issue of
racial identity because she is a black Puerto Rican
woman.
In the United States, black Puerto Ricans are attacked
from

two different directions:
First, American society constantly reaffirms
through schooling, employment, housing, social
interactions and institutions the inferior status
of black people in this country.
Second, the
continued denial of the existence of racism among
Puerto Ricans because of the racial mixture of the
population creates a sense of ambiguity in personal relationships with family and friends
(Jorge,
1988 181
:

)

.

As a black, Puerto Rican female, Lidia still had to

endure the hidden racism in Puerto Rican culture and the
open racism in the United States.

Although Lidia could

chose to emphasize her European and native heritage, her

features and the color of her skin emphasize the problems
she encounters representing

three minorities in one:
Black, Puerto Rican and
woman... Her negritude in terms of hair texture,
features, and finally color is undeniable. Therefore, the Black Puerto Rican woman in contemporary
society is in a unique position since her oppresShe is oppressed because of
sion is threefold.
her sex, cultural identity and color (Jorge,
1988 181
:

,

182

).

However, Lidia's experience is unusual due to the

background and level of awareness of her family, and for
this reason one of the issues which Lidia introduced in

recounting her experiences is related to class.

As part of

the middle class, Lidia's family had certain advantages

which gave them opportunities which members of racially
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discriminated groups who are further limited
on account of
their socio-economic status do not have.
Her family knew
how to take advantage of the opportunities
and knowledge
they had.
People who have these abilities often are
blinded
to the predicament of those who are
disadvantaged both

economically and socially and feel shame with
regard to
their actions and behavior.
In Lidia's case, her

father

felt deep shame that most Puerto Ricans depended
upon the

welfare system and did not make some-thing of themselves.
However, Lidia pointed out that most of the immigrants
from

Latin America, and especially people from Mexico and Puerto
Rico who have come to the United States have been very poor
farm workers and peasants from agricultural areas who are

uneducated and unskilled.

For them, social, economic and

political conditions have not changed much and in fact,
their relations to the dominant class have remained the same
as they were in their countries of origin.

According to Oscar Lewis (1959, 1967) and other more
recent researchers (Harrington, 1969, 1984; Winter, 1971;
Lewis,

1971)

there exists

a

culture of poverty which engen-

ders certain values and behavior patterns which maintain the

vicious cycle of poverty.

The culture of poverty is further

sustained by the culture of inequality in
which serves as

a

(Lewis, 1978)

trap for poor and disadvantaged people.

Lidia felt that the culture of poverty and its rela-

tionship to social class can be further understood by con189

sidering the benefits and advantages of
dependency in terms
of the provision of certain basic
needs which people are
taught and convinced to believe they cannot
provide for
themselves. Although dependence on others is
a fundamental
characteristic of human relationships, "the
satisfaction of
needs prepares the way for dependence ...( and
the best way
to dominate someone is... to make person
you want to dominate
dependent (Memmi, 1984:153,154).
)

According to Nathan Glazer (1971) there are certain
elements such as attitudes towards dependency which foster
the culture of poverty.

cultural groups have
accept it.

a

He suggests that certain ethnic or

resistance to dependency while others

He also suggests that the culture of poverty may

be promoted by the programs and policies, such as welfare

programs, which are supposed to alleviate and eventually

eliminate poverty.

Both Frantz Fanon and Albert Memmi

suggest that colonialism which fosters self-hatred, feelings
of inferiority and which is based on economic exploitation

not only creates dependency but is nurtured by it.

Lidia pointed out that Puerto Rico is an example of

a

colonized welfare state where people have been taught to
accept dependency.

This has been possible because they have

never experienced national sovereignty, and people have

internalized

a

colonial mentality and values.

They have

conformed to established external measures which sustain
economic, political and social dependency.
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The Issues of Gender

Although we recognize that both men
and women have been
severely limited and disfigured by
the effects of gender
oppression, we know that there is a
considerable difference
between the effects of gender oppression
on those
who are

privileged and exercise the power to
oppress and those who
have no power and are forced to endure
oppression.

Machismo is
which describes

term which has become widely accepted
and

a
a

social phenomenon rooted in patriarchy.

In the study circle, Ricardo challenged
the validity of this

term raising the issue that it is racist in
nature because
the term itself is founded upon, promotes and
extends
the

stereotype of the Latin American male.

This is a valuable

insight which deserves serious consideration, but which
is

beyond the scope of this particular study.

I

will instead

use the term 'male chauvinism' in this study to describe

what has been described as 'machismo'.

Thus,

in the context

of this study male chauvinism is
a socially constructed, learned and reinforced set
of behaviors comprising the content of male gender
roles in Latino society ...( It is rooted in specific social and historical contexts ... and reflects Latino notions of sex-role ideals... (It)
is an ideology which tends to alienate men from
themselves and their families and which has been
institutionalized through the division of labor
between the work done in the home and that done
for a salary under the agricultural and industrial
system (Zaretsky, 1976 cited in De La Cancela,
1986 291
)

:

)

.

The members of the Partnership Circle agreed that male

chauvinism refers to the manifestation of patriarchal social
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systems which emphasize "sexual freedom,
virility and aggressiveness for men in contrast to women's
sexual repression, femininity and passivity"
Acosta-Belen 1986:16), and
plays a central role in the subordination of
Latino women
who also bear the burdens of racism,
ethnocentrism
(

,

classism. Euro-centrism and colonialism.
The women of the Partnership Circle talked
about how

male chauvinism had affected them.

For example, Yarabi

shared how her strict upbringing had severely limited
her

because she was

a

female and how she would have to struggle

for the rest of her life to liberate herself from the
re-

strictive values and norms she internalized.

According to

Acosta-Belen the limitations placed on women which restrict
their behavior are linked to

"tendency to classify and

a

judge women according to their sexual behavior" (1986:16).
This, of course is linked to a behavior which is prevalent

among men in many parts of the world, which in Latin America
is known as

'don juanismo

'

or "the chronic or pathological

womanizing that is often viewed as 'acceptable' male behavior"

(Acosta-Belen, 1986:16).

Womanizing promotes

a

double

standard based on the notion that good women stay home, are
faithful to their husbands and patiently accept their men's

privilege and freedom to have affairs with loose women who
roam the streets.
The women of the partnership Circle felt that this

double standard depends upon the reinforcement of
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a

neces-

sary trait expected fro.
good and patient wo.en:
-la .ujer
sacrificada- (the sacrificing
wo.an) (Acosta-Belen,
1986.-17).

To sacrifice oneself
and to give endlessly
with

out expecting anything
in return is expected
of wo.en by a
patriarchal system which is
founded upon tenets of male
chauvinism and sexism which
emphasise men's total freedom
and women's subservient
position.
felt that the strict norms
which govern the behavior of Latino women are also
influenced by the limited image
Latino men have of themselves.
This is based on what is
considered the -ideal male personality...
(which) includes
sexual freedom, physical strength,
adventurousness, courage
(and) male dominance ...( which
gives him) great authority
over his wife and children..."
(Heller, 1971:60).
Cecilia
shared with us how these limitations
led her to rebel
against her cultural traditions and
this upbringing and to
leave her home.
This new freedom was based on giving
up
parts of herself which she is now trying
to reclaim.

One of the tragedies of this... is the feeling
of
loss ^ but that's part of this reclaiming
experience I'm going through right now .. .There
are some
pieces of my culture that I do value: I value
motherhood and I do value hard work, but all of
that in an equal way with a partner in life.
I
still don't see that happening in the Latino culture at all, in the Chicano community. Women
traditionally do not have much of a voice.
Lidia felt that although she has had the advantages of

growing up in an environment where she had had positive
female role models, and where education, independence and
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self-sufficiency were highly valued, she
also came in con
tact with the restrictions of a double
standard which applies to women when she attempted to
put into action the
values she had learned.

The W heel of Oppression
The process of naming which emerged from our
personal
stories led us to untangle the web of oppressive
forces in
our lives.

And although we recognize that we did not touch

upon all the possible forms of oppression, the forms
we

named include within them those which were left unnamed.
Each of these forces of oppression is linked to each of the
and function in ways which serve to reinforce

and sustain each other.

In the Partnership study circle we

used the diagram on the following page (Figure 5.1) to help
us understand this process and to bring this understanding

to our work within the other study circles.
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ify>

Institutionalized forms of oppression. External
forces within dominant society which affect all individuals,
families and communities but which have a devastating effect
on dominated and marginalized groups of people.
~

Internalized forms of oppression affecting individuals, families and the communities.
Internalized negative images are acted out and reinforce institutionalized
oppression

The Wheel of Oppression

Figure 5.1
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El Circulo de Salud

The Circulo de Salud was made up of between
ten and
twenty members, four of whom were men. Most of
the members
were over sixty, but some were in their late fifties.
All

of the members have experienced extreme poverty
and the

deprivations related to lack of adequate housing, lack of
education, unemployment or under employment, and ill health.

Most of the circle members spoke no English at all, and some
very little.

Most of them came to the United States to live

^ith their chxldren and the majority have lived here for
period of less than five years.

a

A few members, especially

the men, had come to work in factories or in the tobacco

fields and had been here more than twenty years.

When we first came together

I

explained to them the

philosophy of health and well-being of La Casa and how the
study circle was

a

way for us to get together to share what

we thought stood in the way of health and well-being and to

find ways to heal.

The members of the circle expressed

a

need to deal with issues of discrimination which they felt

stood in the way of attaining health and well-being.

For

them everything they experienced was called 'discrimination'
and the process we began was related to unravelling what

discrimination was all about.
Although there were four men in the group, the material
presented here relates to the experiences of the women only.
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Two elderly women from this group
participated in the indepth interviews and their experiences,
as well as those of
the other women in the group have
added valuable insights
which helped to further elaborate the
themes which have been
described earlier. When the four male members
were absent,
the character of the study circle sessions
changed considerably and the explanation given for this by
the women
was that they had to act respectfully while the
men were

present

When the men are not present, the women change.
They begin to talk about themselves , about their
bodies, their needs, their relationships and there
IS a lot of laughter.
When I asked them what
these changes were all about, they said it had to
do with respect When men are around , they have to
act respectfully
(Journal entry).
.

.

In this section

I

will introduce the themes which

emerged though this circle's naming process through the

experiences of dona Flor and dona Lita, the two elderly
women who participated in the in-depth interviews.

I

have

also included information given by other circle members

which

I

had recorded through group interviews or in my

research journal.

All of the information provided by the

circle participants has been translated from Spanish into

English

Dona Flor
Dona Flor is from a rural area in the central part of

Puerto Rico.

She came from

a

very poor family and was one
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of thirteen children.

Her father had

a

job as carpenter,

but fractured a leg in an accident from
which he never
recovered

fractured bis leg, things started to
get bad at home. Different people in the
family
started to get sick and die. They started to die
from that time on... I remember that my older sister got sick, was in bed a while and then died.
Then a little brother died too when he was around
eleven.
Then when I was twelve , my sister just
before me died too. Then my oldest brother fell
in love with a woman who gave him something to
drink, and he started to get sick, ended up in bed
and died too.
Dona Floras mother was separated from her husband

because he was

a

womanizer.

She managed to support her

family by taking in washing and by breeding and selling pigs
and chickens.

This meager income was not enough to allow

any of the children to go to school.

Dona Flor spent her

time in a near by housing project collecting food for the
pigs.

There was a housing project near by and rich people lived there.
I met people there and asked
permission to collect food for the pigs. That's
when I met this woman who had a baby. She was
Spanish and she would say to me every day:
'Look,
I don't have a daughter , I want you to come and
live with me'.
And she continued trying to be
friendly to me.
Dona Flor told her mother about the lady and suggested

that since she didn't have the money to let her go to
school, perhaps she could live with that lady and get to go
to school.

She introduced the two women and dona Flor went

to live with her.
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She treated me like her own
dauqhter and mit
grade.^ rS only^tlno

T

She gave me everything l needhaving babies and I wanted
tr.‘
^ decided not to go
tn school any more.
^
to

ed

%!l

I'

C072t272ued

Dona Flor stayed under the protection
of her adoptive
family until the day she ran off with
a man she met at a
dance
I ran off with him.
My adoptive parents, dear
God went crazy because they loved me
like their
own daughter. When I dared show my
face again,
they cried and said: 'We wanted you to
leave our
home decently married'. l felt so much
shame and
pain. .That' s when I insisted that he marry
me.
.

Dona Flor married this man although she
knew he had
problems with alcohol consumption. He spent all
of his time

drinking, womanizing, betting on rooster fights.

He was a

soldier, so when the Korean war broke out, he had
to leave.
At this time dona Flor was expecting their fifth
child.

Life had not been easy and at this point dona Flor demanded
a

divorce.

Becoming the sole provider for her family, she

was forced to leave the older children in charge of the

younger ones and went to work.
I used to get up at three in the morning and made
them something to eat for breakfast and lunch. My
children took care of each other. Then I would
walk into the town to the mayor's home where I
washed and ironed. And the money I earned! I
washed , ironed , took care of children to support
my own children and just to have what they needed

so they would not go hungry.
She did this until she completed

a

course at

a

voca-

tional school and managed to get a job at a garment factory.
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However, the salary dona Flor received
initially at the
factory was only enough to pay for her
transportation to and
from work.
For this reason, dona Flor had to earn
a second
income by working at night ironing clothes
with an old coal
iron for the mayor's household.
When she began to receive a
better salary at the factory she gave up her
other
job.

Sometimes I worked at the factory until midnight
and then I would stand on the road waiting
for
car to go by and give me a ride, I was working a
sewing men's pajamas. l used to sew the
sleeves...! got an allergy on my hands from the
material , and the itching would start! When my
hands got bad, I used to hide them because if
anyone saw them I would not be allowed to work.
First my hands got sick and then everything made
me sick.
But I worked like that a long time because I did not let them see me.
However, dona Flor was laid off when the factory went

bankrupt.

She began to go from factory to factory and one

after the other laid off employees.
hired, she was first fired.
came.

Since she was last

As she said:

"We left like we

When the factories declared bankruptcy, they gave you

nothing"

After attempting to find work in other factories and
finally setting up her own small business selling food, dona
Flor migrated to the United States with her new husband who

had found work in the tobacco fields of Western Massachusetts.

In a short time, dona Flor also went to work picking

tobacco and with the money she earned bought air tickets to
have her youngest children come to the United States.
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this she continued sending
money home to support her
aging
mother and the rest of the family
who stayed in the island.
The other women in the group
had similar stories of
poverty and struggle.
Several women had been victims
of
serious illnesses during childhood
which prevented them from
obtaining any employment at all. For
instance, dona Gracia
had severe epileptic fits and no
one would give her work.
Yet, she had to support eight
children alone.
She managed
to accomplish this from what she
got from food stamps and
help from family and neighbors. She
survived in this way
until she came to Western Massachusetts
to live with family
members who had migrated earlier.

Dona Lita
Dona Lita had been married since she was eighteen.

Since this time she was

a

model wife and stayed home taking

care of her husband and five children.

Then her husband

died

My husband had taken care of everything
When he
died I didn't know how to do anything , not even
how to do the shopping. When he died I got very
angry and rebelled against God. I really became
crazy until I went to confession and thank heavens
I began to come out of it.
So, I had to change,
otherwise I was going to lose my family if l continued feeling sorry for myself.
.

After her husband's death, the family's economic situation worsened and dona Lita had to go out to work.
ended up in

a

garment factory for the first time.

She
She had

once taken a sewing course which came handy at this time.
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how to sew so they made me
supervisor

bosses ) knew my situation.

They were very aener-

ivLsible.
iney did not
?hly
no! do
°dl^%
their work well and I knew that
because of their shabby work, the
end up bankrupt. It was terrible factory would
work they
^ did
sewing jeans for this American
company.
And of course, this is exactly
what happened. The
factory closed down. However, dona
Lita believed the factory had closed down due to the women's
shabby work. When
this occurred, she was unable to find
work again and migrated with her two youngest daughters to
Western Massachusetts
where she had a brother.
She remembers that when she first
came here ten years ago she was at a loss
as to what
to do.

I didn't even know about paying rent.
In my house
in Puerto Rico I only had to pay for
telephone and
electricity.lt was my house. But here I didn't
know and I got a letter from Housing and a man
called too. He was horrible, and didn't under-

stand anything

the first thing she did was to try to find work.

So,

She was fifty and felt that she could still work, so
she

went to

a

poultry factory.
So, I went to work with chickens to support my two
daughters
It was a factory here.
But I had so
many problems with my back and the same thing
happened
There was a man who tried everything so
I would not have to leave this work.
They really
liked me there. But I could not work. That's
when I started to deal with Social Security and
they finally gave me disability
.

.

For dona Lita, learning English has been
she never mastered.

a

challenge

She does not speak any English.

She

has overcome the problem by going everywhere with her brother who interprets for her.
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The only thing I think is different
here is the
They get angry, but what can I do?
P
it
seems unjust that there are no
interpreters
but I
,
go everywhere with my brother.
if you don't brinq
^
someone they don't take care of you.
know there are so many Puerto Ricans And you
working in
the offices, like Welfare, but they
don't want to
speak Spanish! Oh no! They think they
lower themselves If they do!
.

However, not everyone has a family member
who can act
as interpreter and those who do not have
this help find it
very difficult to get around. An example of
the difficulties encountered was provided by dona Elena who
has severe

diabetes and has several medical appointments each
week.

In

order to go to any of these she has to find an interpreter.
People who agree to go with her charge her $20.00 each
time.
This is

a

terrible expense for

a

woman who has a limited

income of less than $500 a month to live on.

Dona Gracia

told the group that when she goes to the hospital for the

intensive treatment she is receiving, sometimes she takes
one of her grandchildren.

someone who speaks Spanish.

Sometimes the hospital will find
Often this person is a janitor

or a secretary.

The Grievances

During the first sessions the members of the circle

introduced a series of grievances which ranged from ill

treatment in general, problems with housing. Welfare, Medicaid, Social Security, difficulties due to age, poverty, the

medical establishment, the lack of interpreters for them.
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different illnesses including mental
and emotional problems
and issues of language.
All of this and more fell under
the
category of discrimination and each
one expressed a feeling
of anger at being treated with
lack of respect.
The group
felt that some healing could take
place if they had
the

opportunity to express their needs and
their problems at a
level where this information could make
a difference.
l
explained that we could not work with all
of their grievances at once, but that perhaps they could
select a particular
problem they felt was most pressing and we as
a group
could

concentrate our efforts there.

After some discussion they

all agreed that the issue they wanted to work
on was dis-

crimination and problems related to language they
encounter
with the medical system due to their inability to speak

English and

lack of interpreters at the hospitals, clinics

a

and medical centers.
We began to investigate the issue of language through
the different experiences and stories told by circle members.

This process led us to understand the issues related

to language and to link these to problems of poverty, migra-

tion and discrimination due to national origins (culture and

ethnicity).

While this process was taking place,

I

contact-

ed different people at the hospital which serves the Latino

community and invited them to come to

a

meeting where the

circle members spoke about their language-related problems
and medical services in a two-way translated session.
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This

.

.

.

was the first time such a meeting
took place between a major
service provider and their non-English
speaking clients.

Discrimination
During one of the circle meetings,
the group then began
to discuss what discrimination was
all about.
During one
particular meeting they agreed that they
were discriminated
against because they are Puerto Ricans.

Americans think Puerto Ricans are lazy. Well
and
they are partly right. The problem is
that not
JiA:e that.
They are always
on the sinners ^ but when they say we are picking
all like
that they are condemning us all
As they spoke,

made a list

a

I

wrote down what they were saying and

list of all the things they said Americans

said about Puerto Ricans:
are inferior because of our language, our color, our race.
We are lazy, don't like to work and are on welPv^e

fare
We are
Pv^e are
Pv^e
are
Pv^e are
We are
Pv^e are
.

drug addicts.
alcoholics
thieves
uneducated
violent and we like to fight.
criminals.

When the list was completed, the circle members were able
to react to what they had been saying.

this is not true.

They felt all of

One of the women said:

price for the sinners"

"The^just pay the

However, one of the members said:

"But, where there is smoke there is fire!"

dona Lita added
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at which point

.

,

What destroys people are vices
like alcohol ciaafamilies
becalle^the
t
are already lull of vices.
It'Ta chaln^
Puerto rico there are
vicls
ices all over:
o?'
drugs, everything
of evervthina
there is too much. It's a chain
Ihich is l7nked
*a''e ft
fro7‘hiVth'^°Tt^^’
^
i^riTig 2 t here.
And they could
better themselves here. But they
prefer vice.
.

At this time

stand how

introduced an exercise to help us underdiscrimination evolves from an externalized
I

process into an internalized process causing
all the confusion we were witnessing in this particular
discussion. This
exercise is described in figure 5.2.
1

Americans say that Puerto Ricans are
lazy, alcoholics, criminals.
^

Self-fulfilling
prophesy: we begin
to behave according
what is said and
to what we also believe

Generalization
stereotypes
All Puerto Ricans
are like that.

Puerto Ricans are treated
badly and begin to believe they
deserve the treatment.
They believe the stereotypes
and have internalized negative
images of themselves.

The Vicious Cycle

Figure 5.2
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This was a powerful exercise because
for the first time
the circle members were able to understand
some of the
issues related to the discrimination they
encounter on a
daily basis.
First, we discussed the issue of what
happens
when one group dominates another using the
example
of any

war.

A man in our group is a veteran from the
Korean war

and was able to explain that a defeated group
is seen as by
the winners as inferior and feels inferior because
they
lost.

I

asked them if this could be applied to the situa-

tion of Puerto Rico.

At this point another man who is in

his late seventies talked about when the American forces

invaded Puerto Rico.

We were able to trace through this

example the origins of this society's view of Puerto Ricans.
Then, of course, the group began to understand that if

people feel inferior, they will act that way, fulfilling the

expectations of society.

And the more they behave according

to the stereotypes, the more strength is given to the origi-

nal premises made by dominant society.

As a result of this exercise, members of the group were

able to understand that discrimination served as

a

mask to

hide other issues related to poverty, the need to migrate in

search for work and the problems encountered in this society.

This exercise introduced

a

series of discussions which

shed some light on the issues related to poverty and their

migration to this country.
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Poverty
All the members of the circle had
experienced the

effects of severe poverty nearly all of their
lives.

Most

of them came from agricultural areas where
their families

had owned land but as Puerto Rico changed from
an agricultural to an industrialized economy, and unemployment
in-

creased for men.

The men in the group explained that that

was the reason they came to this country.

However, most of

the women felt the situation was not as difficult for be-

cause they were able to find work in garment industry which
at that time became the largest source of employment for

women in Puerto Rico.
a

The demand for female workers grew as

result of an industrialization program begun in the 1940 's

known as Operation Bootstrap.

Although women like dona Flor had jobs, many of the
early labor intensive industries paid low wages and women
were forced to take on extra work elsewhere.

The situation

has worsened now because during the last few decades, "em-

ployment has declined in the garment industry, the leading
industrial employer of women on the island since the
1950

'

s ...

Part (of the reason for) this is

due to competi-

tion from cheaper wage areas in Asia... as well as in Latin

America and other areas of the Caribbean.

With an average

hourly wage of $3.39 an hour in 1980, Puerto Rico has lost
its competitive advantage..."

(1986:91).

Knowing this

information was important to the members of the Circulo de
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Salud because this explained why
women like dona Flor and
dona Lita lost their jobs as factory
after factory closed
down.
Dona Lita was able to understand
that the quality of
the women's work was not to blame
for the closing
of the

factories.

However, with the loss of factory jobs,
these
women, like many other Puerto Ricans,
were forced to leave
the island to work in factories and
tobacco farms on the
mainland

Migration
The collapse of Operation Bootstrap has converted

Puerto Rico "into an advanced welfare state, with
heavy

reliance on social security, veteran's benefits, unemployment insurance, food stamps..." (Safa, 1986:92).

economic crisis has placed

a

This

great burden on Puerto Rican

women as sole supporters of their families.

Decreasing

employment possibilities for women in the traditional garment industries has meant that they too are migrating to the

mainland
But the situation is not much better for the people who

have migrated to the mainland.

The United States has not

recovered from the recession of the 1970 's resulting in

a

sharp decline in the industrial and agricultural labor force
as well.

"Historically, the garment industry in the United

States has attracted immigrant workers

..

.who have fewer job

alternatives due to their limited knowledge of English, lack
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of job experience,
iTiovement of

low educational levels ...( However

production abroad ...( has resulted) in

a

,

)

the

sharp

reduction in the number of women workers..."
(Safa,
1986 107
:

)

.

The alternatives left for those who cannot
find jobs is
to depend on welfare benefits.
The members of the circle

have a special name for welfare:

don Porfirio.

And, when

don Porfirio (the welfare check) arrives nothing
else can be

scheduled because people have to find

a

way to get to the

Welfare office to pick up their checks and then make the
rounds to the Housing Authority to pay their monthly rent,
to pay their electric bill, their gas bill.

done in person.

Payments are

When this is accomplished, there is little

left to live on for the rest of the month.

But this is more

money than many have ever had before.
Dona Gracia who tried to survive on food stamps in

Puerto Rico explained that the system was better here.

They don't help much in Puerto Rico. I only got
food coupons, nothing else. But here I get help.
I get $300 each month and food coupons too.
To this dona Elena added that she had worked for thir-

teen years in Puerto Rico doing odd jobs here and there.
Life was hard.

Living here is

a dream.

You don't know what it was like.
You can't imagine that today I live a dream life.
It's almost
like it's not real.
I worked very hard and suffered very much. I never imagined that I would
live a better, a quieter life without having to
work so hard. That's why everything seems like a
dream to me. The social help we got in Puerto
Rico was so little that we had to go out and work
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extra.
And then I had children, all the
work at
home and taking care of my in-laws
too.
i had
five children, and had to go out to
look
for
firewood, to get water.
l had to wash clothes in the
river.
i never rested from morning till
Sometimes I though I would die of hunger niqht
before I
got the wood going enough to cook.
So, now I re^
^
apart;ne7it through
hlullnlf^

Without employment, the children and
grandchildren of
these elders also depend upon welfare benefits,
especially
women who find themselves single parents and
heads

of house-

holds.

Many of the elders in this group help support
their

children by sharing whatever benefits they receive
with
their families.

Many of the women in the group have not

attended the circle because they have been helping their

daughters with childcare so that they can attend special
pi'ograms and eventually find a job.

None the less,

there are differences of opinion between the members of the

group regarding the need and use for welfare.

Dona Lita for

instance feels that people receive many benefits and misuse
them
I have seen worse cases of poverty here than what
I experienced when I lived in Puerto Rico and was
bringing up my own family. I know families that
receive much more than I ever did and they still

don't have enough. That's because they don't know
how to use it. For example the food coupons.
They don't know how to use them. Sometimes they
sell food stamps that are worth $50 for $25. Then
they say they are poor, but they are receiving
welfare for a lot of money. They don't know what
that is worth in food.

This statement was made at La Casa at
Yarabi was helping facilitate.
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a

session which

She brought a different

.

point of view which helped us begin
a process of analysis
which will be discussed in the following
chapter.

They say that people come here and
receive a lot
of help through welfare but that some
people do
^ ^ould say that it isn't
that they don't know how to use it.
First, in
reality people only receive enough to
basically
survive when we consider the cost of living
here
Then people don't really understand the
system
they aren't educated and aren't able to
make use
of all the advantages that are of fered
.. .People
don't know how to use coupons because they
are
written in English. Besides our people don't
how to read or write, and so it's not strange know
that
they don't know how to use them.
l believe that
what the welfare system gives people is just
enough to keep people who are not needed or wanted
where they are at a survival level

T he Issues of Gend e r:

"Dicen que la Muier es Mala"

The issue of gender emerged at times when the men were
absent.

The women would then start talking about their

relationships.

One of the elder women was planning to re-

marry and this started

a

discussion on the value of women.

One of the women said that women did not have much value,
and another said:

"dicen que la mujer es mala"

that women are evil).

(they say

This is not a strange statement,

since women have been taught to accept that they are evil,
and the whole notion of female evil is supported by male

culture and its mythology.

"Women ... have been prepared to

stand ready and willing to accept all that evil" (Miller,
1986:59) and thus cannot believe they have any inherent
value.

Thus,

"few women... can believe deeply that they are

truly worthy ...( and

)

the process of valuing other women has
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not reached full fruition..."

(

Miller 1986 xv)
,

:

m

.

the

circle, we began to investigate
this notion of women's
evilness, and where this might come
from and why. We used
the same process as we did to
unravel discrimination.

Dona Elena said:

"Well, my first husband said

good for nothing, especially after the
operation

hysterectomy).

Men say that women are no good".

Gracia then said:
and always said

I

I

was

had (a
Dona

"My husband used me for only one thing

was worthless.

I

And then he beat me.

He

didn't provide anything, not medicines or
clothes, nothing
for my children".
Dona Flor said:
"All they do
is go out

and drink, sleep around with other women.

Then they come

home drunk only to beat their wives because they
think we do
the same things the women in the streets and bars do".

According to Teresita Grovas, the physical abuse of women
in
Puerto Rico is rooted in different aspects of culture and
society linked to aspects of male chauvinism and patriarchy
which promote the superiority of men

granting them a series of privileges because of
their sex which stimulate the abuse of wives and
children.
Under certain circumstances males can
make use of this type of violence to fulfill certain demands made upon the masculine role. When
(a male) feels threatened or insecure in a competitive society such as ours, sometimes he makes use
of physical violence believing erroneously that
this reaffirms his masculinity (Grovas, 198687:197)
.

Battered women (wives) are typical women who accept the
beatings because they have been educated and socialized to
believe they deserve these beatings, and to accept violence
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natural way for men to behave.

a

(Grovas, 1986-87)

Often
battered wives are economically
and emotionally dependent on
their husbands, as were the cases
of Dona Gracia who due to
epilepsy could not work, and dona
Elena who depended on her
husband for a place to live since
her home was part of her
husband ^ s family piropGirty.

Dona Lita said; "They say
more.

But

I

women are weaker and suffer

was stronger in character than my
husband".

This of course presents

a

problem too because "when men do

not exhibit the traditional behavior norms...
(of the one who
wears the pants in the family), he is said to
be ... dominated
by his wife" Acosta-Belen 1986:17).
This causes guilt
(

,

because "when women suspect that they have caused
men to
feel unhappy or angry, they have a tendency to
assume that

they themselves are wrong" (Baker Miller, 1986:58).

Dona

Lita explained

My character is stronger, my character is dominant... My husband was so submissive and so good,
that I was embarrassed
Then I felt guilty and'
would say to myself:
'Why did I do that? Why did
I say that when he has done nothing to me?'
I was
ashamed of myself for having said and done certain
things and I have always regretted that. When
women have good husbands they abuse them, and when
the wives are good the husbands abuse them.
.

Most of the elderly women in the group were divorced
from their first and even second husbands.

One of the main

reasons for divorce most often reported by women is "the
fact that their husband would frequently abuse them or

frequently was drunk or used drugs"
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(Munoz-Vazquez

^

This was corroborated
by the „or,en in the
group
especially by dona Gracia
who was raped at the
age of thirteen by the man she
was forced to marry.
•

thirteen^/ Then^
live with this man

abused me when I was
">®

f

had eight ohildrZ

baptized,

i

<^nimais, like an amThen T
^
day I said:
°'’®
'I'm not that^^^'
toolr.
I'm waking up^
so I
to leave the house.
He wouldn% lelve sTvAt tft

mal

.

^aid"irhLr''/:i?f!f
leaves^^^j"^®

h'oman's and i am litl thf'
min who

not leave them to you'.

certainly

Then dona Lita added another
dimension to the discussion when she introduced the
topic that some women appear
to
be so weak, but in reality
they are much more intelligent
and stronger than men.
In her opinion men never grow
up.
Men remain children. That's why
they say I prefer
daughters. Well, that's not^true.
Bu/r^’f
But
I leel a special consideration
for my sons
because men never grow up. Men think
they are'
married and have a family,
bZf' at^fhTV-'
but
at the first provocation with a
woman, they
become like puppies. That is because
women are
intelligent, and she is the one who runs
fvf*
everything everything .. .Women are smarter
because
they know how to manipulate things,
especially
Situations between men and women. And all
men are
the same.

Some of the women felt that women are now
more liberated which often means that they behave
in inappropriate ways.

According to dona Lita this causes men more
suffering because they don't know how to do anything and
'liberated'
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cause they don't know how to do anything and
'liberated'

women take advantage of them.
My sons suffer much more. Todey women ere liberated.
We know how to do everything
There are
professional women too. Men don't know how to do
anything ... and when they do, women are smart and
let the men do it all
l think if men know how to
do something, they should keep it to themselves.
They should not tell their wives.
.

.

This information was outlined on newsprint and the

women began to see the patterns that were evolving:

1)

the

men they knew (husbands, fathers, etc.) made the rules for
them.

If they stayed home and obeyed they were

women'

.

to doubt.

'good

But often, even if they did this, they were subject
2)

These doubts were the basis upon which the men

began to generalize and accuse their wives or daughters of
being bad, of being evil.

This situation led to violence as

the women suffered tremendous beatings and death threats.

When this happened the women felt helpless and vulnera-

3)

ble.

They internalized negative concepts held about women

in general in society which they experienced directly from

their own fathers or husbands and came to believe they

deserved this treatment.

4)

Some women act out the nega-

tive images they have of themselves and others punish them-

selves and suffer from severe depression and other illnesses.

These internalized and externalized conceptions of

women provide the impetus for the cycle to continue because
a

"

male-dominated culture and society can continue only if

women accept and internalize the notion that women naturally
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are and deserve to be
second-class" (Sanford and Donovan,
1985:xv)

After we did this exercise, the
women in the group
began to understand how they had
been hurt, and how in spite
of this they had been able
to bring up their children and
support their families. However,
they did not think much
of this.
Although these women developed
extraordinary
qualities in order to survive, these are
unrecognized.
According to Jean Baker Miller (1986:x)
"women's valuable
characteristics are common ... They exist in
abundance in
'ordinary women'.
(But), women themselves don't notice
them, and they are diverted away from
noticing them -

systematically .. .Women themselves cannot really
believe in
them, give credence, and draw on them as a
basis for their
development and growth."
When the group had finished discussing this cycle.
Dona
Elia said we needed to remember our value as mothers.

This

is the one female characteristic which is valued in
the

Latino culture and is
the circle.

a

source of pride for all the women in

This was the one positive aspect of the entire

discussion because in this case a woman "has the greatest
chance of experiencing her reproductive abilities in

a

posi-

tive, self-esteem enhancing way if she lives in a culture

that respects the female ability to give birth..." (Sanford
and Donovan, 1985:131).
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The Staff Circle

There were seven members in the Staff Circle
including
the director, the secretary and five women
working
in

different programs.

The ground rules and basic principles

of study circles were discussed at the first
study circle

session.

At this time, Cecilia, the director of La Casa

explained the rationale for adopting the study circle
methodology and how the participation of staff in such a
circle
would not only contribute to the work we do in the agency
but also to the process of adapting this particular method-

ology to the needs and characteristics of the Latino community.

The participation of staff members in this process

was especially important because of the direct links each
one has with the community through their specific jobs.

Because La Casa is an agency managed by women, focuses on

programs directed primarily towards women's health and wellbeing^\ and the programs are also carried out by women,
this particular study circle focused from the beginning on

women's issues.

One of the circle members pointed out that

even though as a group of women we might think that we are

Although programs are directed towards women in terms
specific health programs (for instance working with
pregnant teenagers), indirectly all the programs include
women's families. In the Pregnant and Parenting Teen Program,
there are sessions in which the young women's partners are
included. If there are any changes to occur in women's lives,
husbands, partners, fathers and other male members of their
families need to be included.
of
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aware of gender discrimination, it
is so deeply planted
within us that we are actually not
aware of many aspects of
gender discrimination. Because of
this we ourselves contribute to gender oppression.
is deBply rooted within each
one of us. We as women have internalized
oppression and we don't have the means of our own
seeinq
It and so we continue to be part of
our oppression
v,.e bring up our sons
and our daughters
Jit
and
the way we treat each other as women too.

The women in the staff circle felt we
needed to work
on this If we were to be examples to our
children and to
those women we work with. Thus began a series
of sessions

which centered around the women in the agency.

We began

with an exercise called the 'what wheels' in which
each one
of us presented to the group three circles which
focused on

how we perceive ourselves;

how we think others perceive us;

and how we would like to be perceived.

This exercise

t^rought new dimensions to the basic themes which emerged in

the Partnership Circle as well as introduced other aspects
to the issues of gender.

Three women from this group:

Claudia, Ita and Krital participated in the in-depth inter-

views and provide most of the material for this section.

Claudia
Claudia, who is now in her late twenties, moved from

Puerto Rico to New York in the
old.

60 's, when she was six years

She remembers that her family came to the United
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.

.

.

.

I

States trying to find a better life.

Her family had known

generations of poverty.
I think in my family, poverty comes from
what

their family, their parents gave them, what has
been passed on for generations
My great, great
grandparents were very poor.,. and then my grandparents had a little bitty house up on the mountain... So, when my mother said we'd go to the
United States and started to pack up... no one
understood
.

.

.

However what is most distressing to Claudia is that the

situation for her family did not change much once they came
here
So here they couldn't find jobs and continued
living the same way... I think most poor people
feel that they don't have a right for anything
They don't even feel they have a right to get a
decent job if the opportunity presents itself .. .They don't have any role models and they
feel it's the way they have to be for the rest of
their lives... Then they get on welfare, and I
think once you get on the welfare system, you're
stuck

Claudia was the only one in her family to learn English
and at the age of nine became the family interpreter.
I was nine and because I learned English so quickly I ended up being the family interpreter
I
used to go to the doctor's, the welfare office,
all these places and it was really hard because I
never knew if I was interpreting correctly
No
one really knew.
It was basically to survive.
.

.

Everywhere we went, every local office, agency or
doctor no one spoke Spanish. So, I was always
taken out of school when my mother or anybody
needed to understand something ... It was hard because there were things that I was ashamed to say,
embarrassed
The experience of being the family interpreter brought

Claudia in contact with all of situations which poor Puerto
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Ricans face on

a

daily basis.

The frustrations felt by her

family as they dealt with the
social service agencies,
hospitals and clinics became a source
of conflict for
Claudia because as frustrations rose
so did voices and
anger
I think the hardest thing about
interpreting was

frightened, and I couldn't have any fear
had to go and do what I had to do. The because I
welfare
office was really crazy and my mother
would
get
very upset. she was very hot tempered
and she
wanted service and would swear... l would
never
translate anything that had to do with swearing
Swearing, screaming and yelling ended up being
the way
people dealt with their anger and frustrations.
Although

Claudia became aware that people were behaving this
way

because they simply do not know how to deal with the
system
in this country,

they do not speak the language, there is no

place to learn and people in agencies are insensitive to
the
needs of the people, she was convinced that this was not the

way to accomplish anything.

Claudia struggled with the fact that her family was not
educated, that they were on welfare and not able to move

forward and better themselves.

She became enthralled with

the American dream of which she caught glimpses of on tele-

vision and in magazines and made up her mind that she would
be different.

School was really tough and I didn't get what I
needed out of school
So I did a lot of selfstudy ing
I used to read at home out loud so that
I could enunciate.
Everyone though I was trying
to get away from my accent... but I wanted to be
.

.
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able to speak proper English,
at
sound intelligent because I was least so I coulri
my older brother who graduated intelligent ... But
from hiah school
and never did anything else made
me feel as thouah
just like a white person, you sound
just like
white person, look at you.'

a

So, Claudia announced that she
wanted to go to college

after graduating from high school.

But this was unthinkable

and she was not allowed to go because
"'una senorita' (a
virgin) could not leave the house to go
away because it was
bad, people would think I was not a virgin
and it just went
against all the rules". Thus Claudia got
married because
she thought that this would provide her with
the possibility
of going to college and getting a degree.

Her husband had

agreed that he would help her.
I was all prepared

I was going to go to college
and it was all set up. My husband said he'd help
me and he would take care of the baby. When I got
all the paper work done, he changed his mind and
said: 'You're not going to college.
I'm not staying with the child.
You need to be home taking
care of the house, taking care of me and of the
child.
So, I wasn't able to go to college.

Claudia was married to
a

.

a

Puerto Rican who insisted that

woman should be in the house, cooking food, ironing

clothes and without

a

life of her own.

She found that her

dreams were slowly being crushed and that she had lost her
sense of self.

At the age of twenty three, she decided to

leave him.
I had no identity
One day I asked myself who I
was and realized I had lost myself.
I didn't have
anything to look back on. I had a child, but that
wasn't enough.
I didn't have a career, I didn't
.
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have anything^ not even myself.
and moved back with my mother.

So, I left him

Claudia worked in an insurance company for
a while
trying to save money to move out on her own
and eventually
go to college.

That's when I started to live again. After a
couple of years, I felt really good about myself.
It took me almost to the age of twenty five
to
really feel good about myself, that I was somebody, that I wasn't the slave my ex-husband had
made me to be and I was growing I

Although Claudia is very proud of her accomplishments,
and her family is proud that she will be the very first one
in the family to graduate from college,

been

a

she feels there has

high price to pay.
I'm a different person.
I'm a little more white
than I am Puerto Rican because I have all these
different ideas and I have a different life style.
It's cost a price in terms of my family not relating to me as much and separating from me. My
family doesn't visit me for the most part because
when they walk into my place they feel that
there's nothing Puerto Rican there, no heritage
because everything is more American. There's been
a few times my family has said:
'You're so white,
you even talk like the Americans'
Because, you
know being Puerto Rican is not being white, being
American is white.
.

Ita
Ita is in her mid thirties.

She was born in Puerto

Rico, but right after her birth she came to the United

States with her stepmother and her father who was in the
army.

She is not sure why her mother gave her up.
I
I thought my stepmother was my real mother.
don't really know why my own mother didn't keep
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me.
She said it was because she couldn't support
me, but then she had another child after.
That
has always hurt me, angered me, but I have tried
to take it our of my mind because otherwise
I
would not be well. I learned about this when I
was nine when they took me to Puerto Rico and told
me I would meet my mother.

Ita returned to Puerto Rico when she was nine when her

stepmother returned her to her own mother.

But that lasted

only two weeks because she turned around and gave her to

a

rich family she knew through her sister who used to iron

clothes at their house.
My mother was a nasty, cold lady.
I only lived
with her two weeks and went to live with a family
who wanted to adopt a girl because the children in
that family were all grown up. When she came to
get me, my mother said I was to go with her.
I
was very confused and didn't know what to do or
say.
They never explained anything to me, they
simply said go.
Ita lived with this family during a period of seven

years.

They treated her well, but she never felt she be-

longed with them.

Ita remembers that the husband of one of

the daughters in the family abused her sexually and she was

unable to say anything about it.
I was only fourteen , and this man was touching me
and doing all those things and I was afraid to

tell anyone because they would think it was my own
fault.
So, that's when I told my adoptive parents
At that time, my real mother
that I was leaving.
was trying to get friendly again, so I went to
live with her.
I had to get out of the situation
I was in.

However, that situation did not last long and the last

words Ita hear from her mother was that she would have to
leave because she was moving and Ita could not go with her
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That's the last time she ever saw
her mother.
ita had been
in contact with her step sisters
and managed to write to her
father.
Although Ita did not want to live
with her father,
she returned to his home because
she had no other place to
go
didn't really want to live with my father
because he was an alcoholic and when he was
drunk
he
became violent
Every- body was afraid of him
even the neighbors. On the same day l
arrived' he
almost beat his wife to death. Once my
father' wa^
so drunk that he tried to rape me.
The situation
was so horrible ^ he was so abusive and
violent
that I ended up in the hospital because I
suffered
from heart problems. That's when I realized
he
was not going to change and this motivated me
to
become independent
I

.

Since this time Ita has finished her education and
has

been working as

a

social worker.

Ita says she has never

married because her life situation has been so difficult
and
she has never known what a normal family life is.

By now

she has become accustomed to being independent and doesn't

know if she could meet

a

man who could accept her as she is.

She also is unable to have children.
I never paid much attention to marriage.
I have
been so independent that I think it would be boring.
I have also never known a stable family, I
have never had parents, so I never thought marriage was something normal. I don't like men to
come to my house because I'm very private. And
then, I can't have children.
I had six pregnancies and I lost them, so that has influenced me
not to get married because why should I get married if I can't have children? Marriage is to
have children. And I haven't thought of adopting
a child, because a home without a father is not a
proper home for a child. The foundation of a home
is a mother and a father.
I know that better than
anyone since I haven't had that. And I know what
it's like to be adopted too.
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Ita has been confused by the
issue of 'people of
color'.
On the one hand she says she is
not identified as a

Puerto Rican because she does not
fit the stereotype, and
considers herself a white woman because
in her mind a person
of color is a black person.
On the other hand, she feels
that American culture does not appreciate
who she is, does
not validate her culture or her language.

People don't think I'm Puerto Rican and on
occasions they have asked me if I'm Ital- several
ian. .Hispanics are not treated well, they
are
treated as if they are nobodies, with indifference.
Hispanics are not treated like anyone else
like white people.
They say it's racism. It
hasn't bothered me because I don't label myself.
.

Kristal
Kristal is in her mid twenties and came to Massachu—
s®tts when she was two years old and has lived here since
this time.

Her family had economic problems even when her

father lived with them and supported them through his work.
Her parents separated and then poverty became more acutely
f elt

When we were left with my mom alone, I would say
then that we were really poor because my mother
was on welfare
We had the basic necessities , but
sometimes we would go without food.
.

At this time her mother started bringing different boy

friends home and they would take over the family.

My mother would live with boyfriends...! never
knew who they were. She never consulted us about
her relationships .. .He (the man) would take ownership of the younger kids because they weren't able
to say anything about what he would do to them.
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my baby brother got physically abused
by my
^
mother's boyfriend

A/id,

.

Kristal's mother began to physically abuse
the children
and to leave them alone at home during long
periods
of time.

The children began to miss school as well.

At this time

authorities were alerted and, Kristal's mother was
declared
an unfit mother and the children were taken away
from her.

Someone from the school came over to my house. l
opened the door and they came in and checked the
whole house. They checked the refrigerator and
there was no food, and I think that's when the DSS
intervened
If there was such a thing, I just
know that some agency came and took us away.
.

Looking back on this experience, Kristal explained that
none of the adults she was in contact with were appropriate

parents because of the neglect and the physical abuse she
and her brothers and sisters experienced.

Neither my mother, nor my father, nor my stepfathers were appropriate parents.
I think it was
their lack of knowledge , they were repeating their
own upbringing
Their upbringing was that a child
had no rights, a child did not know anything
discipline was being pushed around, slapped around
and being beaten.
They had no idea of common
sense or anything like that.
.

However, Kristal ran away from her foster home and

returned to her mother because although she continued to be

physically and verbally abused until she was twelve years
old by her mother and her stepfather, she needed her.
I remember running away because I wanted to go
back with my mom 'cause I thought that was the
appropriate thing. I wanted mom. Then she was
involved with this other man that she lived with
for I think twelve years. So, I went back to live
with her and this man.
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Kristal felt that her mother did not have
the respect
of the men she lived with.
She also did nothing to better
her-self nor did anything to improve the conditions
of her
family.
Kristal was sexually molested by the different men
her mother lived with and remembers especially her
last

stepfather
My mother and stepfather talked about what men do
to women.
My stepfather used to tell stories
about how he used to fool women. He was very
proud of that. He was very proud of being a guy
who fooled women, took their virginity and left
them.
I was molested by him.
That's still a
mystery and I'm kind of afraid to bring that up
because it's a hurtful feeling for me. I was so
young, I think I was eleven when it began. Oh, I
was even younger than that.
I just don't want
them to say that I knew what I was doing.
I used
to think it was normal that men did what they did,
and touched my body.
Kristal began sneaking out of her home because she was
not allowed to have friends or do the things other kids did.
She began to experiment with drugs and boyfriends and kept

this well hidden.

When she was fourteen she met

a

man who

was twenty five.

started seeing each other. He liked me. He
was twenty five years old and I was fourteen when
I met him.
One day my sister arranged for us to
go away with some other girl friends and their
parents to New York. We weren't really going with
parents.
I met my boyfriend there and we stayed
in a hotel.
I didn't really want to have
sex. .but he was twenty five and a man of the
world... I didn't know how to say no, how to reject
it, so we had sex.
VJe

.

When she returned home Kristal did not want her mother
to find out what had happened because this was considered a

disgrace.

She went to Family Planning and got birth control
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pills and continued seeing this
man.

However, she was also

getting high on marijuana and came
home 'high' one day and
told her mother everything.
In Puerto Rican culture, two
people can live together and be considered man and wife.
So my
mother said that if you already had
sex you are
already married. Then she started arguing
and
to
Tnd
'ii'
nd iJ-ve
with him. You are a woman already and go
you have to go'.
i had to pack up and
cause in her mind I was a woman because leave beI had sex.
I was fifteen.
So without any alternative , I went
to live with him.

This man had already two sons with another
woman, and
Kristal thought that the situation might be
different for

herself if she gave him

a

daughter, so she became pregnant.

Then, she dropped out of school because "it was
not cool for
a

teenager to be pregnant and in school".

sixteenth birthday she became a mother to

Right after her
a

baby girl.

the time she was seventeen she had two daughters,
in and out of

a

By

partner

jail on assault and drug trafficking charges,

and she was uneducated and on welfare.

Although my husband was always in my life, he was
always in jail and out of jail, a drug addict, out
in the streets all the time.
As I was getting
older and knew the things he was doing, I became
embarrassed of him. I used to lose it! I used to
get very confused and didn't know if I was normal
any more.
As a teenage mother, Kristal depended on welfare during

the years she struggled as a single mother to support her

family while she considered alternatives which would help
her improve her life.

She felt resentful towards her mother
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who never made use of her welfare benefits
to do anything to
improve her own life and the life of her
children.
My mother was always on welfare. she never
did
anything herself. It's destructive to be on welfare all one's life.
I think it's possible to get
off welfare ^ and to use it only when needed.
With
the knowledge that I have now, it all depends
on
the strengths and abilities of individuals.
I'm
not too sure what that means yet because I was
brought up in poverty.
At this time Kristal entered an alternative school
and

completed her GED (high school equivalency diploma).
was the beginning of major changes in her life.

This

Kristal

decided that she needed to educate herself, get off welfare
and provide a different example for her daughters.

However,

she was able to come to this conclusion because of the help
and support she received for the first time in her life from

sensitive and caring teachers at the alternative school she

attended
If I hadn't entered the alternative school and I
hadn't had people to help me bring my self esteem
up, to tell me that I'm a good person, to tell me
that I could be a productive citizen, I would have
ended up using drugs or being used by men. In my
mind I was ignorant , worthless , I was ugly, I
wasn't educated , and I didn't have any support,
parental support. It's not easy to get positive
self-worth if you don't have positive people
around you. And it was these people at the school
who helped me. Also, if I hadn't had my children
I would have been lost.
I know it because it's
for my children that I've done all these things.

Kristal feels that although she considers herself

American that she is seen as

a

woman of color here.

And

then, because she has grown up in the United States mainland

and has acquired the language and the cultural values of
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this society, she is not accepted
in Puerto Rico as
Rican.
She simply belongs nowhere.

a

Puerto

Puerto Rican and
It s still hard for me to see
myself as a
Latrna.
j made myself after sixteen years
old to
feel more valuable having American
ways.
j
appreciated a lot of those things. But
here I think
people see me as a woman of color. On
hand in Puerto Rico, they don't accept the other
me as Puerto Rican.
There I'm American. I'm rejected on
both sides.
Self Perceptinnc;

Most of the women in the staff circle
expressed great
ability to love and care for others and spend
a great deal
of time in their homes as well as in their
work environments

demonstrating this.

However, when the women in the circle

shared self perceptions, what was most noticeable was
the

tendency to feel embarrassment about sharing accomplishments, and to belittle ourselves.

Although the women in the

circle felt they behaved according to the norm of what

a

good woman is supposed to be like, they still find it hard
to feel good about themselves.

According to Miller (1986)

and Sanford Donovan (1985) this may be because kindness,

caring for others and other qualities associated with being
a

good woman are not valued in society.

Thus, women who do

good "end up feeling bad about themselves" (Sanford and
Donovan, 1985:215).
The material offered by Kristal, Ita and Claudia pro-

vided some insights into the origins of negative self per-

ceptions and lack of self-esteem.
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The themes which emerged

from their stories are
variations of the same themes
which
have been introduced in the
previous sections. The information which was used to explain
the themes was also part of
what we learned.

Consequences of Poverty
All of the women in this circle
have known poverty.
Some have known poverty since childhood
and have been struggling to break out of this cycle, and
others have lost what
financial security they may have had through
divorce and
single parenthood. Regardless of origins,
financial insecurity has a detrimental effect on all the
members of a fami-

However, there are indications that "poor
children live
in a particularly dangerous world .. .where
a child learns to
ly.

be ashamed ... and where adults are untrustworthy
and unpre-

dictable ... in some ways... such children are systematically
trained to fail" (Keniston, 1978, cited in Sanford and
Donovan, 1985:31).

According to Oscar Lewis, poverty is

ted through a socialization process passed on to

children by adults.
The majority of poor families are headed by women,
(Scott, 1984) and although the fact that they survive testi-

fies to their strength, the reality is that the experience
of poverty and all of its limitations is demeaning.

Not

having enough money to live on and having to depend on
social aid programs creates conditions which make women
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unable to control their lives.

This increases women's sense

of powerlessness and worthlessness.

Mothers are believed to have considerable impact on the

socialization and education of their children and represent
'the primal power to children of both sexes" (Sanford and

Donovan, 1984:70).

Mothers are the primary role models for

their daughters and "unfortunately, many of the lessons of
our mothers were ones that have proven to be constricting to
our self-concepts and destructive to our self-esteem" (Sanford and Donovan, 1984:71).

However, the destructive les-

sons taught by mothers are part of their own internalized

concepts of womanhood passed on through all the institutionalized mechanisms of patriarchal society and enhanced by

other forms of institutionalized oppression.

These destruc-

tive lessons are unconscious and in most cases, unintentional.

However, the consequences, witnessed by the accounts of

the women in the staff circle, are devastating.

Violence
Poverty and all of the limitations associated with it,

engenders anger which too often finds expression in different forms of violence towards oneself and others.
1991)

(Rich,

In poor neighborhoods people's lives are touched by

delinquency and societal violence, within their homes anger
is translated into the humiliation of domestic violence and

sexual abuse of spouse and children.
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Although most cases of domestic violence
and sexual
abuse are unreported, in the United
States there are estimates which suggest that one third of
female children and
adolescents experience sexual abuse.
(Miller,
1986)

cases of Ita and Kristal

,

in the

their experiences of sexual abuse

were never reported; however, for them the
effects of substance abuse, domestic violence, incest and
other forms of
sexual abuse, are some of the most tragic
consequences of
the inability of their families to meet their
needs.
In most cases,

children who grow up in troubled envi-

ronments learn unhealthy and destructive ways for dealing

with problems.

While males "are encouraged to fight back

when others try to violate them, and.
normal way (for resolving)

a

.

.see violence as the

variety of problems" (Sanford

and Donovan, 1984:91), girls learn to be passive, to do

nothing and to be helpless.
The mothers are often as powerless as their children to
do anything because they themselves were victims of sexual

abuse and domestic violence.

According to Evelyn Reed

(cited in Sanford and Donovan, 1984:91) "A mother's victim-

ization does not merely humiliate her, it mutilates the

daughter who watches her for clues as to what it means to be
a

woman."

her mind to

For Kristal, her mother's passivity translated in
a

total lack of respect and resentment.

However, in spite of the pervasive experience of abuse,

women like Ita and Kristal "develop extremely valuable
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psychological characteristi cs
because they continue to try
to create growth-fostering
interactions within the family
and other settings" (Miller

1986:xxiii).

They have been
unable to recognize these qualities
in themselves due to the
pervasiveness of negative self-images
and the effects of low
self-esteem.
,

Gender
Male and female children who have
grown up in troubled
families and who have experienced the
effects of physical
and psychological abuse, alcoholism,
abandonment as well as
sexual abuse, have not received the
foundation to develop a

positive self image and self-esteem.

However, there are

different reasons for low self-esteem among
men and women.
The relationship between women's lowly
social
status and women's self-attitudes is circular
and
extremely complex... No matter how downtrodden,
humiliated, 'alienated' or otherwise bad about'
himself a man may feel, he can always find a meaof self-worth in remembering and asserting
that he is, after all a man.
By contrast, women
have no similar defense against self-devaluation
we are devalued by definition (Sanford and Donovan, 1985:xvi).
Women like Kristal who grew up in

a

troubled family, do

not learn adequate ways to cope with problems.
to be victims from their mothers.

Girls learn

When a situation becomes

unbearable, the alternative is to find love and affection
elsewhere.

However, in most cases running away from unhappy

lives leads them full circle to where they began.

For

Kristal, one of the most viable alternatives was motherhood
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because not only was it linked to
her needs for love, affection and affirmation, but in the
traditional Latino culture,

motherhood offered a way for her to
gain respect.
However, for Kristal seeking love,
recognition and
escape from humiliation brought her into
a cycle of despair
as a struggling teen-age parent, as
a wife of a drug addict
who has been in jail most of the time,
and finally
as one

more victim of the AIDS epidemic.
The positive element in all of this is that
women's

intrinsic desire to nurture and care for others
has also
been a saving grace for all of the women in this
circle.

Kristal found in her children the courage to break away
from
the vicious cycle of poverty and dependence.

Claudia, Ita,

and Kristal have found inspiration for the major changes
in

their lives in the commitment they have felt towards improving the situation of their people, and the positive role

models they can be to other young women like themselves.

Ethnicity
The humiliations of poverty and its consequences, is

further exacerbated by belonging to

a

racial or ethnic group

which is held to be inferior and labelled as defective by
the dominant group.

The American economy, the American society, the
American unconscious are all racist... To belong to
a racial minority is to be poor, but poor in a
special way.
The fear, the lack of self-confidence, the haunting ... are the expressions of the
most institutionalized poverty in the United
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States, the most vicious of the vicious
cycles
(Harrington, 1969:71,71).

However, to be poor, a member of

a

racial or ethnic

minority and to be a woman is the worst
combination possible.
Women like Ita, Kristal and Claudia who are
Puerto
Rican, not only have internalized the
humiliations

of pover-

the negative characteristics ascribed to
women, but
carry with them a deep shame and denial of their
own culturty,

al identity.

They have learned to feel shame about their

color, their culture, their traditions and their
language

because

society teaches us "that white America represents

the pinnacle of civilization, and that other peoples and

cultures are backward or somehow deficient in comparison"
(Sanford and Donovan, 1985:186).

Breaking the Cycle
Upward mobility is

a

central theme of the American

dream, it is a "judgement that lies deep in the American

culture about the value of upward mobility ,... a judgement
that, while rarely made explicit, is widely shared by people
in all classes and in all occupations"

(Rubin,

1976:8, 9).

Those who break the cycle and get out of poverty, the lowerclass and become middle-class are somehow different and
better.

However, upward mobility requires a major cultural

change on the part of individuals and groups.

A different

set of attitudes and behaviors (Rubin, 1976) are necessary

because poverty is embedded in

a
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social system with its own

values, norms, relationships and
behavior patterns. Upward
mobility requires a rupture with a
social system which to a
great extent has provided people
with a sense ot identity,
connection, security and worth. Thus
to break away from
poverty is to break away from an entire
social system which
sometimes includes traditional cultural
values, a particular
language and even ethnicity.

Claudia is an example of a Latina who has
made this
change in her life. Most often "individuals
cannot usually
break out of this vicious cycle. Neither can
a group,

for

It lacks the social energy and political
strength to turn

its misery into a cause"

(Harrington, 1969:15).

However,

part of the lure of the American dream has been to
allow

a

limited number of individuals to make those changes and
to

function as an example for the rest.

It also serves to

strengthen the fundamental American belief in individual

achievement (Fingeret, 1984), promotes

mentality and maintains at
group solidarity.

a

a

'blame-the-victim'

safe distance the power of

However, in spite of the advantages, for

Claudia, upward mobility has meant exclusion and separation

from her family and her people, a high price to pay.

Naming Common Themes

The process of naming which took place in the Partnership Circle, the Circulo de Salud and the Staff Circle was
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facilitated by the safe and caring environment which developed within each circle.

We were able to share each other's

experiences and break silence about situations and events in
our lives which have caused a lot of pain and which have

kept us from developing our full potential.
The themes which emerged from the personal stories of
the women who participated in the three study circles came

from different personal experiences, were named with different words and were dealt with in different ways.

However,

all of the themes are related to issues of social class and

the limitations of poverty; to the consequences of prejudice

due to ethnicity and race; to the role of colonialism and

Euro-centrism in promoting the domination and invalidation
of diverse groups of people on account of their race,

lan-

guage and ethnicity; and to the effects of male chauvinism
and gender oppression.

All of the themes are interrelated

and affect people as individuals, as members of families and

communities.

Each of the themes represents a form of op-

pression which has been imposed upon disempowered social
groups by social groups who have power and use this power to

dominate
The dominant social system defines and controls the

norms of society and expects all members of that society to

comply with them and behave accordingly.

The others, the

dominated ones who do not fit into this system, become
victims of prejudice and the consequences are devastating
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for everyone.

The victims suffer from loss of
self-respect,

humiliation, feelings of inferiority,
dependency, hopelessness, frustration and fear.
These feelings are translated
into self-destructive behavior and violence.
These feelings
and their consequences become an established
way of how
people experience the world and makes it
"easier for everyone to see that the victims of prejudice really
'deserve'

the treatment and disdain they receive" (Bopp,
et al.,
1984a 20
:

)

.

At the same time, the potential development of the

members of the dominant group is limited due to the concentration of their energy and efforts to protect their privileges and defend their value system.

In the end,

"a society

that harbors negative feelings about (members of other
social groups) reap the fruits of their prejudice" (Bopp, et
al.,

1984a: 23), and the consequences are noted in their

troubled society and the atmosphere of fear and pain which
prevails
However, the naming process has not been completed.

This was only the first naming because once the problems
were named
initiated.

a

new and more analytical process of naming was
In the next chapter

I

will explore this process

as well as the initial healing which accompanied the experi-

ence of empowerment of the women who participated in the

three study circles.
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CHAPTER

6

THE EMPOWERMENT PROCESS

Nobody talks about power. Those who
have it spend
effort keeping it hidden. ThoL
who don't rarely risk raising the
breaking the power taboo and namingissue... By
the power
dynamics that are operating, bringing
the invisible realities to the surface, by
reclaiming our
integrity, and by placing princiDle'^^n^^hr
ple
in the center of our relationships,
we can
build new ties and ways of being together
that
heal us and reestablish communities
that are once
again sustained by the sanctity of life
(Adair and
Howell, 1989:220, 226).

Uncovering themes such as colonialism.
Euro-centrism,
classism, racism and sexism which represent
oppressive
forces in our lives was a little victory and
a powerful
experience for the participants of the study circles.
Their
reactions ranged from amazement, disbelief, hurtful
feel-

ings, anxiety, denial, defense, anger and finally
to compas-

sion.

These emotions became the key which led them into an

understanding of root causes and one step further in the
process of healing and empowerment.

This chapter is an

account of the experiences of the participants of the study
circles as they grappled with these newly named themes.

The Power of Naming

When experiences kept from view are addressed,
people are no longer forced to deny themselves ... Experiences no longer invisible, become
part of what everyone grapples with and not just
'their problem' (Adair and Howell, 1989:222).
,

:

.

r

"""

T""

-

the three study
circles

had
t
talKed
IK
about the problems
which are encouhtered
on a daily

and linked these
problems with themes of
oppression,- the circle
members began to look
at how these forces had affected
their lives and how
their behavior might
contribute towards
strengthening these forces.
This process
caused discomfort and
anxiety among many members
of the
different circles; a
phenomenon which is not
unusual according to Adair and Howell
( 1989
225 ) because '.^3 „e
become
aware of the impact of
domination on ourselves and
others
we are appalled by how
we have somehow
participated in its
perpetuation and how much it
permeates our every interaction......
AS a result, some of the
women tried to rationalize their beliefs and
behavior and made tremendous
efforts
to hold on to their usual
ways of thinking and being.
:

In whatever ways we have
access
have been carefully socialized to privileae we
to accept orotect
and maintain it.
In whatever ways we are
likely
to be oppressed, we are
socialized to acLnt ft
protect ourselves and one another.
This patterning is why we duplicate the
very relation^w^fe
rying to transform (Adair and
Howell 1989 225
Anxiety found different expressions
among the members
of the circles.
Some denied the existence of the
problems
they had previously talked about:
:

)

^elJ, I have never had any of those
have never been mistreated, never. problems. i
felt discrimination or anything like I have never
that.
Many

process was different for each study circle
and
whTch
'we?e
rainiiiar to the members of each circle.
famiUaTTo
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Puerto Ricans come here and boss
everyone around
suffer humiliations
pMany Puerto
Picars
feel inferior, but I don't
know
Ihy they
do... (Dona Lita , Circulo de
^
Salud )
.

Salud^)^

problems here, but
Puerto Rican. So they don't get they
treat^^uerto Ricans.
(member of Circulo de

Others felt powerless to deal with
the problems:
There is no solution to all this.
Only God knows
the solution.
Everything depends on having total
patience. God gives us intelligence
and patience
o deal with difficult things, but
it's not easy.
If we need something we need to ask
God.
We don't
know how to do it.
(Member of Circulo de Salud)
Some expressed frustration and anger:
Not all Puerto Ricans are the same. Of
there are differences. For example, if i course
have good
work, a good education and the others
are on welfare, well, in the back of my head I'm
better
because I am in a little bit better position
than
them.
(Member of Staff circle)
Well, this is my opinion, and maybe you guys
don't
agree with it... I believe that everybody, who ever
wants to can better them selves. Every body could
do that also.
If they don't, it has to do with
the way they were brought up.
if they want to
they can do better! (Ita, Staff circle)

^g 11 , people that have power, who have money, they
have the ability to do this (oppress) to others... to keep us all separate and hating each
other.
But this is because there is great fear of
people coming together and realizing that all of
this that has made us hate each other is artificial.
(Kristal, Staff circle)

We're going to hear a lot of victim-blaming : It's
their fault they didn't make it, it's their fault
they're on drugs .. .It' s our fault. That's called
victim-blaming syndrome and that's part of the way
the system makes us feel that we're irresponsible
(Cecilia, Partnership circle)
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In time these feelings
changed:

ion and all that.

i never heard of it.
So now
ftejped me understand

^bout agents and targets and how
we think we do
not oppress people, but In the
agent
categories it
did
me realise that we do in some

wayZr

then TcanZLnge".
(Kristal, Staff circle)

-

This made me more aware of reality.
ignore things like this, but this is Sometimes we
reality it's
true (this oppression), it's happening!
(ita
^
Staff circle)

Towards the end of the year some study
circle members
expressed deeper levels of understanding and
compassion:
(This) has made me understand the background
being a Puerto Rican woman, and it's helped of
me to
get some answers as to how I was brought
up and
why... It's easier now for me not to place
the
blame on somebody else. l can understand
that it
wasn't that person's fault - a person like my
mother.
I still feel very resentful because of
the opportunities that I didn't have and that
I
feel I should have.
(Kristal, Staff circle)

(This helped me to realize) what some of my issues
are. .in terms of working with the community
I've learned .. .that everyone's experience and
knowledge is important. And even though I knew
that, I think I knew that in an elitist way...
(Lidia, Partnership circle)
.

I think I might have been more harsh in accepting
people who I though were the oppressors and not
understanding that they have also been affected by
oppression
That's their conditioning as it has
been my conditioning
(Cecilia, Partnership cir.

.

cle)
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Understanding Powerlessness

People develop behavioral patterns of survival which

operate on both sides of each (form) of oppression.
(These) dictate our spontaneous responses to everything"

(Adair and Howell, 1989:223).

The type of behavior most of

us aspire to is that which is accepted and considered normal

by the society we live in.

This behavior is defined and

determined by the dominant group in society:

the visible

role models and is founded on "cultural patterns of domina-

tion and submission ... that permeate society ... and find their
ways into our lives, perpetuating themselves despite our

best intentions" (Adair and Howell, 1989:219).
Our intentions, of course, were to name the problems
and do something about them.

However, our intentions were

blocked by some barriers which misdirected or immobilized
our energy.

We needed to understand what these barriers

were in order to free the flow of our energy and access its

transforming potential.

Loyalty to Powerlessness
We who build our own chains are also deeply hurt
by them, and truly wish things could be different
even as we desperately strengthen those chains
(Lerner, 1986:5).

Michael Lerner suggests that one of the reasons we

continue to perpetuate and maintain relations of domination
while strengthening our own sense of powerlessness is that
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we have not differentiated real
powerlessness from what he
calls 'surplus powerlessness'. The problem
occurs because

there is some truth in people's experiences
and there is a
real power structure we have to deal with.
The concrete
reality of powerlessness is related to the
economic and
political power which a small group of people have,
and who

through institutionalized oppression are able to
exercise
control and dominate large numbers of people.

Encounters

with this power structure reinforce our belief that we
are
powerless.

(Lerner, 1986)

Surplus powerlessness is

the set of feelings and beliefs that makes people
think of themselves as even more powerless.
(than they are)
and leads them to act in ways
that actually confirm them in their powerlessness
(Lerner, 1986 :xii
.

,

)

According to Lerner, powerlessness is

a

whole way of

approaching reality and is strengthened by

a

firm belief in

and loyalty to

powerlessness.

In the study circles this

attitude was apparent when some members responded to the
question:

what could we do to bring about some changes:
We Puerto Ricans are a bad seed ("la mala
semilla" ) , we can't change things.
(Member of the
Circulo de Salud

Only God knows why things are like this ^ we can't
do anything about that. We need to ask God and He
will help us.
He will give us what we need.
But,
we don't know how to use what He gives us. We
don't know how to do it
I don't know.
Well,
maybe unconsciously I know. (Dona Lita, Circulo de
Salud
.

I never went to
school.
They didn't let me go because I didn't
have the capacity to learn. What happened to me
is that I didn't know anything , I never learned

I don't know those things.
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know.

c/rculode Sa2ud)^

(An older woman from the

Blaming ourselves for failing
(self-blame) "is a central way that surplus
powerlessness gets affixed
to real

powerlessness" (Lerner, 1986 32
).
among some of the circle members:
:

This attitude was present

Puerto Rican...
see any discipline, any reinsecure. And then,
(I thought)
th'oua7tl^T''^^^°"y''
I was ugly, j v^as worthless,
I
dumb.
There was no good reason in my mind was
why I
life.
(Kristal, Staff circle)

because
bectuie^°T
J

didn

t

Blaming others for their failures
also strengthens the
foundation of powerlessness because
in the process we distance ourselves from others instead
of acknowledging our
common plight. This attitude limits our
compassion
for

ourselves and others even if we have some
understanding of
the obstacles we constantly have to face
and overcome.
In

the study circles sometimes it was easier
to distance ourselves from the problems and to blame others
for the situation they were in:
In Puerto Rico there is no money and no work.
But
here where ever you go there is work. .Here there
IS an acquired poverty, and let me tell you that
I'm talking about Puerto Ricans I know. Here they
could be better, in a better class, but instead
they are worse off
And why? Because of their
vices.
The parents don't care about their children; the children grow up in the streets. That
means that whoever wants to better themselves can,
and those who want to become losers do just that.
(••El que se quiera hacer aqui se hace.
Y el que
se quiere perder , se perdio^^ )
(Dona Lita, Circulo
de Salud
.

.
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In order to change our
attitudes, we needed to under-

stand the root causes:

why we have come to believe what
we
do.
Overcoming self-blaming and victim-blaming
"will empow
er us to take responsibility for
our lives by joining with
others in action to shape the world
in which we live.
But
to take responsibility effectively,
we need to have a kind
of accurate assessment of the
difference between real and
surplus powerlessness"
(Lerner, 1986:19).
The process which the different circles
used in order
to understand root causes was based on the
Native American

Medicine Wheel,
Being

a

process we called the Circle of Well-

.

The Circle of Well-Being

(The Medicine Wheel teaches that) all things are
interrelated.
This connectedness derives from the
reality that everything is part of a single whole
which is greater than the sum of its parts (Bopp
et al
1984b; 3
.

,

)

The Circle of Well-Being is not to be confused with
the Circulo de Salud. This was a name given to a process and
not to a study circle.
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We came to know the Circle of Well-Being
through
Cecilia who introduced the concept of the
Medicine Wheel in
the Partnership circle.
Later during the year, the members
of this circle had the opportunity to
meet and work with Dr.

Lenore Stef farm of the Four Worlds Development
Project.
Our
work together and subsequent study brought about
a deeper

understanding of the principles of the Medicine Wheel
which
we have fully embraced and adapted as a tool for
understanding root causes of the problems encountered at
different

levels in the Latino community.

The Medicine Wheel, which

for us became the Circle of Well-Being, offered us an oppor-

tunity to understand community development from

a

holistic

perspective
The Medicine Wheel is an ancient, traditional Native

American symbol of wholeness and well-being which offers
vision of unity and healing.
a

a

It teaches that the values of

people guide the way
human beings pattern and use their energy.
if
there is not a balance between our values concerning ourselves and our values concerning others, we
cannot continue to develop our true potential as
human beings.
Indeed, if there is an imbalance,
individuals, and whole communities suffer and even
die
(Bopp et al. 1988:118).
In order for human beings to develop their full poten-

tial, and for any kind of development to take place, a

balance needs to be reached at the individual or personal
level, at the family and community levels, and within the

larger social system in which communities exist.
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"Develop-

ment strategies intended to
address one of the levels must
take into account the effects on
all other levels'- (Eyford
and Bopp, 1987 2
:

)

.

While the members of the Partnership
circle studied the
materials from the Four Worlds Development
Project,
the

opportunity to make use of the Circle of
Well-Being to
understand root causes of problems at the
community level
presented itself in the Circulo de Salud with

the elderly.

But Why?

When the members of the Circulo de Salud met on
Wednesday June 19, 1991, they were in an uproar due to
the violence that had occurred in the community the previous
night
in which a thirteen year old boy had been shot to
death.
3

result of drug dealing and

a

He

guarrel over ten

dollars worth of drugs and his body was thrown in the parking lot of the gas station a few blocks down the street.

Our work that day focused on this incident.

session where the people were.

women in the group shared

a

We began our

On that day also, one of the

letter she had received from her

son who has been in jail for a long time.^^

She and others

felt that those who were in jail were better off than those

who were out in the streets.

Their feelings were that young

people were out in the streets because that's where they

The majority of the circle members
daughters who are serving terms in jail.
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have

sons

or

I

wanted to be

victim-blaming attitude) and that they as
mothers had failed in their task of
bringing up their
(a

chil-

dren (self-blame).

This feeling is very destructive to the

women in this community because their only
source of selfesteem comes from the value placed on
motherhood. And they
had failed.
At this point,

l

used an exercise which has been adapt-

ed from the work of David Werner (1982): "But
Why", in order
to begin to understand why these problems existed
and to

diminish the burden of self-blame and victim-blaming
which
was consuming the group's energy in that particular
session.
We made use of cardboard chain links which we had made
for a

particular health education session.

These links helped

disentangle different kinds of causes which are at the root
of a problem.

We had cut out color coded chain links which

represented different types of causes: green links were
causes that had to do with money or financial resources
(economic conditions); red links were related to biological

conditions (illnesses, death, etc.); yellow links were
related to social problems (violence, relationships, etc.);
white links were related to cultural aspects (language,
etc); black links were related to the physical environment

(housing, community conditions, etc).

I

passed out chain

links (see figure 6.1) to all the members and explained what
we were going to do.
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The Chain Links

Figure 6.1

And so we began:

But Why did this boy get shot?

each answer given we discussed

a

possible reason and linked

It to the different colored chain links.

the chain links to each other.

With

Then we connected

The following is the tran-

scription of the discussion which took place (from journal
June 19

,

1991

)

:

But why did this boy get shot?
*

It's because of the vices he was involved in. He was
selling drugs, you know.
(Yellow link: Social
But why?

*

Well, They don't have any religion any more and the
parents don't care. They don't discipline their children.
So many end up in jail.
You know, most of the
people in jail are blacks and Latinos. (Yellow link:
Social
But why?

*

Well, it's because they get mixed up with drugs. That's
why.
(Yellow link: Social
But why?
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-P-

to

TareeTirntr Economic and yellow

But why?

link:

-ve

tMs^ZlZr
Social)

ToLyt^ ^ti\TtTusrs\';ii\%ivr^ iz^
zpiitizizrn %Tifrzi7ti% iziz
t//y

But why?
*

Well, because there is nothing on
the outside thev do
tn til
oat
sZdZtheZ^^ ’1°
ho place to live, nothing.
}?^
irZetT
black link: Physical envirZltnt)
But why?

*

There is nothing for young people,
especially for
Latinos.
They won't give us or our children any us
work.
So there is no way to earn a living.
(White link:
cultural and green link: Economic)
But why?

*

Well, all that' s left is vices like drugs
and selling
drugs.
That's the only thing they can do. And that's
where they get lost. That's how this boy got
killed
(Green link: Economic and red link: Bioloqical
^
( death ) )

And, whose fault is it?
*

Of the drug addicts
vices

*

No, it's the government's fault because they are
taking
everything away from us. There is nothing for us,
nothing
There is nothing for the young ones.

(

los viciosos=

those full of

.

*

It's the fault of the employers because they won't give
us or our young people jobs and we can't work in an
honest way.

Why do they get into drugs and end up in jail?
*

Because there is nothing to do.
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children

btctull i?tTev'trTDsf'^
punlsH t/e pa?LtZ tL
know we can't do anything

Wdf

because they

nothing to work for, to

hope
*

mo/7ey to Jive

oji

is to sell

dr?ja<?

®°'"^

other^TreTn
There are no programs for us with a
future.

Well, IS the reason your children
are in jail your fault?
Not completely because there were
many reasons.
*

Weii^ you can see that with all the
colors and this
long chain around the room.

This exercise opened the way for the
group to begin to
investigate the root causes of problems at
different levels.
We did this exercise with different kinds
of subjects,

including health topics such as diabetes, cancer,
and mental
health.
The "But Why?" exercise not only became a way
to
gain more information about certain areas (such as
health)
but became a way to lessen the burden of self-blame,
and to
iritroduce the words related to the themes which are the

foundation for understanding the Circle of Well-Being.

For

example, at the end of the session where members talked

about the young boy who had been killed, one of the members
of the circle said:

It's like carrying a bag full of heavy rocks on
our backs. Now we have started to take out some
of the rocks and we can begin to stand straight
without so much weight on our backs. We can begin
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tecause everything is not
really
This work also influenced
the other study circles
teaching how to bring the
information of the Circle of
WellBeing from an intellectual
level to a practical level
which
was more useful for the
development work we were carrying
on
With individuals and groups
in the cominunity
From all the discussions in
the different circles, we
were well aware that most of
the people in our community
are
not well-balanced.
We began to apply the same model
to each
of three different levels
of development: the individual,
the family and then the community.
The materials we used
for learning and teaching are
from the Four Worlds Development Project.

Indi vidual Development

The medicine wheel teaches us that human
beings
have four aspects to their nature:
the physical
the mental, the emotional, and the
spiritual.
Each of these areas must be developed
equally in a
healthy, well-balanced person through the use
of
our will power (Bopp et al 1988 83
.

,

:

)

The growth of an individual involves the
experiences of

the physical body and includes self-concept,
self-esteem and
self image; the development of intellectual capabilities;
the ability to express emotions, to love and to accept
love,
to deal with emotional pain, to care for others, to share
to be able to care for others; and the development of

spiritual and personal values which guide behavior.
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For

individuals to develop their
full potential, there needs
to
be a balance between these
four aspects.

Individual Development
Figure 6.2

The Physical Level
The members of the different circles began
to under-

stand that their full potential had not developed
because
due to poverty and other limitations, their
basic physical
needs had for the most part not been adeguately
met.
During
the naming process, different members of the three
circles

had shared stories of poverty, economic limitations,
and
lack of opportunities which they had experienced in their
lives.

Circle members also talked about how discrimination

due to their ethnic, cultural and linguistic backgrounds had

contributed to their lack of

a

positive self-image, and

feelings of low self-esteem.
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The expressions of the women in the
different circles

such as:

"i lived just like an animal",

tity",

thought

"I

I

"i had no iden-

was worthless and had no self-esteem"

are examples of imbalance experienced at
the individual,

physical level.

The Mental or intellectual Level

Most of the women from the Partnership circle
felt that
they had had opportunities and were encouraged by
their
families to develop intellectually.

My father really wanted me to go to school (higher
education). He really thought that was important.
He'd always been a strong influence in my education. (Cecilia)
The education I received is very important.
I
always admired my parents, because we were so
poor, having so few resources , they made sure we
all studied.
Of the ten children, five of us are
professionals
I got a scholarship and graduated
from the University of Rio Piedras as a nutritionist
(Yarabi
.

.

However, most of the women in the Circulo de Salud and

Staff Circle told stories of how they had been prevented and

discouraged from any kind of intellectual development.

For

some of the women the reasons were economic limitations, for

others gender discrimination.
I wanted to go to school, but it was far away and
I would have to walk too long.
My father wouldn't
let me go so far.
Besides what did I need to go

to school for?
(Dona Gracia,
(Circulo de Salud)

In my family everyone is uneducated
When I said
I wanted to study, I wasn't allowed to go to away
to school, because my mother always felt that if
.
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Although some of the women
struggled to overcome the
barriers which were placed
in the way of gaining an
education, many of the elderly
women continue to believe what
they had been told as
children:
that they were dumb, worthless and stupid.
They often felt they had nothing
to
con-

tribute to group discussions in
the study circle.
th'inl the same thing.
think

thTotherT.^

anything like that.

anything to say.

i

i think just like

i only went to second grade.
i had to go to work
picking coffee to bring money home.
i never
learned anything

In the study circles we stressed
the value of knowledge

acquired through experience and tried to
validate what the
members of the circles already knew. We
also spent much
time talking about different ways of learning
and teaching
and tried to analyze why such value was given
to
formal

education while invalidating informal ways of learning.
Towards the end, the women began to think differently.
I didn't go to school, but life taught me many
things.
You know, it's true, life is a school.

What we live during our life time is where we
loarn the most.
Yes, life is a school
We learn
by stumbling around.
(Dona Gracia, Circulo de
Salud
.

I used to be intimidated by people with a formal
education
I have a new perspective now.
This
agency offered me a position where formal educa.
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tio 72 for the job I am doing
is not reauire=>ri
And
^ sensitivity, the experience
and the
to teac/i is important. Our
variety of
knowledge is different from the
(kind) formally
f^ftisLi, staff
cirlllf

The Emotional Level

What was noticeable in many of
our discussions was the
great need women had to share their
painful experiences.
The majority of the women in these
circles had for the most
part not received much emotional
support in their lives, yet
they have been and still are the sole
supporters of their
families in terms of meeting all their
emotional as well as
physical needs.
They appear to be pillars of emotional
strength, and endless source of love and
caring.
our
discussions we began to bring up the subject
of how it was
we were able to give so much without having
received much.
We raised the guestion whether we gave guality
affection or

m

whether many of us have learned to give and give
(guantity)
out of our conditioning as women without considering
the

guality of what we do.

We began to realize that if we don't

receive the affection, caring, support and love we need, we
may find it difficult to continue giving from an empty
place.

This is a difficult topic to bring out and only

with great difficulty did some of us begin to realize that
this lack implies an imbalance in our lives.

Most of the

women actually felt that if this is an imbalance, it is

counteracted by the spiritual strength we have.
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The Spiritual Level

Most of the women in the circles
are very religious
(Catholic and Protestant sects) and
felt that this was how
they expressed their spirituality,
that this was the foundation for their strength.
Some of us had other concepts
of

spirituality which are not linked to any
specific religious
denomination.
But in what ever ways spirituality
was de-

fined, we felt that this might also be
the answer to the

questions we raised about loving and giving:

our spiritual-

ity might be the source of our ability to
love, to give and

to be strong.
I have identified it all with my Christian
life...
That has helped me get through all the difficul'-"
ties I have gone through. (Kristal, Staff circle)

To tell you the truth, I have always had this
strength inside myself. Regardless of the situation, I have found that I have a strength which
comes from deep inside me which has helped me to
resolve all my problems. That strength comes
from... I don't know how to explain it, God. He
has always helped me because I have always asked
for help. He has given me the strength.
(Ita,
Staff circle)

The power has been within us all this time. We
have just never known it. I first saw it when I
experienced the Medicine Wheel the first time in
North Dakota with the Sioux Nation. It was the
first time I was surrounded by Native Americans
and it was a powerful experience to be among my
original people and to come to feel and know that
collective wisdom that was there. The wisdom the
elders had kept through the centuries
That collective wisdom was a powerful spiritual experience
for me.
(Cecilia, Partnership circle)
.
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The Development of thP

f^Tni

iy

The family is the cradle of individual development.
and the foundation of nations.
if the
families are strong, the people will be
strong... If the family is not strong individuals
will have a hard time remaining strong and
healthy"
(Eyford and Bopp, 1987:3, 5).
.

Families are groups of individuals in relationship to
one another. Within the family the four dynamics which take

place are basically the same as the ones for individual

development, but these aspects are expressed within

a frame-

work of invisible patterns which condition the relations

within the family producing

a

particular family culture.

The Development of the Family

Figure 6.3

Family members are influenced by invisible behavioral

patterns which are expressed in relationships between husband and wife, between parents and children and between
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other members of the extended
family.
The invisible patterns are the foundation of
the family culture and are
the
tiost difficult to uncover.
These patterns are an intrinsic
part of who we are and how we
behave and most of us are
completely unaware of their existence
and their effects.
Most of the women in the circles
grew up in dysfunctional families where there was
abuse of alcohol or other
drugs, domestic violence, inappropriate
sexual behavior on
the part of a parent or adult
towards a child, and other
types of behaviors which created a
destructive family environment.
To survive such experiences, most
of the women
developed behavioral patterns which might
have been successful for survival but which clearly
did not foster the development of their full potential.

The Physical Home Environment
The physical environment in the homes of most of
the

women of the three circles was influenced by the
limitations
of poverty such as poor housing,

lack of food, inadequate

health care and unsafe environments.
I began to see the differences between class...
felt that I wasn't privileged because I could see
what the difference was. Where we lived we didn't
have sidewalks. There were dirt roads .. .There
were a lot of people who lived down the street who
were Chicano, Mexican, and it was the same. It
was just part of your environment (Cecilia)
.

Well, if the children want to go out an play,
there is no place to go.
There are no parks, they
play in the streets. Everything is closed up...
(It's) like being in jail. (Yarabi)
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Sometimes we were left without food.
i remember
one day my mother left to New
York and llfTlT
and left us
InTTeft^Z

il
alone.

the^l^T^
erator^th^
took us away.

""

9ran,.Ther%ln7out

l guess we were missina a Int

that's when some one from
chec/ced the refrigfood.
Some agency
and^
7 came ana
^
( Kristal

Ths Emotional Environmont

Most of the women in the circles came
from homes where
there only the mother was responsible for
the care and support of the family. Extreme poverty
forced many mothers to
leave their children in the care of each
other in order to
work long hours for very low pay.
Some of the women shared
stories of extreme hardship and endless struggles
to survive
which left them little energy to provide their
children with
emotional support. They themselves had lacked such
support
as children,

and their own children missed out as well.

Most of the women told stories of family violence, abuse
they experienced as children and as wives, alcoholism and

abandonment.

The effects of poverty and the struggle for

survival contributed to the break up of their families and
to the establishment of dysfunctional, invisible family pat-

terns which resulted in the lack of caring and psychological

support which most of the women experienced in their lives.

The Spiritual Dimension
The values and religious beliefs have been

aspect in the lives of the women.
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strong

Most of them come from

.

families with strong religious
values.
However, some of
these values have stressed
resignation, submissiveness,
compliance and obedience to fathers
and husbands.
The
women's mothers were influential
as primary role models of
the female culture of passivity
and resignation.
Some of
the younger women have questioned
these values and struggled
to be different, but for the
majority of elderly women this
has been more difficult.
They often feel insulted by the
behavior of younger women who seem to
have become irresponsible, disrespectful and otherwise
described as
'loose

women'.

recorded a discussion which occurred
during
session of the Circulo de Salud in which
the topic
i

a

of women

emerged when three of the men were present.

Two of the men

who have been participating in the circle
practice lay
ministry and their comments are powerful statements
which
serve to remind us of the power of patriarchal
religious

b©li©fs in th© control of woin©n;
It s very dangerous to allow women congregate
in
groups of only women because women are the weaker
sex and they influence each other in w^ays that are
not appropriate

Why do you think God created Eve, the first woman
out of Adam's rib? If God had wanted woman to be
as strong and intelligent as men he would have
created Eve from Adam's head. Instead He created
her from his rib which is near the heart, and told
her to love and obey him.
Yes, that's true, and what is written in The Book
is the Word of God and we cannot question that.
That is the truth.

And see, it was Eve who ^^^as tempted and who tempted Adam.
She is weaker and that is why we (man)
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watching over (con-

The women who listened to this discussion
said very
little.
They did not have any way to speak up
against what
is considered 'God's Word'.

These beliefs are powerful and

among the very religious members of the circle,
untouchable.

Msntal or Intellectual Development
Informal ways of teaching and learning are the way

invisible family patterns are passed on from one generation
next.

Some of these patterns have been detrimental

to women's intellectual development because for generations

has stressed the insignificance of women's contribu-

tions to any activities not related to their reproductive
roles.

Most of the women in the circles come from families

which were rooted in traditional, agricultural rural environments where physical work related to the survival of the
family was divided along gender lines.

The rapid demise of

agricultural society in Puerto Rico and other Latin American
countries and the influence of modernization has introduced
new conflicts which affect traditional family structure,

values and behaviors.

Some families were convinced of the

values of formal education and made necessary sacrifices so
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their Children, especially
™ale children, could
gain a
formal education.
Por families whose
economic conditions
were better, te.ale
children also gained the
opportunity to
become formally educated.
But, many families
became impoverished end entered a
vicious cycle of the culture
of
poverty.
This has meant limitations
especially for women.
Weil, what would I need
to go to schoo7 fr.^o
r

Gracia, Circulo de Salud

'

^ wanted to.

halTihl'^

so X neterrelrZd t?tl'ad

Tlrft7

i didn't

177

I used to tell my mother
that I wanted to studv
that she couldn't afford it’
with what

she earned from doing washing
and raising animals.
she could hardly support me and
I
«as^the only child living with

heVthen

Xnl

My family is from Puerto Rico, and
they are very
very poor
They didn't have any ditfelent role^'
fodels and now they feel that's how they have
to
iives.
(They think) that
certaiT. things,
thL Hdon t have
I
that they
the right to get educated.
When I said I wanted to study they
thought:
'That
one wants to better than any one else'.
(Claudia)
.

here are examples of people who managed
to
education in spite of all the barriers. But get an
for
the majority of people it's very difficult
and
they don't succeed.
You live within an environment and that environment impacts on everything:
how you think, how you feel .. .What I'm saying
is
that you're up against a system that's not
fair.
The people who don't have the privileges will
have
to work harder and harder to make it and
it's
going to be with a lot of 'golpes' (blows)
(Cecilia)
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Community O eve] nDmenlIf there is lack of
unity, if few people
control

life fL'I^y on:"'t\:°‘^tL"?
UP to its full pS?4n^?:j

community development includes
the development of
families and individuals
within a framework which
includes
how people earn a living
and how resources are
distributed;
how people interact and
relate to each other socially;
how
people understand their culture,
who they are as
a people;

and how they decide things
or relate as a group to the
outside world through political
activities.

Community Development
Figure 6.4
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Economic Conditions
In the study circles
we had discussed that the
major
problem in the Latino community
is the economic situation.

Puerto Ricans have migrated
to the U.S. mainland in
search
for jobs which have
disappeared in Puerto Rico.
However,
lobs have been disappearing
in the mainland as well.
Even
under the best conditions Puerto
Ricans face discrimination
when seeking jobs, a situation
which is sometimes exacerbated due to screening of
immigrants and foreign looking people.
In many cases employers "do
not know that Puerto

Ricans are U.S. Citizens and are
unaware of what documents
are acceptable as proof of
citizenship" (Gonzalez et al.,
1989:13).
The unemployment rate which for
Puerto Ricans was
8.6% in 1988 (Gonzalez et al

.

,

1989:6) is rapidly increasing

on a daily basis as factories
continue to close down and

other sources of work become non-existent
in the state of
Massachusetts at this particular time.
Nevertheless, people in the community feel the
impact
of the culture of consumerism and are
lured by temptations
from the affluent world.
"Young people are constantly

bombarded by powerful advertisements conditioning
them to
want material goods that are virtually out of reach

for poor

families through normal low-wage or legitimate jobs"
(Gonzalez,

1989:17).

Lack of job opportunities and hope for any

future improvement lead many people into illegal activities

which result in death such as the death of the young boy the
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members of the Circulo de Salud were
concerned with, or
intermittent terms in jail experienced
by Kristal's husband
and others like him.
On the one hand selling drugs
seems
the only possible way to get money
and on the other consuming drugs offers an escape from this
harsh reality.
The

other alternative is, of course, qualifying
to receive
benefits from the welfare system which
produces a vicious
cycle of dependency with no way out.
The majority of the Puerto Ricans who are
here
from the mountains ^ from the rural areas. They are
used to work the land, but stopped doing it
because what they harvested was worth nothing.
They
had no way of surviving. There is no work.
So,
they prefer to come here. When they come here
they bring all the culture of poverty with them.
(Yarabi, Partnership circle)

We came here because... We came here back in the
60' s, early 65... And it was to find a better
life.
You know, you go to the U.S. and it's a lot
better then in Puerto Rico. At that time maybe
you could find jobs and you could try to succeed
and eventually go back to Puerto Rico. For a lot
people , that is the dream. So, they come here
and work in farms, in factories and they try to
save money which is very difficult so they can go
back to Puerto Rico.
(Claudia, Staff circle)

My mother was always on aid. By aid, I mean welfare.
That's destructive .. .Once you get on welfare, you're stuck.
(Kristal, Staff circle)

Social Conditions
The social environment of the Puerto Rican community is

embedded in violence.

Economic limitations and poverty lead

to violence in the home, in the streets and in the schools.

Individuals who feel powerless to affect their environment
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are filled with anger.

Many individuals who have been

taught to suppress anger (which includes
women)

,

a

majority of the

turn it inwardly and end up destroying their physi-

cal and mental health.

(Miller, 1986; Norwood, 1985;

Sandford and Donovan 1985
,

)

"The health status of Puerto

Rican women is of particular concern, for their physical and
emotional well being determines the health of future generations" (Gonzalez et al. 1989).

Some individuals turn to

other types of self-destructive behavior involving drugs and
alcohol abuse which most often is accompanied by other at
risk behaviors.

"Perhaps the most tragic and harrowing

health crisis Puerto Ricans face in the 1990s is the AIDS

epidemic ... The deadly combination of intravenous drug use
and unprotected sexual activity accounts for the rising

incidence of... AIDS (among men, women and children)
lez et al.

1989:10).

(Gonza-

Then, of course, there are those

individuals who turn their anger against others in society,

especially those who are seen as more powerless.
You can't imagine how much I suffered when the
police came to get my son. Do you know what it's
like to see your son hand cuffed? The only thing
I could say to him was: 'My son, I've tried so
hard to help you, I tried to give you the best I
could... and for me to see you in these conditions'
(Dona Flor, Circulo de Salud)
All the times my husband and I got back together
it was hoping that he would straighten up, get a
Like the fairy
job and live happily ever after.
I tried to live the fairy tales for so
tales.
many years, it was terrible ... And he would come
out of jail, and right back to the streets and
into drugs again... I imagined that a man and a
woman were there to work, to save for a house, get
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The Cultural Environment
The shared traditions, language
and values of a people
form the basis of the culture
through which they view and
understand the world.
"Culture are the eyes through which
we see the world.
it determines what we think is
important,
correct or proper, what progress is,
work and play, education, worship and what we consider
real and unreal" (Four
Worlds Development Project, n.d.:14).
The culture and
language of the Latino people are not
valued in the larger
society.
This situation makes it difficult for
Latino

peoples to have

a

positive understanding of themselves and

causes much confusion at the personal and family
levels.
Culture is made up of visible and invisible patterns.

The

visible patterns are changeable; the invisible or
unconscious part remain even when the visible parts change.
(Bopp et al., 1984)

This helps explain some of the con-

flicts felt in the Latino community.

Visible cultural

patterns have been changing as people adapt to the conditions of living in this country.

However, the deeper,

unconscious patterns are in conflict with the dominant
culture and in spite of all the adaptations there is

a

sense

of uneasiness, of pain, of loss, of conflict.

One of the tragedies of this whole thing is that
I'm going through is this feeling of loss... Now I
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The Political Environment
The political situation is
exemplified by the feelings
of powerlessness experienced
in the community.
There is no
sharing of power since those who
have power are the dominant
group who have erased the Puerto
Ricans and other Latino
groups from their political agendas.
The Latino community
has no leadership and

does not vote.

They feel they are forgotten by those
who
seek their votes and that in the end,
their votes do
not

count
We supposedly have a democracy where
we can elect
a president
Each of us when we are of age can
go register and vote. A lot of us don't
take
seriously ^ we leave that power to someone else that
(Cecilia)
.

Very few people in our community are registered
to
I think it's because they don't understand

vote.
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what's going on. They
don't sneak
u
speak English.
her of Staff circle)

(

Mem-

he (doesn't even understand
what we^^tllt tllkina''^

(Member of circuio de SaluT)

Of
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After analyzing the situation
of individuals, families
and the community, „e began
to understand what the power
structures were that we were up
against:
social economic
and political forces which
are controlled by a few with
power to determine what others
can and cannot do.
What
people can and cannot do is
determined by institutions
and

that is where the issues of racism,
classism, Euro-Centrism,
sexism and colonialism play a part
in determining
"the

behavioral patterns that perpetuate
relations of domination"
(Adair and Howell, 1989:223).
The following diagram
(Figure 6.5) which shows the different
levels of the Circle
of Well-being and the Wheel of
Oppression illustrates this:
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The Circle of Well-Being and The Wheel
of Oppression

Figure 6.5

There are areas which we can begin to control
our lives
and change what is harmful to us once we become
aware how we
hurt ourselves and each other.
Our ability to change things
which are detrimental to ourselves, our families and
our
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communities comes from will
power
"Human development does
not occur unless human
beings exercise their volitional
(i.e. will) power - their
power to decide and act"
(Eyford
and Bopp, 1987:8).
Individuals must want to develop
and
must make a conscious effort
to act within the areas they
can do something about.
Individuals function within families, and families within
communities. The force which
unifies and channels the energy
which comes
from in-

dividuals' will-power is "the
participation of (the) members
(of a community) to achieve
a vision of how they could
be as
a group... and work together
to achieve that condition ... To
expect other people... to change, but
to do nothing oneself
will never produce community healing
and development"
(Eyford and Bopp, 1987:9).

m

the study circles we real-

ized that much could be done to change
our relationships

with each other and within our families.

However, to do

this we had to exercise our will-power which
includes developing a common vision of what we want to achieve
and focusing our attention on achieving our vision,
setting some

goals which we can achieve, taking the first step to
work
together, and persevering in our efforts to complete
the

actions we have decided to carry out.
People are powerless to the extent that they are
prevented, either on an individual or a social
basis, from actualizing their human capacities.
Real powerlessness refers to the fact that economic, political and social arrangements prevent this
actualization from occurring. Surplus powerlessness refers to the fact that human beings
contribute to this powerlessness to the extent
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intellectual and spiritSa?
^^tualizing possibilities Sardn®"''®
e*’®”'
exist
within the contev-h of real
powerlessness (Lerner, 1986:25)
n

The Process of Healing

Healing is a life-long process
and most of us have just
begun. Part of healing was
acknowledging our power to define
ourselves and our experiences, to
change our minds and to
see and understand things
differently. According to Adair
and Howell (1989:221) claiming
the power to define oneself
IS the beginning of liberations^
However, before the women
in the study circles could define
themselves, they
.

had to

reclaim those parts of themselves which
had been lost or
hidden away in the depths of their minds.
For many of us
the process of healing began with two
distinct
phases:

reclaiming our heritage and our dignity and
defining ourselves in new ways.

Reclaiming
All of us have been deeply hurt by different forms
of

oppression because it doesn't really matter on which side of
oppression one stands.

Those of us who are privileged in

some ways, have sold part of our souls for that privilege
and have hurt others in the struggle to maintain that privi-

lege by exercising power over others.

Those of us who have

not been privileged sold parts of ourselves in an effort to
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become like the role models
placed before us by dominant
society. Thus, as women
„e need to reclaim those
aspects of
our socialization which
can contribute to healing,
and as
women from diverse cultural
and ethnic backgrounds we
need
to reclaim and acknowledge
the value of our cultures,
our
languages and our people.
All of the women who
participated in the study circles
are in different places in
terms of their own personal
growth.
However, all of the women
experienced to some
extent the process of reclaiming
a sense of dignity of
their
worth as women, and some
experienced the healing of reclaiming their heritage.
This experience will surely come
to all
of us in due time.
The most extraordinary account
of the

reclaiming process was experienced by
Cecilia.
I chose to
include the entire account in this
section as an example of
the power of healing that comes from
reclaiming our heritage

Cecilia had been forced to give up her
language, and
then she underwent a process of giving up
herself in order
to become mainstream.
You finally get to a point where you think:
'I've
arrived!
I'm no longer different ^ I'm mainstream!
This IS great! This is wonderful!' But in the
whole process you've been very wounded. The trade
offs have been letting go of some of the pieces
which are very much part of who you are. The
trade offs have been sort of becoming whitewashed
in a way, and then you realize that you can't get
whitewashed anyway. But also part of the trade
off is that you have to let go of some traditions
that have for the most part been part of who you
are
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As part of her work in
the community, Cecilia
had been
asked to preside over a
presentation which had to be in
Spanish because no one would
understand English. People
took it for granted that
she spoke Spanish!
-T

was the moderator for the

•

knew the language really well.
And then
i had
to admit that I didn't
a really cioIe'/^Lnd

L

This friend wrote everything
Cecilia would have to say
in Spanish for her and helped
her practice the words over
and over until she could read
them and pronounce them.
I remember having to practice
a lot of the words

presentation, I

the other people presenting...
fnd I kept thinking: 'What a
and
beautiful language'
^ ^ddden things were really clicking and I
understood the whole presentation and
everything
^
that was being said.

At this point Cecilia realized that
she was frightened
by this experience because she was still
struggling to be

accepted by mainstream society, still trying to
deny who she
really was.
And that's the first time I realized why I was
so
^f^did of being able to speak this language which
was really my mother tongue...! think I was afraid
of It because I was still in that mode where I
wanted to be accepted as an Anglo, even though I
(^id not look like one.
I could be that way and
act that way.
.

On the way home after the presentation Cecilia had an

experience which actually changed her life and started her
off in a process of reclaiming her Native American and
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Mexican heritage and
fluency in
guage
^

speaKing her native Ian-

^

a

having ci;;e?.atiLf

'‘tZ

switch

l/tTrT""

-holTleLg^^"
c/je Cai^
iTthVcai

.

a w-ohderfui

J W^S so
’'rr^

OVQT in\/f^(^

!

T

x%"‘r°ut
^

/eejing becausTTt 'was^fikl'"
till part

reclaiming it!
This was the beginning of
healing all the pain inflicted by the process of
internalized oppression.
Jt was moving because it
was this thing i had
pain/ul that people
this way.
Peooll had
People
hSa oppressed me in so
many ways and all of
a sudden I had discovered
it.
It
^as extraordinary! That was part was there and
of my TdlntUy
v/hich was very natural to me
but whic/ had bee/

very much repressed

Def ining—Ourselves in New Ways

Most of the women in the study circles
tried to stay
away from definitions.
Definitions have meant limitations,
restrictions.
Being Hispanic certainly was no privilege.
When the term "Latina" was introduced at La
Casa, some of
the women did not identify with it.
I am not able to say I'm a Latina and be
accepted
not with my background.
I don't think I would be'
able to say I'm proud of being a Latina in front
of a whole group of people from Puerto Rico.
I
would not be able to stand in front of a group of
Americans and say that.
(Kristal, Staff circle)
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For some Of us it
was

a

political statement,

word
our roots in Latin
America in a positive
way and which served
to erase the derogatory
meanings attached to the term
-Hispanic".
This term gave a positive
name to our identity.

wMcn recognized

ty, it til
fir-c-h

a

A<3enti-

wlrld”?

own
time IT am able to define people. .For the
mvself i n a
.

For other women, especially
the elderly women in the
Circulo de salud, it wasn't
the term 'Latina' that was
as
important as their new concept
of their dignity as women.

remember our value as women
reminct ourselves
ol'hZ
f how much
Zri we are worth and we will
not let anvhlvi ^ lit
ITvlu.T
value as persons. it doesn't matter
if we're
Puerto Ricans^ Mexicans or whatever
they separate and they keep
Imagine what would happen if we
on our own,
fac'inn tremendous difficulties
facing
care for those
children. What strength we as women
have!
How
women!
Let's not forget
That
the children.

Reclaiming our culture, our language and our
heritage
IS healing.
Reclaiming our value as women and acknowledging
the value of our ability to nurture and
care is also healing
because we too have undervalued and scorned those
aspects of
our socialization which have defined us as women.
We "must

struggle to reclaim those aspects of our socialization
that
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are ot benefit to the
species,
(Plant,

(and) believe in them"

1989:3).

From Personal Growth to
Collective Transformation
we focused on individual
growth in a very quiet kind
of
way because we belong to
a culture which does
not emphasize
the individual.
The Latino culture is based
on a more
collective way of thinking and
being, and women's culture
tends to be collective and
non-hierarchical
We focused on
.

personal change within
from

a

collective environment departing

vision that each of our centers
held large resources
of energy.
Tapping this personal energy
would hopefully
release our will-power which would
help us achieve the
ultimate purpose of our own change
which is collective
transformation.
We wanted to makes things
different and
better not just for ourselves, but
for others, for all those
Others we care for and love.
a

Personal Growth

According to Leonard Oliver (1987) and
other supporters
of the study circle movement in Sweden,
study circles offer
a perfect setting for enhancing
individual's personal growth
within a collective environment. This has
been our experience as well.
The members of the three circles
have learned

much from one another, from sharing our life
histories and
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experiences and from including
different kinds of outside
resources which have enhanced
our previous experiences
and
expanded our understanding.
Members of the three different
study circles expressed
themselves with regard to
personal
changes in various ways,
what was most interesting,
was the
reactions from the elderly women,
when asked about how they
had changed, they had great
difficulties focusing on their
own Changes, or the benefits
they might have gained
as

individuals and insisted more on
focusing on the collective
good.
After much discussion and probing,
these are some
comments relating to personal growth:
I liked participating in the
circle because it
made it possible to learn from
and then one
gams an understanding of what others
the other people
nink so we can help them. Because if
i
participate in the circle, how can I know don't
what
other people want? Talking with others
we
begin
to understand and learn.
Well, that's how we got
to know that we needed interpreters
in the hospitals, in the Social Security office.
(Dona Flor)

I learned a lot.
You see we are elderly people
and we need to know about how to feel better.
We
^^ow what kinds of food to eat, and things
like that.
You know, since I started coming here,
I am having lunch at the Grey House and
I feel

better.
l have lunch with others from this group.
I'm not so alone. When I'm home alone I end up
eating sll sorts of things and I was gaining too
much weight and I can't.
I have diabetes
So ' I
feel better now.
.

Ever since I come to these meetings , I have been
learning many things. I even feel that they treat
diffQi'Giitly at the hospital and it's because of
what we have been doing right here in this group.
I think it's been very important to talk about
health and the medicines we take. It can be dangerous if we don't know and in the pharmacies
everything is in English and we get confused.
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In the Staff circle the
women talked about the personal

changes they had undergone as a
result of the sessions on
oppression training which were conducted
as part of our work
in the study circle.
study circle has helped me to
understand more about my background and
where we
I
understand
now
fLt
that the people (Puerto Ricans) that
are born and
raised here. .have been poor. Most of
the people
that come here, the poor people just
don't advance... All their lives they've just
been trying
to survive. People don't have the
opportunities
they should have ... Surviving is hard,
when you don't have the back up, the especiallv
self-esteem,
the knowledge to compete with those who
have a
little more than you.
.

Having this knowledge from the study circle I
,
feel proud that I have been involved with people
who are positive and conscious of me as a human
being as opposed to my culture. Always giving me
the strength, a bit of a push that I could make
it, that I was valuable...
As a woman I have a new understanding of everything that I've gone through and how I've sun/ived
with my children
I think I have changed so much, and it's partly
due to what we've studied in this study circle and
because of the support of the staff here because
they are all women. They have gone through similar experiences
I feel good about myself, I
.
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^

..that

confidence and self-

in the Partnership
circle personal growth
resulting

fro. study circle type
activities was not anything
new.
Thus, the changes we
underwent as a result of
this particuP lence were not surprising.
We were expecting and
looking forward to these
changes because they were
part of
the vision we had set
up for ourselves. We had
started the
process knowing that personal
change is where all social
change begins.

rsiuttbeginning to let go ot
the llTf
®5ro...ro begin to break away
from
the
teVf' and begin to see
he self
oneself in spiritual
^ays IS the first step to being
able to ciCLcoi
act co^.
lectively.
(Yarabi)
through the study circle that every
^/^owJedge is important.
i
hnL that but in an elitist
knew
way as I used to think
Information and knowledge came mainly
from those
who were 'educated' formally. I've
Lamed
the
mpor ance of integrating the community
and
learning from the community's experiences
(Lidia)
.

I've been involved in two circles and
I
contributed to my growth in lots of ways.think it's
I've
learned about my own issues which I've
internal2zed, things that have affected me as
a person.
It s allowed me to reflect on and
look at that
Sharing those experiences in a safe environment
looking at those experiences critically and
tryinq
to understand how they impacted on our
self -concept^ identity, way of being... l have
understood
some of the root causes of what some of those
issues of oppression have been for myself.
How
wonderful it is to sort of liberate yourself from
some of those things that have held you back...
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And I think I have changed
( Cecilia

a lot

during this year.

Social Chanqp
One of the basic principles of
the original Swedish
study circles is that personal
growth leads to social
change, because to understand is
to act.
(Oliver, 1987)
This fundamental principle of the
Swedish study circle model
became the vision and the driving force
of the Partnership
study circle and the two circles
implemented at La Casa.
But there is a lot of confusion as to
what social change is
all about.
Some people expect nothing less than a
major

revolution.

However, for us, social change is also

a

pro-

cess and is made up of many small steps, many
small changes
which might not be noticeable to those who are
expecting a

major upheaval.

victories"

(

However, these small steps are "little

Lerner 1986
,

)

which need to be recognized and

valued because these acts which might seem small to some
come from that center in all of us, from the place where
our

will-power is just emerging.

These small victories are the

foundation for larger social changes.
In the Circulo de Salud, the first collective action

was to invite some people from

a

major hospital to come and

enter into dialogue with the elderly who felt they were

being mistreated by lack of adequate interpretation services.

This first meeting brought this issue out into the open
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resulted in the formation
of a regional committee
which
was set up to investigate
this problem.
The second activity which
the elders undertook was
to
begin to organise the.selves
in a group they have
called -La
Sociedad de Latinos Unidos(Society for United Latinos).
There had been an attempt
to expand the original Circulo
de
Salud to another neighborhood.
This new circle functioned
for a period of about four
months and the members of both
circles came together for monthly
meetings. The Sociedad de
Latinos Unidos continues to exist,
although on a very limited basis because the members
of the second circle decided
not to participate in the circle
and the Sociedad.
However,
recently three representatives from
the Sociedad met with
the mayor of the city to discuss with
him their situation
and the need for an elderly center
for Latino elders.
The
letter which they presented to the mayor
is in the appendix.
Members from this group are also participating
in an Advisory Group to La Casa and are presently
involved with the

Health Promotion Steering Committee

accordance with

a

committee set up in

(a

contract the agency has with the National

Hispanic Council on Aging) in helping plan and organize

a

round table discussion on issues of health and well-being
of

Latino elderly which will be held in the Spring of 1992.
We have achieved many things. But the important
thing is for us to be united
It doesn't matter
if there are only a few of us. We must move slowly , like a hen.
You see, she picks up one grain
here, and one grain there and finally there is not
.
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a grain left and she is full.
Or like the ants!
Look at the strength they have!

For us it has been a great achievement
to
those people from the hospital come here have
to talk
us.
It's difficult for us with the language
and we need interpreters who can help us
as soon
as we get to the hospital
You see, it's not that Puerto Ricans don't
get
together to meet. We do meet. We may be 'Jibaritos' (Puerto Ricans from the island) but we
move and move things .. .Some people simply did can
not
understand the importance of unity. You know,
they say that our strength is in our unity!
(Dona
Flor)

The circle is a way to help others, it's a good
way because it's a service to humanity. You know
there is a text that says: 'He who gives to the
poor, is borrowing from God'.
But not everyone was satisfied with the circle.

wanted social activities.

They

They actually wanted the circle

to become the elderly center they need so much.

This has

caused some disruption and some members have stopped coming.
Well, you need to provide entertainment because
some people think all we do is talk: bla, bla,
bla!

But that's because they have really not heard what
we talk about here!

Well, when there is food distribution here, you
see they all come. When we had the art class,
they came too. And when we had the parties and
the picnic.
It's like when the cheese appears all
the mice appear too.
But when we need help, when
we have to do something for the community , they
disappear! But this is the greatest need we haveto work for our community!
In the Partnership circle our studies led us to a deep

commitment to bring what we were learning to others.

So in

1991 we began a consulting group called The Latino Empower-
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ment Education Collaborative and provide training,
workshops
and other consulting services to community groups,
organizations and individuals who work with the Latino community
in
any way.

(Information about the Latino Empowerment Educa-

tion Collaborative is included in the appendix.)

Well, you could say that the Collaborative is part
of social change.
From our study circle we have
put our learning into action. From what we've
been learning and dealing with we're putting it
into practice and responding in that sense to
address issues of oppression.
(Cecilia)
I think out of the study circle an action group
has been created.
It hasn't just been studying.
We've gone out there and exposed what we know in
our work with community work... I've seen the study
circle multiply, but I can't talk about drastic
social change immediately
On the other hand we
haven't been working together that long and the
problems that we're talking about have been entrenched in our community for centuries
We can't
hope to make those changes in one year, but I can
see the seed of it. (Lidia)
.

.

In the Staff circle,

social change has occurred through

the day to day work with people from the community.

The first place where I see social change is in
our work sites, the way we relate to each other
and the respect we have for each other in terms of
knowledge and what we do... I think we start looking at people as capable of much more, of creating
change for themselves. Also, in the type of programs we offer and the way we bring these programs
out into the community.
Well, if I understand this correctly , my change
will have impact on other people, they will see
Some might accept this,
the change thorough me.
think I'm foolish and
Some
may
some might not.
Where
influence
positive
for others I can be a
carries
change
this
work,
ever
I
ever I go, where
over to all aspects of my life.
.
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Empowerment

Empowerment is an idea which
is rooted in the
social
action ideology and
movements ot the 1960s.
Empowerment is
a unique and subjective
experience, and a developmental
process which is part of
the transition out of
powerlessness.
(Kieffer, 1984)
Seth Kreisberg ( 1991
defines
empowerment as the ability to
make a difference. According
to Leslie Ashcroft
(1987:143),
empowered person. .would
be someone who believed
in his or her ability/capability
(Sic) to act, and this
belief would be accompanied
by
able/capable (Sic) action".
)

.

The term 'empowerment' is
directly related to power.
However, due to the "power taboo"
(Adair and Howell,
1989:220) we tend to think of it more
in terms of freedom to
be able to.
However, looking at empowerment
forces us to
look at power dynamics.
When the word power is uttered we
normally think of the kind of power
that is used to dominate
others, "to raise the question of
power is to threaten the
freedom of those who have it" (Adair and
Howell, 1989:221).
Power IS both positive and negative:
It can be used to

dominate or coerce others
a

-

power over; or it can operate at

personal level to enable oneself

-

power to, and at

collective level in cooperation with others
(Ashcroft,

1987)
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power with.

Trying to find an exact
translation for 'empowerment'
in Spanish proved to be
rather difficult. We were able
to
define the term, but in our study
circles, we did not find
one word which carried the
same meaning as the term
'empowerment' does in English. We
defined empowerment as
consciousness raising, healing, reclaiming,
believing in our
abilities to change ourselves and to
improve certain aspects
of our lives.
Empowerment was gaining a voice and being
heard.

We agreed that empowerment is

a

process,

a

slow,

life-long spiral process of continual
personal growth and
renewed commitinent to social transformation.
Well

there is no translation for empowerment.
So^ for many people it has many
different meanings
But I think it is related to self control.
think that the first part of empowerment
is
personal change, and after that change, when
you
are ready to let go of self (of ego) and
can function on a collective basis, then you begin to
control yourself.
But you first have to find
yourself to do this. I think that to be able to
control the self, you need a special kind of power.
For me it's a spiritual power. That's when
you can give of yourself to bring about social
change.

(Yarabi)

Empowerment entails recognizing one's potential
and developing that potential fully. Developing
one's potential not only at^the individual level
but at a community level.
It's like shedding
light, like when you put the switch on.
The light
goes on and sort of spreads throughout. I think
that it is recognizing one's full potential and
shedding that light upon others. It's also recognizing one's limitations and allowing oneself to
grow and realizing the need we have of others to
grow.
So, I think part of it is our own personal
recognition and also the recognition of the importance of the collective.
(Lidia)
I think its a process that deepens people's understanding about who they are and how they interre-
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so they can incorporate
those ideas thotZ^^^^^^^
^r^nsToT^ation.
things that impact on
them most
Part °r
understand
where all the issues^ ^
oppression that have been
so destrnntUrJ
things have affected yoi'!'
tZI ?s°laTt oTl

T

kirti r.f

r.

(ifisthr""

it s a different kind of
power
‘

a

united.
"En la union esta la tuerza"
unity IS our strength. (Circulo
de Salud
J'''
^^tngs, it's
iVrlid'^^7/^’1^
afraid.
it s knowing we can do things not being
like qo to

^^cTsioZ

at\l7Zsbitil

'working together for an

eiderTv center for
;
elderly
ourselves so we can live better.
(Circulo de Salud
It s being together and overcoming
loneliness like
our friendship chain -la oadena
de atiistadZ
it s knowing you are not alone
,
problems, that others have them too with all the
and that tothings to make our lives
blttZ
better.
(Circulo de Salud)
fVeJl,

It's knowing we can make a difference
(Circulo de Salud)

One of the most interesting examples
of empowerment

took place in the Circulo de Salud with

a

small group of

elders who had the full backing and support
of La Casa.
What follows is an account of that experience.

Information had been sent to La Casa that the Commissioner of Elder Affairs had been invited to come to
this
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area to attend a

convention sponsored by

proving services to the elderly.

l

a

major agency

shared this information

with the members of the
Circulo de Salud. After some
discussion, a group of elders
suggested arranging a meeting
with the Commissioner while he
was in the area and they
reguested that the agency make the
necessary arrangements.
A meeting was arranged at La
Casa, but canceled at the last
moment because instead of meeting
with the Latino elders,
the organization which had invited
the Commissioner to the
area decided it was best for him to
meet with the directors
of several key institutions which
have programs for elderly.
The Executive Director was invited to
this meeting.

learned about the cancellation the day the
meeting
with the elderly had been scheduled. When
I shared this
I

news with the Circulo de Salud, the members
were very upset.

discussing the problem with the Executive Director,
we
agreed that the elderly would attend this new meeting
on
behalf of La Casa.

We all felt that the elders could speak

for themselves and did not need the Executive Director
to

speak for them.

The regular study circle session was devot-

ed to preparing the elders for this meeting.

Needless to say, there were mixed reactions on the part
of the agency directors and representatives of major organi-

zations who were at this meeting when the group of Latino

elderly entered.

I

had been chosen as the group's official

translator since none of the circle members spoke English
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and very few of the officially
invited guests spoKe Spanish
AS we entered the roo., i
introduced each of the six
Latino
elders as the official
representatives of La Casa and each
ohe of them seated themselves
around the conference table.
The unexpected and unwanted
presence of the Latino elders
changed the agenda of the meeting
from a discussion
of

financial grants to the issues
which the elderly brought
before the Commissioner.
This is a concrete example of
empowerment because the
Latino elderly insisted that they
could speak for themselves
about their problems instead of
having others speak for
them.
At the meeting they pointed out
that in reality the
people in charge of providing services
for elderly have no
understanding of the issues which Latino
elderly are facing
and thus are unable to meet their needs.
Needless
to say,

this was not a welcome intervention, and
the agency is still
dealing with repercussions from this meeting,
because al-

though the Commissioner (who himself is a member
of

a

minor-

ity group) was impressed by the elderly, the
others whose

agendas were disturbed were extremely unhappy and
critical
of this incident.

The Executive Director of La Casa was

later asked to explain why these people had been allowed
to

interfere in important matters which were of no concern to
them.

Although 'empowerment' is in vogue these days, real

expressions of empowerment are threatening to the establishment

.
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How©v©r

positiv©
IV© resul
^
r©sultt of this disruption
was that
the commissioner of
Elder Affairs sent his
representatives
,

a

•

to La Casa to investigate
the issues which the
elderly had
brought b©for© him.

Empowerment is

unique and subjective experience.
For
the participants of the
study circles the first phase
of the
empowerment process was naming
problems and linking them to
themes of oppression. The next
phase was uncovering root
causes which led us to understand
the real power structure
people have to deal with and our
contributions in sustaining
this structure through self-blame
and victim-blaming attiudes which only serve to strengthen
powerlessness. We have
only just begun to understand the
power we have to reclaim
our heritage and our dignity as
women and the healing this
brings into our liv©s.
a

Th© proc©ss has b©©n frustrating b©caus©
ov©rcoming our
own s©ns© of pow©rl©ssn©ss is link©d to
ov©rcoming c©nturi©s
and lif© tim©s of int©rnaliz©d oppr©ssion.
Th© daily struggle to simply surviv© has tak©n its toll as w©ll.
Many

m©mb©rs of th© study circl©s ar© d©aling with issu©s
of
survival and th©s© hav© tak©n pr©c©d©nc© ov©r th©ir
involv©ment in th© study circl©s.

Although th©r© hav© b©©n many

small victori©s along th© way, th© goals s©©m far away,
th©
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struggle to reach them too
overwhelming and immediate
problems too pressing.
For others, the issues
that were raised
might have been too threatening
and they weren't ready
to
deal with them at that
point in their lives. However,
there
IS a core of Latina women
(as well as a few men) who
participated in this study circle
experience who have begun to
heal and who are committed
to this process of personal
and
social transformation.
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CHAPTER
STUDY CIRCLES:

7

A TOOL FOR EMPOWERMENT
EDUCATION

in the agency
learning
? Wanted
model because it is Tn If.to nse the study circle
Of
exchange
issues in the community.
It lTa''ulv^ta’'T^^1

gtTn nL'stiTlt IndT’^'fi^^

other lomen, to

Executive TirectorT

(Cecilia,

This final chapter explores
some of the issues which
have emerged from the
experience of adapting and
implementing the study circle model
as a tool for empowerment
education at La Casa.
From this experience certain
conclusions
can be drawn which provide
some answers to the initial
questions which guided this study:
How, under what conditions and with what results can
the study circle model
function as a tool for empowerment
education contributing to
the development of the full
potential of individuals and to
social change.

These questions will be considered in
light of
set of conditions which emerged from
this study.

a

new

Although

the conditions for success of modern
study circles suggested

i

by Swedish study
circle experts=^ were a
source ot inspiration for the development
of the study circle
project which
IS the focus Of this
study; in this particular
case, i found
that some of these
conditions were not relevant
or needed
Significant adaptation. What
follows are a set of revised
conditions, which based on
this research, i feel were
essential for the success of
this study circle project
in the

Latino community.

These conditions are related
to the
organizational foundation of study
circles, a commitment to
proinot© psopl ©— c©nt©jr©d
iit-erea education, the
+-k
preparation of study
circle leadership, a focus on
issues of concern in the
community within a process of
consciousness-raising, finding
and maintaining support for
study circles, and the social
context of study circles in the
Latino community.

The Organizational Foundation

One of the lessons we have learned
from the experience
of Swedish study circles is that
they do not prosper on

their own without an organizational
foundation.

Guided by

this knowledge, study circles were introduced
into the
Latino community through a small community-based
agency

committed to the development of the full potential
and the
empowerment of the people in the community.

The conditions for the success of modern study circles
were described in chapter three.
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in Sweden, study circles
are currently sponsored
by ten

national organizations which
are solely devoted to study
circles; however, originally
study circles did not have
this
type of backing and support.
i feel that this
effort to
reduce study circles in the
Latino community, while
different in many ways from the
Swedish experience, is more
closely related to the original
efforts of a small group of
people who had a vision of what was
just and possible

and
who believed study circles could
be a tool to achieve that
vision

Organizational Co m mitnent at La Casa
La Casa seemed an appropriate agency
to introduce study

circles in the Latino community due to its
twenty year
involvement providing services to this community,

and to the

commitment of the agency's executive director to
implement
programs founded upon a philosophy of empowerment
and a

vision of justice.

The agency's support and sponsorship of

the study circle program provided the backing and
credibility needed to implement such a program.

Introducing study

circles through established programs at La Casa seemed an

appropriate way to present new concepts and ideas to people
with little formal education, who were unaccustomed to

working in small groups, and who might feel threatened by
the term 'study circles' and anything related to education.
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The agency was strongly
committed to the idea of study
circles as a tool for empowerment
education because they saw
the need to promote a change
in people's ways of dealing
with their situation and to
provide them with the tools to
become agents of change in their
own lives as well as in the
community
our community. .dealing with a
issues, and one of the reasons
there
people are not being valiH
dated for who they are. The study
circle mldel
^
a nliwltk^tTl
network that people can tap into for community
support
information, connection .. .The circles
can leave
tang2bJe...a resource in the community.
We want people in the community to
learn about
community health education, to learn
about
affecting them as individuals and to help issues
brina
about institutional change through
this awareness..
Our agency is strengthened by having
people in the community see us as a resource
.. .They
need the services of the agency, and they
can help
give us direction and keep the agency alive...
in
that way the agency benefits as well.
(Cecilia)
lot nf ^

.

.

At this time, nearly two years after the
implementat ion
of this model and as a result of this
initiative, over forty

people (mostly women) have participated directly
or benefitted indirectly from the three study circles described
in

this study.

At the agency, one of the most obvious benefits

has been the development of a philosophy based on the
prin-

ciples of popular education which now provides

a

clear focus

for all of the work which is done at the community level.

The study circle model is the foundation for all
of our work. We have incorporated the circles as
the foundation of all our community work, education and advocacy .. .This has helped us develop a
philosophy about who we are not only as people,
but how we relate to each other in the organiza299
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everything that we do in
Programs , people who come into the agenreJatioTiships
it has given us a
clear
ear focus...and a vision.
(Cecilia)
The agency has changed as a
result of the influence of
the original partnership between
the community-based agencies Which initiated this
project, and the commitment

te%s

.

of the

Executive Director and the staff at
La Casa.
to be able to do that as a
f/
Usually the Board creates that vision
for
e organization and then they
get people to implement that. At the agency it's
way around: we've been able to do been the other
that as a
staff.
(Cecilia)

^taff.

However, unlike modern Swedish organizations
which are
solely devoted to sponsoring study circles
in a society

where people know what study circles are
and actively seek
to participate in such activities, La Casa
had to make
certain changes in the model while continuing
to provide
basic services to people in the community.

Changes at La

Ca.c;;^

The commitment to introduce study circles came from
the

Executive Director and two members of the staff (myself
included) who were participating in the Partnership Study
Circle.

However the rest of the staff at the agency did not

know what study circles and empowerment education were.
Thus, what first needed to happen was to create a space to

introduce these concepts at the agency and to train the

remaining members of the staff.
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The Staff Study Circle and

the allocation of staff meeting time
for the study circle
met this need. Although there was
a strong commitment on
the part of everyone at the agency
to participate in this
training, their ongoing work responsibilities
prevented this
circle from fully developing. The only
staff members who
were able to organize or work with study
circles were those
who were involved in the Partnership Study
Circle.

The lesson we learned from this effort is
that introducing study circles within agency programs is
time consuming and conflicts with work requirements and
program contracts.

For this reason, the only study circle which was

implemented through an agency program was the Circulo de
Salud.

Other study circles were not organized at this time

due to severe funding and staff limitations.

^^other change which was instituted at the agency was

a

process to facilitate the involvement of members of the

community as advisors to the agency.

The establishment of

the Advisory Group was the initial step in creating a rela-

tionship which links the agency to the community through the
members who participated in the Circulo de Salud.

Response at Community Level
Although there was a strong commitment to implement
study circles in the community, the agency is very small and

functions on very limited resources.

Outside of the limited

number of clients who are served by the programs, few people
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in the

co^unity see™ to know or understand
what the agency

does.

Community people come in and
out on

a daily basis
seeking the services which the
agency used to offer, when
someone from the staff explains
that the agency no longer
offers those services and refers
people to a different
agency their responses have been:
"Well, what do you do
here?", "What are you here for?"
when an explanation

is

offered regarding the health education
focus of the agency
some people's responses have been:
"oh, you are like a
clinic?", "Education? No, I don't
need a school.
l came
here because I need...",
"Well, what good are you then!"
When members of the Circulo de Salud tried
to organize
a sister circle in one of the
housing developments, people's
response to being linked with the agency were:
"No, we
don't want to be connected with them because
that's part of
the government and we don't want to be involved
with the

government".
a

A different response came from the elderly in

center where we tried to implement

related issues:

a

circle on health

"Are you a religious organization?

They

always start with other things, but it's religion they want
to talk about."

We were not able to organize either of

these two circles.
However, some of the women and the few men who did

participate in the circles have a different perspective.
Some of the circle members had positive feelings about their

study circle experience.
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There is something good in this kind of
circle
things, we have achieved some
important things, and the things we have
for us the Hispanics , are very important. achieved
(Member
r'lt^muer
of Circulo de Salud )
\

It's important for us to be united, even
if we are
are a few of us we can do much.
(Member of the Circulo de Salud)
I would like to propose that we speak to
the manager of the place where I live because there are
a
lot of elderly Hispanics there and this kind of
circle would be a good way for us to learn what
they need.
It would be good for them to know that
this group exists.
(Member of the Circulo de
Salud

The study circle
personal growth,
have experienced
influenced who I
what our mission

has helped me in terms of my own
to understand and clarify what I
in my life.
Things which have
am as a person, why I'm here and
is. (Yarabi, Partnership circle)

I have changed very much and it's partly due to
the knowledge I have got through the study circle

and because of the support of the staff here. In
the circle, my strengths and the struggles I have
gone through were validated
(Kristal, Staff
circle
.

One of the members of the Circulo de Salud felt that
she had gained from participating in the study circle, but

what was most important was helping the agency through

participating in the Advisory Group to the agency.
I come to the circle because the agency needs me,
and what we talk about and what we do here is

important.
(Member of the Circulo de Salud and of
the Advisory Group)
However, not all the people who participated in the

study circles understood their purpose or felt

a

commitment

to the goals of the agency or to the goals which the circle

members had established.
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^ circle in this
ing and
ini
anrJ lit
the t
first meetings went well. But buildthen
certain individuals began to say they
did not like
up in these kinds of meetings ..
.People
don t understand that this is a way
to
learn
ho^
to get help.. .They didn't
understand the importance of being united, nor the importance of
havsupport them.
(Dona Flor, Circulo
d2^stludT^^^

Well, many of the women aren't coming
because all
we do IS talk. They want entertainment,
where they can come to and have fun, make a place
things
play domino and bingo.
(Member of the Circulo de
Salud

There were also some doubts expressed regarding
the
strength of the agency to really support the
activities of
the study circles at the community level where
the real work
of the circles should be.
i think the circles have influenced the agency

especially if we think in terms of the programs.
believe definitely that it is a strategy which
we can take to the people ... But , what worries me
is that at this time the agency isn't strong
enough to dedicate ourselves to organize more
circles, to really work at the community level.
Because we can't wait for people to come to this
agency, we have to go out to the community to
organize circles. Yes, we need the support and
backing of the agency, but the circles have to be
done outside of the agency.
(Yarabi)
I

Success. Constraints and Possibilities

Clearly, the agency has benefitted greatly from the

study circle program.

Success at this level was facilitated

by a strong commitment on the part of the agency to imple-

ment and support study circles, but especially from the fact
that two members of the staff (including myself) and the

Executive Director were members of the Partnership study
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circle Where the whole
project was conceived.
this
sehse, the study circle
project was a kind of top
down
decision Which was taken
to the community.
However, this is
a positive aspect
because the agency is
functioning as an
agent for change and this
initiative provided legitimacy
for
the study circle model
both within and outside of
the agency.
Although community involvement
was sought and supported, the community was
really represented by a very

m

small

number of people who participated
in the circles.
The commitment to increase
active participation of
members of the community and
to include them in agency
decision-making was facilitated by
the establishment of a
community Advisory Group in which
five members of the
Circulo de salud participated.
Suggestions and ideas from
this group have been taken seriously
by the agency.
For

example, the agency under a contract
with the National
Hispanic Council on Aging agreed to
disseminate health

information in the Latino community.

Staff at the agency

were not sure how to accomplish this,
but the members of the
Advisory Group had practical suggestions
which proved to be
the best way to bring this needed and
important information
to the people in the community.
Their advice was implemented through a small grant given to the
agency by the local
Council on Aging of this area.

However, these activities

are just a beginning and must be recognized as
such.
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The collective action which
resulted from the study
circles such as the establishment
of the Latino Empowerment
Education Collaborative by the
Partnership Circle and the
association "La Sociedad De Latinos
Unidos" by the Circuit
de Salud“ as well as other
activities carried out by the
members of the Circulo de Salud have
had the backing and
support of the agency” at all levels.
However, this support was made possible by the communication
network which
developed between members of the study
circles, the study
circle leaders and the agency.
This experience suggests that study circles
need to be
rooted in the community and sponsored by an
agency or organization which is part of the community and
committed to the
development of the full potential and the empowerment
of the

people in that community.

The involvement of community

people though advisory committees to the sponsoring organization promotes collaboration and ensures that study circles

meet the needs of both the agency and the members of the
community.

There needs to be an on-going relationship and

established communication between the members of the study
circle and the sponsoring agency so that action plans are
fully understood by both parties in order to receive the

backing and support necessary to carry them out.
Described in Chapter

6.

The Latino Empowerment Education Collaborative is also
fully supported by the other community-based agency which is
part of the original partnership with La Casa.
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People-Centered Education

circles are a type of
nonforinal education which
are based on a
participant-centered and small group
format
that encourages self-directed
learning and which is especially suited to meet the
needs of adult learners.
The
small group setting seems
to be particularly important
for
women because this kind of
environment allows them to devel
op a sense of connection
with other women, to develop
selfconfidence, to express themselves
openly and to make connec
tions between their own
personal experience and larger
forces affecting their lives.

The Experience at

T.a

One of the most attractive features
of the study circle
model to the members of the Partnership
was the use of

participant-centered small groups.

We wanted to promote a

type of education which was culturally
appropriate, started
where the people were, which validated
their knowledge and

experience and which offered the participants
the possibility of guiding their own learning process.
such education
requires people's active participation in small
groups where
meaningful dialogue was possible.
However

,

in order to implement the study circle pro-

gram, small groups had to be created because most
of the

work carried out at the agency was through programs offering
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individual case management services.

The study circle model

was not appropriate for these
types of programs which due
to
funding and contract reguirements
could not be changed.
The
study circle model was easily
implemented in the elderly
program because the Latino elders
already were organized as
a group.
My task as organizer of a study
circle with them
consisted in reorganizing the group
and establishing a
regular meeting time and myself as initial
facilitator.

Another program at La Casa was carried
out through
collaboration with other community agencies
serving Latino
women of childbearing age.
The study circle model was
adapted in the form of "charlas" (informal
conversations)
for this program.

However, the women who attended the

"charlas" could not be formally organized in study
circles
due to

a

variety of difficulties related to the nature of

the collaboration with the other agencies.

From the experience of this study,

I

feel that study

circles promoted a type of environment which encouraged
Latino women, whose voices are hardly ever heard, to express

themselves
The circles are informal and do not require traditional education intervention.
It's not traditional for these women to attend workshops , for
instance
So, the circles validate a value system
which exists in the Latino community where people
meet on an informal way. The 'charlas' or circles
are a way of coming together where no one is intimidated and where they don't need literacy (Cecilia)
.

.

Through study circles an environment was created which
made it possible to validate and respect the knowledge and
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experience which people brought
to the circle sessions
because people, especially
women, in our communities
have
been oppressed for so long
that their voices are fragile.
A
caring, supportive and sensitive
environment brought out in
due time even the most silent
and timid women”.
Well, just look at me!
i used
t
was really scared to death to to be so auiet
say anythinq at' the
i?e;ne;nber?
mw , I c/n't Itop talking'
(Dona Isabel, Circulo de Salud
I like to come to the circle,
but I can't always
come i^ecause I have so many problems
to take care
of in the family, you know.
But, here there is so
much affection and friendship that I
don't feel so
^
thinking about
all these problems all the time.
l get crazy
i
before, but now l am learning different things even if i can't
read and
write.
(Circulo de Salud)

The small group format has been a positive
experience
for all the members of the study circles
because it has

promoted intimacy which is

a

valued quality among women and

in the Latino culture.

An interesting difference was noted in the value
as-

cribed to dialogue in the different circles.

in the Part-

nership and Staff circles the power of words was understood
there was no question as to the value of dialogue.
However, in the Circulo de Salud many of the women expressed

frustration because they felt "all we do is talk".

I

shared

the Circulo de Salud, women developed the courage
to speak out wwhen there were no men present. When there were
men, they tended to dominate conversations and the facilitator
had to make special efforts to bring out the voices of the
women
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with them my thoughts about the
power of words in promoting
healing and the importance of
dialogue,
The following were
some responses from the elderly
women:

comng here any more because

^

to do

thinnt
coild
could make things to sell.

Women talk all the time,
talk.
What good is it?

That's all we do is

guiet, to
ing nonsense and to get to work instead. stop talk-

After discussing this issue

I

learned that when women

talk It IS considered nonsense and that
in

a

mixed gender

group little value is given to women's voices.
of this experience,

I

feel

cally for women would be
of self among the women.

a

As a result

that circles organized specifi-

way to develop

a

different sense

Until women develop a sense of

their own strength and voice they are easily intimidated
and

silenced in the presence of males.
The value of the study circle with the Latino elderly

needs to be considered in terms of the opportunity it has

given them to meet each other, to come together and lessen

their isolation and loneliness, and to become actively
involved in advocating for themselves and their needs.

At

this time, the agency is supporting the elder's efforts to

establish

a

community center for Latino elderly where their

social and health needs can be met.
The Study circle model has been

a

experience in all three study circles.
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positive educational
In spite of the fact

that so^e Of the
elderly wo.en felt there
was too .uoh
talkrng and too little
doing, nost of the
circle participants felt they ,ad
learned a lot.
the Circulo de Salud
the fssue of learning
was a cause for nuch
arguing because a
group Of elderly did come
just for that and were
not interested in doing activities
such as knitting.
the other
two circles what we
learned was the most essential
component
Of our own personal
change.

m

m

Most of US were attracted
to the study circle model
because this education model
was different from
traditional
(Western) education which
we felt had invalidated
other ways
of knowing and learning
and devalued the traditions
and

belief systems of our cultures.

We felt that the study

circle model not only reaffirmed
the value of different ways
of knowing and leaning, of
different things to know about,
but affirmed who we are as
women.
are treated as if they are
nobody, they don't have a voice.
it's racism,
ey are racists and they don't
treat you
like
-re treat*50 they (Hispanics)
don't
liira i-h
comfortable in school. This
kind of learning is different (Ita)
•

•

•

-h-

.

It's not strange that we're doing
circles
in the
the Western way of knowing
within the formal school system was a way
to survive, a way to cope.
For many of us our experiences with the formal school were hurtful,
takina
inuch.
(That's why) I wanted to institute
3 different way of learning at the
agency, like
the study circle, because it isn't based
on the
regular school way of learning things... it fits
into what I think is the basic philosophy of
way of knowing or being. The circle really our
represents a way to work and learn together where
there
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is e?ua?!''®If?lrffiItion‘can'‘Aappen
eguai!y®''®'^^7®
ing no one because they're
different
t^
ten,s to reaffirm

L

I^Lryou''«or/^!?? a!f '
sensitivity

J/HVolln.
"

^hat

Tg^els

happy,
ws work in a healthy,
environment. People here are mentaUyhlaftly
very sensitive to
Sr°^"9.tJ’^ough emotional
strmglef’'%l‘lTZ1
^
^
°bviously because they
care anri'
we are also more effective
in our
^
Is
(KrittlT)^'^

nurturing environment which
ti>at this (way of
ifv
specific to women and that it
can^tt be for men. But it has to
can
do with the wav
orie72ted, how they are socialized.
Tzed^'^^Thei^^'^
They are socialized
so I think
Its a strange paradox ... Butbyonwomen,
some level I think
It s very unique for women...
l think we want to
see change happen with regard to
meeting very
basic human needs... and it's not about
struggles so it feeds into who we are power
as women.
Cecilia

'lTheilii7

(

Ada ptat i ons w ithin thp

rir-r-]pg

The study circle model is an instrument
that can be
compared to a chameleon:
it takes on the characteristics of
the group which is using it because it allows
the group

freedom to direct its course.

Thus, the three study circles

described in this study were very different due to the

socio-economic and the educational backgrounds of the participants and the way they were organized.

For instance the

Circulo de Salud was developed within an established funded
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program at La Casa for Latino
elderly and thus had to function within certain program
constraints. This was not the
case for the Partnership and
staff circles and for this
reason they are in some ways
more similar to the types of
study circles I experienced
in Sweden.
Because the Partner
ship and Staff circles had no
funding or contract limitations the circle members decided
upon the content of the
study circle. They relied on
whatever written study materi
als were relevant to the circle's
needs and prepared

presentations for the group.

Part of the reason these two

circles are more similar to the ones
in Sweden is also due
to the members' educational levels
and previous experience
in group activities.
This experience encouraged shared
leadership among circle members from the very
beginning.
In the Circulo de Salud,

applying some of the fundamen

tal principles of study circles, such as
starting with the

issues and concerns of the circle members,
became a major

challenge because of the pressure to cover certain
health
topics in order to fulfill the obligations of program
contracts.

Starting with issues and concerns of the circle

participants, allowing for the circle process to develop

psrticipants

^

time frame often conflicted with

program needs and time limitations.

Study circle leaders

had to be sensitive to the needs of the participants by

trying to start with the knowledge they already had about

particular topic, while interweaving other material which
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introduced other subjects
in an unobtrusive manner.
Also
due to the limited
education of some of the
participants,
non traditional techniques
of working with adults
were used.
Confl intg

Although the most positive
aspect of the study circles
IS that they are based
on small groups and are
peoplecentered, there have been some
frustrations with this
regard.
For us, people-centered
education has meant that we
start where the people are.
This is sometimes quite
frustrating because some people are
in places mentally,
emotionally and intellectually which
conflict with the
philosophy which the agency is seeking
to enhance and make
known in the community.
From this whole experience, we have
and realize that in the community, learned a lot
everybody is at
a different level. For example,
the elderly people
have a life time of experience and ways
o/ thinking and doing things and sometimes their
ways of
thinking presents a challenge. And one of
the
things we've learned from them is that we
have to
start where they are at. But we also have
some
expectations and we want to see a lot of things
moving along the way, and maybe it's not just
their time frame.
But they have allowed us to
into practice some of the things that we reallyput
believe in.
(Cecilia)
We have counteracted some of these frustrations
by

going back to

a

principle of empowerment education based on

the conviction that people do change and that change is

very slow process.

a

Starting where the people are reguires

intense faith in the people and
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great degree of patience

.

.

I

y slow process.

starting where the people
are requires
intense faith in the
people and a great degree
of patience
which often conflicts
with the requirements
of the programs
in the agency in terms
of content areas which
need to be
covered somehow, time
limitations and demands made
by the
funders of the programs
which often are related to
the
numbers of people „e must
reach and to specific results
Which are expected.
study circles are also a
voluntary activity, and no
amount of coercion will
force people who are dealing
with
survival issues to make a
commitment to attend sessions
on a
regular basis when their first
and foremost concern is
related to meeting basic needs.
order to help the
participants of the circles special
efforts were made to
meet some of their needs.
For example, as the facilitator
of the Circulo de Salud I
spent much time helping some of
the elders find adequate housing,
making medical appointments and accompanying some of them
to these appointments to
interpret

m

From the experience of this study,

I

feel that the

participant-centered, small group format is one
of the most
essential characteristics of study circles
and very important for promoting consciousness-raising
activities and

empowerment
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study Circle Leadership

one Of the promises
of study circles is
that leadership
develops a.ong study
circle „e™bers through
their active
participation in group activities.
At the agency, „e hoped
that one of the tangible
results of the study circle
project
would be the emergence of
secondary leadership among
commuty women who would
organize and manage study
circles in
the community. We wanted
to support the organization
of
community-based study circles
because we know from previous
experience that activities like
study circles function best
in the neighborhoods,
in people's own homes and
with
facilitators people know and trust.
program, people first
When you do something for them have
they will return the favor and
atteld programs
ke the circles.
(Dona Flor, Circulo de Salud
To support the emergence of
secondary leadership
to

you.

in the

Circulo de Salud,

I

introduced the notion of shared leader-

ship and undertook the task of
training different study
circle members to lead discussions or
co-f acilitate an
entire study circle session.
l thought this process would
prepare the women to facilitate a circle
session on their
own and decrease their expectations of
me as their study
circle leader.
In the beginning, this did not work
because
most of the elderly women of the Circulo de
Salud did not
feel comfortable to act as group facilitators
because they
had very little experience with group activities
and leader316
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ip.

About six months later, some women
did begin to
take leadership roles. However,
the women who did so had
some previous experience in
community
service.

For example,

dona Flor who had previous
experience in community social
work, emerged as a strong leader
from the Circulo de Salud.
She decided to organize a study
circle among Latino elderly
in the building where she lived.
This study circle proved
to be very difficult to organize and
ended after a period of
three months.
However, the lessons we gained from this
experience provided some valuable insights
into the nature
of the study circle leader and the
importance of training.
The study circle leader is the most important
element
of study circles and therefore must be
carefully selected.

Individuals who facilitate study circles whose main
objective is empowerment and consciousness-raising need
to have

certain personal qualities, which besides leadership,
should
include love of and faith in their people, a commitment to
the development of their communities and the full potential
of their people.
!

However, along with these personal charac-

study circle leaders need to understand the

consciousness-raising process, know about issues of
powerlessness and empowerment and know how to facilitate
group processes.

When study circles also include specific

subjects such as health-related topics, the facilitators
also need to be knowledgeable about those subjects.

To gain

this information and skills, selected individuals need to
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participate in

a

comprehensive training program
because
organizing, managing and
facilitating study circles
reguires
certain skills which are
not gained simply from
participating in a study circle.
For study circles whose
main objective is empowerment and
consciousness-raising, the content
and experience of such a
training program is crucial.
From the experience gained
as a result of this study,
suggest that a comprehensive
training program for study

i

circle leaders should be
developed and made available to
selected community members and
agencies such as La Casa who
are committed to sponsoring
study circles,
such training
Should include the following;

Oppression theory: People who are going
be study
^ circle
leaders need to understand how different to
ferlno „e
(external and internalized) affecr^fas
me™anf wo^^r'a^"
Latino people, as members of society.
'

Empowerment education:

Study circle leaders

like an nf
us, need to move beyond oppression
to empowerment.
Thus
training should be on the different
aspects
asoects^of^wha^
of what empowerment is about.
Within that aspect is
he understanding of powerlessness and
the role peopie
people piay
play
in maintaining powerlessness.

Theoretical aspects of study circles; Study
circle leaders
need to learn about the philosophy and
principles of popular
education and study circles
Practical aspects of study circles: Study circle
leaders
need to know how to organize and manage a study
circle
and
how to maintain relationships between the members
of a
circle and the sponsoring agency.

Facilitation skills:
Study circle leaders need to know how
to work with small groups, their training should
include
group behavior, group dynamics, and specific non-traditional
techniques for working with adult learners who may have
limited literacy skills and little experience in group
activities such as study circles.
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study circle leaders need
to be
the subject areas which
will be part of
or health-related programs
d to deal with the content
of

Adaptability to Social, Cultural and
Linguistic
Characteristics of the Community

One of the most important reasons why the
study circle

model was chosen as a tool for empowerment
education for the
Latino community was precisely because it is
such a simple
model that could be adapted to the particular
cultural

characteristics and needs of the Latino community.

This

model has the potential to be used with any content area,

with any age group and in different locations in the community
At La Casa the study circle model had to be adapted to

function within established health related programs because
funding did not allow for the development of new programs.
However, the flexibility of the model allowed this possibil319
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ity.

in so^e cases,
the study circle
tor.at itsell had to

e adapted to
particular limitations

.

one example of this

were not part of an
on-going study circle
but which were
sed on the same
principles and made use
of the same technigues.
Under favorable
circumstances, the ..charlascould
be developed into
study circles
xrcies facilitet
a by
p.
facilitated
staff from La
Casa in collaboration
with other agencies.”

mentioned previously that
the study circle model
is
an educational tool
which can be compared to
a chameleon
because study circles
change according to the
nature of the
participants. This certainly
was the case with each
of the
three study circles which
have been described
I

in this study.
The flexibility and
adaptability of this model
allowed the
circles to develop in their
own way and to meet most
of the
needs of the participants,
the funding agents and
the sponsoring agency.

The model was culturally
appropriate and fit in to the
different groups' ways of doing
things.
But all three
circles created an environment
where Latino cultural traditions were respected and validated.
Another important

aspect was the fact that the
circle provided a place where
everyone could speak their language,
and when sessions were

I

am

pleaLd^tl rip"ort“t“at on? oT

the""..c\"ir^as"'f "is

"iTt^4

focusing o"n%ralL1

a^nTle!f!“rw=t^."
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conducted with English
speaKers there was always
translation.
It was important to
the Latino people to
have their
language and their culture
validated in the circles,
at the
agency and with non-Latinos.
The circles were also
comfortable for women. The
circles promoted environments
where intimacy and caring
were
natural expressions.
i even believe
that the five men who
come regularly, never
missing a circle session, do
so because they are lonely.
In the study circle and
at La Casa
they find affection, compassion
and a kind of caring which
they no longer have as
single men. We have become a
kind of
family for them. And, although
most of the women are involved with caring for
grandchildren and offering emotional
support for other family members,
they have found the circle
a place to come together
with friends and to get away
from
the intensity of problems and
concerns with which they
occupy themselves. For some of the
women, the circle has
provided a lew hours a week where
someone else has offered
them emotional support and care.

Empowerment and Consciousness-Raising

One of the most important lessons we
learned from the

study circle experience at La Casa, is that
people in the
Latino community are confronted on a daily basis
with severe
issues of poverty, discrimination and injustice.
People in
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this co^unity use
up ell their energy
simply to survive
Physically, emotionally,
psycnologically and spiritually.
dominant society, the
problems and difficulties
encountered by Latino people,
and others in similar
situations
are often attributed
to apathy, a lacK of
interest to better
themselves and taKe advantage
of available
opportunities by
individuals Who do not
understand the plight of
people in
these communities.

The experience described
in this study suggests
that
issues such as inequality,
poverty, injustice and
discrimination Which concern people
in the Latino community
are
often ignored in dominant
society.
When these issues are
considered on a national basis,
they are usually seen
through a 'blame-the-victim'
perspective and programs which
are supposedly designed to
alleviate the situation end up
strengthening the foundations of
societal inequality.
we learned that societal
inequalities produce stress
conditions which contribute to
people's sense of

powerlessness.

Powerlessness is enhanced as

a

result of

a

process by which people internalize
negative images of
themselves and end up seeing themselves
as deserving
victims
The study circle program was
instrumental in the articulation of stress factors which affect
the participants.
The issues which were discussed and
analyzed in the study
circles emerged out of a deep sense of
injustice and pain.
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Understanding the root causes
of the different forms
of
oppression helped us to learn
the difference between
the
real obstacles which
caused us to feel powerless
and our
Clinging to certain behavior
patterns and beliefs which
prevents us from using the
power we do have to work
together
to bring about positive
changes in our lives and in

the end
to contribute towards
necessary changes in the society
in
which we live.

Through this process, we learned
that social change
begins with personal change.
When we begin to understand
the effects of deeply internalired
negative messages and
understand their roots in institutionalized
oppression, we
begin to change how we perceive
ourselves and how we behave.
These changes have repercussions in
the way others perceive
and treat us.
This was one of the first steps in
the

process of healing and empowerment which
the members of the
three study circles have taken.
When people are critically aware of their
situation and
of the power they do have to change
things, they seek alternative ways to bring about the necessary changes
in their
own personal lives and in their communities.
Our experience

within the three study circles demonstrated that the
way the
stress factors are identified and the way people are
pre-

pared to relieve this stress are crucial in the development
of programs that can contribute towards personal and social

change
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Securing and Maintaining
Support
The lack Of a secure
long term funding source
is one of
the main reasons for
the limited success of
study circles in
the united States.
Norman Kurland who initiated
the study
Circle consortium in New
York state (1982) with
support from
the Rockefeller Brothers
Fund, explained” that the
project
had to be integrated within
the formal education system
in
order to survive. Linking
study circles to established
programs within the formal
education system made funds
available to support study circles.
There seems to be
little or no likelihood for
economic support for a nontraditional education venture such
as study circles.

.Economic Limitafi

nnc;

We have done so much
For so long
With so little
We are now qualified
To do anything
With nothing.
(Unknown source)
I

found this quote on a bulletin board in a
classroom

in a school

I

was visiting.

This quote describes perfectly

the situation at La Casa, and the situation which
exists in

From a telephone conversation on October 19
Norman Kurland.
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It is under these
conditions of doing anything
with

nothing that the study
circle r,odel was implemented
at the
agency.
We did not begin this
way.
Initially, the members
of the Partnership
worked together writing inany
proposals
seeking funds to develop
the study circle project
and to
implement it on a larger scale.
However, one after the
other, the proposals which
we wrote and sent to
different
funders were rejected. The
only alternative which remained
was to go ahead and implement
the model within the existing
programs at La Casa. One of these
programs was funded
by a

very small grant of $6,000 from
the Campaign for Human
Development to work with a group
of Latino elderly.
i took
this opportunity and within the
limitations of both the
funding and the general guidelines
of the program, created a
study circle which we called a Circulo
de Salud.
The second
circle at the agency was linked to the
regularly scheduled
weekly staff meetings. There was no
money to really carry
out in-service training, so the agency
devised a plan which
made use of one Friday each month for
training and dedicated
that time for the staff study circle. This
circle only met
five times due to the work load at the agency
and the pressures exerted by the crisis situation which the
Latino

community has been experiencing during this economic
recession.

The Partnership circle had no funding and has contin-

ued due to the members' commitment to their own
personal

growth and social transformation.
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The many hours which have

I

been devoted to
developing, organizing
and managing the
study circle program
have been a gift from
each one of us
However, the frustrations
of doing a lot with
nothing
and knowing that such
programs don't really have
a chance if
a source of
funding can't be secured
are great.
Endless
frustrations and struggle
take their toll in the
morale of
the staff.

the

r.all-o/LLn

se^^Slhe^e's^^t
a lot of
funding for. j gnn't
It f People ^
really understand it. Gettina
funders to embrace who we
are in terms of
and ,etlZ7 them^tl
fuTZoltZliZfinT
challenging. And thenZwe
haZe to furZvTls

f

petpliZbout' thTkinZoi

ITidlT.

workZZwZrto°dfZ^^

TcTcATar

The ideas which are part
of a humanistic education
and
Which the agency has embraced
are threatening to the status
quo.
The Changes which took place
in the agency as a result
of embracing the study
circle model and other ideas of
popular education were resented by
some of the members of
the Board of Directors of the
agency who are instrumental in
helping the agency find funding.

Some of the Board members think this
model is a
revolution, a revolutionary kind of tool,
and
threatened by that. People don't want
to be challenged in terms of their
history, or
their ideas or thoughts to become
critical
ir^
thinkers.
(Cecilia)
Thus, the agency faces a constant struggle
to educate

people about the changes which are needed
to promote every
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one's well-being and to
ensure that all the people
have the
possibility to develop their full
potential. This struggle
involve not only educating
people in the community who
are
suffering the direct consequences
of institutionalized
oppression, but those who continue
to believe that their
privileges are attained and maintained
at no cost.

Pr oblems Related to Funding

Most agencies are led not by management
but by the
needs of grants. And grants usually
try to impose
a certain kind of growth and
change that has to
take place within a certain amount of
time.
in
one year you have to go from here to
there and
that's not the way the work of study
circles can
be.
So the grants sort of contradict what
trying to do, because we're trying to have we're
people
grow at their own pace which is real
empowerment.
Grants want to direct the way things are done
and
the amount of time it should take .. .That
' s
where
I
see part of the contradiction.
(Lidia)

Although not having funding is

a

major problem in the

agency's efforts to develop the study circle program
ade-

quately

,

the other side of the problem are the limitations

and control imposed by funding sources.

Funders are inter-

ested in concrete, short term and measurable results.

This

goes against the fundamental nature of study circles which
are long term ventures.

The Social Context in the Latino Community

The most valuable lessons were learned from the experi-

ence of the Circulo de Salud which was the only circle at
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the community level.

People in the Latino community
who

deal daily with issues of
survival do not come to an organization such as La Casa in search
of health education programs or information on prevention.
When they do come, they
are seeking services which can
help them solve problems
which seem overwhelming to people
who do not speak the
dominant language or understand how
this system works.
Besides their struggle to meet their
basic needs, we
found that the elderly and older women
who have attended the
circle were combatting loneliness and a
kind of imposed
isolation resulting from their social, cultural
and linguistic status in a society that does not value
diversity.
Thus, they felt a great need for social
activities and

companionship
In the Circulo de Salud, we have tried to
balance the

activities between learning, discussion, outings, parties
and action-oriented activities.

However, in spite of these

efforts we noticed that when the sessions focused on par-

ticipatory learning activities related to health (including
empowerment), the attendance in the circle dwindled to just
a

few core participants.

On the other hand, when an outing

such as a trip, a picnic, or a lunch was planned, participation soared to include over twenty members.

caused

a

This situation

certain degree of frustration at La Casa and among

the more committed members who truly saw the circle as an

opportunity to learn different things and to be involved in
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activities Which they
telt were necessary to
improve their
situation. As a result
of this conflict the
circle membership has diminished
ea greatly.
area-Mw
A-tAt
one point there were
over
twenty members enrolled,
and at the present time
there are
between five to seven
members who continue to
participate.
we have learned that
for this type of program
to be
effective the agency needs
to include outreach and
case
management as part of the
Circulo de Salud program.
People
in the community are
not aware of the services
and programs
Which are available to them.
This is especially the case
of
elderly Latinos who are
isolated in their homes by
illness,

inability to speak English,
and fear. A program to reach
out into the community and
make information about existing
programs known needs to be developed.
Women and elderly
especially need to be contacted
personally in their homes,
churches or other places where they
congregate.
A case management component needs
to be included as
part of the Circulo de Salud
program because there are no
agencies in the community which are
devoted solely to the
needs of Latino elderly.
if the agency wants to improve
the
situation of this group of Latinos through
their participation in programs the agency sponsors,
then their basic needs
must be met first. When Latino elderly
don't have adequate
housing, or medical care, or enough food to
feed themselves.
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and when they are worried
about their families, their
immediate concern is how to meet
those needs and solve their

problems
So many people really want to
be part of the c ires, but they can't because
they have so many
to -^elp them with their
needs
then they will come.
'
People need the circles.
circles
(Dona Flor, Circulo de Salud
)

After these two components are in
place, people can be
incorporated in circles, like the
"Circulos de Salud".
Within the circles a social program
needs to be included to
help Latino people in the community
relieve some
of the

stress of isolation and loneliness and
to celebrate their
traditions, culture and language.

Conclusion

In adapting the study circle model to the
conditions

present in the community-based agency which was the
object
of this study, we found that study circles offer
a very

basic type of nonformal education which was easy to adapt
and which to some extent fulfilled both the needs of the

agency and the needs of the Latino community.
The relative success of this limited project was pri-

marily due to the unwavering commitment of the Executive
Director of the agency to mobilize all efforts in order to
adapt and implement this model in the existing programs of
the agency.

This commitment provided the organizational
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backing and support
which was sufficient
to guarantee the
success we have had so
far.

The organizational
support which was offered
by La Casa
and the other partner
organization not only
legitimized the
udy circles but backed
the action-oriented
activities of
the Partnership study
circle and provided initial
credibility to the Latino
Empowerment Education
Collaborative and the
activities carried out by
the elderly members of
the Circulo
de Salud.

Another aspect which we feel
has contributed to the
success Of this project
has been the very nature
of study
circles - namely their
participant-centered and small group
format.
We know that people in the
Latino community find it
difficult to benefit from formal
education.
Although we
recognize the value of formal
education, the system is not
working for most people of color.
A system which does not
value diversity, which does not
affirm people for who they
are and which teaches competition
as the way to succeed is
Clearly dysfunctional for a majority
of blacks.
Latinos,

women, poor people and people
of other 'minorities',
study
circles were most effective for
dealing with the pain
resulting from oppression, promoting
an environment where
healing can begin by starting where the
people are, and for
working in small groups within a safe
and caring atmosphere.
For women of color, this experience
was more than

healing and is best summarized by Cecilia:
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through

thiT journey

to^makl'se
to accept and reclaim
whr,
^
our language back,
our cultnr-f:^
on,

our ways of

Although

going
that's going
’i^oclaiming

"""

^eel that the study
circle experience has
been successful, one
of the most difficult
problems we
encountered which has
affected the success of
this project
bas been the lack of
financial support. „e have
dealt with
this limitation in
creative ways by incorporating
the study
circle model into whatever
programs are funded in the
agency.
However, the study circle
program needs to he expanded
and taken out into the
community.
Community people who are
in great need of healing,
of learning different
ways to move
beyond their limitations
do not come to the agency.
The
study circles must take
place in the community, in
natural
I

settings where people congregate
and with prepared study
circle leaders.
This leadership must come
from within the
community and work with the
community.
Financial limitations have meant
that the few members
of the Partnership circle
have functioned as study circle
leaders.
However, study circles will not
survive if secondary leadership is not developed.
At this time, a small

leadership training program has been
developed by the other
partner agency through a grant which
was received from the
Frank Stanley Beveridge Foundation.
This program is train-
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ten study circle leaders"
who are already linked
to
established organizations so
that study circles can
be
implemented within the programs
of these organizations.
This IS a major accomplishment,
however, funding still needs
to be secured to develop
and conduct a training
program for
the leaders who have emerged
from the study circle experience at La Casa and to
provide them with a salary to
work as
study circle organizers and
leaders in the community.

Recommendations

This study provided some information
regarding some of
the difficulties and successes in
adapting the original
version of the Swedish study circle
model within a small

community-based agency in the Latino community.
develop the potential of study circles

To further

as a tool for the

empowerment and emancipation of women from
diverse ethnic,
racial, linguistic and cultural backgrounds
and to promote
social transformation of disadvantaged
communities
the

following recommendations are suggested.

For Planners and Decision-Makpr.c;

Planners, decision-makers and other men and women in

positions of authority need to examine their attitudes.

One of the participants in this training is a member
of the staff from La Casa.
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assumptions and values
about economically
disadvantaged
communities and communities
of color.
More attention needs
to be given to the
education and
consciousness-raising of
staff at various
levels (not only to
target populations)
in
order to develop their
abilities to analyze the
social,
economic, cultural and
linguistic realities of
people from
different social, economic
linguistic and cultural
backgrounds
women who are in positions
of leadership, who
organize
programs and train others
need to examine their own
values,
expectations and priorities
because these differ from
the
lives and experiences
of the women their
programs are intended to serve

Discussions need to be held
with male staff (at all
levels) regarding their
assumptions, attitudes and
expectations regarding the education
and participation of women
in
general, and especially of
the women who are the recipients
of the services provided
by their organizations

or agencies.
The problems women encounter
due to demands made on
their time by family and work,
lack of adequate transportation and childcare and other
support services must be addressed

Participants
Women who are sensitive to feminist
issues and to the
needs of disadvantaged women and women
from diverse racial
334
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ethnic, cultural and
linguistic backgrounds, need
to participate in planning, designing,
implementing and evaluating
health, educational and
other types of programs.
The participation and direction of
female learners and program
participants in determining the
content, direction and
evaluation of their own
programs is desirable and should
be
promoted

women's contributions to family
and society need to be
recognized, and gender issues
need to be accepted as a
variable which determines the
objectives, content and criteria of educational, health
and other programs designed to
improve women's lives.
Programs which are exclusive for
women need to be
organized so that women have the
opportunity to develop
their full potential and to gain
their own strength and
voice

Programs which introduce men to feminist
issues are
important and necessary because men often
feel threatened by
women's involvement and participation in
educational activities
.

In some Latino communities there may be
some hostility

to the idea of women participating in activities
outside

their home.

For this reason, it may be important to create

an atmosphere of support in the community by
developing

awareness of the need for the participation of women in
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health and other educational
programs and the benefits
which
families and communities can
derive from their involvement.
Content an d Prnr.pgg
Any program designed for
women needs to respect, validate and build upon women's
experiences.
Such programs need
to include gender
consciousness-raising activities and
challenge male domination and
exploitation of women.
The content of programs for women
should emerge from
women's experiences and examination
of their needs.
Materi
als which portray women in a
favorable light and in ways
that counteract stereotypes need to be
produced and used in
these programs
Small learning groups, such as the study
circles described in this study, should be promoted
as learning environments instead of large, formal groups. This
kind of

environment fosters an ethic of caring and, from
our experience, is conductive to learning.

Small learning circles

promote participation and dialogue, especially when
these
are led by a trained facilitator from the same community.

This type of setting provides women who lack self-confidence
the possibility to express themselves without fear, and

fosters the development of a positive self-image, self-

esteem and self-confidence.

Having female facilitators from

their own community provides much needed role models as
well
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From the experience of
this
LUJ.S study,
sturiv
itc.
we
suggest that
althoog.
couaborative learning circles,
liKe study
circles, are conducive
to the creation of
positive learning
environments for men as well
as for women, that at
least
until women develop a
sense of their own strength
and voice,
that circles be organited
for women's and men's
groups
separately.

The idea to make use of the
original version of the
Swedish study circle model began
in a group of five people
who are deeply concerned with
the conditions of injustice
and the effects of powerlessness
in the Latino community.
We are deeply convinced that
oppression hurts everyone and
limits our potential to develop
fully as human beings.
The
stress caused by these limitations
are expressed in anger
and violence.
The study circle supported the
creation of a
safe, caring environment where a
group of women (and some
men) began to deal with the anger
and pain of these limitations and found ways to tap into sources
of energy which
through this experience found expression in
personal transformations which will in time lead to social
changes.
These
efforts, linked with others within a network
of popular

educators can have powerful results.
begun
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appendix a
A LETTER FROM HENRY
BLID
Henry Biid
School

Sweden
1990-07-26

{0]»i'/0-3?^03

Dear Ms Clason-H 66 k;

l^y\: issues,
health
environment guestione^^^
etc. Your project
together with^the
organizations .ay

today matters
.

^

I^can'no"? let^sritoTullil
August,
T^l
to support your
approach. Often actual
of
ly^too
Study circles, are some
«^®t
kinl of lnd?vifu°f'®
where people come to -discuss
^ i .groups only.,
oue^fi
"’“‘'*=1
interest only. But siowhere »i??
an-ongoing event outside crganizati
oircles as
prosper, .they are a necesllfrif^^
ihe life jot .an
organisation, serving the
leaders, -com^etenrSfficIrrind
members at the same time as
® the inherent
energy, of the circle oarti r-n they raiie\h°
silent and
insecure members voice and
basic .for democracy lveStu^ir%>,-^
so
organization stronger than bef
-hence,, more
capable, of suDDortfnr,
““-erests
of
its -membership.
This is the
lwedL£ O
ioatituti*oL’'x .th:"iwed"rso:?:irLra'rs^
^
^
organization -such, as the ohin
.Federation
could capture and defend » ° fff*"
Politics
beyond its actual size ?
study circles called Advisory the“pBp“rms^a'k°
-Councils
-a

«mSlblu?%?uircLilL“'v

introducing a book

I have
it from the"Ledi“f^
'
tnLlVoT^^^
talk to Christina Engfeldt or
Marna Peldt

Seeing you in August.
Yours sincer^y
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appendix b

CONSENT
-LW

UDY OF P^TI^
IHE STUDY CIRCLE PROJECT EXPERIENCES

f

study\™orSr^?o ^earn''^^® Clason-Hook is conducting
stud^ circles as a
"ehic?rfo^“L^!:" "“f-tiveness
LAtino

a

women who are participating
in^this project!"''

being conducted by
Carla Clason-Hook^as"part^of
'^the
doctoral
dissertation at thfschoo]
ucation at the University
Massachusetts.
of

L

Project and I
volunteer to‘’particiSL'^in*'tL^st‘^d
in the study conducted by
Carla
Clason-Hook.
As a participant

give permission to the researcher
to interview me individually
to interview me as a member
of the study circle in
a group interview,
to make use of this information
for inclusion in
"^^sse^tation, for possible publication
n other forms and for teaching
purposes.
I

that my identity will be kept
confidential

and

I understand that I may
decline to participate in th«=
interview process and that this will
the study circle group I am a member not^ffect'^my status in
of.

ticip?tr?nlh"rint“^^iL"pLceL^\t"^y"\iL""L^^^
I^am^^me^I^er

T.

''''

I also understand that I will
be able to
include in this dissertation any information delete and not
i may have
provided during an interview which I feel violates
my right
to confidentiality and anonymity, and that
taped interview
material and original transcripts will be
destroyed after
this study is completed.
^

Signature of Participant
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appendix c

DE CIRCULOS DE ESTUDIO

^ROGRAMA

estudio para
aprendlr'^mas\S?e°la”efect^'^^a°°'’'^“°^®"‘^°
circulos de estudio
de los
como
cobrar conciencia que
Pa>^a
sea adicuado a
mu^eres Latinas que
participaraf
es?e prograda^""
Carla Clason-Hook"como'^partl
conducido por
de*^la^investi^^
i^ivestigacion para la
tesis doctoral que el la
f
Educacion de la Universidad
de

MasS^Ss!^

estudiS rL"’ofrizcrcoL"vorunL"rL""pLa%a1t^
Como participante doy
permiL a ?a inveKIgISorf

estudio.
para
•

sntrevistarme

circ^Io'df^ltSdlo,”'""^^"^
utilizar esta informacion para
incluirla

^crL%?°rpL^^eL-n\n^-!^

<=n

----- -

la

-ras

confidencial y
que un°ple"u1o\"So"“u\Si
desee utilizar mi propL seTuli^^L^ra""""^"”
nombre

particiolr’^irf^— ®e"°

^

"^"9™^ obligacion en

que puedo eliminar, y no incluir en
sta tesis cualquier informacion
que yo haya proveido
durante una entrevista lo cual yo
siento vioL m°rderechos
anonimato, y que el material original
sera destruido
destru^do^'^'^^'^H^
cuando el estudio este completo.

Firma del participante

appendix d
LETTER TO MAYOR FROM
SOCIEDAD DE LATINOS UNIDOS

Querido Sr.
de
ancianos latinos,
nuestro debar hacia ciudadanos ^
este pall
trabajos que hemos
hecho^en
i»
nosotros hemos trabaj-ado
en
y otros trabajos pesados mil
fisicos y emocioLlls
y
^
beneficio.

h

Junta Directiva
grupo de
.^etirados de los
“a°hos de
de tabaco

venta^as

claseiiall llo"s°otrl"^“"ll,/

Latino!^ Unidll

de

ningdn

de ninguna
Sociedad de

yircirclll

situacidn del ariciano latinn
aislados, enfennos v vivimrfc
mucha violencia
Sentimryc^”^°^
la comunilll pari
»ejorar nuestrf sallr
J-sica
«sTca
seguros.

tratando de me^orar la
estamos
ambiente donde hay
=itio el

“

y

mental,

y

sentirnos

Queremos hacerle saber a
usted
reunimos
semanalmente en la Casa
Pana
sentirnos mucha
y que
q
responsabilidad en
I

istra

usted esoerando
esfuerzil!

mi®

t

Sinceramente,

SOCIEDAD DE LATINOS UNIDOS
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n la
Es por esto que acudimos a
®y“<3ar en nuestros

I

appendix e
ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF
THE LETTER TO THE MAYOR

February 5,

1992;

^^^enslation of lettar

Dear Mr.

Sociedad
We are also a group
of
our obligations towardsLatinn
this
factories,

counti^'

in tobacco farm*;

°f Directors of th
group of Latino elderly)
citizens who haven fulfilie

^

^^ve worked

i

Which is trying to better tho
active groui
^
us are isolated, in
and lite \n a vTol°fnt^^^"°
^ environment.
that we need a place where
We fee]
we can
tegular basis, where w<
can have some form of
social activiti'L.f
"®
mental and physical health
improve oui
and fl^^l J^^cure.
Americln"uSlo^°an“^tS't^w°e“
^eat®~snon‘'
responsibility in betterinc
our situation. However we
City and the citizens of
we come to you hoping thatSpr?ngf?eld° "it is^S?fth
Ly'^fe ab\\ \o%"“port"\re^^^^^

^

Sincerely yours.
Representatives of the Sociedad de
Latinos Unidos
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appendix f
latino empowerment education
collaborative

wts^^XoTeTsiroTk wuh?n

^

Collaborative

is

a partnership of

and with organizations
and institudons toward'S
°PP^-^-on,.nd creating personal and

concerned Latinos

potential Latino leaders,

social,

•
•

How Udno^are differe^^^^
Why we are di^nran.5
unte!'"

aX'r^dX^e

to

other training programs that
examine:

--^°"-ents

Utino rea"lilr^''

that are supportive of

Community Education Program:
'?,“*' -'s'^borhood, etc.) in participant-

^nt^re^s^JJ
Particioants

,*be

!n

personal and collective issues faced
by Latinos

person'aUar!,“y1ndc<!m:un'?ife

contributions,

partSpana'
Programs

both studv r

XS

free to all

in Latino Leadership:

^SonaU^'d
Uste

and are

root Luse^s

offaf

service providers, organizers, advocates,

T*'

f

artists,

cultural workers,

to influence institutional

change,
'“i workshops,
participants not only examine the dynamics
and

dell

comT

ie'crpersonal

workplace,

These groups are supported by
both grants and

in the

and group

skills to

marketplace, and in the

fees.

Training and Consultation
Services:
work with mainstream organizations and
institutions (schools, state agencies,
community-based orpnizations, businesses, etc.)
on issues of Latino cultural diversity and
ppression.
e acilitate workshops and provide professional
consultation services with the
goal or creating multi-cultural
environments sensitive to the realities of Latino people.

We

These services are available on a
fee-for-service

All of these

programs are available

In English
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basis.

and

In

Spanish.

appendix g
STUDY CIRCLE INTERVIEW
WITH DONA FLOR
para Ud. participar en
el circulo de

saLd?

Jde de”otrL^perLntry^en?oncL®ino't?e^
person s“°.r^r-eTc°o--"^°
ayu^arIo^s?"^Sr^^|
grupo yo no
puedo saber que es lo aue ]
do, alii uno entiende,
hablanuno ap?endl
acuerdo de las
discusiones que la gente nece=;ii-aha
interpretes en elos hospitall^
salud,
seguro social. Elios
siempre tienen que ir
a^resolver
problemas y necesitan
interpretes.
esto.

Habiamos'^conleguido^interprete^"^^ solucionado todo
Pere
e^wel^arf Pero ?

el seguro social
y

chavos para pagarlo 00.^ ha
suceSSo‘"con"o?r^r^oLs?

™

estarsofa "diltirte^^^w’'
el grupo ie hacffaita

personas.

®

No me gusta
^ace flltr

^ni^ncr:i yo
^
casa, eso es como otra
enfermedad pa' mi.
edificio Ud. trato de organizer
un circulo.
?omo^fue
F
Aqui se comenzo a formalizar un
grupo v las nriTnor-ac
reuniones que se dieron todo iba
muy Men
Pero
^
metidos
en
reu-^^
n!oner^ Mientraf ‘’r
do estuvo todo biln?"''p:r°o^ T,

hacer°gul'e^:
Buscar ayuda para las enfermedades
que vinieran otras
personas como de los hospitales,
del^egur^Iocial
del
programs de salud mental,
si es posible de hasta'de la
y
corte y explicarles a ellos como
ellos podian resolver sus
personas aqui estan muy, muy atrasadas
Ou^^sn?^^*
Piensan que tienen un problem^. Le
problem^
se lo meten en la cabeza
y estan pensando en aquello nada
mas, y creen que al hablar con otra
persona que le van a
ayudar a resolver ese problema rapido.
Uno tiene que tener
'''' problema uno no
lo puede Leer asi
rircarrerL''^^^^''^''
,

S
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I

me guIta'’Lto,'’no'^mrgSsta^Isto'’oLo^^
.unto con tanta gente?
.e v^fa°

hablando'^de’^por'^que^nos'^estah
gue^a los pue^o.?g\%n"o“

‘5"®

n°

po.g^f

reuniamos y estabamos

nf

enton^r^^IsL^’penSi^te de^ursferelirenf
se puede reunir

— -- E-°y

en un grupo entoncis se

"1°

1-

^
^
Puertoriquenos si se
reunen, tal vez somos i?h2ri^-o^
^ibaritos
pero
caminamos
amnc:
^
y nos menepersonas que asi quieren poLr^los
demas
demas.
y el logro hacer eso con
algunas personas

®®taban de lo mas contentos de que
iban

Q-

Por que cree Ud. que el qrupo no
se dio?
Como que querian tener su propio
qrupo aca v no
-tendie?on"la fmpLt^ncE^ d^ la
unld^d^^^SeLn'^r^"'"^^/^i^eron a mi, que es que a veces tiene
cita tiEfn 2
f^^ilia en la casa, o tienen que hacer
el^nlr-n
?
Pero alqunos estaban de lo mas contentos esto o
y les
gustaria participar. Yo estaba diciendoles
que cuando yo
me:orara iba a volver a formar el grupo
y dijeron que si.
t

Si.

.

Q-

Por que cree Ud que los grupos son
importantes?
Es importante por las necesidades de
las personas que
mientras mas unidos estan mejores resultados
habran.
Dicen
que en la union esta la fuerza.
Y una sola persona no puede
tener toda la fuerza que tiene un grupo.
Yo he visto eso en
mi yida.
Cuando yo levante el grupo que yo tenia, a mi
nadie me enseno. Yo me levante, sali andando
y visite a la
gente.
Primero no conocia a nadie. Y me metia
en los
buildings, desde arriba pa' aba jo entrevistando a las
personas.
Tocaba a la puerta, les preguntaba si habian personas
mayores les explicaba lo que yo estaba haciendo porque
la
gente le gusta que uno le explique lo que esta haciendo
y de
donde iba.
Eso es importante.
Es necesario tener identificacion porque no dejan entrar a veces. Porque no todos
estan haciendo cosas buenas y ellos creen que todas las
personas estan haciendo eso como la venta de drogas
eso.
Por eso tiene mucha precaucion. Entonces me dejaban y
entrar.
.

F

,
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dLian/^Lr^iyoria

Personas todos estan
recibiendo

el disability.

^ntrena^iento?

F- Nuncr'nnno'^-

entrenado a una senora"aue"h^'^°
V° si he
mayores.
con personas
Entonces yo empece a^Lscar
tenia, y le saque
pLsonL de
ToSas
eran mayores de 60 anos.
Personas
Entonces 'vo?f?i
^
esas personas para que
® concocer
tomaran
ella era muy tLida^^no
Terprea^niaK^^
como preguntar
ensene
y a lo ultimo emn!^
k
tenia muy poco ^iLpo qie
programa y yo pense que le Te qSeIIba\arr^'°A
en le
ibl a dar tod
gente que me
costo tanto trabaio oara -inTvi-?,r-i
la mano
pusiera en
y entonces se term?no
Entonces L, yrs^fa^Inte^^L^^re^^e ''
d°Lu:^"
:oven a quien me pidieron
que le^dira nn entrenamiento
porque tambien iba a trabaiar rnn^t^^
personas mayores de
edad.
y despues aup
p

aU^

1

i

eri€Fbu1E'“"°TSrn
... ^-‘-egaoa y los
cIrSloI?

abrazaba.
Abrazaba al
^ "abuela.^^omo^^

recomendaciones para un programa de

Pt°gtama lo mejor
personas.
personas' Visitarlas porque cuando es uno visitar a las
uno los visita las
personas te conocen, hablan contido,
se
necesidades que tienen. No es lo mismo abren explicL ]a.
quH^s person^
lleguen a la oficina, hablan tres
palabras
contiqo v san se
acabo.
ES importante ir a ver a la gente,
habjar^con
Inof
decir lo que estas haciendo, entender
tienen y saber como los pudes ayudar. que necesidades ellos'
Despuerquryo Iab?a
las necesidades de ellos me iba a
buscar donde yrvov a
conseguir la ayuda que esta persona necesita.
A veces
®
P^^as,
arreglar
?ransnor^o‘’“®vo"°
transporte.
Yo sabia como ayudar a cada
uno.

Para hacer un programa de circulos, la
gente
confianza con uno. Al hacer algo por ellos, tiene que tener
ellos hacen
algo como venir a un programa o lo que sea.
Se esfuerzan
hay gente que quiere venir a los circulos,
pero tienen
tantas necesidades que no pueden ir.
Es necesario ayudarlos
con eso y entonces van a ir.
Lo necesitan, es bueno olvidar
los problemas y estar con otra gente.
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appendix h
STUDY CIRCLE INTERVIEW
WITH CECILIA
*"""

in the study circle
program meant

to you?

njrship) anri‘’thLk"''it'fcont?ib^^^^
of ways.
I've learned about my

P^^t-

ow^iL^L
internalized.
Things that have
It's allowed me to reflect
on tha5^
Sharing those expL^ncef i^a
being. And

I

feel that

I

have

cLnged'f

tovi uto?rst?od’'soL"of°?hf
those issues°S?
wonderful it is tn 5 r>r-»i
v.
those things that held you tock’'^
«

-:

^

'

things I've
^ person.

duSnrthL"

-d
myseit.
u.

And, bow

OnrS^tto Ih™

ye grown to come to understand
thL it's not mine
T^nnt I
energy and time into all of that and
th?r*^
that was sufficient. Before I'm
not sure that I had ttot
struggle, but not witSn thf c^ntoit
Of mfv
significant and being aligned with
Whartha? vislof wal!®

.^ifcles helped because when I look at how
we
a circle was to be empowering and
to
^
it was enablina
enabled me to look at things differently
fhoi ?*K a
^
looked at things before... not to attach
to
th?nr,«
really try to look at things
critically^^°^^°^^^^^
^ circle,

social action, well I think things
themselves out in terms of who I am, the things have played
I am willing
to get involved in.
But the things I'm getting involved in^
aren t just for the sake of getting involved.
They really
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context
our circle"2arset
urto^do® jus^that?

so,

i

think

;anrpp?“rp:ir:,uai^
really spoke to the issues
of
f
being who they are in
people from
terms of
a lot Of time and
=P®"t
look at those
issues and I think s^Cdier^allfLrdT®?^"?^it's anH or^rr^
process. i think
still doing it.
We naven
haven't
t com<=^f*^
come to any conclusions. we're
•

standing that they've alsrhLn e?P^r®^°’'®
“ndertheir conditioSng Is it hadTef
was
the beginning I m?gh?
critical
lTt]^cTif\u
of the oppressor and now I don't thinv
=
^
""y
ing into dialogic thll
®"teroin
cotunon ground for our
differences.
?IIt
a
attacking people for
who they are but that we'^ha
at. While ^ mIg\rLM\nIII th°af

L

about each other and thi? ylu
oouia really find ways
^
to work
With each other.

piiricai Stuff

with a
in the community and there's been lot of

division in the community.
i think we'^rcLe ?n
^
seriously need to enter into dialog^
with'^thn^
th those people from our community
that are part of the
community, who have a role in this
lommunitranl whlL tlev

dif^Irlnf
I? different times and I can see
where we can work
learn from each other. l wasn't ready
to
K° ^ first
^
started at the agency and I think
^t's a proceL,
there
t^^re'eT^orof'"?
s a lot of potential in the
process.
growth^in myself personally and we've done I've seen the
that through the

hloTs

tnoofLS^

1—"*

tanding that if we re going to create
environments and
communities and relationships that really are
enabling people and accepting people for who based on
they are
dynamics,
^^^t.^11 about. We've all had experiences that
have
affected us in one way or another that we've had
to understand, and understanding has been liberating and
I think
that's been healing.
^

Q- How has this experience affected the agency
and the work
at the agency?
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we embraced a model!
®
it hal heloL
phy about who we are
a philosoPeople, but how we relate
to each other in the not onlv
SrLn?!L^
That permeates everything that we do in term<!
the agency, our outside
come in to
relationlh^"'^ P®°P^®
it's given us a clear
^ think
focu^ a^tf^^L”"’^'’ at a
that for as long as anvbo<iv
community
there's been an^on-go?nf
history
strSaal
^ community that
health and well-being
has
tMn?^
of ways, but we d^dn^t
that in lots
^^f^^f^ood
k^ofhow
I think that
practice.
So
vision has been
us become more focused
helped
as an organizLion?^^
'

tion,

organizathink^we've been^ble^to^do
thft^^^ ^
This
It^rCsuan v
^^^ound- the
Board creates that vision for^bho
^J^^^^^ation and then they
get people to implement
that ^Sn
I

is very unusual.

i “ F£if££-Lr¥
ir;.*;;."

;rb7‘

"""“»• »“

««..

different circles themselves influenced
the
supports the circles, in terms of what
ifgJven back?^®''''''

aaencv-^^^rL^^^

people that have been attached to the
agencv
^he organization, because of\he^
kind^nf
kind
of work that we're doing on some level
have taken
wnership for what goes on in the organization.
I think
that though any of us can move on to work
at any different
place, there's a part of us that would find
it very diflia working environment as we have.
So, I think
there s that kind of attachment to the organization
because
we created it and because everyone was a part
of that.
It's
hard to really get up and leave something that
you've created and that you feel really responds to who
you are as an
individual.
I
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^
th© other nponio
that we have started
circles
are people^f rom^?h^^^
® community, while
through the whole experieLe
^e'vp ?
learned a lot from them
and realize that
the^communitv pw
is at a very
different level.
S^rarea^p;
going to be more
di^^LuI^Lf chaT^
challenging to us. For
example, the elderlv npopi^
ences and ways of tLLina
experiand°do?^^ things.
the things we've learned
i think one of
from Fh
Where they are at! but
to start
a?L haS
want to see a lot of thinrt=^^
®>^P®btations and we
that's just not thefr Ubffra^i""^
"^ybe
^ think they have
allowed us to put into nr^5
things that we
really believe in so\hat
it's%to1'?
challenged
us
in that way to
critically look La?n
„
they can be empowered.
think°that'that'"'^®'^®''^"'^
^
real community level
the
it's been
hppn^^
a ^
lesson for us because
we're all at different ni.o
taught us so much as to what
^“®t
irrean!"irto^''®"’®"’'
to empower the
community.
It's been" reaii.,
.~v,
n
really challenging for the
organization.

a^idlntito"^

organization is really

fthinf ^

th-t our organization
C°LLtoing"'di!toto!:t!'°“Ato'’r?eef

"°reso!Le"forthrco::un!t!?"lnd‘^^
wrl!r:"it“SV"T^'
people really don't understand
=
exactly

11 that IS
£
what
all
about,
as we become better at puttin^thL
formation out, I think people will
clearly see that it =
an important resource for the
i

community

In what ways do you see any of
this contributing towards
social change?

Q

yv^;; p: s;;‘“

i%t

going to use the model of the study circle
to help us orqa^
!°
social action.
That
That'^wharth"^''^'
s what the circle is about.
Some of that is happenina
now with some of the work that we're doing.
Well, tharmight
be something that's missing in the work
that we'£e doing.
Q Do you see the Latino Empowerment Education
Collaborative
as part of social action?
C- Well, I think you could say that.
That from our study
circle we have put our learning into action.
From what
we ve been learning and dealing with we're
putting into
practice and responding in that sense to address issues
of
oppression, so I agree with that.
l think with the other
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circles, with the elderly
and with the youth, with
the
elderly I'm not sure.

ILin-Vul

^

earlier
I
about what social^action
C.

circle
action'that^^
?hat proceL?

think that's what I was sayinq
ideas and thoughts
f
'

occurred fro™ the elderly 'sSdy
^
"ill l>e some form of
9°®s on in

Q- What about the staff circle?
C
Well I think it has been really
iiriDortant fnr- nnr- inHi
vidual growth which has impacted on
our work as a group and
""
organization.
So Lybe we
can sa^tharthat’'®
say that that gets transferred into
some of the stuff

termfof

thfAID^™"^ference

that its totally been
everything that we've been learning as a interwoven with
sr ll are
putting It into practice. We're putting group
it into practice
no on y within our programs but wherever
we go.
It's real
clear that we're not going to meetings for
the sake of going
to meetings but that they really need
to have
agendas that will lead to some form of action. substance and
more vocal about that and more selective about We're being
what we will
be involved in or not.
That has been something^ that has
happened.
.

Do you see the staff circle engaging in any
kind of
action?
C- I guess it would depend on the group.
We haven't met as
much as we would like to meet and that process has
been some
what disruptive in the sense that there's been a lot of
time
in between and we can't remember what we've done
before.
i
think that there are many things that we could get involved
in terms of action, but my sense is that it's so related
with the work that we do, so I see it being funneled back
into that area.
Q

From this experience, what would be the meaning of empowerment?

Q

C-

I think it's been a process that has really deepened
people's understanding about who they are as a person, and
how they interrelate with the world around them.
In that
relationship to themselves and to their environment their
ability to be able to be all that they can be, what ever
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they want to be.

So

What ever changecontrol or those

a

t

trans format

enabling

'

those thoughts,

i

thlngrtLTi^^L"t\°h^: :os?."°

?he SLunity? au'"I|
link any of ^ha?“i?^
is:

u

yoSelf

^he people in
°° Vou

^are"^
e^pow^r^en?!

growing

to^create^more

understLding^^hat there^^have
'br^'^th

^wareneL°is

‘

back.

Those things can be
exp^tencer?Lrwh
growing up impacted on
your identify
enriry, relationships
re^ah
t^°'' that
were very disruntivc^
,
that were destrLtiv4 in
oppression
terms^S^vour^^^^"^
your class, other exoerieneo^
gender,
example for myself.
sizeism- all of those evn«=r-io
Of empowerment is to
undLs^ln^where an''|Ptrt""“^
from and how that affected
you.
That ?“part"of

heaUn^a^d

Jou'rfso*':ounLd':"L^rtpple^

paralyzed, not able
to move forward with who vnn
^ person because you're
stuck.
I think
unstuck.
I think the
circLr^eTrirtha?
'

brir^'"?

that allows

peoplf^fK alTeTo

saying and°lharln“ you're"!earninf
f rorother
^
yourself and°you open
yourseirto'^?har“-^r‘'I?

tZ^hL^

L°en'’^a^n“^^ forlo^^:"^^"^!^?^^"
ourtV°“^h^
for people to be able to respond
to that. That's ®>‘®''tly
exactly my
experience with the circles I've been
part of.
Q- could that be considered
a support group?
^ support group
looking
iLkino^at
at thl®
the meaning of who we are as people because we're
within the
context of the world we live in. We
don't live in i^^a!
within families, within
ork environment is very important for communities ... and our
us because that's
"
I
it's Lre
than a self-help
Sara“Lfrhei
group.
l think it's really trying
to
understand the development of people within
the context of
and the world around them.
It's been more
than that.
than%hat’^''''t^/^^
it s really understanding root causes
of issues
of oppression which I think is at the
root of people being
unable to meet their potential with the
objective to become
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more inclusive as a nerc;nn
Changes structures

tL^^re

in

w.

destruc??^^

se^ting^rth^cLcLsr

peopir^"
encountered

support for the^circles^^^I
financial
think^th^?^^^^^*^
^ ^
think it's an on-goin^reaUtv
^
that in the real of human
^ ^°^"tnaditional tool
serviceci^h
there s not a lot of
funding for.
i don't thinv
?
So, that's been a chLlengl
understand it.
ourselves,
^o"^iarn"how°S"Lee"th^Ikins t^d
other one has been now that
we're actual
Iv implementing them
and using the circles learning
2^^^
*^hat we
need to start where
peoplfare^t
^
aware of
certain things: on somp^i^^t/oi =
another
structure that imposes on
people? "is it'"rea?l
really empowering?
I think there's been e
and
continue t^Lok frand
ology that we really want
methodto^use '^that^^
supports the
philosophy that we Le^ is truly
empowering
of
peoole
The nhhovIT
other challenge is how the Board
erabraLs
^^^craces
thi«
^ think
.kthis.
l
the Board has come e
i

.

.

i

I think another challenge
has been
the community, or the Board members,that people not onlv fr-o-m
think of it as a revo^
a revolutionary kind of tool
and people feel threatfaced that with the elderly.
People
havf
doing things and they liL things
tn
to be comfortable.
They don't like to be challenged in ^
history, or some of their ideas and
thoughtsaettina^th^^^f
getting
them to become critical thinkers. That's
been
challenging for us.

think another challenge is with funders:
getting them to
Who we are in terms of an agency and what
we want to
dn^^nH^
do
and getting them to support this kind of
work.
l think
that time IS challenging in that we want to
survive as an
organization, and while it takes time to educate
people
about the kind of work we want to do, it may
take longer for
people to support that kind of idea.
I

And the time we need to take for our own circles
is challenging because it takes a lot of time to really be
commit354
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They^don't
process,
with process and that
time
we reanrinL"™^"'^
and how we think and our
understandina^aho
in the community is
what's going on
very sianifi rani- 2 creating
think we're expLiencina Ihlt ll
change.
i
circle with staff
and perhaps with the elder]
v anH
youth.
programs that get funded fo^ nn^
We get
years and there's so
much to do within that limii- of
possible for peoplf^o trulv Jn.lT
^ot
^ point where they can
begin to understand thrirment has impacte^on ^heL
environsome of your recommendations'?

rl

consi^^e“;

S"""
seed^but
eds but

-

"th^k'"-

w:n"as

^
^
and plant a lot of
it ^ak
It
takes a lot of energy to continue
that process
®
become
more focused
in that
that"^!^^"*^?
kind of work.
Either we commit ourselves to one
project and see it though so that at the
see change happening with an institution end we could reallv
or with a group of^
people, so that they could continue the
work.
I find myself
feeling like we have all this knowledge
and ideas o? hof^o
do things, and I think we need to be
challenged more. We
need to understand that there are many
ways of creating
change in the community.
l think we need to be more
humble.
We are so passionate about this and we
really believe in
good, we start a lot of things and
we don t finish them and I am concerned
about that.

The other recommendation I have is that since
we have
commitment to work with other institutions, even those made a
that
are not Latino institutions, that we also need to
work with
other organizations in our community from whom we
have been
separated from and divided in lots of issues. The reality
is that they exist and they provide services to
the community and they are part of the infrastructures of the
community.
That has been a major oversight and the time has come
to do something about that.
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I

STUDY CIRCLE INTERVIEW
WITH YARABI
Q:

Que ha significado para
ti participar en los
circulos?

a^udado'Tmi'^en
ha
de lo que heitios cuantrr°recSienS"''°
terminos
hecho aqui a nivel
®
personas, pues tambien es Lnho
^
de aprender a bregar
®n el aspecto
mas con loc:
nas.
Tambien de entender muchas
persopasado.
De poner claro
y en orden
cosas que han pasado, muchas
estamos aqur y por que somos de iL cosL
qui^n s°:^^,Tcial
•

,

T:

^nuestra

rcreo'guren ^^ag^ncia

's?
los progra:„as, def
initi^a^en^e

L

f

estrategif^Sf
L'bir'usar" "pS^ero^""
circulos tienrguf at,^° dir

^

5fs*vr‘.

**

'

gSf
^ace los

“• "

"Vo.*.,

^
s
respondido.

|..sxr.s.‘;„s;.ssarp;r:! Xsr?';™
la.gente
y la gente ha

rragencia?

?u

® comunidad ha aportado algo a

Yo creo que los circulos traen algo
de vuelta a la
agencia
Una de las cosas que yo siento es por
ejLpL gue
entro de la filosofia de la agencia cae
lo que hace el
circulo y cae bien claro que si el la gente
la que va hacer
el cambio, y que si la agencia en
ciertos mementos tiene gue
clrculos, pero que el ca^?r
irf"a gente misma. La
agencia en ese sentido se
Y:

vmitr
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donde'irgentrpueL^LpezIr!*®

rLpdSr ffalenle?""

agenda porque

^

""

es por

o esta dispuesta
a

-

esta"dispuL?ra"ks^ddi?.’""^:^o'’una%"'^?""'

las cosas que a mi
siempre me preocupa es
que vo no sient-o^
estos mementos esta
agenda en
suficientemente
refiero a staff, a los
Con eso me
rnrooram,!
mente fuertes para
sufioienteLdiL^nos
'^irculos, para
tirarnos mas a niverd^coZnidaH
m
Porque yo creo que los
circulos no vamos a esperar
oie
®
^
'3®"’'®
llegue a la
agenda, hay gue t ra^=!
,
®°"'^"idad
para
puede usar
hacerlo.
si se
agendroLa
hacerlo fuera de la
age'ncia'^n'Ls^^^^i^idad'eT
i

L

^®®- P°e^emp=rrq"ue’'oua^^d°o^^'’c\^\"uL’^se^?^l°;
^ g^iore hacer derta
y entonces quieren resoaldo^
v

cepsa,

diferentes niveles

'

entonooc^i^

^ oomo la gente esta
a

-n !o
-®

se^^j:

Sr-ft°i-

- ya--a°<airT^

^omen?o"q^l pL%"IL"si?ua"don
"®"
5=^°®P° y ®°'"°
soIamenL
'

de una

?doL?L"

T

®" ®^

uL'^persona vl

Ttor

de fragend^?"'^"

Quiza no entiendan, pero tampoco lo
veo contradictorio
i>"P°rtante.
Yo creo que lo importartfdel
circdo
trajo gente, un grupo a discutir. Lo
imnori^n^o es que se reunieron
importante
y empezaron a discutir un
Y;

agencia o cual es el proposito de la agenmomento que la gente sepa o no sepa.
que vayamos creciendo como grupo, como
dreulo, pues quiza para algunas personas
enceuntren una relacion, otras quiza nunca la encuentren.

d» ^ ^
f
oiL^aa medida
medd®
Quiza
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I

filosofia de la gencia
® comprenda la
algo que parte de una y que ellos est
P®"'ticipando
en
filLofia^
oompartir con los grupos
nosotros a
de
donA»
n°sotros partimos?
V:
Pues yo corno lo ve^en ef?
los grupos van a
decidir lo que^qSie?2n°h
que ninguno de los
^
grupos aue
tomar alguna actitud
^ormemos
vayan a
muy
como comunidad de haber radical I
estamos
estado onr-yTT,i^
anos, tanto tiempo
va a ?egue?i?^nrif
de estudio para que
V
los aruDo^
accion.
^
Que la persona ent?e a?
de
filosofia no me preocupa
^ autienda o no la
porgue vo cr^n° que mediante
circulo va haber un prLeL
el
one
f°rma u otra van a
incorporala.
No es Lcesario
la entienden por lo
''
penos van ristL^Se"ac‘^®"a*'°‘^^
^
acuerdo con muchas
de las cosas que
nosotros hacemnct
a
lo digamos
directamente ellos lo van a
a
^ entender.
Con las actitudes
todo eso.
y
'

,

social?

-i-

Participar en un circulo lleve

a un

cambio

Def initivamente
para^que^'hayrLmbios^sociale^
M
^
tiene que haber cambios del
individuo. ^y vo si
^^enplo los del
circulo de l^colaborSva^“L:^°^°^’^°^

dentro de mi yo lo veo que como
empezar a soltar el vo
eppezar a pensar colectivanLie
validL®LrotLr^°"''®®
^
personas.
Desligarse uno un poco de unoy
y empezar a verse mas en terminos espirituales

a

el primer cambio es el
personal v aue
T’
despues de ese cambio personal cuando cambio
tu estas listo^ puLes
soltar el yo y bregar mas colectivamente
Y:

Si,

pero primero te tienes que encontrar tu.
si
lo
bregar con el cambio personal,
pienso que si nosotros no tenemos
que los cambios sociales envuelven cambios conociemiento de
en
persona y envuelven liberarte un poco del yo, uno como
yo
entonces todo lo que nosotros hacemos va a estar creo que
siempre el
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I

y que uno haL^Suando^tiene^conciencia^dI"'^°

quf

Tq^ire

-^^rd^qo

r

empiezas a controlarte^y\mpiezas
^°'
a^i^no’'
mente en ti si no oensar tiia=
pensar sola^
^
colectivos. Tu por
ejemplo estas en un grupo
y tratas’'de'’°®
® contralarte.
hay discusion, a ti te int^r-f»<=a
Cuando
llegue a las contestacionerrqurL^qln
salgan de esas otras
personas sin sentirte nnn
decirlo todo y tiene
que ser como yo diqa
CuanHo^-h

Entonces tu empiezas
Q:

a

salg^drStrfperL^r"^^""

controlar tu yo.

Que siqnifica para ti la palabra
'empowerment'?

tantas personas tiene tantos
diferentes
firaHn^^
^
realmente empowerment es lo que te sionirto H
acabo
de
decir.
Que tu puedas controlarte,
y yo siL?raue e^
tener un poder especial, para mi es
un^der espLitLl
Que tu tenqas un poder espiritual
para
poder controlarte tu
ego, y que puedas darte para ayuda?
a cLbiL?
'

•

Q:

Como lleqa uno a eso?

cobres conciencia de cuales son
^ ^ las raices de los problemas
sociales, que ha
nL
pasado colectivamente
^
historicamentp'''''^i'''''^''°'
historicamente.
Yo creo que hay que conocer la historia
de
uno primeramente:
de donde tu vienes y por que estaraauiP’^^blemas social4s
y que ha hecho la opresion con nosotros, entender
que
en

.

.

vivisociedad completamente adictiva, que vivimos
con
mentes enfermas - cuando tu puedes entender
todo eso que hav
unas raices de problemas, que tenemos una
mentalidad adictiva, que los eqos de nosotros son adictos,
y entonces tu
sabes que tienes que controlarte.
Porque de la unica manera
que puede haber cambio es que empieces a controlarte.
Y yo
creo que es alii que uno empieza a buscar cambio,
yo
creo
que es alli cuando verdaderamente uno tiene poder. y
Entonces
tu ya no dejas que unas cosas que te afectaban antes
te
af ecten
Q:

Ves alqunas dificultades en hacer los circulos?

Y:
Si, yo creo que dificultades hay muchas porque es como
cualquier cosa:
representa orqanizar qente y qrupos. Y
Gso no es facil.
Y vuelvo a decir que como estamos breqando
,
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mentes enfermas^con^un^monton°d^" nosotros mentes adictivas
viduo con una necesidad
^ ^^^a indlgrupo, para que se
Pa«
crear un
de los individuos mantenqa hiv auo
"^'^^sidades
mas hay que LIqL en'^d''
cia, en explicar
despertar concienlas razonL de Sr
no se puede decir
fstamos asi. y eso
en
cada individuo viene una prLeSSfoS®
P°rque para
en difeSnSS?r
formas, para cada uno
algo diferente.
es
Pues vo
mucho tiempo.
proceso que toma
Pero yo^creo cue una
cuenta que la gente
Personas se dan
unas necesidades de que te rodea
Primero
viene
ese aruoo^
l^s personas que
estan en ese qrupo estan^ai
confianza, comprension,
cuanto a respeto,
y hay unas^co^^
luntas.
Y alii empieza
el iLeres
luntos.
^
Pero es dificil ponerlos v
trabajar
juntos!^
Q:
Has visto problemas
aca con los circulos?
porque cada
individuo lleva^a^L^colectividad
^ ^
vision diferente.
tenemos tan metido en
y
competir por
todo y una driarcnL^
te es que competimos.
continuamenentramos a los
grupos y entramos a los A'^vLernosotrL''°T''°^
porque yo se:
^
estas mal porque vo se si?ios Tnuo^
tu
tenemos
cuidado de como
decimos las coas y se nos olvld^^^""^
humano que si tu
tienL
nisiquiera hablando no lo
va atraer sino lo vas a er-h
cuenta hasta^^/L^i^ir^L^iliL

L

Y^^cr^r^

sepa cual es su

^peUto,

su

^aria mas

facirSSr^ciSuLs?^°"’""''"""°"^"

responsable de que es un trabajo serio,
que va

con^ ir%eSS\^-?
vayaJ"cSpa°rSr

a tomar-^

r^lLcSoSaSL^-S^^

cSiX-lnS?

sientan comodos

Ta^^Sm^p^rU^SaSa^Sasta

Hay que crear ese nivel de
rnni^^°
Entonces para
conseqCir ^a^aen^e^^^"
conseguir
la gente de nosotros
y hacer los grupos tampoco es
il porque la gente, todo el
mundo esta luchando
sobrevivir.
Estan envueltos dentro de este monton para
d^
sociales que hay, que es bien dificil
salir
de
Honni estamos metidos.
donde
.

*
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-"trenar

ekorctrcui'osf "
Yo CITGO

a

personas para hacer

\/^

CflJ^

quiera empezar un circulo^dPh^’^^ cualquier personal que
P°"'
Primero la personas
traininq.
como la opresion nos
formas en
31601^3
individuos y ver como fimnir^r, nSsotros
sociedad, como
nivel de gr^po/
^ ^
ErbierimpSrt^^te
incluir la opresion
®ritrenameitno debe
lo aue p
ir,H*
individuo
estar bien, la parte y nrar?^L
necesita para
- describir
como es un
circulo, como srformr
Pasa.
inq que envuelve todos'los
Lleva un trainasoecto^^^
un circulo y la razorde^or
*2™""
^^fse
el proposito que tenqa
acuerdo
^
con
el circiiio f.
tar.
^ implemenYo sien?o que Is
a nuestra qente, pero
lleqar
que depend!
^ Persona que lo este
emplementando y cual sea el nii/oi h
concienc ia- y eso va a
ser el resultaL del lircuio
y
pueden usar
tanto como para liberar comn*n^^°
persona que esta
usandolor?iInrb?^n'ciLr"v°t""
len ciaro, y tiene
concien-cia y tiene p
^
^
situacion que estamos
viviendo, puede avudar a
h<=
proceso de^darpoder!
V en el
s?’',
"o esta conciente
de so puede servir como herramier,r
Es un machete
de dos filos, dependrde oufen
que lo use.
^ P°^
Adimlf Il'^Lch^Se
1

‘

1

1

i

trf

LT°

quf si

PuSe c?LfmIs"ap:?i^^ comunidad%ue ya^sta^tsg^L^^!"^^"^
dond^viene^ por^que

esta'Iaur'our?
mente, y que es lo qul^qlilrl?

RS">ErLv‘"?f^^
cambiado.
Primero
^ ^

^

historica-

tu tienes aue cohr^^rempiezas
a cambiar.
Tienes\ue darte
nnl
cuenta que lo que dicen no es verdad.
Despuertieneraur
bregar en terminos de que no eres tu
sola, de que hav otros
en la misma situacion.
Es necesario aprender sobre la
clase. de raza, del colonialismoy
Sfsexismo v
cnmr"°r
como esto se manifiesta.
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